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SKANDA PURANA • 

Book VI: N.AGARA KHANDA1 . . 

CHAPTER ONE 

The Birth of the Linga2 

Obeisance to Sri Gai:iesa. 
Orn obeisance to Sri Puru,ottama. 
Henceforth the sixth book called Nagara Kha1:u;la of the 

Skanda Mahapurai:ia begins: 

Vyiisa said: 

I. May the matted tresses of hair (twisted on the top of the 
head) of Dhurjaii (Siva) be conducive to your success-the 
matted hair in which Ganga (with her stream of whitish water) 
creates the illusion of a streak of grey hair. 

Sages enquiml: 

2-3. 0 highly wise one! How is it that the Linga (Phallus) of 
Hara is particularly adored to the exclusion of other organs ( of 
his body) by Suras and Asuras? It behoves you to explain properly 
and thoroughly why it is so, 0 mighty-armed Sii.ta. An intense 
curiosity has been aroused in us now. 

I . Niipra KharJ,r/a: This Khai:uJa describes Lhe sacredness and glory of 
Haµikeivara ~Lra, I.he area around Vadnagar (Ahmcdabad Dist., Gujarat). 
IL is called by various names out of which Camalkirapura is more commor\. 
Dr. R.N. Mehta, fom1er head of the Dept. of Archaeology, M.S. University 
Baroda, informs me that human habitation in that area dales back lO the 1st 
century B.C.E. His article: "Vadnagara: A Study• in Journal of the M.S. 
Univenity, Baroda, Vol. XVII, April 1918, throws some light on some 
incidents in this PuriQa 

2. Linger. The word is derived from two roots: ✓Ii- •to dissolve" and ✓p• 
"LO go". The term means 'LhaL from which the universe "comes" i.e. is 
created. and that in whicb it "dissolves•, 11 have shown in my Marathi book 
•$aiva Dariana' (pp. 2-17) that Lh\ga-worship represents the worship of 
sacrificial fire. But the ori1inal Vedic identification of Rudra and Agni was 
forgotten lon1 before this Pu~a came to be finally redacted and here Siva
linga is wrongly taken u 'Siva's pha,lus.' 
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2 Shanda Puriif.l,a 

Sitta said: 

4. Enormous indeed is the burden involved in lnswering 
the query raised by you. I shall, however, recount in details 
after bowing down to the Self-born Lord. 

5-9a. In the land of Anarta (Northern Gujarat) there is a 
forest resorted to by saintly people. It is charming unto all 
living beings. It consists of trees bearing fruits in the course of 
all seasons. 

There is a beautiful penance grove therein. It is resorted to 
by gentle animals. It is full of sages and hence resounding with 
the sound of the Vcdic Mantras chanted by them. There arc 
various types of sages practising diverse kinds of austerities. 

There are sages (some of whom were) Abbhllk~ftts (who took 
in water only for subsistence), Viiyubhak:ms (subsisting on air 
only), ,~n:,,af,arl)iiJins (eating dry, withered leaves); Brahmal).as 
called Dantolitkhaltts (who use their teeth as mortars for 
separation of grains from husk); &mnc arc Aima-kut1akal (who 
use stones for separating husk and pounding the grains to 
powder). The sages are engaged in holy baths and Homas; they 
are intent on Japas and self-study of the Vedas; there are 
Viinaprasthas ( those who retired to the forests after active life of 
householders), Trida,:i<!,.as (recluses with three staffs), Jlamsas 
(sages of exalted position) and Kuµcaras1 (recluses staying in 
huts), Sniitakas (those who have concluded their student life), 
Yatis (ascetics), Diintas (persons •with full self-control) and 
Pancagni-sadhakas (sages practising austerities in the midst of 
five fires) . 

9b-1 l. After some time, the Lord, the Slayer of Tripura who 
was distressed due to the bereavement of Sati came to that 
forest in the course of his wanderings. 

The forest was resorted to by gentle animals; there delighted 
mongooses played with serpents; lions with elephants and 
cats with mice. The crows played with flocks of owls without 
animosity. 

12. On seeing the penance-grove, Lord Rudra who was 
nude, entered it for the purpose of begging for alms with a 
skuµ; in hand. 

~I ... ,;..~It"' . ,·--w lit,. 
I. ·•x,,,;ca1u,,' is the correct form and noL Kulu:an,. 
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VI.1.13-29 

13-15. On seeing his handsome physical features never seen 
by anyone before, all the ascetic women became completely 
overwhelmed by the god of Love. They left off their domestic 
chores. The ceased to attend to the elders. Gathering 
together in groups at different places, they engaged in mutual 
discussions with comments like: "Only that lady is blessed who 
can freely and confidently embrace all the organs of the noble
souled sage." 

16-18. Others in excessive enthusiasm ran about in all 
directions. They appeared staring at him with wide open eyes. 
Some of the women had applied the unguents only partly over 
their bodies. Some had applied collyrium only in one Qf their 
eyes. Others had tied up their tresses partially. Some of them 
had even abandoned their children. Being viewed thus by the 
ladies Mahesvara wandered through the highway uttering "Give 
me alms." 

19. Those sages who saw him thus without clothes on, 
thereby provoking the lustful predilection in the women, spoke 
thus with their eyes reddened due to anger. 

2()..21. "O sinner, since this penance grove of ours has been 
defiled by you, may this penis of yours fall on the ground at 
once." Instantly his penis fell on the ground; piercing the 
surface of the earth, it entered Pitala. 

22. Bereft of his penis, the bashful Lord Mahesvara went 
into a deep pit and stayed there in the form of a foetus. 

23-24. On account of the fall of the penis, 0 excellent 
Brihmal)as, there arose terrible bad omens that caused terror 
in all the three worlds. The peaks of mountains tumbled down; 
even during day, meteors fell down. All oceans overflowed their 
limits slowly. 

25. All the groups of Devas were terrified in their minds. 
With Sakra and Vifl)U as their leaders they went to the place · 
where the Grandfather of the worlds was present. 

26-29. After eulogising with prayers, originating from the 
excellent Sruti, they bowed down and said: "O Lotus-seated 
One, 0 Lord, what has happened! What is it, 0 god, that 
everything is going on in a topsy-turvy manner. Why is it so? 
Why has the whole range of the three worlds become agitated 
and vexed." 0 Lotus-born One, signs of the ultimate annihila
tion appear as it were. Will there be an untimely destruction 
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4 SuntlaPuf'itaa 

now? You are an expert in the use of Mantras. You are the 
grandfather of all the worlds. You are the goal and refuge of all 
Suras, Daityas and human beings who are distressed and terrified 
with trembling bodies." 

30-34. On hearing the words of those Devas the Four-faced 
Lord meditated for a long time and understood through his 
divine vision. Thereupon he spoke: "O excellent Suras, this is 
not the time for the ultimate annihilation. Listen to the reason 
for which the evil portents have arisen. In the country called 
Anarta the noble-souled sages, for ( the protection of their -wives) have cursed (Lord Siva); the Linga of the god of gods, 
the Trident-bearing Lord, has been made to fall. It is therefore 
that the entire range of the three worlds including mobile and 
immobile beings has become utterly upset. Hence we shall go 
to the place where Lord Mahesvara is present. At our instance, 
he may replace the penis quickly. Otherwise there will be 
untimely destruction of the entire range of the three worlds. 
What I have uttered is true." 

35-36. Thereupon all the groups of the Devas, Adityas, Vasus, 
Rudras, Asvins and Visvedevas with Brahma and Vi,r;iu as their 
leaders hurriedly went to that place where Lord Mahesvara was 
sleeping in the interior of the pit, overwhelmed with great 
shame. 

Th.t Deuas said: 

37. Obeisance to you, 0 Lord of the chiefs of Devas, 0 
bestower of freedom from fear on your devotees, Obeisance to 
you, 0 support of the universe, 0 Lord with the crest 
embellished with the moon. 

38. You are Yajfia. You are Vataikira. You are the (great 
element called) Water. You are the Earth, 0 Lord. This entire 
region of the three worlds including mobile and immobile 
creatures is created by you. 

59. 0 most excellent one among Suras, you protect as well 
as annihilate (the world), You are Vitou. You are the Four
faced One (Brahma). You are the Moon. You are the Sun. 

40-41. Without you, 0 great Lord, nothing exists here. 0 
Lord, even after committing a great sin on the earth, a man 
who glorifies your name and calls 'Mahldeva' repeatedly goes 
to heaven. ., 
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VI.l.42-54 5 

42. Crores of the sins of BrihmaQa-slaughter and crores of 
sins of aberrations get annihilated by glorifying your name 
'Mahadeva'. 

4S. You are established in the overlordship of all the Devas 
even as a BrihmaQa is established in the overlordship of men 
and the great ocean of the rivers. 

44. You are established in the overlordship of all the Devas 
even as the Moon is established in the overlordship of the stars 
and the Sun of all the luminaries . . 

45. You are established in the overlordship of all the Devas 
even as gold is established in the overlordship (i.e. the most 
excellent one) of all minerals and Narada of Gandharvas. 

46. You are established in the overlordship of all the Devas 
even as food-grain is established in the overlordship of medicinal 
herbs and the golden mountain (Meru) of all mountains. 

4 7-48. Hence, 0 most excellent one among Suras, do this 
favour to us and to all human beings. 0 Lord, reinstate your 
penis once again. If not, 0 Lord, all the three worlds will face 
ruin. 0 Lord, if this penis stays fallen on the ground, the three 
worlds shall fall. 

Sida said: 

49. On hearing their words, the Bull-emblemed Lord became 
all the more ashamed and spoke to them all as they bowed 
down to him: 

50. --o excellent Suras, this penis has been abandoned by 
me under the pretext of the curse of the BrihmaQas, because 
I have been overwhelmed with distress due to separation from 
Sati. 

51-52. In all the three worlds, who is competent to cause 
this fall of my penis, be he a Deva or Brahma,:ia? You all do 
know this clearly. Hence I will not take this penis back from 
the ground. Now that I am without a wife, what will I do with 
this?" 

The Deuas said: 

53-54. ·o excellent one among Suras, your beloved named 
Sati who died formerly, is reborn with the name Gauri from the 
womb of Menaki through Himalaya. 0 Slayer of Tripuras, she 
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6 Sir.and.a Pura1J,a 

will become your own wife again. Hence take back your penis 
and bring about the welfare of Heaven-dwellers. 

Devadeva (Siva) said: 

55. If Devas and BrahmaQ.as are ready to worship my penis 
from now onwards assiduously, I shall reinstate it. 

Brahma said: 

56. 0 Sankara, I shall myself worship your penis. So also 
shall all the Devas. Why not then human beings on the earth? 

57. Thereafter the Grandfather of the worlds entered Patala 
along with Devas and hlmself performed the worship of the 
penis (Linga) with devotion. 

58. Thereafter VitQU worshipped it with his mind sanctified 
by faith. So also all the Devas beginning with Sakra fully 
endowed with faith. 

59. Thereat Mahadeva became pleased and he spoke these 
words to Pitamaha as well as to Vasudeva who stood bowing 
down with modesty: 

60. "I am pleased with both of you. Hence, 0 mighty ones, 
may any desired boon he accepted from me." 

Both of them said: 

61. If, 0 Lord of Devas, you are pleased, give us both place 
of rest by a third part of the Liriga so that all of us shall resort 
to one place. 

Suta said: 

62. After prom1s1ng "So it shall be", the Lord retrieved 
the Lhiga adored by all the Devas and reinstated it at its proper 
place. 

6S. Thereafter Pitimaha took gold and made a Liriga of the 
same shape joyously and installed it there itself. 

64-67. Even as all the Heaven-dwellers (Sankara and others) 
; ~ere listening, 0 Brahman.as, he caused reverberation in all 
l di~ three worlds through his well•modulated voice and said: 
i 1iKfs first Linga has been made of gold (Hitalla) by me. In the 
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VI.1.68-72-VI.2.l-3 7 

whole of Patala it will become well known as Ha~kesvara1• 

Similarly, the men who with devotion make Litigas of gold etc. 
embellished with jewels, pearls and excellent gems and worship 
it thrice a day, will attain the great goal. They should avoid clay 
and base metals (like iron) too." 

68. After saying this the Four-faced Lord, Brahma', went to 
heaven along with all the heaven-dwellers. The Moon-crested 
Lord went to Kailasa. 

69. For this reason, the Liliga is specially adored here by the 
Suras and Asuras excluding the other excellent organs of Siva. 

70. Ever since then Brahma himself and Lord Vasudeva 
stayed in that Li1iga. Hence it is auspicious and worthy of being 
worshipped. 

71-72. If a person worships Sivalil\ga always with the mind 
full of faith, it is as though all the three, viz. the Three-eyed 
Lord, Aryuta and Brah1na are worshipped by him. Hence one 
should worship Sivaliliga assiduously. touch it with deference, 
have a view of it always and glorify it, 0 excellent Brah1na1.1as. 

CHAPTER TWO 

Dialogue between Trisaiiku and Vasi,pia 

Suta said: 

I. When that Linga was extricated from the ground, 0 
excellent Brahmar:ias, the water of Jahnavi flowed out of Patala 
through that path. It is destructive of all the sins of men and it 
accords all desired things. 

2. Even as I relate listen, 0 excellent Brihmar:ias, to what 
naturally happened there formerly, causing surprise unto all 
the worlds. 

3. A great king named Trisaliku who had attained the state 
of a Car:ic;lala had his bath there and regained his body befitting 
a king. 

l. Hilakesvara: The editor of lhe Sanskril Texl informs in a foouao&e lhal 
Lbis Hi1,akesvara is in Badna.gar in Gujaral; near this town is another town called 
·"Umjhi" which is famous for the shrine of Uma. 
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8 Skanda Pura1J.a 

The sages said: 

4. 0 Siitanandana (son of a Su.ta), how did tht!r excellent 
king Trisanku attain the state of a Ci1;u;lala? Do recount all this 
in detail. 

Sida said: 

5. I shall recount unto you all, this ancient story that 
pertains to Trisa1iku, that is very sacred and that destroys all 
SIDS. 

6. Once, formerly there was a tiger among kings well-known 
as Trisanku. He was born in the Solar race and was valarous 
like a tiger. 

7-10. He was a disciple of Sage Vasi~fha. He was a performer 
of Yajfias. The Lord had great interest in making gifts. Maklitis 
(Sacrifices) beginning with Agni~ioma were performed by him 
always every year with the full complement of Dalqi,:,iis. All 
kinds of Danas were given by that noble-soulcd one to the 
distinguished ones, particularly to those who were poor. Vratas 
were duly performed. Those who sought refuge in him were 
protected. Common people were fondled by him as though 
they were his own sons. Enemies were killed. He had wandered 
all over the world visiting all the Tirthas and shrines. He gave 
to ascetics the desired wealth in accordance with the wish 
expressed by them. 

11. After some time, once, while the holy Sage Vasi~fha was 
present in the assembly, he duly bowed to him and said: 

Trisanku said: 

12. 0 holy Sir, now I wish to perform that Yajfia whereby 
one can immediately go Lo heaven along with the physical 
body. 

13. Hence do me the favour. Gather together all the 
requisite things quickly for a due performance of that Yajna 
and also invite competent BrihmaQas for the same. 

VflS##ia said: 

_ 14. There is now such Kratu (Sacrifice), 0 king, whereby 
~ne can go to heaven along with the presenr_physical body. I 
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VIJ!.15-23 9 

am telling you the truth. 
15. Agninoma and other Yajfias were prescribed formerly by 

the Self-born Lord; but, 0 king, Svarga is obtained due to the 
performance of those Yajfias only with another body. 

16-17. If, 0 king, you have seen or heard about a king, 
Brihmar;ia, Vaisya or any other person on this earth who attained 
heaven along with this physical body, do mention it (his name). 

T,isanku said: 

18. 0 BrahtnaQ.a-Sage, I know really that there is nothing 
which you cannot achieve. Hence do me the favour and get my 
desire fulfilled. 

Vru(i.lha 5aid: 

19. No falsehood has been uttered earlier by this tongue 
e,·en in playful joke. Hence in fact there is no Yaj11a of the type 
you wish to pcrfonn. 

Trisanku said: 

20-2Ia. 0 tiger atnong Brihmal).as, if you are incapable of 
performing a Yajfia, on my behalf, that can accord Svarga along 
with this physical body, of what avail is your Brahmai;iical power 
of penance, 0 efficient one? 

2lb-22. Further, listen to this statement of mine made 
clearly in the presence of the groups of sages and others who 
may witness, 0 excellent Brahmai;ia. In spite of my repeated 
request, if you do not carry out my behest, I shall make another 
Brihmai:ia my preceptor and get that Yaj11a performed. 

Sf.tin said: 

23. On hearing his words, the holy sage Vasi,tha told him 
laughingly, "Do so, 0 Lord of the earth." 
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Sii.ta said: 

Skanda Pu.rn,:,.a 

CHAPTER THREE 

Hariscandra Coronated as King • 

1. Thereafter, he bowed down to the eminent sage Vasi~tha 
once again and went to the place where his (Vasi~fha's) sons 
numbering a hundred were present. 

2. To them also the king mentioned the sa1ne topic after 
bowing down (in courtesy) to·them. Everything that Vasi~tha had 
said earlier was repeated by them to him. 

3-5. Thereupon he told them again: "Your father who is now 
unable to take me to heaven along with my physical body, has 
been abandoned by me. So if you do not perform the Yajfia on 
my behalf, I will abandon you too and quickly make another 
person my preceptor who will lead me to heaven by the power 
of the Yajfla, along with this physical body, 0 sons of the 
preceptor." 

6-7. On hearing his words, all those exellent sages became 
excessively angry and spoke to hitn these harsh words: "Since 
the preceptor who has been your benefactor is abandoned by 
you, you are a sinner. Hence, 0 evil one, be a Ca.JJ{jala now, 
censured by the world." 

8-10. Immediately at the end of those words, the king became 
one with a form of a low-born (Siidra} having the body of 
hideous features. His waist resembled a barley grain. The neck 
was lean, the eyes became tawny-coloured and the nose very 
crooked. His body and his limbs were dark in complexion. He 
was stinking awfully. The king observed himself having become 
ugly and deformed with the characteristics of a CaJJQala and 
instantly he stood with down-cast face due to shame. 

11-14. He was repeatedly scolded with words. "Go away; get 
away." All round he was pestered by dogs unleashed and let 
loose. He resembled crows and cuckoos (in complexion) and 
was clad in rags. Thus overwhelmed with great misery he began 
to think worriedly, "What can I do? Where shall I go? How can 
there be peace? Is this the rare position desired by me so 
foolishly? With it even my traditional practice has become upset. 
Shall I enter a water pond or burning fire? Shall I take in 

· -j>oison? How can I bring about an end of 11\Y life?" 
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15-24. "With this defiled body, how dare I look at my wives 
with whom I earlier sported about in my previous excellent 
physical form? How can I look at my sons, grandsons, friends, 
relatives and kinsmen? How can I look at the other attendants 
too? Formerly I had conquered many enemies in battle. All of 
them will be joyous now on hearing about such a transformation 
of me. They will cease to be afraid of me. The Brahma9as 
having great mastery over the Vedas who had been propitiated 
by me through gifts will become miserable now on hearing that 
I have fallen into this plight. Similarly, what will be the state of 
those belo\'cd friends of mine who are always engaged in acts 
beneficial to me? On seeing me in this situation they will be 
rc:-ally miserable. I have numerous elephants of the Bhadra class 
aged sixty years and blind in the state of rut. Without me, who 
will engage them in mutual duels? My horses of variegated 
colours ha\'e been broken and rendered tractable by experien
ced trainers. Without me who will engage them in diverse 
types of gallops and trots. My servants of good nobility are 
irrepressible in their spirit for battle. In case they are distressed, 
to whom will they go in my absence? My treasury contains 
many gems and jewels and it is immeasurable. It has been 
well-preserved by me. When I am not present who is going to 
enjoy it? My storehouses of foodgrainst my sheds of cattle and 
goats, are also vast and innumerable. They have been well-looked 
after by my loyal servants. But what will be their state in my 
absence?" 

25. Lamenting thus in various ways, the king in his misery 
wended his way on foot towards the city. 

2fi..27a. He reached his city at night when it was practically 
devoid of people. Stopping at the gate he sUJnmoned his son 
along with the ministers and told them everything arising from 
the imprecation. 

27b-28. Standing far off. he repeated the thunderbolt-like 
words of the sons of the noble-souled Vasi~iha. On hearing 
them they became grief-stricken. They cried with tears dimming 
their faces: 

29.31. "O Lord, 0 great king ever fond of pious rites, how 
can we, the miserable ones, be alive in your absence? Is this 
proper on the part of those evif .. minded sons of Vasinha? They 
have cursed one for whom they are bound to pe1form Yajiia and 
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. 
particularly one who is very polite. 0 tiger among kings, 
we too shall renounce our household effects. Undoubtedly, 
along with you we too shall accept the state of being.a base-born 
one." 

Triianku said: 

32-34. If you have unrestrained devtion to me be the ministers 
of my son now. This is Hariscandra, my eldest son and my 
dearest one. Without delay and unhesitatingly appoint him in 
my place. As for 1ne, I shall proceed ahead in doing what I have 
decided in my mind. Either I will die or I will go to heaven 
along with this physical body. 

35-36. After saying thus and leaving aJI of them the king 
went away through the forest slowly on foot. 

Those good ministers soon installed his honoured son as 
king with proper rites accompanied by intrumental and vocal 
music. 

CHAPTER FOUR 

Visvamitra Performs a Yajiia for Trisailku 

Sita said: 

1-2. After deciding thus, Trisanku thought about the great 
sage Visvamitra for a long time and then came to this conclu
sion: 'Barring Visvamitra there is no one else in all the three 
worlds who can save me from this terrible 1nisery.' 

3. Then he set off towards Kurukfetra. As he went on 
enquiring about the way, he became very tired and distressed 
due to hunger and thirst. 

4. In due course the king ultimately reached Kuruqetra 
where he assiduously enquired about the hermitage of 
VISVimitra. 

5-7. Eveq as the king went on enquiring thus, he saw a 
cluster of blue trees at a far-off place. Through aquatic birds 
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like swans, cranes, Aps and Madgus, the thinty king guessed 
that there was water nearby. He became delighted as the cool 
watery breeze removed his fatique. He proceeded hastily. 

8-1 O. He found the hermitage situated on the banks of a 
river Nandini(?). Gentle tame animals frequented it. It was a 
charming place and conducive to dispel mental grief. It 
reverberated with sweet warbling sound of excellent birds. There 
were mongooses sporting about with serpents and owls with 
crows. Cats were playing with mice and tigers with deer of 
diverse kinds. 

11-12. Then on the banks of the river he saw Sage Visvamitra 
of great self-control engaged in the recitation of Vedic Mantras 
and surrounded by groups of ascetics. Thanks to the power of 
his penance and splendour, he appeared like a blazing fire. He 
was clad in bark garments and was sitting under a Sil.a tree. 

13-14. The eminent king proceeded· ahead. He bowed down 
from a great distance. Announcing his name he prostrated 
before him and the disciples too with great faith. He bowed 
down to them one by one and stood by with palms joined in 
reverence. 

15-18. On seeing the king with all the limbs soiled with dust, 
they thought him to be a Ca1:uJala through the signs on the 
body. They rebuked him with harsh words and shouts of 'Fie 
upon you! 'Fie upon you!' They repeatedly told him: 'Go away; 
go away'. 'Who are you, 0 sinful one?' They said: 'Who are you? 
Why have you come to this excellent hermitage of sages, filled 
with the chanting sounds ofVedic Mantras, inaccessible even to 
pious people? Get away quickly lest some sage should curse you 
and deprive you of your VCI}' life.' 

Tn.iatiku said: 

19-20. I am a king of the solar race named Trisaliku. I have 
been cursed by the sons of Vasittha and turned into a CiQcjala. 
0 excellent Brih~as, for the sake of relief from the impreca
tion I have sought refuge in VISYimitra, the friend and well
wisher of the whole world. There is no other refuge unto me. 

Vdvtimitra said: 

21-22. You are the Ya.i,a (one on whose behalf a Yajiia is 
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performed) of Vasi,iha and hence particularly so of his sons. So 
why did they put you in an evil condition like this? 0 excellent 
king, what offence did you commit against them? • 

What crime have you perpetrated against them? An attempt 
on the life or outraging the modesty of their wives? 

Trisanku said: 

23-27. A Yajiia was requested of the excellent sage Vasitiha 
for the sake of going unto Svarga along with this body. He 
(Vasitfha) replied: 'There is no Yajiia whereby it is possible to 
go to Svarga with this body, 0 king. It is not possible without 
taking another body.• On hearing his words he was told further 
by me: "If you do not take me to Svarga along with this physical 
body immediately by the power of a Yajna, I will adopt another 
sage as my preceptor. There is no doubt about it." On realizing 
this the sage said: 11D0 what is conducive to your welfare.• 
Thereupon, being thus forsaken by him, I went to his sons, who 
proved to be more ruthless, and told them whatever I told 
Vasittha before. 

28-30. Then O excellent sage, I was cursed by them who too 
were grief-stricken. I have been reduced to this miserable plight 
of being a CiQQila. So I have thought of you cherishing a very 
great hope, 0 eminent sage. I have come down to Kuruk,etra 
from a great distance. 0 sage, in all the three worlds, there is 
nothing which you cannot achieve, So, do help me anJ dispel 
my misery. 

Sita said: 

31-35. On hearing his words the great sage Visvimitra out of 
rivalry with Vasinha spoke out in the midst of the other sages: 
•o king, on behalf of you I shall perform that Yajiia whereby 
you will go to Svarga soon after its performance. 0 king, you 
have been rendered to this state of a base-born one by the sons 
of Vasittha. Undoubtedly it is my duty to make you a king once 
again. Hence come on along with me, on a pilgrimage. By the 
power of the nrthas, you shall once again be pure and desening 
enough for performing the rite of the Yajna after getting rid of 
your Cao411a state. There is no such sin that will not perish 
due to the holy plunge into a nrtha." 
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Sita said: 

36. After resolving thus, Visvimitra, the son of Gidhi, who was 
closely followed by Trisariku proceeded ahead for performing a 
pilgrimage. 

37-40. They visited various places, viz. Prabhisa Sarasvati in 
Kuruktetra, Kurujingala, Prthiidaka, Gayisirta, Naimita, the three 
Putkaras, Virat;1asi, Prayaga, the big river Sraval)a (Sot;1a), Kedira, 
Sravar;ianada, Citrakiita, Gokan;ia, Siligrima, Acalesvara, Sukla 
Tirtha in Surijya (Saur~ira), the auspicious Nada Dnadvati and 
many other meritorious Tirthas and holy shrines. Thus the king 
wandered for a long time along with that noble-souled sage all 
over the world. 

41-45. 0 Brahmat;ias, despite the holy baths taken severally 
in the Tirthas thus, he was not rid of the sinful CaQ{jila state. 
In due course he ca1ne to the Arbuda (Mt. Abu) mountain and 
climbed on to the top of that sin-destroying great mountain. 
Lord Acalesvara, the deity, was visited and when the great sage 
came out of the shrine he saw Markat;14a, the excellent sage. On 
seeing the eminent sage Visvimitra, a friend and well-wisher of 
the worlds, he asked: "O great Sage, whence did you co1ne here 
now? Who is behind you with the hideous features of a base
born class? Do tell me these things, 0 excellent Sage even as I 
ask." 

Vi.ivtimitTa said: 

46-50. This is the famous tiger among kings, Trisanku. The 
sons of Vasinha, when their anger was roused, have reduced 
him to the state of a Cit;1Qila. I have promised to take him 
round the earth consisting of the seven continents till he regains 
purity (capacity to perform Yajiia). I have wandered over all the 
Tirthas and shrines on the earth. He has not gained purity. I 
am now tired. I have become ashamed. Lest I should be 
laughed at by the sons of Vasitiha. I intend to leave off the 
entire earth, all the continents and oceans. I shall go beyond 
since I have not kept my promise. What I say is true. 

Sri Madar.uJe,fl said: 

51-57. If it is so, 0 tiger among sages, do "5 I say. Do not go 
anywhere else leaving off the earth consisting of the seven 
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continents. To the south-west of this mountain in the land 
called Anartaka, there is the holy shrine named Hitakesvara. 
There the very first Linga made of gold was installed by the 
excellent Suras. That Linga in Pitila is glorified as Hitakesvara. 
When his Liriga (Penis) was retrieved by Sarilbhu, the waters of 
Patila Jihnavi surged forth from Rasatala, 0 excellent one 
among twice-horns. Let the king enter Pitila with effort and 
take his holy bath in the waters of Jihnavi faithfully. There
after let him visit that Hatakesvara Linga. Thereby he will become 
pure and rid of the CiQ(jila state. You too shall regain your 
glory of realizing yQur objective cherished by you in your heart. 
If you perform penance there, you will get something more too. 

Sil.ta said: 

58-60. On hearing his words, Visvimitra, the leading sage, 
went there immediately accompanied by Trisanku. Through the 
Devamirga (divine path) he entered Patila and made Trisariku 
take his holy bath in accordance with the injuctions laid down. 
No sooner did the king take his holy bath and visit Haiakesvara 
than the king became rid of the Car:u;lila sate and attained a 
lustre like that of the Sun. 

61-63. The sage said to the king who bowed down to him 
and was bereft of all his sins: "O leading king, fortunately you 
are freed from the Car;u;lila state now. Luckily you have regained 
the power of penance and great splendour. Hence perform 
the Sattra with the requisite Dak,iQi as laid down, whereby 
you will attain the Siddhi that has been cherished in your heart 
for long. I shall myself go to Pitimaha and plead to him on your 
behalf. 

64. .The primordial Lord of all the Devas shall partake 
of his share in the Yajiia. By the time I return from Brahmaloka, 
get together all the requisite things of the Sattra. Fetch them 
here." 

65-68. "Yes, Yours Holiness" said he. The sage of perfect 
holy vows approached Pitamaha, bowed down and spoke these 
words: .. 0 Prapitimaha, I am performing a Yajiia on behalf of 
Trisanku, the king, so that he will attain your region along with 
his human body. Hence, 0 Pitlmaha, do come to the sacrificial 
chamber along with all the groups of Suras with Siva and Vi,i,u 
as leaders. Accept your share of the Yajiia with yow own hand 
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in due form so that, with your favour, he may go to heaven along 
with his body." 

Brahma said: 

69-71. Svarga is not obtained along with one's body, by means 
of Yajiia rite. 0 Brihmai:ia, excepting through change of body, it 
cannot be obtained. So do not persist in what you say to me. All 
of us have Agni as our mouth through whom we accept Hat1is in 
a sacrifice in accordance with what is laid down in the Vedas for 
the perfect welfare of the householder. So, 0 Brihmai;ia, let 
him put the Havis in Agni. Thereby, with your favour, he will 
attain Svarga. 

Suta said: 

CHAPTER FIVE 

Performance of a Satra for Trisariku 

1-2. On hearing the words of Brahma, Visvamitra became 
furious. He said to Pitamaha: "See the power of my penance. I 
will perform a Yajfla with the due Dak~ii;ia on behalf of Trisanku. 
Even as you watch, 0 Pitamaha, I shall bring him here through 
the power of that Yajfia." 

3. After saying this, Visvamitra hastened to the earth and 
made preparations for the Yajfia on behalf of the noble-souled 
Trisanku . 

. 4. At the time proper for commencement of the Yajfia and 
in that very auspicious forest, he invited Brihmai:ias who were 
masters of Veda (and expert in sacrificial rites) and got him 
(Trisanku) initiated. 

5-8. That intelligent sage himself became Adhvaryu in the 
sacrificial rite. Sage Si9qilya was Hotr. Gautama was Brahma. 
The sage named Cyavana was Agnidhra. Maitrivarul}a was 
Karmika. Yijliavalkya was Udgitr and Jaimini Pratihartr 
Sankuvarr:ia was Prastotr. Gilava was Unnetr. Pulastya was 
Brihmanicchamsin. Eminent sage Garga was Hotf. Atri was 
Ne,ir and Bhrgu himself was Acchivika. Trisaliku endowed with 
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great faith, made all these the \ltviks. 
9-10. Trisaliku adorned the \ltviks with garments, armlets 

and coronets. He got his hair cut and clad himself in the skin 
• of a black antelop. He engaged himself in Payovrata (vow of 

taking in only milk) and held horn of a deer. Thus he engaged 
all of them for the purpose of Dirghasattra (Yajiia of long duration). 

11-12. When that Dirghasattra got started in a befitting 
manner, divine Brahma9as who had mastered the Vedas and 
Vedaligas came there. So also Tarkikas (Logicians), curious 
householders, poor people, blind ones, those in wretched state; 
dancers and actors etc., assembled there. 

13-14. In the entire sacrificial premises, the following words 
were heard always: "Let this be given to these quickly; let this 
be given. 0 people, may you be pleased to eat. Do eat. Do us 
this favour" etc. Nothing else was heard. 

15-17a. Huge mountain-like heaps of foodgrains were seen 
kept ready. So also were heaps of gold and silver and of gems 
and jewels in particular. There were innumerable cows for the 
sake of being given over to the BrahmaQas. Similarly there were 
well-tamed horses, and huge elephants in the height of their 
rut were kept all round. They appeared like mountains. 

17b-18. When this elaborate Yajfia went on and Devas were 
invoked to partake of their shares, they never turned up. It was 
their resolve that they would take in the Havis only through the 
sacred fire. 

19. Thus twelve years passed off even as the king continued 
his Yajiia. But the benefit that he had cherished in his mind 
was not attained. 

20-21. 0 excellent Sages, Trisaliku took the Avabhrthasnana 
(valedictory bath) at the conclusion of the Sattra. The \ltviks 
were propitiated with Dalqil;ii due to them and duly sent off. So 
also all those who had assembled went away; kinsmen and friends 
also took leave and went away. 

22-28. The king, still bashful and ashamed, humbly bowed 
down to the great sage Viivimitra and said: "With your favour 
the entire benefit of the Dirghasattra not easily accessible to all 
men, has been obtained by me. So also, 0 excellent sage, the 
caste lost by me has been regained. 0 Brihma9a-Sage, 
CAtuJii.latva (the state of being a Ci\ujila) has been dispelled 
'!icw11our favour. But one sorrow is lurking like a dart thrust 
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into my heart, since Svarga was not attained by me along with 
this body. 0 Sage, sons of Vasinha will laugh at me on hearing 
that my efforts have been in vain and that I have not reached 
Svarga. Vasi,tha's words that going to heaven in this physical 
body, was not attained through Yajfia, proved to be true. Hence 
I shall go to forest now and perform penance. I will not rule 
the kingdom already given over to my son." 

CHAPTER SIX 

Attainment of a Boon by Visvamitra 

1-3. On hearing the words of Trisanku, Visvarnitra the 
eminent sage, becaine a little ashamed and spoke these words: 
"O king, grieve not on this account. I shall take you to heaven 
along with your physical body. I shall carry out the different 
rites for the sake of heaven, 0 king. I shall either accomplish 
your desired object or face my personal destruction." 

4-5. After saying thus, the sage became all the more furious 
with the Heaven-dwellers. Within the direct presence of the 
king he spoke: just as the status of a Brahma9a was forcibly 
achieved by my own effort, so also I will undoubtedly cause my 
own creation." 

6. Thereafter viewing the Moon-crested Lord Sankara the 
great sage duly bowed down with devotion and eulogized him. 

Vi.watnitm said: 

7-8. Be victorious, 0 lover of Pirvati; be victorious, 0 Lord 
beyond the pale of thought or mind. Be victorious, 0 KrtQa, 
the Lord protector of the universe and the preceptor of the 
world. 0 incomprehensible one, be victorious. 0 immeasurable 
one, be victorious. 0 infinite one, be victorious. 0 unswerving 
one, be victorious. 0 immortal one, be victorious. 0 unconquer
able one, be victorious. 0 immutable one, 0 Lord of Suras, be 
victorious. 

9-14. Be victorious, 0 omnipresent one, 0 Lord of all. Be 
victorious, 0 Lord worthy of being meditated upon by all, be 
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victorious, 0 destroyer of the sins of all. You are the creator and 
the dispenser; you are the creator and the protector of the 
groups of living beings of four types, 0 Sankara, 0 Lc:frd of 
Devas. Just as oil is present in gingelly seed or ghee in curds, so 
also you invisibly are present in the entire universe on which ,, 
you preside. You are Brahma; you are Hnikesa; you are Sak.ra; 
you are Huta.sana (Fire god); you are Yajiia; you are Vataikara. 
You are the Moon. You are the Sun. Or, of what avail is a 
eulogy of thine, 0 Lord, in too many words? I shall briefly 
1nention your glorious power as recounted by Sruti. Whatever is 
mobile and immobile in all the three words, 0 Lord, is pervaded 
by you, like fuel by fire." 

Sri Bhagaviin ( Lord) said: 

15. Welfare unto you, 0 excellent sage, I am pleased with 
you. Request for your boon; whatever has been present in your 
heart for long, I shall undoubtedly g1·ant to you. 

Vi.svamitra said: 

16. 'O Lord of Devas, if you are pleased, if a boon has to be 
given to me, 0 Mahesvara, let me have the great ability of 
creation with your favour. 

17. After saying "Let it be so" the holy Bull-emblemed Lord 
vanished from there ~long with all the Gar:ias (attendants). 

18. Visvimitra stationed himself there with due meditation. 
Rivalling with Brahma, the Lord moving about on his Swan, he 
began the creation of four types.' 
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Sii.ta said: 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

Trisariku Attains Svarga 

21 

1. With a keen desire, he entered water and began to 
meditate. Then he created two Sandhyds (Twilights). 0 
Brahmat;tas, they are to be seen even today. 

2-3. Thereafter all the groups of the Devas were created by 
that noble-souled one. Persons travelling in aerial chariots, stars 
and planets, human beings, serpents and Rakfasas, creepers 
and trees: the seven sages (Great Bear), Dhruva and others 
(Pole Star e-tc.) and sky-walkers were created. 

4-5. After creating these, the angry sage Visvamitra employed 
them in his own work. Al that time two suns and two moons rose 
up in the sky simultaneously. There were two sets of planets. Two 
sets of stars along with the Great Bear can1e up, 0 Brahmai:ia. 

6. Thus they competed with one another and were seen 
doubled causing chaos and confusion in the minds of the people. 

7. In the meantitne Sakra accompanied by all the heaven
dwellers went there where the Lotus-seated Lord was present. 

8. 0 Brahmai:ias, he along with the Suras, eulogized him with 
Vcdic hymns, bowed down and stood with palms joined in reverence. 

Then he said: 

9-10. 0 most excellent one among Suras, creation of human 
beings, Yak~as and Serpents, of Devas, Gandharvas and Rikfasas 
has been brought about by Visvamitra. Hence do go and restrain 
him yourself, 0 Pitamaha, lest the entire range of mobile and 
immobile beings should he pervaded by his creation. 

11-12. On hearing his words Vidhi (Brahma) in the company 
of Sakra went to the eminent sage Visvimitra, the friend and well
wisher of the world, and said: "O Brihma9a-Sage, at my instance 
check this lest all the Devas including Vasava should perish." 

Vi.i-vtimitra said: 

13. If the excellent king Trisa11ku goes to your world along 
with the same physical body, I shall then desist from creation. 
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Brahma said: 

14-15. Let this king go to heaven along with me, 0 great 
sage. He shall go there along with his physical body, with tour 
favour, stop your creative effort. No one else could have done 
this. What has never been done by anyone in the world has 
been achieved by you. 

Vasvtimitra said: 

16-17. 0 Lotus-born Lord, 0 grandfather of all the worlds, 
may this creation of mine (of a new world) carried out in rage 
by me be forgiven by you. With your favour, may this creation 
of mine be everlasting. 0 Lotus-born One, I will not repeat this 
again. 

Brahma said: 

18. 0 Brahmai:ia, what has been already created by you shall 
certainly come to stay. But they will never be eligible to share 
Yajiia and all other rites. 

19. After saying thus and taking Trisaliku with him, the great 
Grandfather went to Brahmaloka. The delighted sage stayed 
there itself. 

Suta said: 

C..HAPTER EIGHT 

Killing of Vrtra 

1-4. 0 excellent Brihmal}.as, when Trisariku, the best of 
kings, reached Svarga thus, by the effort of Visvamitra, that 
Tirtha became very famous in the entire range of the three 
worlds thereafter. 

It became the bestower of virtue, wealth, love the salvation on 
all the people. It was untouched by the defects of Kali and also 
by minor sins. By the power qf the Slayer of Tripur~, the sins of 
Bd.hmal)a slaughter etc. also never defiled it. One who casts off 
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his life there with a mind filled with faith shall attain liberation 
even if the man happens to be great sinner. 

5. Worms, birds and insects beasts, birds, and lower animals 
that die there, undoubtedly go to Sivaloka. 

6. Those who take their holy bath there, with a mind 
sanctified by faith, will go to Svarga like Trisanku even if they 
happen to be irreligious. 

7. Those who are distressed due to heat and those who are 
overwhelmed by thirst and plunge into the waters there shall 
go to the great place where Lord Mahesvara dwells. 

8. On becoming aware of the excellent greatness of that 
Tirtha, Visvimitra too left off Kuruqetra and started to reside 
there. 

9. Other quiescent sages abandoned their Tirthas 
( of residence) which were far off and came there. Making their 
hermitages there, ultimately they attained the greatest region. 

10-14. Similarly men from far-off lands, who had committed 
hundreds of sins hastened thither, had their holy bath and 
attained Svarga as a result due to the efficacy of the Tirtha, 0 
excellent Brihmal_las. In this manner, as the people attained 
heavenly abode easily, all the holy rites such as Agni~ioma etc., 
became defunct. No man cared to perform Yajfia; no one 
wanted to observe vows and restraints. No on made gifts by way 
of Dina; no one resorted to the holy Tirthas. Everyone attended 
only to the holy bath in Lingabheda. Thereby he sat on excellent 
aerial chariots and went to Svarga. 

15. Thereby, 0 BrihmaQas, the heavenly worlds became 
filled with human beings who competed with Brahma, Vi,Qu 
Siva, Indra and other excellent Suras. 

16. At that all the groups of Devas, who were thus deprived 
of their shares of the Yajfias underwent a great deal of suffering. 
They took counsel with one another. 

17-18. 8The heavenly world is filled completely, due to the 
greatness of Haiakesvara, by the people of raised hands 
competing with us. Hence step should be taken to wipe out this 
Tirtha named Hitakesvara from the surface of the earth." 

19. Thereupon, at the behest of Sakra the Sarilvartaka Wind 
(the destructive storm at the time of the ultimate annihilation) 
filled the entire holy spot with dust particles, 0 excellent 
Brihmaoas. · 
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20. When thus that Tirtha became ruined and bruied all the 
rites associated with Kratus became revived. 

21. After a lapse of long time an anthill rose up in that•holy 
spot and it gradually reached down to Pitala. 

22-23. Thereafter, serpents came into the mortal world out of 
curiosity, through that path and wandered over the earth, where 
they enjoyed all human pleasures as they pleased and then went 
back to their own abode through the same path. 

24. Thererore, 0 excellent Brihmal}as that anthill became 
well known all over the earth as Nigabila (Serpent-hole) due to 
the to-and-fro movements of serpents. 

25-26. After some time the Lord, the Slayer of Pika (i.e. 
Indra) incurred the ,in of Brihmai,a slaughter and became 
lustre-less. Thereafter, by the command of Pitimaha, he entered 
Pitila through that path and visited Hip.kesvara. 

27. Instantly he became rid of sins, as a result of that visit. 
Regaining his splendour he went back to heaven. 

28. Having thus become aware of the power of that Lhiga of 
the Trident-bearing Lord named Hip.kesvara, he became afraid 
of danger from human beings. 

29-31. 'If some man, like king Trisanku were to adore that 
Linga faithfully and become sinless, he will be sure to oust me 
from the heavenly abode. Hence I shall fill up this path to 
Pitila.' Hence he hurriedly prepared for the same. Satakratu 
himself hurled the excellent mountain Raktasrnga1 (Red
peaked) into that hole. 

Thi saga said: 

S2-33. How did Devendra incur the sin of Brihma9i-slaugh
ter? When did that noble-souled Devendra incur that sin?, 0 
Siita, describe all this in detail to us. What is this mountain 
Raktasrnga that was hurled there by him? Who was that par
ticular group of men of whom the Consort of Saci had the 
great fear? 

Suto said: 

S4-S7. Formerly, 0 excellent Brahmal}as, the daughter of 

'.,· ': I. ~ A mythical mountain, son of Himllaya. It wa, u.ed by lndra 
PR close the pauaae from the earth to HAJakelvara Linga in Pltlla. 

• llt 
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HiraQyakasipu named Rama was married by Tvattr- The lady was 
rich in beauty and other excellent qualities but for a long time 
she was not blessed with a son. Getting disgusted and detached, 
she perf armed a penance for the sake of a son. She began to 
meditate on Mahesvara, the Lord of Devas, the overlord of Suras. 
With perfect faith she offered oblations and other offerings and 
adored. She had perfect control and her diet was regulated. 
She had her holy baths regularly and performed Japa duly. To 
excellent BrahmaQas she offered different kinds of Dana. 

38-40. At the end of a thousand years, Mahesvara became 
pleased with her and said: "I shall grant you a boon you wish. 
Do choose it." She pleaded: •o Holy Lord, with your favour, kt 
a son be born to me. Let him be heroic adopting the from of a 
BrahmaQa and Danava. He should not be killed by means of 
weapons. He should have studied the Vedas fully and always be 
active in sacrificial rites. Due to his splendour and fame he 
should be well-known among all the embodied beings." 

Tile Lord said: 

41-42. There is no doubt about this. Your son will be learned 
and strong. He cannot be killed by any weapon. He will be 
enf#.owed with great splendour. He will perform Yajiias and 
make gifts. He will be heroic with full mastery of the Vedas and 
Vadangas. He will perform all the holy rites enjoined in the 
Brahmar:,.as. He will be invincible in battle unto all the Suras 
and Asuras. 

43-44. Having said this the Lord of Devas vanished. After the 
next menstrual cycle she duly conceived from Visvakarman. In 
the tenth month she gave birth to a splendid son marked with 
all characteristic features and splendorous shining like twelve 
suns shining together. 

45. On the twelfth day, the father honoured excellent 
Brihmar:,.as and gave to him the well known name Vrtra. 

46. The boy grew up lik.c the Moon in the bright half 
delighting the father and the mother. He was duly fondled by 
all the kinsmen. 

4 7-48. Then the excellent Brihmal)a Sukra, formally initiated 
him in the Vrata of celebacy (Brahmacarya) befitting a Brihmai:ia 
though he (Vrtra) was a Dinava. Vrtra was a favourite of his 
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preceptors. Establishing himself in the holy Vrata of a celibate 
(religious) student Vrtra studied by heart all the Vedas along 
with Vedingas. • 

49. Attaining prime of youth, he conquered all the kings 
and brought the whole Earth under his control; thereafter he 
conquered Pita.la also. 

50. Ambitious of conquering lndra, he went to the abode of 
Suras and routed the Devas including lndra in the course of a 
battel. 

51-58. The Thunderbolt-bearing One fought eighteen battles 
with him but in none of them did he win, 0 excellent 
Brihmai,as. 

Along with the surviving Suras who were wounded and 
maimed in all their limbs, the frightened Lord Sakra started 
from heaven and went to Brahmaloka. 

Vrtra occupied position of Sakra and enjoyed the entire range 
of the three worlds after destroying all the obstacles thereto. 

The mighty one employed the power-arrogant Dinavas in 
the different positions of the Devas facilitating their partaking 
of the shares in the Yajfias. 

0 excellent Brihmal)as, thus he attained the suzerainty over 
all the three worlds, yet he was not contented because he had 
an eye on Brahmaloka. 

Thereupon he summoned Sukra along with four of his 
ministers. Bowing down humbly, he spoke these sweet words: 

~ma said: 

0 leading member of the family of my preceptor, Sakra has 
gone to Brahmaloka in fright. Tell me how one has to gain 
access thereto, so that I can kill Sakra, Virinci and everyone 
else. I shall grant you Brahmaloka and enjoy Svarga myself. 

Sukra said: 

59. 0 excellent one among Dinavas, you will have no access 
thereto. So, it behoves you to be contented with the dominion 
of the three worlds. 

Vr,ra said: 

fi0.61. As 'long as Sutrimi (lndra) is alive, I tlill not be 
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happy. Hence, 0 excellent Brihma9a, I shall endeavour for the 
state of full riddance of all obstacles. 

0 scion of the family of Bhrgu, how did Sakra get an entry 
therein? 0 highly intelligent one, tell me why it will not be 
possible for me. 

Sukm said: 

62-64. Formerly a penance was performed by him in 
the Naimita forest, 0 excellent Dinava. He had been 
meditating on Sankara for a period of one thousand years. 
By the power thereof, he has free access thereto forever along 
with his servants and followers. There is no other reason for that. 

Another person who performs a similar penance in the Naimi'3 
forest shall also have undoubtedly the access to Brahmaloka. 

Sita said: 

65-70. On hearing it, he hastened to Naimita the excellent 
Tirtha, and performed a very severe penance meditating on 
Mahesvara. Earlier he had assigned the protection of the three 
worlds to excellent Danujas who had great power and who were 
superior to even Sakra in valour. 

During rainy season he remained under the open sky. During 
Hemanta (winter) he resorted to water-ponds. During summer 
he practised his holy rite in the midst of fires. He sustained 
himself by the intake of air only. 

He continued the penance for hundreds of years. Therefore, 
Devas with Brahma and VifQU as leaders became frightened. 

They could only take counsel together for destroying him. 
They tried to find loopholes and vulnerable points, but they 
could not. They became miserable. 

Ultimately VifQU decided in his mind, after giving deep 
thought for a long time to the means of destroying Vrtra. He 
joyously said: 

Vaniu said: 

71-77. 0 Sakra, now I have found out a means to slay him 
certainly. There is no other means. Listen to this and act on it 
immediately. 
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He has been made immune to the fatal attack of all weapons 
by the Trident-bearing Lord. Hence for slaying him get the 
Vajra ( thunderbolt) prepared out of bones. 

lndra said: 

0 Lord, how is this Vajra to be created? What is that animal 
whose bones are to be used? Elephant? Sarabha(?) (eight
footed fabulous creature) or any other? Tell me. 

Vwu said: 

0 Lord of Suras, the bone should be hexagonal in shape and 
a hundred Hastas (cubits) in length. It should be thick at the 
sides and thin in the middle. It shall have frightening features. 

lndra said: 

0 Lord of Suras, such an animal or being is not seen in all 
the three worlds from the bones of which the Vajra of these 
features can be created. 

V4~u said: 

There is a Brahmai:ta named Dadhici. He is performing a 
severe penance in his hermitage on Sarasvati. He is twice as 
long as the one we require. Go quickly and request him. He will 
give you his bones. Once he is requested he has nothing which 
he cannot give. 

78-81. Then, 0 excellent Brihma9as, Sakra went to his 
hermitage along with the Suras. His hermitage was at a Pu,kara 
on the banks of Pricisarasvati (modem Raunikti). 

On coming to know that the Devas had come to his hermitage, 
Dadhici became delighted and he hurried to meet them. 

The excellent Sage bowed down to lndra and others and 
adored them with A'l'h1a etc., thereafter. Then he stood by 
with humility after bowing down to lndra repeatedly. He said 
joyously: 

Datlhici said: 

ftt"Why have Devas come here? May my duty be told quickly 
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,0 slayer of Bala, I am blessed indeed, to whose house you yave 
come. 

Sakra said: 

83-86. 0 excellent Brahmai:ia, all of us have been defeated 
by Vrtra. By the power of the boon, he cannot be killed by any 
weapon. Hari says that he could be killed by means of a Vajra 
created out of a bone a hundred Hastas in length. There is no 
such being excepting you, 0 excellent Brahmai:ia. So give us 
your bones so that a Vajra capable of killing him (Vrtra) 
may be made. 0 excellent Brahmai:ia, do this much to quell the 
distress of Devas. Otheiwise all the Devas will be utterly 
annihilated. 

Suta said: 

87. On hearing it, the holy sage Dadhici joyously cast off his 
life for the sake of the welfare of the Heaven-dwellers. 

88. Then the delighted Devas gathered all the bones and 
made a great V~jra in the manner explained by Vi~r:iu. 

89-93. Sakra took it with him and went towards Naimi,a. 1 He 
had fear still lurking in his mind and he trembled awfully. 
Immediately after nightfall, the Lord of Devas standing far away 
struck Vrtra who was in meditation, by means of the Vajra. 
Having done it he fled. 

Vrtra, a tiger among Danavas, was reduced to aslt due to the 
blow with the Vajra, like a fire-fly that falls into fire. 

Still in his fright, Sakra fled to the middle of the Sea and 
climbed on to a mountain with high peaks, which could not be 
scaled easily. 

He still was not sure that Vrtra had been killed by the blow 
of the Vajra. He stood there watching the path by which Vrtra 
could possibly come. 

1. Here the story of killing of Vrtra by lndra is differenL In MM, Sand. 
281.15-30, lndra fights with Vrtra. But in this Pul"irµI, lndra is a coward. lndra 
hurl• his Vajra al Vrtra while he was absorbed in meditation and instead of 
waiting for lhe effect of Vajra on Vrtra, he immediately runs away and 
conceals himself in a cave in a far-ofl' sea. Brahmahal}'i closely followed him 
and overpowered him. When Brhaspati and Devas lraced hin1, he was found 
as a leper, a victim of Brahma-halyi. 
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94-97. In the meantime the Devas saw that Vrtra had been 
slain. They experienced horripilation due to joy and eulogized 
lndra. 

They were unware that out of fear he had disappearecr on 
the mountain in the sea. They began a search and with very 
great difficulty they got at him after some time. 

The saw him sitting inside an inaccessible cave in the 
mountain. He was lustreless and a dejected state. Evidently he 
was overwhelmed by the sin of Brahmar:ia-slaughter. All the ten 
quarters were filled with the offensive smell from his body. 

98-100. On seeing Sakra thus the Four-faced Lord stood 
aloof suspecting the sin and said to the groups of Devas: "O 
excellent Devas, this is Sakra overwhelmed by the sin of 
Brahmai:ia-slaughter. He should be kept at a distance. Otherwise 
you will also contract the sin. See, all the signs of the sin of 
Brahmar:ia-slaughter are evident on his limbs. They are clearly 
visible. We shall go to heaven." 

101-103. The Lord of Suras had seen the Devas with Pitamaha 
as the leader come there. But all of a sudden they were going 
away with faces turned. At this he was distnayed. 

In great confusion he said: "O Suras, why do you go away. 
Even after seeing me, you go away without speaking to me. I 
hope everything is all right at home. Was that Danava killed 
with my Vajra? I hope the wicked fellow is not on the lookout 
for me to fight with me." 

Brahma said: 

104-111. 0 Sakra, the Danava has already been killed by the 
Vajra. The sinful fellow is under the control of the god of 
Death. You need not fear at all. But due to his slaughter the des
picable sin of Brahmar:ia-slaughter has overcome you, 0 Sakra. You 
have become unworthy of being touched. We will not touch you. 

Jndra said: 

Many Danavas have been killed by me formerly but this sin of 
Brihma9a-slaughter did not overtake me. How is it so now? 

Brahma said: 

.O··Visava, they were killed by you in batde abiding by the 
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duty of a ~triya. All of them were pure Danavas. Therefore no 
sin overtook you. But this fellow had been invested with the . ~ 

sacred thread. Moreover he was peform1ng a penance. 0 Sakra, 
you killed him treacherously. So you have become a sinner. 

lndra ,,;aid: 

0 Four-faced One, I am conscious that my body has become 
foul and sinful through the symptoms of the sin of Brihmal)a
slaughter. Hence tell me the means of purification whereby the 
sin due to Brahmar:ia-slaughter may be dispelled quickly and I 
can be worthy of being touched by Devas, 0 Prapitamaha. 

Brahma said: 

0 cxcellen t one among Suras, for that purpose you have to 
undertake a pilgrimage. Without it your sin cannot be eradicated 
completely. 

Suta sai,l: 

112-123. Then, at his instance Sakra undertook the 
pilgrimage. He wandered over the entire earth taking a holy 
plunge in all the well-known nrthas, Nadis and Nadas. The 
Thousand-eyed Lord went to Varar:iasi, Prayaga, Prabhasa, 
Kurujarigala and other holy places but did not get rid of his sin. 

Utterly dejected thereby, he thought thus: 'I have taken 
holy bath in all the Tirthas on the earth. But I have not got rid 
of the sin. What shall I do now? Should I fall down from the 
peak of a mountain? Would I drink poison. Divested of the 
eminence of the kingdom of the three worlds, I am not eager to 
live.' · 

Thus in his utter disgust and dejection Vasava climbed on 
the top of a mountain. In his resolve to die he was about to hurl 
himself down, when, 0 excellent Brahmat;tas', a divine voice 
arose. 

"Do not be rash, 0 Sakra, in your desperate state of mind. 
You have yet to reign for the period of eight Yugas in the 
heavenly kingdom. Hence, 0 Sakra, listen attentively to the 
means of expiation for the sin. Carry it out quickly. Otherwise 
there shall be no purification. 

Formerly you· had closed down a hole in the holy spot of 
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Hiiakesvara by means of dust particles. It is a place where Lord 
Hara is present himself. 0 Lord of Devas, through an anthill 
there a serpent hole has been made which was used by serpents 

• to come to the earth and return. Through that very path you 
should go to Hitakesvara. Take your holy bath in Pitilagangi 
and worship Mahesvara. Thereby you will undoubtedly be rid of 
sins. You will regain your dominion of the heavenly kingdom 
free from all obstacles." 

Sida said: 

124-132. On hearing the aerial voice, Sakra hurriedly went to 
the place where the serpent-hole (Nagabila) was. Through it he 
entered Patala and took holy bath in the (Pitala) Ganga water. 
He then adored the Linga named Hi~kesvara. In an instant 
his body became free from impurities. The offensive small 
disappeared and the rediance increased. 

In the meantime Suras led by Brahma and Vi~i:iu came there 
and joyously spoke to the king of Devas rid of all sins: "O Sakra, 
you have attained purity. You are freed from the sin of 
BrahmaQ.a-slaughter. So come on , we shall all go to heaven 
together. 0 Sakra, fill up this serpent hole with dust particles 
once again. Otheiwise human beings may pass through this 
and attain Siddhi easily. They will take the holy bath in the 
waters of Ganga, worship this Linga and attain the greatest goal 
even though they may be great sinners." 

Thereafter all the Devas and Satakratu bowed down to the 
Lord and went to the heavenly abode. There in heaven the 
festivities connected with the slaughter of Vrtra were celebrated, 
0 excellent Brihmal'}.as, when Sakra regained his status as the 
overlord of the Devas. 

Sil.ta said: 

133-134. Thus everything connected with the glory of 
HiJakesvara has been recounted to you all. The greatness 
thereof, 0 excellent Brihmai,as, is destructive of all sins. One 
who recites this with devotion, one who listens to this with 
devotion, one who listens to this with attention shall go to the 
greatest region devoid of old age and death. 
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Su.ta said: 

CHAPTER NINE 

Filling up the Nagabila 

1-2. Sakra summoned the Sarilvartaka wind and said: "You 
know that there is a great serpent-hole in the holy spot of 
Hatakcsvara. Rush to the place at my bidding and fill it up with 
dust-partidcs whereby no one of mortal features can have access 
to it. 

Vayu 5aid: 

3-6. At your behest I had earlier filled up that hole when the 
Slayer of Puras (Siva) cursed me for polluting the Lil1ga: "Since 
my Liliga has been covered with dust particles, you shall be an 
indiscriminate blower of all sorts of odour. Due to my words 
(curse) even as you are the sole wafter of the fragrance of 
camphor, so you will also undoubtedly be the carrier of 
unpleasant odour of rubbish and filth too." 

Understand this, 0 Lord of Suras, and spare me. Do me the 
favour and depute someone else for this task. I am afraid of the 
Slayer of Puras. 

7-15. Thereafter, the Lord of Devas, pondered over the work 
of filling up the Serpent-hole and did not look into anything 
else. 

Thereupon the preceptor of Devas himself said to Satakratu: 
"0 Lord of Devas, why are you so worried in this matter? There 
is the chief of all mountains well-known as Himalaya. He begot 
three sons. Listen to the details about them. Mainaka is said to 
be the first and N andivardhana is the second. Raktasrnga is 
glorified as the third mountain. 

0 Sakra, afraid of you, Mainika has sunk into the ocean 
where he continues to be safe with his pair of wings intact. 

At the bidding of Himacala as well as Sage Vash;tha the hole 
(tunnel) around Vasit~a's hermitage has been entirely filled 
up by the sec9nd one glorified as Nandivardhana. At the 
bidding of Himalaya and Vasi~tha he has left the celestial 
ground and has gone there in a hurry. 
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The third one who is remembered as Raktasp:iga still stands 
by, 0 Thousand-eyed One. Bring him here and get the Serpent-

• hole filled up. 
0 Lord of Devas, this hole cannot be closed by filling up 

otherwise, except through that excellent mountain. What has 
been said by me is the truth." 

Sf.tta said: 

16-17. On hearing the words of Brhaspati, the one venerated 
by the celestial beings, the Lord of Devas (lndra) rushed to the 
pl.tt·e where Himalaya was present. He approached Himalaya, 
the excellent one among mountains, resorted to by Siddhas and 
Carm:ias and said: 

lrtdrn said: 

18-21. There is a great Serpent-hole in the holy spot of 
Hatakesvara. Even thos<." 1nen who are engaged in committing 
sins will go through the hole and adore Lord Ha~akcsvara in 
Pata.la, 0 excellent one among 1nountains. Thereby they will be 
in a position to compete with me. Hence, 0 Himalaya, do 
despatch this son of yours named Raktaspiga by whom it may 
be possible to fill up the Serpent-hole. 

0 Mountain, I am a guest come to your abode. Render the 
hospitality due to me by this gift of your own son; you will thus 
gain supramundane glory. 

22-24. "Yes, it will be so", said he after worshipping the Lord 
of Devas. 

Thereafter, Himalaya spoke to his son Raktaspiga: "Dear 
son, the Thousand-eyed One (lndra) has come to me for 
getting your service. Hence hasten to the place where the 
Nagabila is situated. At my bidding fill it up and completely 
fulfil the desire of Sakra. Be happy along with him as well as 
with other excellent Suras." 

Ralttairnga said: 

25-29. I will not go there at any cost. It is the land of mortals 
'where rugged thorny trees bereft of fruits are in plenty. Neither 
Siddhas nor Gandharvas, neither Devas nor Kinnaras Tive there. 
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No charming Tirthas and no rivers with crystal-clear waters can 
be found there. Further, the men there are devoid of decency 
and decorum; they are prone to commit sinful deeds. All of 
them are evil-minded. Even the brutes are no better. Also, 0 
excellent one among Mountains, my wings have been clipped 
off by Sakra himself. That has deprived me of the ability to go 
there even with great difficulty. So let the Thousand-eyed One 
exclude me from this matter and think about some other means. 
What has been uttered by me is the truth. 

Sakra said: 

30-34. I had wounded you. So I shall myself carry you 
there holding you up by the hand. There too excellent trees 
shall grow on you. So also there will be meritorious Tirthas and 
shrines of deities. All round you there shall be the hermitages 
of sages. At my instance your power and prestige, if you stay 
there, will be a crorc times more than what you possess staying 
here. Further the men though sinful, shall become free from 
sins by seeing you. Therefore, 0 son of the Mountain, hasten 
there in my company. Otherwise (This is no vain threat), I 
shall smash you into a thousand pieces with a blow of my 
thunderbolt. 

Sii.ta said: 

35-37. On hearing these words of his, Raktasrriga became 
frightened. He hastened there and entered the Serpent Hole 
filling it up. 0 excellent Brahmal)as, he got sunk down therein 
up to the tip of his very nose with all his fascinating tall peaks 
entirely overspread with trees, creepers and twining vines, 
whereon charming birds perched. 

After establishing thus that mountain, the son of Himacala, 
Sakra joyously said to him, "May a boon be received from me." 

Ralctasrnga said: 

SS. 0 Suresvara, this alone is a great boon to me that you are 
pleased with me. What shall I do with a boon? I am happy, 
thanks for your favour. 
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Irulra said: 

S9. 0 son of the Mountain, seeing me even in a dream.shall 
not go in vain. What then when you have actually seen me and 
particularly when you have accomplished my task? 

Raktasrnga said: 

40. 0 Lord of all the Suras, if of necessity, a boon has to be 
granted, let all my rich products always be for the use of 
Brahmal)as, 0 Lord. 

lndra said: 

41-46. There shall be a king known as Camatkara. On you he 
will establish a city for the sake of BrahmaQas. There these 
tigers among Brahma9as, masters of the Vedas and Vedaligas, 
shall enjoy your rich products fully. 

0 son of the Mountain, on the fourteenth lunar day in the 
dark half of the month of Caitra, I shall personally come here 
along with all the groups of Devas, Kinnaras and Guhyakas. On 
the most important peak of yours I shall worship the Lord of 
Devas named Hat,akesvara. 

On that one day, Hara too, very pleased with you, shall stay 
on you along with us. Thereby your power and prestige in all 
the three worlds shall be great. Welfare unto you. I shall now 
go to the heavenly abode. 

Suta said: 

47-48. After saying thus, the Thousand-eyed Lord went back 
to heaven. Raktasrnga pervaded the entire Serpent-hole and 
stayed behind. Very important Tirthas and shrines came to 
flourish on it along with hermitages of sages. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

King Camatkara Cursed 
Sita said: 

87 

1·5. In the meantime the king well known as Camatkira, the 
overlord of Anarta (Northern Gujarat) came to the forest there 
to hunt deer. 

Far away he saw a doe assured because not expecting danger 
fro1n anywhere and therefore fearlessly suckling her young one 
motionlessly. 

Immediately tlw delighted king fixed an arrow of crooked 
point, drew the string upto his ear and hit her in a vulnerable 
spot. 

She was presently hit by that arrow to which vulture's 
feathers had be<.·n fixed. In her excruciating pain she looked 
around. 

Seeing the king holding the bow not very far off, the doe, 
fond of her young one, with her face dimmed with tears spoke 
thus: 

The doe said: 

6-8. 0 king, what you have done now is very improper. I 
who was suckling my young fawn, have been hit with an arrow 
of crooked point. 0 king, it is not the destruction (death) of 
my own body that I bewail; I bewail this wn;tched fawn eager to 
suck the udder. 

Since such a cruel deed has been con1mitted by you, you will 
be immediately afflicted with the foul disease of leprosy. 

The king said: 

9. This is the regular practice and duty of kings to hunt and 
kill deer. So it does not behove you to curse me when I only 
carried out my duty. 

The doe said: 

10-14. 0 king, what you spelt out is true. Deer have been 
created by the Self-born Lord for being hunted and killed by 
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~atriyas, but the injunction laid down by him also may be heard 
attentively even as I explain it. 

• A man is defiled by sin if he kills a deer that is asleep, that is 
eager to drink water, that is engaged in suckling (her young) or 
that is indulging in mating. 

It is for this reason that the curse was pronounced on you, 
0 king, not out of fanciful wish, nor of death. I vouch for it by 
a solemn promise. 

After saying this in great agony the doe cast off her life. The 
king became overwhelmed by the foul disease of leprosy. 

15-20. On seeing his own body defiled by leprosy the king 
summoned his seivants and said to them in great misery: "I 
shall perfonn a penance. I shall worship Sa1ikara till the disease 
of leprosy is eradicated. 

Whatever happiness men seek in all the three worlds can be 
entirely achieved through penance. Hence penance should be 
performed by me. I shall now roam about regularly over the 
earth begging for alms, staying under a tree everday. 

Giving up everything that I like or dislike, my stay will be on 
bare ground covered with dust or a deserted house or at the 
root of a tree. 

I shall eschew everything both pleasant and unpleasant. 
I shall be impartial towards enemies as well as friends. I shall 
see a lump of clay, a stone or a piece of gold impartially. Thus 
I will spend my life till the end of time (my death)." 

21-24. After saying thus and dismissing his servants, the king 
set out on a pilgrimage and wandered over the earth. 
After a long time he listened to the advice of a Brihmal}.a and 
arrived at Sailkhatirtha of great efficacy in the holy spot of 
Hit;akesvara. 

This is well known in all the three worlds as destructive of all 
diseases. This is filled with clear water. Merely by his holy bath 
there, the excellent king became rid of his leprosy. He shone 
with great splendour. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

Gift of a City to BrahmaQ.as1 

The sages said: 

1-3. 0 sage born of Sii.ta, how was King Camatkara rid of 
leprosy? In what way did he perform penance? How long was it 
performed by the king? Who were those Brahma1_1as by whom 
Sankha Tirtha was recommended for the purpose of the rid
dance from the ailment of the miserable noblc-souled king? 
What is this Sa1ikhatirtha? Where is it situated? What is its 
efficacy. Do explain in detail without leaving anything. 

Suta laid: 

4-7. I shall recount to you all, this fascinating story, 0 
Bral11na1_1as, of King Camatkara. It is destructive of all sins. 

He wandered over all the Tirthas beginning with Prabhasa. 
He was a confirmed ascetic obseJVing restrictions in his diet. 
He lived on cooked food received as alms. 

For the sake of curing the disease, he used to consult leading 
physicians about medicinal herbs frequently and the knowers of 
Mantras about the curative incantations. 

He did not get any desired (effective) Mantra or medicine 
or a holy spot whereby the tiger among kings could eradicate 
the foul disease. 

8-11. Hence the excellent king became extremely disgusted. 
In a holy place of great merit shining (teeming) with all sorts of 
living beings, he continued to stay alone for a long time with his 
mind and soul under perfect control. 

His food intake consisted of withered leaves and fruits. At 
night, he used to lie down on bare ground. Everyday he 
resorted to a new tree for the sake of food and rest. He fully 
eschewed pride and arrogance. 

After roaming about a few days, the king saw many excellent 
Brahmai,as who were on t~ir pilgrimage. 

I. King C'.amalkira of Anarta built and gifted a cily to Brahmal}as. The ciLy 
was named '"Camatkirapura" af'l.er I.he name of I.he donor. It is called 
•Anandapura" and •N1gara•. synonyms of modern Vadnagara. It is the home 
of Nagara Brih1na1_1a1 of Gujarat. 
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When those Brahmai:ias sat down for rest near the hermitage 
of Visvamitra, he bowed down to them with great humili~ and 
requested: 

The king said: 

12-15. 0 excellent Brahmar;ias, I am a king of the Solar race, 
Camatkara by name, the ruler of Anarta. I have been affected 
by leprosy. Is there any remedy, divine or human, any medicine 
or Mantra, whereby leprosy can be cured? 

0 excellent Brahmai;ias, take pity on me and do tell me. My 
body defiled by this foul disease, leprosy, suffers a great deal. 
Or if you do not know (any remedy) I will enter fire or water 
and cast off my life or will take in poison to put an end to it. 

16-20. On hearing his words, all the excellent Brahmai:ias 
were moved with pity and they spoke to the Lord of the Earth: 
''O tiger among kings, not far from this place there is a holy 
place well known as Sankhatirtha. It is conducive to the 
destruction of all ailments. 

Those men who are suffering from a disease, blind ones, 
those who have squints, sluggish ones, those deficient in limbs 
or those who have superfluous limbs, hideous ones, those who 
have deformed faces-all these should take their holy bath and 
obsetve fast at the beginning of the dark half of Caitra when the 
Moon is in the constellation Citra. 

We have seen hundreds of such persons who instantly became 
free from ailments and became endowed with refulgence of twelve 
Suns and handsome features like Kamadeva (god of Love)." 

The king _asked: 

21. How is this Sankha Tirtha to be known by me, 0 excellent 
Brahmai:ias? How did it originate? Tell me in detail. 

The Briihma1J,IJS said:1 

22-28. Formerly there was an ex<;ellent sage on the earth 

. ..,, 1. Sankha and Likhita are two ancient Smrti-writen. The legend how 
i,1';,kha's arms were cut and were resLOred is found in MIJh, Siinti 251.16.36. 
~e difference bel\vee11 I.be legend in Mbh and this Pt1ril)a is as follows: 
· {i) Likhita himself cuts the arms of Sankha in this Puri,.ia ._hiJe in Mbh 
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named Likhita. He was son of Sage Sai,(jilya and was fully 
endowed with the power of penance and energy. 

A younger brother of his was born. His name was Sarikha. He 
later became well conversant with scriptural texts. He perpetually 
performed penance with bulbous roots, roots and fruits for food. 

After some time, he went to the hermitage of Likhita. On 
being afflicted with great hunger, Sarikha wanted to taste some 
sweet fruits. He entered the vacant hermitage of the noble
souled Likhita. Considering that the fruits belonged to him as 
well, he took many sweet fruits and ate them. In the meantime, 
Likhita came there along with his disciples. 

On coming to know that Sankha had already plucked the 
fruits, he said angrily: "O sinful one, you have yourself plucked 
the fruits not offered by me. Why did you take them like a 
thief? Why did you not wait for permission?" 

Sankha said: 

29-33. 0 excellent Brahmal}a. what you have spoken is true. 
The fruits have been plucked from your hermitage when there 
was no one here. Hence give me punishment due for the act of 
theft, so that my life in this world as well as in the other one 
may be happy. 

Thereupon he caught hold of the hands of Sankha instantly. 
In his great rage, though he was prevented by the ascetics, he 
cut off the hands. Sankha who got his hands amputated, performed 
a severe penance after going back to his own hermitage. 

After some time Mahadeva became pleased with him . .. 
Appearing before him, he spoke to the eminent sage Sankha: 

Mahdvara said: 

34. 0 sage of great inherent strength, you have done a very 
difficult job. Receive from me any boon conceived of in your 
mind. 

Likhita lodges a complaint with king Sudyumna who ordered the 
amputation of the arms. 

(ii) Sal\kha regained his arms after bath in River Bihudi (the granter of 
arms), modem Burha Rapti or Dhumila (De p. 6). This Puri9a gives 
the credit to a 1'rtha at Camatllrapura obviously for the tlorificadon 
of this holy place. The Tirtha came to be known as ;.nkha nrtha•. 
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SaMha said: 

35-37. 0 Lord, if you are pleased, if you wish to grant me a 
boon, 0 excellent one among Suras, may two hands simtlar to 
the for~er ones, spring up again. Further, 0 excellent one 
among Suras, let this Tirtha bear my name and be well known 
in all the worlds as destructive of all sins of men. If one has 
deficiency or superfluity in one's limbs, if one is afflicted with 
any foul disease and if one takes one's holy bath here, one shall 
become fresh (normal) once again. 

The Lurd said: 

38-45. 0 eminent Brahmat;1a, this Tirtha will become well 
known after your name. It shall be destructive of the sins of 
e1nbodied beings from today. Any person having deficiency 
of superfluity of limbs, who takes his holy bath here in the 
bright half of Caitra when the Moon is in the constellation 
of Citra and observes fast, shall undoubtedly become perfect 
in every limb and very brilliant. 0 leading BrahmaQa, if he 
has any desire and then meditates, he will attain handsome 
features. 

If he has no desire he will attain the great region of Siva of 
great auspiciousness. If Sriddha is performed here, 0 Br.ihmal}.a, 
on the fourteenth lunar day when the Moon is in the constell
ation of Citra, the Pitrs will attain the most excellent satisfaction. 

0 tiger among BrahmaQas, today we have the excellent period 
of the close (last day) of the bright half of Caitra. In the 
afternoon the Moon will be in conjuction with constellation 
Citra. Then you take your holy bath and observe fast. Instantly 
you will have the perfect pair of hands as before. 

After saying this the Lord vanished. Sankha performed the 
holy ablution in the Kutapa (about noon) period. Instantly his 
hands sprang up as before. They resembled a red lotus and 
shone well. They were marked with piscine signs. 

TM Bmhma,µu said: 

46-48. It was thus, 0 excellent king, that by the power of the 
Moon-c:rested Lord of Dews that auspicious Tirtha came into 
being on the surface of the earth. 
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-, Hence you too, 0 leading king, do take your holy bath there 
on the fourteenth lunar day in the bright half of the month of 
Caitra when the Moon is in the constellation Citra. 

There is no doubt about this that you will be rid of all 
ailments. We shall show it to you when the time arrives as 
mentioned. 

Silta said: 

49-52. A few days thereafter the day previous to the dark half 
of Caitra arrived, when the Moon was in the contellation Citri, 
the fourteenth lunar day. Presently those Brahmar:ias, the well
wishers of the king, took the king towards the Sankhatirtha. 

Then he deeply meditated on the utter eradication of the 
foul disease of leprosy and duly took his holy bath with great 
faith. 

He can1e out of the water completely rid of leprosy, dazzling 
with the lustre of twelve Suns. He was extremely delighted. 

53-57. Afterwards he bowed down to all those Brahmar:ias 
who had mastered the Vedas. With palms joined in reverence, 
he spoke these words: 

"It was indeed due to your favour that, 0 excellent 
Brahmaa;ias, I have become rid of the foul disease of leprosy 
which had made me despicable unto all embodied beings for a 
long time. 

Therefore, 0 excellent Brahmar:ias, I will no longer rule the 
kingdom. I shall perform great penance for ever here at this 
Tirtha. Let excellent Brahmal}.as take over this kingdom, this 
whole land, whatever I have, the elephants, horses etc., for 
blessing me, the wretched one devoted to them. As a favour to 
me let them take great pity on me now that I have become 
completely detached." 

The Brahma,:ias said: 

58-63. 0 excellent king, we are incapable of protecting the 
kingdom. Then why should we take it up when it is going to 
become utterly chaotic? 

Formerly the earth was given to us by Rima, the son of 
Jamadagni, after exterminating the Ktatriyas twenty-one dmes. 
But, 0 excellent king, more powerful ~atriyas slighted us and 
easily seized it. 
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TM Icing said: 

0 excellent BrihmaQas, I will protect your interests though I 
will continue to perform the penance. In this matter none of 
you need have any fear. 

The Bmhma,.,,as said: 

Of course, if you have faith in making munificent gifts, build 
an excellent city in this highly meritorious holy spot and give it 
to leading BrihmaQas, equipping it with ramparts, moats etc., 
then we can stay there comfortably taking the holy baths in the 
different Tirthas, carrying on our duties as householders and 
proceeding with our study of the Vedic texts. 

Sil.ta said: 

64-70. On hearing it, the king became delighted. He 
accepted their suggestions and constructed a vast city at that 
holy spot. It was ~urrounded by lofty ramparts, a deep moats etc. 
It was charming. Its diameter extended to a Krosa. Triangular 
and quadrangular market-places shone splendidly. Banners 
fluttered. Big palaces glittered with fresh whitewashed walls, 
ornamental gates and attics. Buildings had many floors and 
good people praised the structures. The king filled the houses 
with gold, jewels, pearls and various articles of household utility. 

He washed the feet of the excellent BrihmaQas well-versed in 
the Vedas, having perfect control over the senses, in accordance 
with the injunctions in the scriptural texts with due regard for 
the age and excellence of each and offered those houses to 
them. 
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Suta said: 

CHAPTER TWELVE 

Advice to the Sons 

45 

1-5. Thus the king set up a city on a par with that of Indra 
(i.e., Amaravati) in accordance with his capacity and gifted it to 
the Brahmal).as. 

Excellent houses shone displaying in various ways the glitter 
of pearls, corals, lapis lazuli and gold like the firmament 
displaying that of the clusters of stars. 

The city had many palatial buildings made of crystal, 
comparable to the peaks of Kailasa mountain. They were 
rendered all the more splendid by the divinely refulgent banners 
fluttering all round. Thousands of festoons of pure splendour 
and golden colour added to its charm. It had all the requisite 
things such as parks, wells, 1nechankal devices, large tanks 
resplendent with steps set with jewels. After dedicating this city 
to the leading Brahmai:ias he became contented that he had 
done his duty. 

6-15. He continued to stay near Sankhatirtha. He summoned 
his sons, grandsons and servants regularly and advised them thus: 

'7his city has been built by me and dedicated to the BrahmaQas. 
At my instance, you all should assiduously protect it so that the 
BrahmaQas shall be happy and delighted in their minds. 

All of you should protect and maintain it. A king or any one 
else who is devoted to them and offers them succour shall 
obtain excellent refulgence on the earth. 

He shall becon1e invincible to all the enemies, valorous and 
endowed with flourishing prosperity. There is no doubt about this 
that one will become prosperous by protecting the BrahmaQas. 

With the favour of the Brahmal_las and by my words (blessing) 
he shall be long-lived, free from ailments and endowed with 
sons, grandsons and loyal servants. 

On the other hand, he who hates these tigers among Brahmal)as 
and causes them distress will fall into hell. He will meet with 
misery, suffer many humiliations, face separation from beloved 
ones and rebuke from others. In addition to the destruction of 
his family line he will pass on to the abode of Yan:ia, 
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Hence with all endeavour this city has to be guarded by you if 
you desire your own welfare and specially because I say so." 

• Thus that king advised all of them and resumed his austerities. 
They too did what he had advised. 

Sitta said: 

CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

Glory of Acalesvara 

1-6. Having advised his sons thus and handed over the 
kingdom to them and the city to the Brahmai:ias, the king built 
an Asrama (hermitage) for himself there and continued to wor
ship Mahesvara, the Lord of Dcvas, with greatest faith. 

The king spent a hundred years subsisting himself on fruit 
diet. He spent the same period of time with great concen
tration with dried and withered leaves for his intake. Thereafter, 
for a hundred years, he continued his penance taking in only 
water. A further period of a hundred years he spent taking in 
only air, after which Mahideva became pleased and appeared 
before him even as he continued his penance with the intake 
of only air. 

The Lord said "I am pleased. Request for whatever you 
wish from me. I shall grant you even what is inaccessible lt1 

Devas." 

The king said: 

7-15. This meritorious holy place that contains many 
Tirthas, is conducive to the destruction of all sins due to the 
greatness of Haiakesvara. So lt'"t it become still more sanctified 
by your residenc~ here. 0 Lord, if you are pleased grant me 
this wish. 

0 Sarva, 0 Lord of the immortal beings, this distinguished 
city has been built by me and dedicated to Brihm39as with the 
mind purified by ardent faith. As per my appeal you should 
always be pleased to stay steadily and permanently here, where-
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by it shall have the full complement of all good features. 

Bhagavan said: 

47 

Acala (permanently abiding) I shall become in this holy spot, 
0 Lord of the earth. I shall become well-known in all the there 
worlds by the name Acalesvara. 

If a man devoutly visits me stationed here, all his riches and 
powers shall always be unshakeable and permanent. 

If a devout man equipped with great faith performs the rite 
of Ghrtakambala (Coating with ghee) to my Liriga on the four
teenth lunar day in the bright half of the month of Migha, all 
the sins committed by him in early childhood, youth or old age 
will vanish like darkness at the time of sunrise. 

Hence, 0 Lord of the earth, install my Linga here itself so 
that I can stay here remaining steady for ever. 

Suta said: 

16-27. After saying thus the Lord of Devas vanished. The 
king soon built a very charming, palatial shrine and devotedly 
installed there the Liriga of the Trident-bearing Lord endowed 
with all the (auspicious) characteristics. 

By seeing, touching, meditating and worshipping it, a man 
becomes rid of all the sins committed ever from birth to death. 

Thereafter the king began to think (anxiously): 'Will the 
Lord steadily abide here in the Liriga?' 

In the meantime there arose an aerial voice of excellent 
distinct tone delighting King Camatkir~: "O lion among kings, 
do not become worried and anxious in this matter. I shall 
permanently stay here itself in this Liriga. To convince you I 
shall further say another thing also, 0 king. On listening to it 
you shall feel relieved and will see carefully that the shadow of 
this Liliga of mine shall always be steady solely remaining behind 
(the Liriga) and not in different directions." 

Sita said: 

Then he noted the shadow of the Linga of the same form 
and steady too when the sun was in that direction. 

Thereupon the excellent king considered himself blessed. 
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In his great delight he bowed down to him (Sivalinga) on the 
ground. 

Even today the shadow is seen in the same form always. Thrs 
feature of the Linga, 0 leading Brahmal,'las, caused great surprise. 

There is another convincing proof. If anyone is destined to 
die within six months, he will never see the shadow. 

Suta said: 

28-33. Thus the Lord remained for ever in the form of 
Acalesvara at Camatkirapura. In the midst of sixty-eight holy 
places the Lord of Devas, Mahesvara, resides there at his request. 
Therefore, that holy shrine is glorified as one that accords all 
desires and liberation unto all embodied beings. 

Further, 0 excellent Brihmal,'las, I shall describe another 
incident pertaining to its power. May it be heard. 

Due to the greatness of Acalesvara all the men in that holy 
place attain all their desired benefit. Some get the heavenly 
pleasures, others salvation, a few wealth, foodgrains and sons. 
Whatever one keeps in one's mind and worships Lord 
Acalesvara, one obtains it immediately without great effort. 

34-40. The Thousand-eyed Lord observed that in his presence 
all si~ful men on the earth go to heaven or attain salvation. 

Thereupon, 0 excellent Brihmal,'las Indra himself secretly 
called anger, passion, greed, hatred, fear,· lasciviousness, 
delusion, vice, rivalry and attachment ... all in their personified 
forms ... and eagerly told them: "Any devotee, whether a man 
or a woman, if he or she is found going towards Camatkarapura, 
should be restrained by you all. Further, if one is residing 
there, he should be restrained from visiting Lord Acaleivara. 
This should· be done at my special request." 

They promised, "So it will be and went there at the bidding 
of Sakra and rendered the greatness of the shrine ineffective 
and defunct. 

Thus the narrative that is destructive of all sins has been 
recounted to you entirely. 

Thus the story of the greatness of Lord Acalesvara who always 
resides in that holy spot has been completely narrated. 
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

Efficacy of Circumambulating Camatkarapura 

Suta said: 

1-7. 0 excellent Brahmai:ias, I shall describe to you what 
another miracle happened there, which abides in my heart as a 
secret. 

There was a 1nan in Camatkarapura. He was born in the 
Vaisya caste. He was poverty-stricken and dumb too. 

In view of the fact that he was oppressed by poverty, he 
looked after the cattle of all the people so that he could maintain 
his family. He was satisfied with whatever he earned. 

Even as he continued looking after the cattle in forest regions, 
a beast (a cow) strayed away from the herd because it was 
covetous of plenty of grass elsewhere. 

0 excellent Bramal).as, it was on the fourteenth clay of the 
dark half of the month of Caitra. The cow that had slipped away 
casuatly was not noticed by him. When the dumb cowherd 
reached home, the owner of the cow came there rebuking him: 
"O sinful one, how is it that one of my cows has not come back 
yet? Certainly it has been killed, concealed somewhere or sold 
by you. So fetch my cow back immediately. Hurry up even if you 
have not taken your food." 

8-12. On hearing it, the dumb cowherd became very much 
frightened. Without taking food he started from his house with 
a stick in his hand. After reaching the forest, he surveyed all 
round carefully. In a certain place he saw a footprint of the cow 
dearly, as he was wandering about and recognised it fully. 

Following the footprint, 0 excellent Brahmal).as, he went from 
forest to forest around Camatkarapura. Thus his act of search for 
the cow in the midst of herds incidentally resulted in a 
circumambulation of Camatkarapura on the part of the cowherd 
as well as the cow, 0 excellent Brahmal).as. 

13-18. At the conclusion of the circumambulation, the cow 
was found out. Towards the close of the night, he took the cow 
home and returned her to the owner. 

In the meritorious month of Caitra on the fourteenth lunar 
day in the dark half, all the Devas arrive at the Tirthas of the 
sacred holy spot. 
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Thus on the holiest day both the cowherd and the cow 
completed the circumambulation though unwittingly. It was 
incidental, 0 excellent Brahmal)as. The cowherd observed•fast 
and remained silent though he did not take his holy bath. The 
cow was of course silent though she had her food. 

After a lapse a some time, as a result of their respective 
Karma, when the life period came to a close, both of them died 
separately. 

The cowherd was reborn as son of the ruler of the country 
called Dasar1_1a (Eastern Malwa). Due to the power (of his 
1neritorious action) he could remember the previous birth. 

19-29 That cow was born as a his minister, 0 excellent 
Brahma1_1as. He could also remember the previous birth like 
the king. He was always honoured by the king. 

At the end of every year that leading king in the company of 
that minister used to come to that city on the fourteenth lunar 
day in the dark half of the month ( of Caitra) and used to 
circumambulate (Camatkarapura). He observed silence and 
refrained from taking food. He was fully endowed with great 
faith. He used to walk the whole distance on foot, 0 excellent 
Brahma9as. 

Once some holy sages of esteemed vows came there to the 
meritorious Visvamitratirtha destructive of all sins. They were 
Yajfiavalkya, Bharadvaja, Suna}J.sepa, Galava, Devala, Bhaguri, 
Dhaumya, Kasyapa, Cyavana,Bhrgu and others of esteemed noble
souls devoted to life-long celibacy. In the course of their 
pilgrimage to various holy spoLc;, they came to that place too. 

On seeing them the king bowed down to them with palms 
joined in reverence. With great devotion he honoured them 
with due consideration for their seniority in age and eminence 
in achievement. 

Then the king sat amongst those sages. He was duly 
congratulated by them too. In the presence of the king those 
sages held divine discourse about the activities of noble-souled 
important sages. They discussed the pious practices of old 
saintly kings obeying the injunctions of scriptural texts, which 
made that saintly king happy, 0 excellent Brahma9as. 

At the end of the discourse the great sages gave the king 
great blessings as enjoined by the Sruti passages. With their 
curiosity aroused, they asked the king thus: 
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The sages said: 

30-32. 0 king, every year you assiduously come here 
alongwith your minister and circumambulate this city. 0 
excellent king, there are many excellent Tirthas in this Jloly 
place. So also there are many famous shrines, 0 king, but you 
seem to have not very great respect for them. In this we are 
excessively curious. If it is no secret. do narrate. 

Suta laid: 

33-35. On hearing their words the king became htnnble with 
Lhc head bent down. He felt slightly shy too and said: "O 
excellent BrahmaQas, what I have been asked just now is worthy 
of being kept secret. It has never been revealed to anyone on 
the earth. 

But your behcsl should be l·ertainly obeyed. 0 excellent 
sages, do listen even if it be a much hidden secret. 

Suta said: 

36. Thereafter, 0 excellent BrahmaQas, he narrated the 
incidents of the previous birth to those leading sages. 

37-42. He told them how the cow was lost, how she was 
searched out,. how it resulted in the circumambulation of 
Camatkarapura, how the power of remembering the incidents of 
the previous birth was acquired due to its efficacy, how he 
acquired whatever he desired every now and then, how he 
acquired the kingdom and gained prosperity. 

On hearing this, all the sages were delighted. They showered 
blessings on him and said, "Excellent ! Excellent!" · 

Thereafter, with great faith and devotion, all of them 
circumambulated that city in accordance with the injunctions 
laid down. Due to its power, they attained great Siddhi that is 
really difficult to attain in the ordinary course by doing Japa, 
performing Yajiia, offering monetary gifts, resorting to Tirthas 
and similar things. 

The king and his minister became gods 1noving about in 
aerial chariot. Even to-day, they are seen in the firmament in the 
form of stars. 
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CHAPTER FIITEEN 

• Efficacy of Circumambulating Camatkarapura (O>ntinued) 

The Sages said: 

1-8. 0 Su.ta, even by circumambulating this city once, great 
welfare and glory is attained. What is the reason thereof? 0 
highly intelligent one, tell us everything in detail. We are eager 
to hear and you know everything fully. 

Suta said: 

0 excellent Brahmai:ias, welfare is attained by the power of 
the excellent mountain well-known as Raktaspiga. 

Brahma, Vi~Qu, Siva and others always resort to it on the 
fourteenth lunar day in the dark half of the month of Caitra. 

All the Devas, all the Tirthas, all the shrines, all the rivers 
and oceans and whatever is held sacred are present on that 
mountain Raktasrnga on that day as per the behest of Satakratu. 

When that mountain was brought by Indra to that place, it 
was told so: uon this day the Devas will come to you. All the 
Tirthas in the world, all the meritorious shrines, will come to 
you." 

Camatkarapura stands on its chief peak. Therefore by 
circumambulating it once welfare and glory is achieved. 

9-15. 0 Brahmai:ias, whatever is gifted with respect and high 
regard on that day has everlasting benefit as long as the moon 
and the sun shine. 

A man who feeds Brahmal')as with sweet milk food with 
exceller:it devotion with the Pitrs in view, shall attain the benefit 
of (a visit to) Gaya. 

If anyone thinks of any desire and then circumambulates the 
city, he attains the desired object. 

One without any desire shall attain salvation. One who gifts 
a cow with appurtenances to an excellent Brahmaoa attains the 
full benefit of the gift of the entire earth. Thus everything that 
I have been asked, 0 excellent Brahmaoas, as to how welfare is 
acquired by circumambulating by men, is narrated to you all. 

Hence the rite circumambulating should be assiduously 
carried out around that city on the fourteenth lunar day in the 
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dark half of Caitra by persons of great concentration and mental 
purity. They should strictly observe fast and the vow of silence. 
They should be mentally and physically pure and wear white 
clothef They should be free from attachment and hatred. 

16-19. Since he was dumb, the cowherd was per force silent, 
0 excellent Brahma.J)as. As for the cow, it is naturally mute. Fast 
was observed by the two though without the ardour of faith. As 
for the cowherd, it was due to his dread of his master attached 
to the cow and not spontaneous faith. While he wandered in 
search of the cow, it resulted in a circumambulation just 
incidentally. 

In spite of all this, the benefit was excellent in the case of 
both. 

So if a man with great faith observes fast and silence and 
circuman1bulates he shall become an aerial chariot-rider in 
heaven like the ruler of Dasan_1a. 

CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

Merit of Residing near Raktaspiga 

Su.ta said: 

l-9a. Hence with all endeavour, the vicinity orRaktasrnga 
should be resorted to by all sensible persons after eschewing all 
other rites. 

Of what avail is Dina ? Of what use are rituals ? Of what 
purpose are Yajiias ? Of what avail are Vratas (religious 
observances) even ? One should devoutly resort to that holy spot 
of (i.e. associated with) Hi!,akesvara. 

As compared to that holy spot, Yajiias beginning with 
Agninoma performed with the full complement of all monetary 
gifts, do not deserve even one-sixteenth fraction thereof. 
(Expiations like) Cindriy~a, Krcchra and Sintapana do not 
deserve even one-sixteenth part of that holy spot. 

Tirthas beginning with Prabhisa as well as rivers beginning 
with Gangi do not deserve even one-sixteenth fraction of that 
holy spot. 
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All types of gifts (such as) of plots of land, all the righteous 
activities of compassion etc., do not deseive even one-sixteenth 
part of that holy spoL • 

Formerly many saintly kings had attained Siddhi here. 
Animals, birds, serpents, lions, tigers, deer etc., that died there 
in due course of time had also attained heavenly abode. 

A person devoid of Vratas, one engaged in agricultural 
activities, who lives there and dies shall go to heaven, 0 
Brahmal)as. 

9b-l 1. What is the use of talking again and again, 0 
excellent BrahmaQas? Let the great secret connected with that 
holy spot be heard. (Other holy spots and Tirthas sanctify men 
when they stay there. But the holy spot of Haµkesvara sanctifies 
by its mere thought. What to say, 0 Brihmar:ias, of visiting and 
touching (i.e. staying here) in particular! 

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 

Vidiiratha Goes Ahunting1 

The sages said: 

1-2. 0 highly wise one, the origin of the city of Camatkara 
has been heard from you. Do narrate to us the dimensions of 
that holy spot. Also narrate to us all the meritorious Tirthas 
and holy shrines thereof along with their efficacy. 

Sida said: 

!1-6. The holy spot extends to five Krosas, 0 excellent 
Brihma.Qas, In length and breadth. That is the extent of the 
excellent Camatkirapura. To its east is Gayasirfa. Vifl)upada is 

1. This king Vidiiratha is different from king Vidllratha mentioned in 
Mbh, Atli. Oiapten 185, 218. This king belonp to the Haihaya dynasty. This 
and the following chapten describe how Kini Vid'llratha became a goblin 
after death, muerie• of goblinhood, and the means to be adopted to get 
redemption from that awe such as Gayi Sriddha. 

Uke other Sthala Puril)as, this ~ claims all important holy plac:e, at 
Crullatkirapura (Vadnagar). ' • 
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to the west. To the south and north lhe deity is called 
Gokarl)esvara. The holy spot (K$etra) has been called 
Hat,akesvara since earlier days, 0 excellent BrihmaQas. This 
holy spot is famous in the world as destructive of all sins. 

Even since that holy spot was gifted to BrihmaQas by that 
noble-souled king, Camatkara, it become famous after his name. 

The Brah,na,;ias said: 

7. 0 son of Suta, recount to us in detail the greatness of 
what has been called by you Gaya.~iral:,. to tht· east thereof. 

Sutn snid: 

8-14. Formerly there was a Lord of Haihaya~ named Viduratha. 
Hc- was a master-donor, very efficient and capable of destroying 
hosts of enemies. 

Once that king surrounded by his army went to a for<"st 
inf<·sted by beasts of prey and overgrown with different kinds of 
trees and creepers. 

He went there for hunting deer. There with his arrows 
comparable to serpents, he killed hundreds and thousands of 
deer, buffaloes, boars, hyenas, Saritbaras, antelopes, lions, tigers 
and elephants in their rut. 

Then, one of the deer hit by him with an atTow having a 
crooked point did not fall on the ground. It fled quickly 
alongwith the arrow (sticking to it). Ove1whelmed by curiosity 
he pursued it riding his excellent horse having the speed of 
1nind or wind. 

Leaving his army behind, in his eagerness to capture the 
deer, the king reached a dreary forest that could inspire fear in 
any one's mind. 

It was full of thorny Badari shrubs, overgrown. with Salmali 
trees as well as other rough and rugged thorny trees. 

15-18. There the entire ground was hard and waterless. Full 
of birds like owls, vultures and Cirikas (herons)it was utterly 
dark. There was no shade over the head. 

It was the height of summer and the Sun was in the middle 
of the sky. Fascinated by the deer and tiding an excellent horse 
and armed with a spear, the king covered a long distance. All 
his followers and servants and their mounts were tired and 
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overwhelmed with hunger and thirst. They took shelter in 
different places. 

Those who fell down unconscious were devoured by tht, lions, 
tigers and other animals. Those who were conscious were unable 
to move. 

19-22. The king too was distressed with hunger and thirst. 
Observing this calamity for himself along with the servants, the 
king wanted to find the ultimate e~d of the forest. For that 
purpose he hit his excellent horse of good breed with the whip. 

The horse with the speed of wind carried the king very far 
away along the impassable path devoid of all animals. Ultimately 
the galloping horse was utterly weary and it fell on the ground. 
He too fell down from the horse. 

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 

King Viduratha in a Hermitage 

Silla .r;aid: 

1-8. The king fell down on the ground utterly overwhelmed 
with hunger and thirst. He got up and walked on foot further 
into the forest. 

Above in the sky, he saw three Pretas (ghosts) of terrible 
features. Their hairs stood up (erect). Their eyes were red, 
teeth black and bellies lean. 

On seeing them, the king was extremely frightened. Losing 
all hopes of remaining alive he spoke these words with great 
difficulty: 

"Who are you, 0 ghosts of hideous features. Beings like this 
have never been seen by me before,wandering everywhere in 
the moral world. 

I am Vidiiratha, a leading king, now excessively afflicted with 
hunger and thirst. I was eager to capture a deer and have 
reached this desolate forest." 

Thereupon Mirhsida (Flesh-eater), the senior-most ghost 
bowed down humbly with palms joined in reverence. He replied: 

"O great king, we are ghosts living in this forest in extremely 
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miserable condition due to the defects of our own misdeeds. I 
am Mii.msadalt.a (Flesh-eater) by name; this second one is 
Vidaivata (Godless) and the third one is K,rtaghna (Ungrateful), 
the most sinful of all the three." 

The king said: 

9-1 I. All embodied persons are named by their parents. 
What is the reason for your having been named by yourselves ? 

On hearing it Marhsada said: "O king, these names based on 
our actions were given by ourselves to designate us. Listen 
attentively to the several activities which resulted in our 
ghosthood. 

12-17. By birth we are BrihmaQ.as. 0 king, we were born in 
the house of a noble-souled BrihmaQa Devarata in the city 
called Vaidisa (Vidisa). 

We were atheists breaking all social conventions. We were 
always enamoured of other men's wives. We were devoid of 
auspicious rites; we indulged in sinful activities. Due to 
gluttonousncss meat was eaten by me always. Hence my name 
become fixed as Mii.msii.daka as based on my activity. 

This fellow standing before you,O great king, used to take 
food always without worshipping the deities. As a result thereof 
he has acquired this ghosthood. This second great sinner has 
become notorious by the name Vidaivata. 

This third fellow has always practised ingratitude. 0 excellent 
king, in view of that evil habit, he is called K,rtaghna. 

The king said: 

18-28. All creatures 1naintain their existence through food. 
What constitutes your food, may kindly be told in detail. 

Miimsada said: 

(Food suitable for ghosts) 

If a quarrel arises among womenfolk at the time of taking 
food, ghosts partake of the food there, even if it consists of 
medicinal herbs or it is consecrated by means of Mantras. 

0 king, if food·is taken by men without performance of the 
Vaisvadeva rites, or without offering a part of the cooked food, 
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ghosts partake of the food there. 
0 tiger among kings, if Sriddha is performed at night or if 

the rite of Dina is performed without reference to a• Pa,va 
(festival or ritual) the entire thing becomes food of Pretas. 

If no regular sweeping is performed in a house, if no 
plastering or white-washing is carried out, if no auspicious rite 
is performed or no hospitality is offered, Pretas partake of the 
food there. 

If a broken utensil is not abandoned in a house, or if no 
Vedic chant occurs in a house Pretas partaka of the food there. 

If Sriddha is unaccompanied by monetary gifts, if it is bereft 
of the sacred rites or if (the food) is looked at by women in 
their monthly course, then that belongs to us, 0 king. 

If Brihmar,as invited for Sriddha have deficiency or 
superfluity of limbs, or if they have kept Vnalis (Siidra women) 
as their mistresses, the Sraddha belongs to us. 

At the advent of Sriddha hour, if a guest comes but is 
compelled to go away unhonoured, then that Sriddha accords 
satisfaction to Pretas. 

Or, why elaborate it? Listen to a brief statement (of the food 
we get), 0 king. Our permanent food consists of what you will 
despise on (mere) hearing. That food which is defiled by hairs, 
urine, bone, phlegm and other things, that which is touched by 
persons of low caste, belongs to us. 

The Icing said: 

29. 0 Mirilsida, even as I ask, do tell me everything in 
detail. What are those activities that result in ghosthood in the 
case of men. 

Acts Leading to Ghosthood (vvJ0-39): 

Miimsada said: 

30-39. A man who is petty-minded and indulges in slandering 
and calumny and is addicted to flesh diet becomes a Pnta. 

A man who takes food without performing the worship of 
deities and offering libations to Pitrs and without giving to 
servants, is born as a Preta. 

A man enamoured of other man's wives, one who steals other's 
wealth and one who revels in slandering others becdlnes a Prlta. 
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One who, out of greed for money, gives away his daughter in 
marriage to an old man, or a base one, an ugly person or one of 
foul habits becomes a Preta 

A man who forsakes his righteous wife born of a noble 
family, modest and polite, brought up in comforts and free 
from faults, becomes a Preta . . 

A man who takes away money belonging to a deity, woman 
and preceptor and does not return it, particularly one who 
appropriates the assets of a Brahmal}.a, becomes a Preta. 

A man who is pleased with the griefs and sufferings of 
others, an ungrateful wretch, a defiler of preceptor's bed and 
one who censures Devas and BrihmaQas becomes a Preta. 

A great sinner who begins to put in obstacles when money is 
being gifted to Brihmal}.as, becomes a Preta. 

A Brahmal}.a may be conversant with all the six Vedil\gas but 
if he dies when the food offered by a Siidra is still in his 
stomach, becomes a Preta. 

A man who forsakes duty befitting his family and the native 
land and follows another avocation out of lust or greed, becomes 
a Preta. 

40. Thus, 0 excellent king, everything has been narrated to 
you regarding the actions as a result of which a man becomes a 
Preta. 

The king said: 

41-48. 0 Mirilsida, relate to me in detail those activities by 
doing which a man does not become (averts the possibility of 
becoming) a Preta. 

Mamsii.da said: 

A man who looks at other men's wives like his own mother, 
other men's properties like a piece of clod and all the creatures 
like his own self never becomes a Preta. 

A man who is always devoted to making gifts of food, who is 
especially fond of guests and who has adopted the Vrata of self
study of the Vedas neve1 becomes a Preta. 

One who is equally disposed towards an enemy and a friend, 
who equally views a piece of clod, a stone and a piece of gold 
one who maintains equanimity when honour or insult is 
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accorded to him, never becomes a lffta. 
One who encourages persons engaged in making munificent 

gifts and performing pious actions and those who follo1" the 
righteous path, never becomes a Preta. 

A man who looks after all living beings, even creatures like 
lice, bugs, flies etc., like his sons never becomes a Pnta. 

A man who always performs the rites of Yajfias, who always 
likes to go on pilgrimage to Tirthas and who patiently listens to 
discourses on scriptural texts never become a Preta. 

A man who gets tanks, wells and lakes dug, who plants 
gardens and parks and who makes drinking-water sheds always, 
never becomes a Preta. 

49-51. Thus everything kept as great secret has been 
recounted, 0 lord of the earth. We have become vexed and fed 
up with our Preta state. Do be our liberator. 

Do go to the meritorious Gayasiras and perform the rites of 
Sriddha for all the three of us severally so that the terrible 
state of being a Preta may end with your favour. Otherwise 
there is no liberation by any means whatsoever unto us. 

The king said: 

52-61. You have such a bright recollection of previous birth, 
in the state of a Preta! You have the power to move in the 
firmament! You have sound knowledge of piety and impiety. 
Then why do you despise it? 

Mamsada said: 

0 king, this birth and state of a Prtta is termed as the ninth 
divine clan. It has only three good features. All other defects 
are present in full. These three good features are present only 
in this Preta state: the first is Jatismrti (ability to remember 
previous birth); the second is Kheca'ralva (ability to move about 
in the firmament) and the next one is Dharmadharmavinisca,a 
(decisive knowledge of piety and impiety). Thus, 0 excellent 
king, the three good feartures in the Pr,ta state have been 
mentioned. I shall mention the defects also. Listen attentively. 

0 king, if we move away from this forest we shall immediately 
be hit by unseen MfUlga,m (iron rods). 
i. Righteous religious rites have been prescribed in the case of 
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fiuman beings, not of Pretas or Devas or any beings other than 
human. 

0 king, we see vast expenses of water when the Sun is in 
Taurus. Weary and tormented by thirst if we go near those 
water ponds we are immediately struck by unseen Mudgam 
strokes. 

Similarly from far-off we see kitchens and cooking chambers 
in the houses of householders, full of cooked foodstuffs and 
delicacies of various kinds. We see also trees with plenty of 
juicy fruits surrounded by chirping birds. They are extremely 
splendid and shady. But we do not get the opportunity to resort 
to them. 

62-68. Of what avail is too much talk? Whatever is despicable 
and irksome comes to us by itself. Our life does not go on 
without holes (vulnerable things). W-e have no water, no shade, 
no cart, no vehicle. For this reason we wander incessantly for 
seeking holes (vulnerable points) (in others) when night falls, 
0 king, neither at dawn nor during day time. 

0 king, you seem to praise our ability to move about in the 
firmament. It is also futile. There is no benefit thereby. Listen 
to the reason thereof. By means of this ability what righteous 
action is done for certain? No salvation is achieved thereby. 
Similarly the ability to remember previous birth and similar 
powers are also futile. Hence, 0 king, although these are 
glorified as good features, they are only defects. By resorting to 
them, Pntas do not achieve any Siddhi. Only grief results from 
these good features, 0 king. Due to our associaton with Pr,tas, 
we are incapable of doing any righteous act. 

Tu Icing said: 

69-7!. If ever I go home from this great forest I shall perform 
the Gayi Sriddha for all of you undoubtedly. 

With my effort I shall redeem all of you from all sins. Even if 
it becomes necessary, I shall sacrifice myself for this cause. This 
I promise. Since the doubt in my heart has been removed by 
you all, I shall help you on return after reaching Gayifiqa. 

Mitiuatla soul: 

Not very far from this place there is a water pond. It is 
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extremely delightful to the mind. There are plenty of trees 
there. From there go northwards where those aquatic birds are 
seen going through the sky in all directions. • 

Sita said: 

74-82. The great king got up and set off slowly towards the 
northern direction. He was extremely miserable. 

As he proceeded thus in his distress due to hunger and 
thirst, not far off was seen a blue cluster of trees with cranes, 
swans and Madgus (waterfowl) moving about here and there. 

It was as though the king was beckoned by the cool wind 
wafting from the surface of the pond. He hastened thereafter 

Then he saw a charming hermitage resorted to by tame and 
gentle animals. It was on the banks of a wherlpool and there 
were ascetics all round. 

The trees were in full bloom and laden with fruits. They 
were seen all round with excellent birds of various kinds chirping 
sweetly. There he saw the quiescent, excellent sage Jaimini 
attended upon by groups of ascetics. He was seated beneath a 
tree eagerly performing auspiciou!I' rites. The great king 
approached the sage and bowed down to him as well as to his 
disciples. He fell down on the ground in the act of humble 
prostration. 

On seeing that king whom they had not 1net before, they 
decided that he should be a king because he had all the 
characteristics of a king, although his limbs were rendered grey 
with dust particles like a mountain covered by ashes. As soon as 
they decided that he was a king they spoke sweet words, with 
words of blessings preceding them. Their eyes beamed with 
delight and dismay they experienced. 

83-98. · "From where have you come to this desolate forest? 
You are alone and have come on foot. Tender in you limbs, you 
have become distressed due to fatigue. The signs of a king are 
seen in plenty in you, but we do not know anything for certain. 
Do tell us the reason for your coming this way." 

The king said with difficulty: "I am tormented by thirst. Give 
me water. Mter drinking it I shall tell everything." 

They pointed out the water present already near the king. 
He plunged himself in~ the water and drank it to his contenL 
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Ripe fruits had fallen beneath the trees. All those sweet fruits 
were gathered together and eaten by him. Fully satisfied thereby 
he went near Jaimini. He bowed down again to him as well as to 
the other sages in due order and sat there. 

With palms joined in reverence, he described the details 
about himself on being asked by all those sages in the height of 
their surprise and curiosity. 

"I am king Viduratha and Mahi~mati is my capital. Desirous 
of capturing deer I had entered the terrible forest along with 
my soldiers. Even as I strayed from them all, the men of the 
army disappeared from view being hidden by thickly grown 
hedges and bushes. I do not know where they are now. 

I was riding a splendid horse equipped with all good 
characteristics. Unfortunately he has died. 

Since I am destined to live more, I have ('Orne here in the 
course of further wanderings. Do tell me, what is this pJace? 
How far is my city?" 

94-102. Then those sages said: "We do not know of any city. 
We do not know you, 0 king, nor your kingdom. We do not 
know what this place is called. We have nothing to do with 
kings and emperors nor with kingdoms and cities. We are 
perpetual wanderers of forest but eager to propitiate Siva. In 
order to sustain the body we eat withered leaves, flowers and 
fruits of trees. We rarely come into contact with men, nor do 
we converse with them. We do not even look at them. We go 
elsewhere far away. It is our practice to stay under a tree only 
for a day or two, lest we should be swayed by a sense of 
possession for them. Because of you, 0 great king, we shall pass 
this night under this tree. At dawn we shall go to another 
forest. We take pity on you because you are alone, roaming 
about on foot. You do not have your weapons with you and you 
are extremely tired. We thought, 'How will this lonely king pass 
the night in this forest?'and so decided to stay here itself. We 
shall all stay here together for this night. Getting up in the 
morning, all of us shall go away." 

103-108. Even as they were saying thus, the sun set behind 
the western mountain. He appeared like a mass of saffron 
powder. Bowing down to those sages, the king said, "O excellent 
sages, dusk has set in now. Hence let us all perf~rm the rites to 
be observed at twilightn 
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Thereupon all those sages and the king performed the rites 
of the evening as laid down by the ancients. 

Then night arrived-night that was eagerly desired by,overs, 
lovely women, those considered as near and dear ones 
particularly by women of ill repute, that is welcomed as an 
ocean of nectar by owls and considered by Carvaka birds as a 
poisonous tree at the same time. 

It was the night which is sought by owls, Rikfasas, thieves, 
lovers, courtesans etc. eagerly like an excellent shower of rain 
desired by farmers. 

Sitta said: 

CHAPTER NINETEEN 

Greatness of Pitrkiipika Tirtha 

1-6. In the meantime the attendants (those who survived) of 
that king arrived there after a few had been unfortunately half
swallowed by the beasts of prey. They were extremely distressed 
due to hunger and thirst. They were extremely miserable. They 
came to the footpath by which the king had gone. 

On seeing the king they said Ohl it is our good fortune; it is 
our good fortune" and joyously fell at his feet. 

They told the great king the miseries the army suffered, as 
experienced by them, seen personally and also heard by them. 

Thereafter all the sages, the king and all his attendants spread 
leaves beneath the tree on the ground and slept. Even as those 
noble-souled ones slept soundly the night passed off blissfully. 

7-11. Then the king got up early in the morning and duly 
performed the rites of the forenoon. After bowing down to the 
sage and repeatedly taking leave of him, he started towards his 
city Mihi,mati along with his attendants proceeding slowly and 
viewing various things. 

They reached the city and the king took rest in his abode for 
some time. Then he proceeded to the meritorious Gayisiras. 
~he~e he took his hQly bath, wore clean white clothes. With the 
naihd~sanctlfied by faith, he performed the Srlddha f2r Mamsida. 
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While he was a sleep at night, the king saw him in his dream. 
He had smeared his body with divine unguents and .was clad in 
divine clothes. Divine garlands had been worn and he was seated 
in an excellent aerial chariot. He was surrounded and eulogized 
by Kinnaras. 

Mamsada said: 

12-16. 0 king, with your favour, I have been liberated from 
the state of Preta. Hail unto youl I shall now go to heaven. 

Getting up early in the morning, the delighted king 
performed a befitting Sriddha for Vidaivata i.e. (with Vidaivata 
in view). He too appeared before the king in a similar form in 
dream and after saying similar words (as those by Mirilsida) 
went to heaven. 

Thereafter on the third day, the king performed as before, ,,. 
the Sriddha for Kftaghna with the mind sanctified by faith. He 
too came before the king in his dream in the form of Preta. He 
was extremely miserable. 

K,rtaghna said: 

17-23. 0 great king, I have not been blessed with liberation. 
I had committed many sins. I had stolen cash and spoilt the 
lake and been ungrateful. Hence, 0 excellent king, be truthful 
to your promise. Do something to enable me to attain salvation. 

Truth alone is the great Brahman. Truth alone is the greatest 
penance. Truth alone is the greatest wisdom. Truth alone is the 
greatest learning. The wind blows in accordance with truth. 
The Sun blazes in accordance with truth. The ocean does not 
transgress the boundary in accordance with truth. Resorting to 
the Tirthas, performing penance, making gifts by way of Dina, 
self-study of die Vedas, service unto the preceptor-all these are 
futile in the case of one devoid of truthfulness. Formerly out of 
curiosity Devas put all the Dharmas (pious rites) on one pan in 
the balance and truth on the other pan and it was found that 
truth was weightier. Hence redeem me, 0 highly intelligent 
one, keeping truthfulness before you. This shall be conducive 
to the greatest welfare unto you and to your penance. 
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Vuliiratha said: 

24. · 0 Ptrta, tell me quickly how your liberation can be 
effected so that I can do accordingly even if it be very difficult 
to perform. 

The Preta said: 

25-S2. 0 king, in the holy shrine HiJakesvara in the city of 
Camatkira there is the Tirtha Gayisiras covered with dust 
particles because it is frightened of Kali. Beneath a Plakfa tree, 
the place is overgrown with dark-coloured vegetables appearing 
like Darbha grass. There are many gingelly plants of the wild 
variety. There are some spaces where Darbhas too grow. Do 
go there quickly and perform Sriddha with those Sal&as 
(vegetables), gingelly seeds as well as Kusa grasse. By this my 
salvation can be brought about. 

On hearing the words of the wretched Prela the compassionate 
king went to the place where the Plakfa tree grew. On seeing 
the vegetables, gingelly plants and Darbha grass as mentioned 
(by the Pr,ta), the king got that place dug up for the sake of 
water. A small well was dug thus. Thereafter he brought 
excellent Brihmal}as who had mastered the Vedas and Vedirigas 
and performed the Sriddha mentioned before with Kftaghna 
in view. No sooner was the Sriddha performed than a being 
assuming a divine form spoke to Vidiiratha. He was then seated 
in an excellent aerial chariot: "0 Lord, due to your favour, I 
have been liberated from the terrible state of Pr,ta. Hail unto 
youl I shall now go to the abode of Devas." 

Sita said: 

SS-57. Ever since then, that Kiipiki (small well) has become 
.well known. The Kupiki dug up in Gayasiqa is the sustainer of 
Piq-s always. One who performs Srlddha there on a New Moon 
day, in the Pitn>akta (the dark half of Bhidripada) with the 
dark Sait.&s, the wild variety of gingelly plants and welkut Darb_ha 
~ shall be blessed with excellent faith,. 0 leading Brlhmai,as. 
~ will attain the full benefit from Krtaghna Preta nnha. The 
following groups of Pitra are always present there: Agnifvittas, 

: ,Uhitads, Ajyapas .and Somapas. Hence one should assiduously 
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perform Sriddha there for the sake of ~rmanent satisfaction of 
Pitrs whether the time be proper or otherwise. 

Suta said: 

CHAPTER 1WEN1Y 

Greatness of Bfilamal)dana Tirtha1 

1-8. 0 excellent Brahmai:ias, Rima, the son of Dasaratha, who 
had undertaken the vow of exile in forest, was wandering over 
the earth in the company of Sita and Lak,mar;ia. 

In the course of his peregrinations, he came to the place 
where there was Pitrkupiki. Weary and distressed with thirst, 
he sat down on the ground. 

In the meantime, 0 excellent Brahmai:ias, the Lord of the 
day came to the mountain of sunset. He appeared like a Japi 
flower. 

After completing the religious rites of the evening, he spread 
leaves on the ground beneath a Plakfa tree. There (on them) 
the scion of the Raghu family had his sleep. 

There in his dream, he saw Dasaratha with a very delighted 
mind_. He was eager to speak in affectionate words, as before. 

When the day dawned clearly and the solar disc came' up, 
Righava summoned some Brihmai,as and told them everything 
(about the dream): 

.. 0 BrihmaQas, in the course of a dream to-day my father 
was seen by me wearing white garlands and unguents. He was 
excessively delighted in his mind and he was eager to speak 
pleasing words. Therefore, tell me, 0 excellent Brihmai,.as, the 
result of this dream. I have a great curiosity in this respecL" 

1. The legend herein is a 1tarin1 example of how in their exagerued 
enthusiasm in 1loriyfin1 a particular nrtha (here a well called Piq■-kupiki) 
the PurioHuthon get in,ensilive to the defamation of respectable penons. 
Here Laktqiaoa is shown lO have planned Rima'• murder and abduction of 
Sltl u wife. Any reader of VR knows the ,rat sacrifice made by Lakfmaoa 
for Uma, who immortaliaed himself u the ideal of brotherhood. 
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Thi Brah,natuU said: 

9-18. 0 king, we have heard that Pitrs who yearrf for a 
Sriddha or who foresee prosperity appear to their sons. 

Gayi nrtha is present itself in this Kupiki. Therefore, your 
father who yearns for a Sriddha was seen by you in the dream. 

Hence, 0 excellent one among the descendants of Raghu, 
# 

do perform the Sriddha in the prescribed manner. You can 
perform it with Nivira rice, Sakas (greens}, roots as well as 
gingelly seeds from plants grown in forest. 

Presently the most excellent one among the descendants of 
Raghu, invited the Brihmai:ias. 

"You may be pleased to grant me your faithful favour in the 
Sriddha rites." 

They assented saying "So it shall be." The excellent 
Brihmal}as then went for their bath towards their hermitages 
with very great delight. 

When those Brahmai:ias had gone the most excellent one 
among the descendants of Raghu said to Lak,mar:ia who was 
standing with modesty at his side: 

"0 son of Sumitri, fetch greens, roots and fruits quickly for 
the sake of the Sriddha. The splendid lady Vaidehi will cook 
them herself." 

On hearing it LakfmaJ)a went to the forest immediately. He 
soon brought various kinds of fruits for the sake of the Sriddha. 
There were mangoes, embilic myrobalan, lngu,da, Cirbha,a, Karim, 
Kapittha and many other fruits in plenty. 

At the behest of Rima, the modest lady, the chaste daughter 
of Janaka, cooked them for the sake of Sriddha. 

19-27. When the appointed Kutapa hour arrived the excellent 
Brihma9as endowed with great de,·otion of Rima, came there 
after duly concluding their routine rites. 

In the meantime Siti stood behind the Plaqa tree and hid 
herself. Righava could not see her. 

He repeatedly called "Sita, Siti." Then he thought that she 
was probably in her monthly period and said to Lakfmaoa: 
"Dear Laqmai,a, it behoves you to attend to the Brihmaoas, as 
required by the Sriddha rite, for washing their feet etc." 

Saying -Yes", Laqmaoa of auspicious characteristics did 
ev.cr,ything like an efficient woman. 
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Thus the Sriddha was duly concluded and the Brihma1.1as 
went away. Immediately thereafter the chaste daughter of Janab 
appeared. 

On seeing Sita then, Righava became furious with reddened 
eyes. He rebuked her repeatedly in harsh words: 

"O sinful woman, tell me where you had gone leaving me far 
behind at the time of the Sriddha when the Brihma9as had 
come. This is not proper on the part of a woman of noble 
family especially here in forest, to be going about far in the 
desolate land. Now, 0 daughter of the king of Mithili, you 
deserve to be abandoned." 

28-SB. On hearing his words, the daughter of Janaka became 
frightened. Trembling in limbs and faltering in her speech, she 
said: "O excellent one among the descendants of Raghu, you 
do not deserve to despise me in this matter. Listen, why I went 
away from this place. Your father Dasaratha was seen directly by 
me stationed in the body of a Brihma9a. The grandfather was 
stationed in the body of a second Brihma9a and the grandfather 
of the father in the body of a third Brihmal).a. Three others on 
a par with kings were seen in the bodies of three other 
Brihma9as by me. They were highly delighted. I think that 
those three were maternal grandfathers evidently. I disappeared 
due to bashfulness on seeing the assembled fathers in-law. Your 
father by whom various kinds of sweet foodstuffs to be chewed, 
sucked, licked etc. were enjoyed before, (I thought,) will not 
find it proper to eat these bitter and estringent things 
given(served) by me with my own hands. 0 Lord, it \vas for this 
reason that I disappeared from your presence although the 
time for Sriddha had come. I promise that this is the truth.• 

On hearing this, the lotus-eyed Rima became highly pleased 
in his mind. He embraced her frequently and said "Well! Wellr 
Thereafter in the company of Lakfma9a, Rima took his food. 

In the evening he performed the requisite rites and said to 
Laqma9a: 11Dear one, spread the leaves on the ground and 
prepare our bed. Bring good water for washing the feet.• 

59-48. Then the son of Sumitrl became extremely angry 
and said to Righava: "I will not spread the bed (leaves). Nor will 
I fetch water for washing the feet, I will not at all do any other 
bit of work, 0 Lord. Due to this slavery I have been tormented 
much. I will leave you and go somewhere. This is the truth I 
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speak. Why don't you ask Siti to do anything? Even the meanest 
bit of work, why do you compel me to do?" • 

Even though his words were foul, the intelligent Righava 
smiled slightly to himself and kept quiet. He got up and 
arranged his own bed as well as he could. He got his feet 
kneaded by Siti and thereafter went to sleep. 

With his eyes burning red with anger, Laksmal}.a went to the 
root of a tree farther away and thought thus lying down for 
sleep: 

'Righava is asleep. I shall kill him and make Siti my wife 
and then go to my abode or to some far-off alien land.' 

0 BrihmaQ.as, Laqmal}.a went on thinking thus and the 
night rolled by with some difficulty. He did not come to any 
decision regarding what he proposed to do. Only, he did not 
get any sleep due to the anger and he heaved hot sighs 
frequently. 

The day dawned clearly. Rima concluded his ntes of the 
morning and taking Siti with him went towards the south. 

49-58. Laksmal}.a fitted an arrow to the well-strung bow and 
closely followed him watching for a loophole to strike. 

Righava went to Gokal'J)a and bowed down to Mahesvara 
and set off. 

Then the son of Sumitri came there with the face drooping 
down due to shame and with the eyes turned turbid due to 
tears. 

He bowed down to Rima in great sorrow and said: •o Lord, 
I have been disloyal. Give me the punishment for the same, 0 
excellent one among the descendants of Raghu. I am a big 
sinner. wicked and ungrateful. I have made antagonistic retorts 
many times. Without any guilt on your part I thought of the 
means of killing you." 

Thereupon Rima embraced his brother. With tears drenching 
his face he said: "Dear brother, I have forgiven you. I know 
fully well that you have no one dearer than I. Hence come on. 
Let us go along our path. It may be late." 

Lal,p,,afJ,11 saitl: 

0 Lord, if you do not execute me now, I will take away my 
life.t I will cut myself Into fire for the sake of puriftin1 the aoul. 
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Even as Rima and Laqmal)a were thus convening together 
in the forest, the excellent sage remembered as Mirka9cja, 
happened to come there. Thereupon Rima in the company of 
Siti and Laqma9a bowed down to him and said, "Welcome to 
you, 0 excellent Sage. Whence do you come now?" 

Mama,:,46ya said: 

59-69. 0 Raghunandana, I am coming now from Prabhasa. I 
shall now go to my hermitage situated here itself in this holy 
spot. 0 Raghava, Great-Grandfather (Brahma) has been installed 
by me. His Yitri (religious festival)which is to be held this day, 
is remembered as bestowing great welfare. Hence do come with 
me quickly. From my hermitage you can view Lord Pitimaha. 
Thereby, 0 one foremost among the descendants of Raghu, 
you shall be unapproachable unto all your enemies. 

If the eldest son takes his holy bath with great concentration 
there on the full-moon day in the month of Jyeftha, he need 
not be afraid of death. 

To-clay happens to be the full-moon day in the month of 
Jyenha. The constellation too is Jyenha. It behoves you to take 
the bath. 

On seeing Rima who had already started. 

Lalcpna,µi said: 

0 Lord, execute me first and then go to the Tirtha. 

Rti'lna said: 

Dear Lakfmal}a, this tiger among sages being present here, it 
is not proper on my part to do something by way of punishment. 
Do request him. 

Lalcpna'{UJ said: 

0 holy Sir, give me that expiatory rite which is to be observed 
when betrayal of master has been perpetrated. Thereby my 
body shall become purified. · 

Mdttaf)l/,eJa saitl: 

There is an excellent Tirtha named BilamaocJana near my 
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hermitage. H those who were engaged in treachery towards the ma. 
ter, take their holy bath there, they are liberated from their sins. 

0 most excellent one among the descendants of Kakutstha, 
formerly Sakra had killed the foetus of Diti. She was careless as 
she was his own mother. But he became free from sins by taking 
the holy bath there 

Hence, 0 highly intelligent one, go there quickly and take 
your holy plunge. Thereby you will become rid of the sin arising 
from committing treachery unto the master. Moreover there is 
no sin in you. You have committed the sin only mentally. 

70-81. This is the opinion of learned men that mind becomes 
purified by repentance. In respect to Rima, your disloyalty is 
only mental. From such a sin you are now purified, 0 LaqmaQa, 
due to your mental repentance. 

Listen to another statement of mine. 0 sinless one, really 
you are not at fault. The power of this holy spot excludes 
fraternalities. 0 LaqmaQa, there is no brotherly affection in 
persons staying in the holy spot extending to five Krosas. A man 
is friendly, a man speaks tender words as long as he does not 
tread on the holy spot of Camatkara with his feet. The animals, 
birds and beasts that live here are utterly devoid of friendliness. 
They are mutual rivals. No one has any fraternal feeling towards 
anyone else. Hence it is not your fault. This is the nature of the 
~etra. Still if any lurking suspicion persists in your mind, go to 
that excellent nrtha and take your holy bath. 

It was there that Sakra had become rid of sins after committing 
the terrible act of treachery in the form of destroying the foetus 
of Diti who had been confident and careless. 

On bejng told thus, 0 excellent BrihmaQas, the son of Sumitri 
became pure through his holy plunge in the Tirtha that had 
been resorted to by Sakra. 

Rama too hastened to the excellent hermitage of MirkaQC,eya, 
duly had his holy bath and visited Pitimaha. Thereafter he went 
in the southern direction, in the company of Sita and LaqmaJ)a. 

It was by the power of that holy spot that he could kill great 
Riksqas like Khara and RivaQa, the terrible one, along with 
Megh~(?)1 

I. ~rdina to VR Laqmai,a killed Mcghanida; 
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CHAPTER TWENTYONE 

Glory of Balasakhya Tirtha 

The Brahma1),(JS said: 

I. When was Prapitimaha installed by Markar:uja there? Tell 
us where the sage built his hermitage. 

Suta said: 

2-8. There was an excellent Brahmai:ia named MrkaQ.c;la. He 
was the greatest among the masters ofVedic knowledge. He was 
in the Vanaprastha stage of life and lived very near Camat
karapura. He was quiescent and fully observed the restraints. 
He performed a great penance. Even as he was continuing in 
the Vanaprastha stage, a splendid son was born to him in that 
advanced age. He was fully characterized with all the auspicious 
features. He resembled the full moon in his lustre. The boy was 
named Markar:uja by the father himself. In that excellent 
hermitage, the boy grew up excellently like the moon in the sky 
in the bright half of a month. Five years passed thus and the boy 
continued to be interested in child-like plays and games on the 
lap of his father. After some time a certain scholar came there. 
He was fully conversant with the Science of Simudrika 
(Physiognomy). He looked at the child from the tip of his nail 
to the hair on top of the head. With his eyes beaming with 
wonder, he smiled slightly. 

9-17. On seeing the learned man with beaming smile on his 
face, Mrkai:i<J.a joyously but politely said: 

Mrka,µ/.a said: 

How is it, 0 tiger among Brihma1,1as, that you were observing 
my son for a long time; first you appeared to be surprised, then 
you were smiling. Why? 

Sii.ta said: 

On being asked thus by him many times, the excellent 
Brihma9a disclosed the reason for his smile. 
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The Bmhma,:ia said: 

0 excellent sage, on the limbs of this child certain siglhs are 
visible which show that the man shall be devoid of old age and 
death. But, this child will die within six months from this day. 
There is no doubt about it. The truth has been spoken by me. 

After learning this, 0 excellent Brihma9a, do everything 
possible for his welfare in this world as well as in the other 
world, at the bidding of mine in regard to this boy. 

After saying this, that leading BrihmaQa went away in 
the direction he wished. Though it was premature, Mrkar:ic;la 
thought of something in his mind and performed the rite of 
Maun_jinibandhana(the rite of tying the girdle of Mufija grass as a 
part of the sacred thread ceremony) for his son. The sage who 
knew the reason said to his son the reason thereof: "O son, 
whmnsoever you see, a wandering excellent Brihmai:ia to be 
sure, you should politely pay obeisance to him." 

18-28. Accordingly the boy continued his Vrata and regularly 
made obeisance to eminent Brahmai:ias. There remained only 
three days to complete the stipulated period of six months. In 
the meantime the seven sages eagerly desirous of visiting Agni 
Tirtha came to the place where Mirkal)Qa with the Mufija girdle 
was present. On seeing the sages, the son of the sage bowed 
down to them. They also severally blessed him saying "Be long
lived". Urged by the fancy for the child•like simplicity of the 
religious student, the eminent sage Vasi~iha said these words: 
WJ'his child had been (sincerely blessed) by all 'Be long-lived'. 
But on the third day from to-day he will undoubtedly cast off his 
life. In that case, 0 Brahmal)as, our statement would be improper. 
Hence do something whereby he shall really be long-lived." 
They had mutual consultations. Then the eminent sages said: 
"Except resorting to Pitamaha there can be no way longevity. 
Hence let this boy whose life is nearly extinct be taken there so 
that he can be long-lived by his (Lord's)words." They took the 
Brahmaciri immediately to Brahmaloka without depending on 
the efficacy of the Tirtha. They then bowed down to the Lord, 0 
Brahmal}.as, reciting the Vedic hymns. After eulogizing, they sat 
in his vicinity. After them the boy too bowed down to Pitimaha. 
Then boy:was told by the Self-born Lord, "Be long-lived". 

29_:~:; ; Thereafter when all the sage~ had tl}.eir rest the 
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Lotus-born Lord asked them: "Whence have you come now? 
What for? What should be done unto you now, may be 
mentioned. You have come to my house. Who is this boy of 
excellent holy rites?" 

TM saga said: 

In the course of our pilgrimage, we went to the earth, 0 
Pitimaha, and came to a place near Camatkirapura. 0 Lord, 
we were duly bowed down to by this boy there and he was 
blessed by all one by one, "Be long-lived." But only three days of 
his life remain. 0 excellent one among Devas, we became 
ashamed thereby. Thereafter, we have now come to you, taking 
the boy with us. The boy was blessed by you too, "Be long
lived ". Hence, 0 Lotus-born Lord, do that whereby we can 
become truthful along with you. So we have come here. 

Sfl.ta said: 

36-41. On hearing the words of those sages the Lotus-born 
Lord took (to him) the boy and said laughingly: "This boy shall 
be free from old age and death by my blessings. He will 
undoubtedly become efficient in the Vedic lore. Hence, at the 
outset, 0 excellent sages, go to the earth. Take this boy to his 
abode itself. 0 excellent Brahmal)as, go there before his aged 
father yearning to see his son, meets with his death along with 
his virtuous wife." Then all the excellent sages came to the 
earth and left the boy in Agni Tirtha in the vicinity of his 
hermitage. After speaking to him they hastened to the other 
places for pilgrimage. 

42-47. In the meantime the Brihmal)a MrkaQ.cja, fond of his 
son, failed to see his son. He became extremely sad and 
lamented: "Where is my dear son? How is it that he cannot be 
seen now? Has he fallen into a well? Has he been swallowed by 
pythons? My little son has made me and his mother distressed 
by this long journey that he has undertaken. Fate has become 
adverse in its action. See, 0 Brihma9a lady, I have committed 
sins. I am a sinner. I could not see the face of my son who has 
set off to the abode of Yama. Earlier the learned, noble-souled 
man had already warned me, 'This son of youn will give up his 
life in six months.' Now, grief-stricken for the loss of my son, 
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we shall get together in the funeral pyre lest, 0 lady of excellent 
countenance, the fire of grief should bum my body . ., 

• 
The Brahma'l}O, lady said: 

48-49. Indeed my opinion too is this alone that has been 
uttered by you. Then, 0 holy Sir, why do you delay. Fetch the 
wo0<f so that I can enter the pyre along with you. For us grief
stricken due to the loss of the son that is the only way for 
quelling the misery. 

Sita said: 

50-53. Even as the couple were discussing thus, 0 excellent 
Brihma1,1as, the delighted boy came near them. On seeing him, 
the Brihmal)a and the Brihmal)a lady were equally pleased. 
With tears of joy welling in his eyes he rushed at the child. 
Embracing him repeatedly the Brihmar:ia and the lady asked 
him: 110 dear child, where had you gone from the hermitage? 
Why have you come after such a great delay? Hereafter, 0 dear 
son, do not cast us, an old man and his wife, into the ocean of 
distress. Do not do such a thing again." 

Markaf.Ul,eya said: 

54-56. 0 dear father, to-day some sages had come here. 
Remembering your advice, I made obeisance to them by turns. 
On seeing me but a child yet one who has undertaken Vratas 
they were surprised. I was blessed, 11Be loa:g-Iived" by those 
surprised, excellent Brihmai,.as. Thereafter Vasittha, the sage in 
their midst, spoke to all those sages laughingly about me. 

Vasil/ha said: 

57-64. 0 leading sages, this boy who has been told (blessed) 
by you, 11Be long-lived" will meet with his death on the third 
day. 

Thereupon the sages became afraid of being untruthful. 
Instantly they toolc. me to the place where Brahma was present. 
I was blessed, .. Be long-lived" by that Lotus-born Lord to whom 
I bowed down. I was also asked, 11From where have. you come 
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here?• Then all details were mentioned to him by the sages. 
They told him (about their predicament) arising fr~m the 
benediction and said: "Therefore we have come here. 0 Lord 
Pitimaha, it behoves you to do something so that this boy 
becomes really long-lived with your favour.• Then, dear father, I 
was made free from old age and death by Brahma and despatched 
home immediately alongwith them. Those sages have left me 
here in the vicinity of the hermitage and have gone to the 
splendid whirlpool for having their holy plunge. 

On hearing his words, Mrbu)cJa became joyous and he hurried 
to the place where the sages were present. 

65-68. He bowed down to all those sages and stood there 
with palms joined in deference: 

H,said: 

With your favour, my family has flourished. 0 excellent-sages, 
certain preceptors have resorted to good people well-known in 
all the three worlds and have made this excellent statement: "A 
sight of good people is meritorious. Good people are like 
'lirthas; but a 'Iirtha yields its benefit in due course, though 
contact with good people yields fruits immediately." Hence you 
all come to my house as my guests. 0 excellent Brihmal}.as, may 
this be mentioned: In what way shall I offer hospitality? 

TIN saga said: 

69. 0 sage, this alone is a crorefold hospitality unto us that 
your son who was destined to be short-lived has become free 
from death. 

M,tca'f)(Ja saitl: 

70-72. 0 lords of sages, by saving our son from the clutches 
of the god of Death the entire family has been saved and 
redeemed by yoµ all. Expiation baa been laid down by p-eat 
men in the case of a Brihma9a~yer, imbiber .of liquor, thief 
and violator of vows, but the,e_ js no atonement for an ungrate~ 
one. Hence, 0 leading sages, whatever you all do should be 
such as averts the sin of ingratitude on my part. There is no 
doubt about it. 
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Th, saga said: 

75-80. 0 excellent Brihma9a, if you agree to do some good 
thing in return, then, at our instance, make a shrine unto 4Lord 
Parame,ihin by whom your son has been made free from the 
eventuality of death. Hence instal Lord Prapitimaha by the side 
of the Tirtha. 

Later you along with your son will propitiate him day and 
night. We too shall worship Lord Pitimaha along with you. So 
also shall worship other excellent Brihma9as. Since there had 
been a Salchya (companionship) with your son here this Tirtha 
will become famous by the name Balasakhya. The Tirtha glorified 
by others thus shall be conducive to the welfare of children 
who may be distressed due to ailments or fear at our instance. 
If people bathe a child distressed due to illness or fear or one 
afflicted by Planets etc., in this Tirtha, he will be rid of all 
defects, 0 Brihma9a, at our instance and with the favour of 
Pitimaha. 

0 Brihma9a, those men who are endowed with faith and are 
free from desire and take their holy bath here, will attain the 
greatest goal. 

81-BS. After saying this, alJ those sages of esteemed Vratas 
took leave of the sage and hurriedly went to another Tirtha. In 
the month of Jyenha when the Moon was in the constellation 
Jyet~i, Mrka~uja and his brilliant son established joyously (an 
image of) Lord Pitimaha at that spoL Along with his son 
endowed with great faith, he propitiated the Lord without 
lethargy day and night. He thereby attained the greatest goal. 

Sita said: 

84-86. Ever since then that Tirtha, remembered as 
Balasalch1a, sanctified all creatures and destroyed the ailments 
of children. 0 Brihma,as, a boy who takes his holy bath there 
on th~ Jye,~i constellation day in the month of Jye,Jha never 
becomes afflicted for the whole year. He becomes immune from 
the attacks of malefic Planets, spirits, ghosts and particularly 
lwnis. So also from other evil agents. · 
I 

' 
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CHAPTER TWENTYfWO 

Greatness of Balam~(jana Tirtha 1 

The sages said: 

?9 

1-3. You just now said something regarding the Tirtha 
pertaining to Sakra and that in the Tirtha thereof Lalqmar;ia 
was rid of the sin arising from treachery to his master. 

How did Sakra originally get himself released from the very 
same sin arising from treachery to the master. When did it 
happen, 0 Si1taja? 

On what account was such a misdeed committed by Mahendra 
in regard to Diti? Why was the foetus destroyed by him? Say 
everything in detail. 

Sitta said: 

4-8. Dak~a, the patriarch, was born of the right big toe of 
Brahma. He begot fifty splendid daughters. He gave ten of 
them to Dharma and thirteen unto Kasyapa. Daqa then gave 
twenty-seven of his daughters to lndu (Moon) through the 
divine rite. 

Diti and Aditi two of the wives of Sage Kasyapa were the 
important ones, 0 excellent Brahmar;ias. They were dearer to 
him than even his very life always. 

He begot of Aditi Devas with Sakra as their leader and of 
Diti, Daityas of very great power. 

For the domination of the realm of the three worlds, a great 
series of battles ensued between them. There in the battle, 
Daityas were overthrown by Sakra. 

9-12. Thereupon the grief-stricken Diti performed an 
excellent Vrata for the sake of son. In this very holy place, she 
observed restraints and regulations with very great concentration. 

Then at the end of a thousand years, Mahesvara was pleased 
with her and said, "I am pleased, request for the desired boon." 

I. This Tinha absol~• a penon .from the sin of ungratefulness. This is 
illustrated by the redemption of lndra from the sin of clandestinely entering 
Dili's womb and cutting up the foetus in forty-nine parts (now known u Marut 
gods, I.he allies of lndri.). The second instance of Laqmaqa is noted in ,..,,,, 
Chapter 20. 
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She said: "If you are pleased with me, 0 Moon-crested Lord, 
then give unto me a son superior to all the Devas in strength. 
He shall be one partaking of the main shares in Yajiia ali.d a 
destroyer of the arrogance of the Devas. He should not be 
killed in battle by any of Devas including Vasava." 

"So it shall be", he said and vanished. 
18-19. Diti conceived from Kasyapa, the leading sage. Sakra 

was frightened on coming to know of the conception of the 
foetus reported by Narada, the noble-souled chief of sages. 

With an evil intention of destroying the foetus, he attended 
upon her day and night without lethargy. He was keenly 
watching for the least of opportunities, but nine months passed 
off, 0 Brahmar:ias, and he did not get at any vulnerable point. 
Then, when the tenth month arrived and the time of child-birth 
was hnminent, she was once lying asleep in sheer weariness due 
to the advanced stage of pregnancy. It was the beginning of the 
night and she was having her head turned in the southern 
direction. 

Sakra was gently pressing her feet and the pleasure thereof 
lulled her into a deep slumber blissfully unaware of everything 
else. 

On noticing that she was unconscious, Satakratu left massag
ing the feet and entered her stomach holding his sharp weapon 
in his hand. With that the King of Devas split the foetus into 
seven. He thereupon saw before him seven boys of fullgrown 
limbs. Thereat he chopped off each of those seven into seven . 
pieces. 

20-26. There itself forty-nine children were born. On seeing 
them growing up, Satakratu became afraid and came out of the 
belly quickly without being noticed by Diti. 

When the day dawned clearly, Diti gave birth to seven times 
seven boys. The Thousand-eyed One (lndra) was shrouded in 
filth of stinking odour. He was lustreless and pallied in the 
face. Due to shame he stood near her with face looking down. 

On seeing Sakra in such a sta~, agitated in mind due to 
fear and standing bowing down nearby, Diti asked him ten• 
derly: "O Sakra, why are you so depressed? You have lost all 
your refulgence? Why does a stinking odour issue from your 
body? Was any Brihffl3.\\a, a child or any preceptor or any woman 
killed by you, wl)ereby the lustre of your li,mbs ha~ 'Vanished? 
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Have you been sprinkled with water from nails or assailed by 
wind from a winnowing basket? Are you defiled by dust raised 
by a broom or hoofs of a she-goat?" 

Sakm said: 

27-29. 0 well-esteemed lady, this is true? What you said in 
regard to me is a fact now. At night when you were asleep, I 
entered your belly and therefore I am a sinner. 0 fair lady, 
your foetus was split into forty-nine pieces. Hence so many boys 
are born of you. I made my exit in sheer fright, 0 fair lady, 
without being noticed by you. That was why, 0 uncensured 
lady, this loss of lustre. 

Diti said: 

30-39. 0 Lord of Devas, since the truth is confessed by you 
to me, you can choose any boon desired by you from me. 

Sakra said: 

0 fair lady, while being split by me with the sword, these 
sons of yours were gently prevented by 1ne from crying, "Do not 
cry repeatedly" ( ma-rudantu). Hence let them become well
known in all the three worlds by the name 'Maruts.' Let them 
be devoid of the nature of Daityas. Let them be dear and 
subservient to me. All of them shall partake of their shares in 
Yajiias along with me. 

Since this Tirtha was embellished by me with many Balalcas 
(children) of yours it will be famous as Balama1)t/,ana.1 

A pregnant lady who devoutly takes her holy bath here shall 
have her womb free from damage of any sort. One who drinks 
the water of this Tirtha when the time of delivery is imminent, 
will give birth to a son easily. 

Diti said: 

0 Lord of Devas, Hara was earlier requested by me for your 
annihilation. "Grant me a son who will exenninate all the Deval", 

1. The author is fond of sivin1 popular elylllOlogies e.1. Balaflltl"""8 
here Mand from Manul. 
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I had said, but that has been cut into forty-nine pieces. Since 
you have spoken the truth what you say will take place. 

Sita said: 

Ever since then they became the Maruts on a par with Devas. 
They could partake of their shares in Yajiias at the behest of 
Diti and Sakra. 

Thereafter the Thousand-eyed One (lndra) asked Brhaspati, 
the preceptor of Devas: "How will the sin arising from the 
treachery committed unto the mother perish?" 

IJrhasPati said: 

40-48. For the sake of the eradication of the sins, 0 Devendra, 
perform a penance here itself at this Tirtha which is destructive 
of all sins and where the sin was committed by you. Neither 
through Yajfias, nor through Dina nor by resorting to other 
Tirthas can the sin arising from treachery unto the mother 
perish, 0 Purandara. Thus this Tirtha of the Mother should be 
your resort to eradicate this sin. 

Sita said: 

Thereafter, 0 excellent Brihmal)as, Sahasriqa (lndra) quickly 
installed a Liriga named Sahasrikfesa. He performed the 
adoration thrice a day with flowers, incense and unguents as 
well as with other things of oblation and offering, songs and 
dances of divene kinds. 

Then at the end of one thousand years Mahesvara became 
pleased with him and said, "O Sakra, I am the bestower of 
boons. Request for whatever is desired by you." 

SaA1'a said: 

0 Slayer of the Three Puras, let my sin arising from the 
treachery committed into the mother perish and also similar 
sins of other men who are blessed with faith and wonhip you 
wilh concentration devoutly after taking their holy bath. 

: St),a said: 

· .· Hara assented, "So it.shall be", and vanished. Saknttoo, rid of 
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his sins went to the heavenly abode. It was thus that the Tirtha 
named Bilamai:ic;lana came to be there. 

There men become liberated from the sin arising from 
treachery and disloyalty to the master. 

Thus, 0 excellent Brihmar;ias, everything connected with the 
origin of Balamai:icjana has been explained to you. Now listen 
with due veneration to the greatness thereof. 

49-56. A person should perform Sriddha there during the 
period beginning with the tenth lunar day in the bright half of 
Asvina and ending with the fifteenth day. He gets the benefit 
of the bath in all the Tirthas. Or, 0 Brihmar;ias, by performing 
the Sraddha itself one gets the benefit of a horse-sacrifice. 

At that time the Thousand-eyed One (lndra) comes down to 
the earth in order to partake of his shares on the earth offered 
by human beings. 

As long as Sakra stays thus on the earth, 0 excellent 
Brahmar,as, all the Tirthas stay in this Tirtha. 

Hence all the devotee should assiduously take their holy 
bath in the auspicious Tirtha and worship Sakresvara. 

In this context there are two verses sung by Nirada, the 
celestial sage. I shall recite them. May the sages listen. 

"A man who takes his bath in Bilamar,cjanaka and visits 
Sakresvara during the Sravatia Pai&caka in the month of Asvina 
shall be rid of all sins committed ever since birth and till death 
on the earth. By the power of that Tirtha this happens. This is 
the truth, 0 excellent Brihmai:ias." 

CHAPTER 1WENTYrHREE 

Greatness of Mrga Tirtha 

Sita said: 

1. To the west thereof is the excellent Mrga Tirtha which is 
well-known as the most meritorious on the entire earth. 

2-S. Men with perfect faith who take their holy bath on the 
fourteenth lunar day in the bright half of Caitra, when the Sun 
is in the middle of the sky, are never born as lower creatures 
even though they are sinful and are defiled by all faults. 
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4. Even those who are ungrateful, atheists, thieves and 
transgressors of conventional restrictions and who take their 
holy bath in the excellent Tirtha, attain the greatest goal, b~ing 
seated in an excellent aerial chariot and eulogized by Kinnaras. 

The sages said: 

5. 0 Siitanandana, how did the Mrga Tirtha originate there? 
What is its power? Do tell us. We are very eager to know. 

Sita said: 

6-12. Formerly it was a great forest full of different kinds of 
animals and birds and abounding in different kinds of trees. To 
that forest came excessively terrible hunters armed with bows. 
They began to roam about here and there. Those dark
complexioned hunters appeared like the messengers of Yama. 
In the meantime a herd of deer was seen beneath a tree. 0 
excellent Brahmai:ias, they were taking rest without worry then. 
But when they saw the hunters fro1n afar they fled from the 
place soon. The frightened deer afflicted by arrows saw a vast 
expanse of water nearby and entered it. By the power of the 
water of the lake, all the deer that entered it were transformed 
into human beings. 

Then the hunters asked the deer (now in the form of 
human beings): :Just now a herd of deer had come by this way. 
By which way has it escaped? Tell us quickly." 

The men said: 

IS. We ourselves are those deer that have attained the rare 
status of human beings, by the power of this Tirtha. This is the 
undoubted· truth. 

14. On hearing this, the hunters were surprised. They soon 
cast off their bows and arrows and took their holy bath there. 

15. Merely on account of this holy bath, they were transformed 
into excellent kings endowed with divine limbs and having 
divine garlands and unguents . 

. Thi sag,s said: 
' 

~1. 16-17. This is extremely wonderful, 0 Sii~; ~hat bas been 
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narrated by you is surprising. Merely by taking their bath, the 
hunters attained such wonderful bodies! So also in the case of 
the deer that have attained human form and features by 
plunging into the water! How did such a Tirtha come into 
existence on the surface of the earth? 

Sil.ta said: 

18-21. Earlier it was recounted to you that water issued from 
the Linga when it was pierced. This was entirely overspread 
with dust particles by Vayu at the bidding of Sakra. The water 
then came out through the holes in the anthill. It was only a 
very little quantity and that too issued forth in the course of a 
long time. 

It was here that King Trisanku had his holy bath and 
eschewed the state of Ca1;uJala. He regained divine form. 

It was for this reason that all the deer and all the hunters 
became rid of their sins after taking their bath and they 
attained great form. 

CHAPTER TWENTYFOUR 

Origin of Vi~IJ.upadi Tirtha 

Sil.ta said: 

1-4. 0 excellent Brihmar.ias, at that auspicious Tirtha. there 
is another Tirtha named VitQupada which is destructive of all 
sins. 

In the course of the southern transit of the Sun, one should 
adore it with concentration and mental purity. With great faith 
he should dedicate himself. Even if he were to die in the 
course of Dakfii:iayana, he shall attain the greatest region of 
Viti:iu by the power of the Tirtha, 0 excellent Brihma1_1as. There 
is no doubt about it. 

Similarly a person who duly adores in the course of U ttariyaa,a 
and dedicates himself duly and devoutly with great concentration, 
also attains the meritorious region of V!fQU and becomes happy. 
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The Saga said: 

5-6. How did the Pcula (foot, region) of Vifl)U of unmanifest 
origin come into existence? How is it that in either Ayana, 
Atman is dedicated perfectly there? 0 Siitaja, what is the 
benefit that is obtained by men when it is seen or touched? We 
are very eager. Describe everything. 

Sita said: 

7-17. When Bali was bound by VitQU, the powerful one, the 
three worlds, including the mobile and immobile beings were 
covered by the three steps (of his). 

The first step was placed on the Hatakesvara ~etra. The 
second step was placed on Maharloka then by the noble-souled 
one. When the Discus-bearing Lord attempted the third one, 0 
excellent Brahmal)as, the whole Cosmic Egg became split up 
and too small. When the Cosmic Egg became split up by the tip 
(toe) of the foot, pure water dripped down to the earth, slowly 
through the tip of the big toe. 

The sacred water, clear like crystal, flooded the entire 
Brahmaloka. Its lustre resembled that of a jasmine flower and 
the moon. Fishes, tortoises and herds of crocodiles abounded 
therein. Ever since then she is remembered as Ganga, Viti:iupadi, 
in the world. She rendered the spot already sacred, still more 
sacred. It was thus, that the foot of Vitl)U came to be present 
there, 0 excellent sages. Then Vifl)upadi is remembered as 
destructive of all sins. 

One who has faith in the river, takes his holy bath in the 
manner mentioned and touches that foot of Vi,l)u attains the 
greatest region. 

One who has perfect faith, takes his holy bath in the waten of , 
Vitl)upadi and performs Sriddha there, shall obtain the benefit 
of Caya Sraddha. A man who gets up early in the morning in 
the month of Magha and takes his holy bath there, shall always 
obtain the benefit of pilgrimage of Prayaga. Or a man who stays 
here for a whole year with devotion and takes his holy bath 
there, shall attain liberation. 

18-27. Even a man of sinful activities, if his bones are thrown 
into the water there; attains the greatest goal. Even birds and 
locusts, animals, worms and beasts that • enter Jier waters 
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distressed with thirst but without devotion, shall be rid of sins. 
At the time of death, they attain the extremely rare region of 
the Discus-bearing Lord, which is devoid of death and old age. 
All the moves in the case of persons endowed with faith who 
make Dina to Brahmar;ias well-versed in the Vedas, 0 Brihmar;ias. 

There is a Gatha ( traditional song) sung formerly by the 
great sage Nirada after seeing the power of ViiJt;iupadi that is 
destructive of sins. 

"As long as the waters of ViiJl)upadi are present on the earth, 
of what avail is the obseivance of Vratas and Niyamas, the 
performance of austerities and different kinds of sacrifices! 

One man may take the holy bath in all the Tirthas and 
another may take his holy bath in the waters of Vi~r:iupadi: The 
benefit of both is the same. 

One may gift away all the things to Brihmai:ias and another 
may take his holy bath in the water of Vi~i:iupadi: The benefit 
attained by both is the same. 

One may perform austerities in the midst of five fires during 
summer, he may stay beneath the open sky during rainy season 
and then resort to a waterpond in Hemanta. Another may take 
his holy bath in the waters of Vi,r;iupadi and touch the foot of 
Vi,r;iu. Both of them have been spoken of as excellent persons 
on a par with each other. 

28-31. One may throughout his life obseivc fast on alternate 
days and one may take his holy bath in the waters of Vi,1.1upadi. 
Both derive the same benefit. 

One man may observe fast of three days (duration) and 
continue it for a hundred years. One may take his bath in the 
waters of Vi~1.1upadi. Both attain the same benefit." 

SfJ.ta said: 

Thus, 0 excellent Brihmar;ias, Nirada, the excellent sage, 
spoke (sang the Githi) frequently before many sages and then 
stopped. Hence he who wishes for his own welfare should 
assiduously take his bath there and touch the foot of Vif,;:iu. 

Thi saga said: 

32-!6. You said that in the course of the two Ayanas the 
northern and the southern, devotee should dedicate himself to 
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the foot of Vi,Qu. But what is the procedure thereof? 0 Su.ta, 
mention it quickly along with the Mantras pertaining to Jt, so 
that we shall also perform it with devotion. 

Suta said: 

In the course of Dak,iQa and Uttara Ayana a devotee should 
worship Vi,i:iu's foot and utter this Mantra: "If death overtakes 
me suddenly within six months, it is your foot (place-Vaikui:itha?) 
that is 1ny refuge. I am your servant." 

After saying this, he should worship Hari and then 
Brahmar;tas. Then he should take food along with the1n. Thereby 
he attains the good goal. 

CHAPTER TWENTYFIVE 

Greatness of Vi~Qupadi Ganga (Continued) 

Sii.ta said: 

1--8. I shall recount to you a miracle that happened earlier 
due to the greatness of Ganga. 

Formerly there was a Brahmai:ia of esteemed religious rites in 
Camatkarapura city. He was well-known as CaQ{j.asarman. He was 
blessed with handsome features and good qualities like liberal
mindedness. 

During his youth, he had a passion for courtezans. Though 
he was a Srotriya (well-versed in the Vedas), he had been 
afflicted by the rashness of youth. 

Once he got up at mid-night distressed much with thirst. He 
requested the courtezan, "I wish to drink water." 

Mistaking a bowl of liquor for waterpot, she handed it over 
to him who was already overcome by sleepiness. The moment 
the liquor got into his mouth he became furious. He repeatedly 
rebuked the courtezan with words like "Fie upon you" etc. 

"What is• this? What is this, 0 sinful woman? A despicable act 
has been committed by you by pouring the filthy and offensive 
liquor into my mouth. By imbibing liquor my Brihmai)ical status 
has been ruined. Undoubtedly I will have·to undergo~xpiation 
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-
for regaining the purity of the self." 

9-18. After saying this, he sadly left the house. Going to a 
lonely spot, he lamented piteously. 

In the morning, he had bath with the clothes on. 0 excellent 
Brihmar,as, he had got all the hairs on his body removed and 
arrived at a place where an assembly of leading Brihmai,as was 
being held. All of them were poring over scriptural texts and 
the Upanitads completely. 

He bowed down and said to the excellent Brihmar,as loudly, 
11Mistaking it to be water, I drank liquor. Mete out the 
punishment to me." 

Then they pondered over the scriptural texts repeatedly. 
Then all those Brihmar,as said to him, who was waiting to hear 
their decision on atonement: 

The Bmhmatu,U said: 
\ 

Whether knowingly or unknowingly, if a Brihmar,a drinks 
liquor he can get purified by drinking clarified butter having 
the lustre of fire. So if you wish for self-purity, do drink 
clarified butter (hot) like lustre of fire. The quantity shall be 
the same as that of the liquor taken in. This shall be conducive 
to purity 

Saying "So it shall be", he took some quantity of ghee and 
made it hot (so as to be like fire), 0 excellent Brihmar,as. 

By that time, his father and mother who had heard the news 
came there sadly proclaiming. "What is this? What is this, 0 
son." His eyes were filled with tears and the wretched man 
faltered in his speech choked with ·tears. · 

Thereupon he narrated to him all the events of the night 
and the befitting expiation suggested by the Brihmat)as. 

19-29. Then that excellent Brihmar,a (his father) spoke to all 
those Brihmar,as: "Discuss the scriptural texts and ponder over 
them repeatedly. Let another means of expiation be offered to 
my son. On behalf of my son, I shall give everything I possess.• 

Then, 0 excellent sages, all diose Brihmai,.as thought over 
the topics dealt with in' the ethical treatises with great 
deliberatio~ and spoke to him: •Jn the case of imbibing liquor, 
there is' no other atonement for Brihma9as excepting Mauftjt 
Homa (Homa with Munja grass). Therefore do what is proper.• 
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Thereupon, the Brihma1.1a said to his son: 11lt does not behove 
you to do like this. Make liberal gifts to Brihma9as. Undertake 
pilgrimage. Thereby subjecting younelf to rigorous discipline, 
you will attain purity in due course through the observance of 
various Vratas. I am speaking the truth. The atonement 
suggested by the Brihma1.1as cannot contribute to the purity." 

Tiu son said: 

The highly esteemed ones mention Vratas etc. Hence, dear 
father, Mauiiji Homa should be performed by me undoubtedly. 
It behoves you to pardon everything done by me due to child· 
ishness. 

Suta said: 

Seeing the tenacity of the son, the father, fond of his son, 
became angry. Having resolved to die he gave away everything 
he possessed. His chaste wife who too had decided to die, gave 
away the house etc. Looking at her son, she said: 

30-37. 111f you have any consideration for me and your 
father, dear son, this Maudji Homa should be performed by 
you after both of us have entered fire." 

Then the joyous couple got ready to die and came near the 
fire. So also their son. 

In the meantime, 0 excellent Brihma1.1as, the sage named 
Si1.1dilya who had mastered the Vedas, came to that place in the 
course of his pilgrimage. 

On hearing the news of what had happened there, he became 
angry. His eyes became red. Rebuking the Brihmal)as repeatedly, 
he told them thus: 

11Alas, you are utterly deluded and foolish! For nothing have 
these three Brihma9as been compelled to die when there is an 
easy way of expiation. 

May all the Brihma9as as well as this youth who wants 
expiation, listen to the words uttered by the noble-souled 
Kityiyana in this respect: ~driya9a, Krccbra, Sintapana and 
other expiatory rites are prescribed where there is no Gangi. 
But, 0 excellent Brlhmai,as, there is Vit0upadl Ganga in that 
holy spot. Let this youth take his holy bath there. He will attain 
pudty thereby. . . .. 
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38-46. If Mauiiji homa is valid and authorized by the statement 
of a sage, so also this is the statement of sage Katyiyana." 

Thereat all the Brihmar;ias were extremely delighted. They 
said: "Excellent! Excellent! This is true, 0 sage." Then the 
excellent Brihmal}as wakened (enlightened) the Brahm~a and 
took him to the place where Vi~r:iupadi Ganga was flowing. 

There, as soon as the Brahmar:ia took a mouthful of the 
Ga1iga water, he became purified. The entire water came out of 
the belly, 0 exlellent Bralunar:ias, and he entered the splendid 
waters. 

At that time a majestic voice a1·ose from the finnan1ent. "Due 
to a direct contact with Vi~r:iupadi the Brahmal)a has become 
pure. The holy bath and the ritualistic sipping of water has 
n•ndercd him pure. Let him go home." 

Then all the Brahmar:ias including Car:i(la Sarman went to 
their re-spec.th·e homes, exclaiming, How fortunate! How 
fortu1iatc·! 

Suta said: 

0 Brahmar:ias, this Vi~Qupadi Ganga has such an efficacy and 
it is situated near the western border of the holy spot. It is 
destructive of all sins. 

Thus everything regarding the greatness of Vi,r:iupadi has 
been narrated to you, 0 excellent Brihmat;1as. It is destructive 
of all sins. 
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CHAPTER TWENTYSIX 

Greatness of Gokarl}.a Tirtha 1 

Silla said: 

Slcantla Pumf)II 

1-7. I have already recounted what is between the eastern 
and western borders. Now I shall recount what is between 
northern and southern borders. 

There is a great city named Mathura on the earth. It is 
situated on the banks of Yamuna and many Brahmar:ias reside 
there. 

There was an excellent Brahmal)a well-known as Gokaf'l)a. He 
had acquired mastery in the study of the Vedas. He was well
versed in all scriptures. 

Another Brahmal)a of the same name but of very advanced 
age also lived in that city. He was also very excellent and a 
master of all lores. 

Some time Yama asked his servant who was hideous and 
terrible with hairs standing up and whose eyes were red and 
teeth black: "O messenger, go to the city of Mathura now. Be 
quick. There is a Brahmal)a named Gokarl)a in that city. Bring 
him here. At midday today his life span comes to an end. 
There is another similar Brahmar:ia there itself; he is of great 
longevity and so should be left alone. 

8-17. The messenger hurried to that city at the bidding of 
Yama. But due to utter confusion, he brougJ, t Gokarl)a of great 
longevity. 

Yama, with rage overpowering his soul, said to the servant: "O 
sinful one, fie upon you! This man of longevity has been brought 
here by you. What have you done? Take him back to the same 
place before his kinsmen burn his body with well-kindled fire 
on account of their grief." 

1. This Tirtha is different from Gokan,a Mahibaleivara in Kanara districL 
of Kama1ak, Here Gokal'JJ,as are the Brihmal)as who got Siddhi at a Tirtha 
in Lhe Hiiakeivara area. The chapter gives a terrible description of the 
Narakas (2) according to this Purir;aa). The object is to make people lead a 
moral ... thy such det.errence. .. 
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.. 
TM .BrahmatuJ said: 

I will not return there. It is my fortune that I have come to 
your presence. Afflicted by poverty I have always been desiring 
death. 

Yama said: 

If any man has yet to live even a 1ninute (lit. wink of the eye) 
more, I will not fetch him here from the earth. 0 leading 
Brahmai,a, if anyone's life span is full, I will not leave him too. 
That is why I am called Dharmaraja. I am equally disposed to all 
the creatures. I eschew partiality. 

Hence, 0 Brahmai,a, go home before the body is burnt by 
your kinsmen who are grief-stricken. Nor can you stay here 
now. But, 0 excellent BrihmaQa, request for anything desired 
in your mind as your boon. No embodied beings should see me 
unnecessarily (i.e. prematurely). 

The B1-alnna'IJ,(l said: 

0 Lord, if it is compulsory (essential) that I should go home, 
then tell me what I ask for. It shall be my boon. Terribly 
hideous Narakas are seen where men of sinful activities go. Tell 
me which of those Narakas are attained by men and what the 
act is whereby it is attained. 

Yama said: 

18-28. 0 BrihmaQa, the Narakas are innumerable just like 
the groups of living beings on the earth. They cannot be 
completely enumerated even in the course of hundreds of years. 

0 excellent Brihmai,a, I shall enumerate them in accordance 
with their importance. They are twenty-one in number and have 
been specially created for sinning folk. 

(TJIE LIST OF BET,U:) 

The fint Naraka, 0 excellent Brihmar:,a, is Raurava by name. 
There creatures are cooked (burned) in pots of boiling oil. · 

•AJas mothe1· ! 0 father I Ah son I" They make very fearful 
cries, the petty sinners who seek the cooked food of othen and 
misappropriate the money of others. 
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0 leading Brihma1.:1a, the second one (hell) is called 
Maharauf'ava. It is resorted to (as punishment) by ungrateful 
ones and those who defile the preceptor's bed. These sinners 
cry out utterly distressed by heat. They are roasted in fire and 
cut into many pieces by means of sharp weapons. 

The third Naraka named Andhatamas is extremely terrifying. 
0 excellent Brihma1.:1a, I shall tell you who those persons are 
who go here. Those base men by whom other men's wives were 
looked at with evil eyes, get their eyes, pricked into by birds 
with steely beaks. 

The fourth Naraka is called by the name Pratapta. After 
undergoing tortures here, they become pure once again. The 
sinners so destined are those who censure preceptors, gods and 
saints. Their tongue is uprooted frequently here, even as it 
comes up again and again. 

This is another well-known Naraka, the fifth one named 
Vidaraka. Persons who had been guilty of treachery to friends 
are cut and pared by means of saw-blades. 

29-38. The sixth Naraka is known to all as Nikumbha. It is 
terrifying unto all the people. It is filled with heated sands and 
fire is perpetually burning here. Those men who had tortured 
other living beings without any fault of theirs earlier in their 
lives, are roasted here in heaps of (hot) sand. 

The seventh foul Naraka is well-known as Bibhatsu. Urine, 
filth and rubbish abound therein. It is on the whole very 
despicable. Those men of evil souls who had indulged in 
calumny of the royal personages are kept here with their 
mouths filled with rubbish. 

0 Brihma9a, the eight base Naraka is known all round as 
Kutsita. It is filled with offensive odour of phlegm, urine etc. 
Those who had taken· food without offering it to the preceptors, 
deities and guests and more particularly to their own servants, 
are lodged here. 0 excellent Brihma9a. 

The ninth Naraka is named Du,pma. It is full with sharp 
thorns and infested with serpents and scorpions. Those people 
who take food without fint offering it to a fellow traveller of 
the same caravan unit, who shows symptoms of fatigue and 
languishes with hunger, are lodJed in the Naraka. 

This tenth Naraka is also known all round by the name 
Dulpaha. It is surrounded with pillars of l}eated iQ>Jl. Those 
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sinnen who are attached to the wives of others and are fond of 
tasty meat dishes are compelled to embrace red hot iron pillars 
in this Naraka. 

39-49. Another Naraka here, the eleventh one, is called by 
the name Aka11a. 0 tiger among Brihmai:ias, it is full of red-hot 
tongs and pincers. Those men who had misappropriated the 
wealth of a woman, a Brihmai:ia, the preceptor and the deities 
are dragged here with heated tongs and pincers. 

This twelfth Naraka is called Sandamsa. Base men who had 
eaten with relish prohibited foodstuffs are munched and 
crunched here by vultures with steel-like teeth and beaks. 

This thirteenth Naraka is very well known as Ni,antraka. It is 
fully infested with insects. The bondages here are firm and 
fixed. Sinners who misappropriate trust properties are kept in 
bondage here. They are eaten by worms, insects, scorpions etc., 
0 excellent Brihmai:ia. 

The fourteenth Naraka is named Adhomukha. It stands topsy
turvy. This is the most terrifying in form among all the Narakas. 
Those men who kill Brahmar,as are kept suspended from 
branches of trees, with their faces kept down and burned with 
fire. 

This great Naraka, the fifteenth one, named Bh°4a'J,IJ is fully 
infested with lice, flies, bugs, etc., 0 excellent Brihmai:ia. I have 
allotted this Naraka to men indulging in perjury, false statements 
and other evil activities. 

This sixteenth Naraka is called K,udrada by name. It is filled 
with men distressed with hunger all round, 0 excellent 
Brahmai:ia. Those Brihmai:ias of great sin who had eaten tasty 
meat-dishes remain here. When distressed with hunger they eat 
their own body. 

50-62. This seventeenth Naraka is remembered by the name 
K,ara. It is scattered with Sulc,aras (acid particles). It frightens 
all living beings. Those great sinners who violate their holy 
vows, heretics, etc. come here. They are crushed and pounded 
here with sharp weapons. 

This eighteenth Naraka is noted by the name Nulaghala. It is 
filled with burning coals. It is very difficult to be approached in 
the case of all embodied beings. 0 Brihmar,a, those men who 
censure and defile scriptural texts, good epics, Brlhmar,as and 
virgins are placed under burning coals here. 
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This nineteenth Naraka is known very well as Ku1asalmalt 0 
excellent Brihma9a. It is filled with sharp thorns all round. 
Atheists, breakers of conventional curbs, slayers of BrihmaQas!
all these men climb up and fall down in this Naraka. 

This is the twentieth Naraka, 0 excellent Brahmal)a, named 
Asipatravana. Men of evil souls finds this very difficult to 
approach and resort to, 0 excellent BrihmaQa. Men who watch 
for vulnerable points of others, those who are engaged in 
deceitful actions and those who sell scriptural texts go to this 
hell. 

This twenty-first one is the river named VaitaTa1J,i. All people 
should pass through this, whether they are righteous or not. 
Those men who make gift of a cow when death is imminent, 
shall easily cross the river by holding her tail. Those who do 
not gift a cow and die, 0 excellent Brihmal)a, cross this 
impassable river by means of their hands etc. 

Thus, 0 excellent Brahmal)a, everything that you asked me 
regarding the nature of the Narakas has been recounted to you 
in detail, out of love for you. Hence do go home quickly before 
the body is burned by the kinsmen who are distressed with 
grief. Do take with you whatever wealth you desire. 

TM Bmhma1J,a said: 

63-70. 0 Lord, if it is decided that I should go back to my 
abode, then tell me what those acts are whereby a man can 
avoid going to Naraka. 

Yama said: 

A man who is always eager to undertake pilgrimage, who 
worships deities and guests, who is well disposed towards 
Brihmal}as and who deserves to be sought refuge in, can avoid 
going to Naraka. 

One who is always eager to help others, one who is keen in 
performing japa, and one who is engrossed in the study of the 
Vedas can avoid falling into Naraka. 

0 Brahmal)a one who is always engaged in digging wells, 
tanks and lakes and erects shrines for deities does not see 
Naraka. 
f.. One who offen warmth through fire during winter, Q.ne who 
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offen water during summer and one who of'fen shelter during 
rainy season never sees Naraka. 

A man who regularly observes holy vows and fasts, whose soul 
is quiescent (peaceful), who has conquered the sensc-organas, 
who practises celibacy always and one who is constantly engaged 
in meditation does not go to Naraka. 

A man who gifts foodgrains and one who particularly offers 
gingelly seeds and one who practises non-violence as a rule, 
does not see Naraka. 

One who has done regular study of the Vedas, one who is 
devoted to the scriptures, one with sweetness of speech and 
one who always gives religious discourses, does not see Naraka. 

The Brahmaf)a said: 

71-80. Even a fool knows that a person regularly doing 
righteous acts does not fall into a Naraka and one who is 
engaged in sinful activities does not go to Svarga. Hence tell 
me how and by what means can a person of unrighteous acts 
dispell sin with a little effort and thereby attain Svarga. 

0 excellent one among Suras, tell me that Vrata or Niyama, 
Tirtha, Japa or Homa that is contributory to the happiness of 
all the worlds. 

Yama said: 

In this context, 0 excellent Brihmai:ia, I shall reveal to you a 
very great secret. At my instance it should be kept confidential 
always. It is a rite by performing which even a person defiled by 
great sins, can avert going to Naraka that causes pain. 

In the land of Anarta there is a splendid, auspicious and 
beautiful holy spot called Hit,akesvara which is destructive of 
great sins. It consists of all the Tirthas. One who with devotion 
wonhips Hara there even for a fortnight, is honoured in Sivalob 
even though he may be defiled by all sins. 

Hence, go there quickly and propitiate Sankara, whereby you 
will attain liberation along with ten members (generations?) of 
your family. 

Sita said 

After hearing the advice of Dhannarija he joyously proceeded 
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towards his abode. By that time the messenger arrived there 
with the second Gokan,a. He presented him to Dharmarija 
quickly. 

81-89. Dharmarija joyously said to the messenger on leeing 
the other Gokar9a: "Since this Brahmal}a has been brought 
here by you after a delay, take him away quickly and leave him 
there." Thus both the Brihma1,1as of the name Gokar9a were 
simultaneously released. 

They assumed their respective bodies and the first Brihma9a 
Gokar9a who was benefited by Yama's advice told everything in 
detail to the second one. Both the Gokan,as left their homes 
and visited all holy centres abounding in holy shrines. 

On the southern and northern borders two Lingas were 
installed by them. They reached Hitakesvara ~etra and soon 
engaged themselves in penance. After performing the requisite 
penance and propitiating Siva, they attained heaven along with 
their bodies, 0 excellent Brihmaoas. 

On the fourteenth day in the dark half of Mirgasirsa, they 
kept awake. One who devoutly does so, goes to Siva's abode. 
One without a son gets sons, one who seeks wealth attains 
wealth and a man with no desire attains salvation undoubtedly. 

Silta saul: 

90-98. Thus, 0 excellent Brihmal}as, everything concerned 
with the border has been narrated to you. The extent of the 
holy spot in all the four directions has been recounted. 

Excellent Brihma9as and men engaged in agricultural 
activities within the limits of these attain the great goal. In the 
case of persons of restrained souls, quiescent and self-controlled, 
persons who have conquered their sense-organs all the more so. 
Even insects and worms, animals, birds and beasts dying in that 
holy spot go to the heavenly world undoubtedly. Men who 
undertake fast unto death have still greater chances of doing so. 

Those who have renounced and are endowed with faith in 
Janirdana in their heart will definitely attain salvation. 

Hence with all effort that holy spot should be resorted to 
especially in Kaliyuga full of sins. All the Tirthas sanctify through 
holy baths and Dina rites but Hipkesvara K.tetra does so through 
mere residence there. 

A man taking his bath in wells, tanks, lakes etc. and wherever 
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there is water, 0 Brihmai;ias, should be rid of all sins. 
Of what avail are Yajiia, Dina, Vrata and Japal It is better that 

people who desire heaven simply stay there. 
This is sacred, conducive to longevity and auspiciousness and 

destructive of sins of tbose who listen to the greatness of 
Hitakesvara ~etra. 

CHAPTER 1WENTYSEVEN 

Characteristics of the Four Yugas1 

The sngpl .mid: 

1-7. 0 Siit~ia. do tell us fully the general characteristics of 
Caturyuga (the group of four Yugas), its greatness and the 
extent thereof. \i\Tc arc extremely interested in it. 

Su.ta said 

This very same topic was asked by Vasava from Brhaspati. I 
shall tell you all, 0 leading Brahmai:ias, what Brhaspati told 
him. 

Fonnerly Sakra, the noble-souled one, was seated in the 
assembly along with Devas and Sad. Suras served him. So also 
did Gandharvas, Apsaris, Vidyadharas, Guhyakas, Kinnaras, 
Daityas, Raqasas, serpents, (units of time like) Kalas, Kifthas, 
Nime,as, Constellations, Planets, the Vedas with their ancillaries 
in their personified fonn. The holy nrthas and sacred shrines 
also were present there. 

They discussed diverse stories of the Devas, Danavas, RikfaSU, 
saintly kings and particularly of old Brihmai;ia-sages. 

1. This lOpic is popular with other Pura9as also. It describes continuous 
deterioration of lhe span of life, living conditions and morals in lhe coune 
of Lime. The sinfulness and wreLChedness of the people is probably the result 
of the unsetLled condition of India after ancient foreign invasions like those 
of Greeb, Scylhians and Huns. 

Curiously enough the description of the Kali age is applicable in Loto ewn 
today. 
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In a certain context, the Lord of Devas politely asked 
Brhaspati, the most excellent Brihmal)a: 

8. "O holy Sir, I wish to hear the extent of the Yugas,. their 
greatness and special characteristics. It behoves you to recount 
duly." 

Brkaspati said: 

9. I shall expound to you the greatness of the Yugas, their 
extent and special features Listen attentively. 

[IQlTA YUGA] 

10-18. Krta Yuga is said to consist of seventeen lakh twenty
eight thousand years, when Jana.rdana remains white in colour, 
and Dharma has all its four feet intact. (Then) the earth is full 
(in all respects). The people are devoid of lust and anger, fear 
and hatred. All people are long-lived with quiescent souls and 
full control over the sense-organs. They are as tall as five Talas 
(Palms). They are brilliant and well-informed. Men's childhood 
extends to sixteen thousand years. Thereafter the youth extends 
to thirty-two thousand years. It is only thereafter that old age 
befalls men slowly. The ultimate life span is one lakh years. In 
certain cases it extends even beyond that. All living beings, 
anhnals, birds and beasts speak the divine language. They are 
not mutually inimical. Serpents sport about alongwith mon
gooses, cats along with mice, deer with lions, and owls with 
crows. Even without being cultivated, the earth (though not 
ploughed) produces much vegetation consisting of cereals, 
pulses, barleys etc. They are tasty and able to accord strength 
and nourishment. The trees bear fruits in all the seasons with 
excellent flowers and fruits, good leaves etc. They are devoid of 
thorns and they resemble Kalpa trees. 

19-29. Cows yield the desired tasty milk at all times. The 
butter and ghee produced from it is enormous. No woman 
becomes a widow there, nor an unfortunate wretch. There is no 
Kikavandhyi (a woman with but one child) there bereft of sons. 
There is no woman without virtue (all women are virtuous). 
Birth and death befall men in due order. A father never sees 
death of his son. People who die do not become ghosts. No 
one is compelled to stay in Naraka. No one suffers pain due to 
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· sickness. All Brihma9as are well-versed in Vedanta. They 
regularly study their Vedic Mantras. They are delighted in 
expounding the Vedas and well-versed in the knowledge of 
Brahman. 

~atriyas make one of them the king with great devotion and 
loyalty. They enjoy the earth righteously following his behests. 

Vaisyas are engaged in the various activities befitting the 
Vaisya community such as breeding of cattle, buying and selling 
of commodities etc. 

0 most excellent one among Suras, Sii.dras are extremely 
faithful. They do not do anything except service unto BrihlllaQas 
and twice-born ones. 

No one is base-born there nor is there anyone of mixed 
caste. No impure one and no one of the fifth caste is to be 
seen there on the earth. 

Men there perform Yajiia (Fire-worship), Yajana (Yajiia on 
behalf of others), Dina, Vrata, Niyama etc. and pilgrimage 
without any expectations of personal benefit thereof. 0 
Thousand-eyed One, of this sort is the first Yuga named Krtayuga 
that is conducive to the happiness of all the worlds. 

[TREI'A YUGA] 

30-42. Thereafter the second Yuga named Treti begins to 
function. It consists of twelve lakh ninety-six thousand years. 

The Lord of the world resorts to Svetadvipa. The Garucja
emblemed Lord assumes red complexion at that time. Dhanna 
has only three legs intact then. One leg is that of Sin. Thereby 
mutual rivalry is generated among the people of all Var9as. 

People begin to desire the benefits accruing from pilgrim
ages. Vrata and Niyama are observed with the motive of residence 
in heaven etc. 

Overpowered by lust all men become deluded. Delusion leads 
to hatred which induces them to commit sins. 

Then, 0 Lord of Devas, Yama himself devises Raurava and 
other Narakas which are twenty-one in number. 

Base men resort to them in accordance with their Kannas. 
Others attain the worlds of Mahendra etc., and still others 
salvation. 

There are three types of men: excellent, mediocre and base 
ones. 0 King of Suras, they do three types of acts. They are one 
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Tila (palm tree) in height. They posse, ,lustre and virility. 
Vaisyas are engaged in agricultural ~ctivities motivated by their 
desire for food and fo~dgrains. They sow seeds only once in 
field but they reap seven times. The trees bear fruits and 1'owers 
in accordance with the seasons. They become very beautiful with 
the foliage in accordance with the seasons. 

Thousands of Agni~toma and other Yajiias are performed by 
excellent kings and Brihma9as vying with one another in their 
eagerness to attain the heavenly world. Men desirous of the 
other world undertake pilgrimage and observe Vrata, Dana, 
Niyama, Sa1nyama etc. 

43-54. There the youth of men extends to one thousand 
years and old age to about five thousand years. 

On account of mixture of castes the following (sub) castes 
are born: Ro.jaka (washermen), Carmakara (cobbler), Na/a 
(actor), Bu,u,J,a, Kaivarta (fishermen), Meda, Bhilla, Ca,:i,J,ala 
and Sudra etc., in that Yuga. 

There are other inferior people who are more censured 
than these (above-1nentioned castes) but their number is less. 

Indra said: 

0 excellent Brahmar;ia, how do these base-born ones (castes) 
originate? Do tell me duly and entirely. My eagerness is great. 

IJrhaspati said: 

On account of the defect of the source of origin eight types 
of mixed castes are born of these, 0 excellent one among 
Suras. I shall mention them clearly. 

A son of a Kfatriya born of a Brihma9a's girl (woman) is 
called Sina; one a Sfua begets is called Rajaka and one a Rajaka 
begets is called a Cannakrt and the one a Carmakara begets is 
called Nata. ·Thus these four are born of Kfatriya in Brihmal)a 
wives. 

A son of a Vaisya born of a Brihmaoa girl is Migadha, 0 most 
excellent one among Maruts. A son born of the semen of a 
Migadha in a Brahmaoa girl is Buru4a a Buru4a begets a 
•Di'fflrta and a Kaivarta begets a Medaka. These five are born of 

• .,_ in Brihmaoa wives. They are despised in all holy rites. A 
·•1·...,. begets a Bhilla in a Brihma9a girl, 0 most excellent one ......... 
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among Suras, and a Bhilla bcgcts a Cai,.Qila. These two are born 
"' of Siidras in the wife of a Brihmao.a caste, 0 Overlord of all 

Suras. What I have mentioned is the truth. 
Thus I have explained Trela Yuga, 0 most excellent one 

among Suras. Listen attentively to the position of Ova.para now. 

[DYAPARA YUGA] 

55-63. That Yuga consists of eight lakh sixtyfour thousand 
years. There the Garuc;la-emblemed Lord becomes tawny
coloured, Dharma stands on two legs and Sin also stands on two 
legs. 

At the end of a hundred years people become youthful and 
after lapse of five hundred years old age sets in. 

There people, deities and kings are partially truthful and 
partially untruthful. 

Women too are reputed to be so in their features, 0 excellent 
one among Suras. 

Some come to a height of five Hastas and others four Hastas. 
They are neither very beautiful nor devoid of beauty. 

Beasts, birds, and deer murmur indistinctly. 
The trees do not bear too many flowers or fruits, 0 Lord of 

Suras. Vegetation is produced on being sown duly by farmers. 
The clouds shower adequate rain. All medicinal herbs are 

grown. 
Whatever knowledge or scripture is available, 0 excellent 

one among Suras, is of indifferent nature, neither true nor 
false. 

In Ova.para, 0 excellent one among Suras, the benefits of the 
Tirtha, Dina and the Makha (sacrifices) are in accordance with 
the ardour and faith. 

Thus the Yuga called Dvipara has been described to you, 0 
Lord of Suras, as seen and heard by me. 

[KAUYUGA] 

64. Even as I describe further, listen attentively. Kaliyuga is 
indeed terrible. Janirdana is dark in colour then. 

65-66a. Kaliyuga which is avoided by good people cof!Sists of 
four lakh thirty-two thousand years. Dh3:11lla stands on a single 
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leg and Papa stands on three. 
66b-67. (In) everything after the first half, sin asserts itself. 

Sons will not pay heed to fathen nor daughters-in-Jaw nor 
brothers. Neither servants nor wives will pay heed to their elden. 
There shall be hatred for one another. 

68. In the sixteenth year men tum grey in their youth itself. 
A girl begins to conceive even in the twelfth year. 

69-72. 0 Lord of Suras, the maximum life expectancy of 
men is a hundred years. In the case of elephants and trees it is 
not more than that. Excellent horses live upto thirty-two years; 
ass and camel upto twenty-four. It is sixteen in the case of goats 
and twelve in that of dogs. Other quadrupeds Jive upto twenty
five years. Crows, vultures and owls live for a very long time. So 
also is the case of sinful persons and those in wretched 
conditions more particularly. 

Trees are hard, thorny and devoid of fruits and flowers. 
They are resorted to by vultures and they do not give shade. 

73. In this Yuga, 0 excellent one among Suras, Dharma is 
tormented by Adharma, truth by untruth and kings by thieves 
perpetually. 

74. Preceptors are tormented by disciples and base men by 
women; masters are troubled by groups of servants and persons 
of deep learning by fools. 

75-77. In Kaliyuga, righteous men, men dedicated to truth, 
persons of full control over the sense-organs, persons of 
discretion, quiescent ones and those devoted to the good of 
others--all these suffer. 

Mental anguish, ailments, afflictions of mysterious origin
all are always prevalent in Kaliyuga causing misery to the good. 
Men become short-lived due to mixture of castes and those who 
survive are utterly miserable. 

78-82. Cloud never showers rain at requisite period. Even if 
there is heavy rain, there shall not be the production of 
vegetation as desired by the farmer. Even well-bred cows do not 
yield ample milk. Even if they ate guarded carefully, there is 
not plenty of cattle wealth. 

People begin to relish and praise the milk of sheep and 
camels. People become lustreless and dirty. Ascetics become 
Siidras and Siidras become experts in Dharma-iistra. Siidras 
beain to discuss the Vedas and endeavour to pefonn Vajda rites. 
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- -Siidras begin to receive monetary gifts and Siidras become 
liberal donors. Siidras become worthy of honour and Sudras 
establish themselves in Tirthas. 

83. At the time of death men of beastly type begin to dig five 
pits with their head, pair of hands and pair of feet. Out of 
delusion they lose their consciousness. 

84-89. Brihmal).as begin to sell the Vedas and are bereft of 
cleanliness. They give up regular study of the Vedas and always 
depend upon cooked food from Sudras. Mostly they take gifts 
from the non-righteous. They turn into greedy and indiscrimate 
eaters addicted to tasty foods. 

Heretics indulge in misdeeds. They subsist on the bounty of 
the wives of other men. Friendship develops only on the basis of 
bussiness dealings (i.e. self-interest). 0 Thousand-eyed One, it 
never depends on natural affinity. All the castes of the twice
born ones become barbarous in their tendency. 

They lose interest in festivities; they are unrighteous and 
they cause mixture of castes. In the beginning of the Yuga, men 
reach the height of three and a half Hastas. From there they 
diminish in size even as Kali advances. Ultimately men become 
hole-dwellers. 

90. On account of short and non-availability the people are 
incapable of doing domestic duites. Yajdas and Vedic Vratas are 
fruitless. 

91. Niyamas and restraints too as well as the practice of spells 
and incantations are also ineffective. 0 Satakratu, Tirthas are 
defiled by the contact of Mlecchas. They lose their intrinsic 
nature and are also deficient in water. 

92-95. Those who practise spells. and incantations are 
despised. Ascetics too are despised. All the men become 
despised. 

They forsake a bridegroom of noble birth and endowed with 
handsome features and youthful appearance and men offer their 
daughters to despicable persons due to greed of money. 

Girls begin to give birth, virgins are eager to cohabit and 
virgins carry on intercourse with grown-up men. 

Even women of noble families become unfaithful to their 
husbands. In all activities men of evil deeds are guarded carefully. 

96. Ruthless ~ings will harass farmers. In that Yuga people 
will afflict undoubtedly blameless ones due to greed for money. 
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97-98. They will let off even one deserving to be killed, one 
who is defiled due to greed for money. They will let alone men 
who continue to harass living beings. They practise wat like 
activities without caring for ~tradharma (rules of righteous war). 

Brhaspati said: 

99-101. Thus I have recounted everything connected with 
the Yugas and their features. 0 excellent one among Suras, the 
extent of the four Yugas also has been described. One who 
recites this always with concentration, is rid of his sins committed 
ever since his birth till death. One who listens to this with a 
mind purified by faith, becomes liberated from the sin of the day. 

Su.ta said: 

CHAPTER TWENTYEIGHT 

The Refuge to All Tirthas 

1-2. All the excellent BrahmaJ}.as who were present in the 
assembly of gods, Prabhisa and other Tirthas in their personified 
forms heard these words (speech) of the preceptor of gods; it 
created great fear in their minds. They said to the Lord of 
Heaven (lndra): 

3-7. "O Lord of chiefs of Devas, if the Yuga is to be so 
inauspicious, we are sure to be doomed. We cannot have !DY 
place ip any of the three worlds. 0 Purandara, show us some 
place or haven of shelter. Whatever it may be, wherever it may be, 
indicate· it clearly to us so that we can stay and pass the terrible 
Kali days there. The spot should be untouched by Mlecchas 
(barbarous people). 0 powerful one among Suras, it may be in 
Pitila, heaven or mortal world, but it should be efficacious.• 

On hearing their words, Satakratu became compassionate. 
He spoke again to Brhaspati, the most excellent one among 
Brihmaoas: 

"O B.rhaspati, mention a place untouched by Kali in any of 
the tl}rce worlds, if you know it. It should be a place of refuge 
to the nrthas." .. 
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8-15. On hearing the words of Sakra, Brhaspati thought for a 
long time and said, delighting the Tirthas which were frightened: 

WJ'here is an excellent holy shrine named Hatakesvara. It has 
been created by the fall of the penis of the Trident-bearing 
Lord of the chiefs of gods. 

The intelligent Visvimitra, the noble-souled one, performed 
a penance at that Tirtha, on behalf of king Trisanku. 

Staying there king Trisanku became rid of his sins. He shook off 
the Ca9C,ala-hood and went to heaven along with his physical f01m. 

At the bidding of Sakra, the excellent Tirtha was filled with 
dust particles by Samvartaka, the Raudra (terrible, pertaining to 
Rudra) wind. 

There Lord Hafakesvara guards the lower part and Lord 
Acalesvara the upper part in Kali age. 

An extent of five Krosa from Acalesvara is not touched by 
Kali, due to the greatness of Haiakesvara. 

Hence, 0 Sakra, let all the Tirthas go there with a part of 
theirs. Undoubtedly they will have no fear from Kali." 

16-18. On hearing his words, all the Tirthas went instant
aneously to the ~etra called Hat,akesvara, 0 excellent Brahmai:ias. 

They occupied that ~etra creating a spot for themselves to 
the extent of Yajftopavita (i.e. 96 Angulas). 

For this reason that holy spot became most meritorious. It is 
the Tirtha of Lord Haiakesvara and is extremely destructive of 
major sins. 

The sages said: 

19-21. 0 Siita, what has been narrated by you is highly 
wonderful. You have glorified the confluence of all the Tirtha.41 
in that Tirtha. 

How do those holy spots get so much power? 0 highly 
intelligent one, describe all those Tirthas in detail to us, as 
regards their names, places occupied and the efficacy, 0 highly 
esteemed one. Our curiosity is great indeed. 

Suta said: 

22-26. 0 excellent Brihmal)as, the number of the Tirthas 
amounts to three. and a half crores. They have pervaded the 
entire area of Hitakesvara Ktetra and have stabilized themselves. 
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Even in the course of hundreds of years, it is impossible to 
describe all of them. In the first Kalpa at the beginning of the 
Svayarilbhuva (Manvantara) all the Tirthas resorted .to that 
auspicious Tirtha and took refuge therein. Due to passage of 
enormous time, 0 excellent Brahmai,as, many of these Tirthas 
and holy shrines have been destroyed. 

But what I know I shall entirely (alongwith their efficacy) 
narrate to you. Listen with attention. 

0 excellent Brahmal)as, a 1nan is rid of sins by listening to 
them, 1neditating upon them, taking the holy bath therein, 
touching them and making liberal gifts (at them). 

CHAPTER TWENTYNINE 

Greatness of Siddhesvara &etra 

Suta said: 

1-8. When all the Tirthas were stabilized thus, 0 excellent 
Brahmal)as, that holy place attained reputation over the entire 
earth. 

The sages of esteemed holy vows resort to it, which is far away 
from everything. So also kings in their old age come to it for 
performing penance. 

Similarly, the persons of great control over the sense-organs 
named 'Lingins' (persons wearing Lin.gas of Siva1) who desire 
Siddhi, resort to that holy spot all round as it is the place of 
refuge to all Tirthas. 

0 excellent Brahmal)as, there is a Litiga named Siddhesvara. 
It yields Siddhi itself. It bestows all the Siddhis on men. 

Sarva, the omnipresent Sadisiva, became disgusted with the 
surface of the earth. The Lord stationed himself in this holy 
spot named Hatakesvara. 

Lord Hara himself manifested in the form of a Linga. By 
remembering him or seeing him, one always achieves all Siddhis. 
He is remembered as Siddhesvara because he was propitiated by 

l This shows thaL Lh\ga-wearing was current amo11g ~rihmaJ;las in pre
S.- "eriod. 

rl-.• •i , 
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a Siddha. In order to grant him a boon, Hara stationed himself 
here. One who visits him with excellent devotion, who remains 
pure and touches him, immediately attains the desired thing 
even if it he very rare to be achieved. 

9-18. Formerly hundreds of persons have achieved Siddhi 
there by visiting and touching him. Other men have achieved 
perfection by making obeisance. If a devotee approaches Dakfioi
miirti and performs the Japa of his six-lettered Mantra ( 0m 
nama~ sivaya) with great faith, his longevity increases. A man 
can prolong his life by as many days as the number of times he 
repeats the Mantra. There is no doubt in this respect. 

Tht saga said: 

0 Siita, what has been said by you, viz. that a man lives 
beyond the span of life allotted to him, is extremely surprising. 

Su.ta said: 

I shall narrate to you what has been heard by me personally 
from the noble-souled Vatsa who narrated it. 

Formerly, even as I was staying in my father's house, there in 
front, that sage of great lustre named Vatsa happened to come 
there. 

He was in the prime of his youth. He had the lustre of twelve 
Suns. He was like another Kimadeva endowed with comely 
features and limbs. 

When seen by father, he was devoutly saluted by my father. 
After offering the A,rhya, he was requested to take rest after 
which he was politely addressed: "O leading Brihmaoa, welcome 
to you. Where are you coming from? I may kindly be instructed 
what befitting service I may render." 

Vatsa said: 

0 Siita, if you are ready to attend upon me I wish to perform 
the Caturmisya rites (for the period of four months of the rainy 
season) in your hermitage. 

LomahafJtJfJ,fJ said: 

19-29. 0 Brihmaoa, I shall certainly carry out your behesL I 
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am blessed. I am obliged since you have come to my house, 0 
excellent Brihmar;ia. 

After saying thus to him, my father told me, "Service to-Vatsa 
should always be rendered by you." 

Thereupon I humbly continued to do everything for him. 
During the nights, he used to tell me interesting stories of ancient 
saintly kings, Devas, Dinavas and Ra~sas, islands and continents 
as well as of mountains, all of which he had himself seen. 

Once at the dose of the narration of these tales, 0 excellent 
Brihmar::ias, I asked that Brihmar::ia out of my curiosity, with my 
mind overwhelmed with surprise: 

"O holy Sir, your body is tender. You are in the early stage of 
life, but you are narrating many tales of diverse nature pertaining 
to different continents. How were you able to visit the whole of 
the world including the various oceans in the world in this 
short span of life? Do narrate to me in full detail. It is impossible 
for ordinary men even to traverse mentally, over the continents, 
oceans, mountains etc., narrated by you. To be sure, you are a 
man whose statement is worthy of credence, but the words 
spoken by you appear to be unbelievable. Curiosity has been 
created (in me). Hence do tell me the truth. 

Is this the result of your penance? Or the power of the 
Mantras practised by you? How could you, 0 leading sage, see 
the entire surface of the earth? 

Perhaps it is divine favour or the result of the intake of some 
medicinal herb. 0 dear one, it is extremely meritorious. Do 
describe it in detail." 

!O-S5. Then, 0 excellent sages, that sage said to me 
laughingly: "You have truly understood it. This is the power of 
my practice of Mantras. Always in the presence of Siva, I recite 
the six-lettered Sivamantra a thousand and eight times. I recite 
this thrice a day. As a result thereof, 0 sage, my youth has 
become permanently stabilized. "I have the knowledge of the 
past and the future. My life has ever-flourishing happiness. 

Manx thousands of years, hundreds of thousands of years, I 
have ilf,@nt thus, 0 highly esteemed one. Even now it appears as 
though I am still young. 

In this context, 0 highly intelligent one, I shall explain to 
you how Siddhi has been achieved by me, due to the favour of 
Sankara. - . 
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I am well-known all over the earth as the Brihma9a named 
Vatsa. Formerly I was a master of the Vedas and had studied the 
different scriptural texts. 

36-47. In the meanwhile, at the advent of spring season, 
Menaki, the excellent Apsari (celestial woman), happened to 
come to the mortal world. In course of her wandering, she 
reached the excellent forest named Kimyaka reverberating with 
the cooings of inebriate cuckoos. It abounded in charming trees. 

It was there that the tiger among sages, remembered as 
Devarita, stayed. He was richly endowed with the practice of 
holy vows and regular study of the Vedas. With regular penance, 
he had dispelled all sins. 

In that longly forest he lived alone, practising the adoration 
of deities with excessive ardour and faith. 

Once he was sitting on the bank of the river. The celestial 
damsel of excellent complexion was distressed due to the heat 
of the sun. Even as the sage was watching she disrobed herself 
revealing her exquisitely divine features and entered the water. 
On seeing the lady of excellent limbs diving into the watery 
expanse, instantly the leading sage involuntarily discharged his 
semen. 

In the meantime an extremely thirsty doc came there. The 
water of the river with which the semen of the sage had got 
mixed was completely drunk up by her. 

By the power of the sage whose semen could never be futile, 
the doe conceived a human foetus. Thereafter in the tenth 
month, the doe of brilliant limbs (body) gave birth to a girl with 
eyes like petals of a lotus. The child was delivered in the same 
meritorious water in front of the her1nitage of Devarita. 

By means of his divine knowledge, the sage came to know 
that the girl was born of his own semen. With great compassion 
he took up the child and nursed her lovingly. 

He performed all the solemn ceremonies for the child. He 
took all precautions to protect the child from the beasts of prey 
in the forest. 

He himself went far into the deep forest infested with wild 
animals and gathered sweet fruits to be given to her. . 

48-56. Like the digit of the moon in the sky in the bright 
half of a month, s'1e grew up there and became well known by 
the name of MrgivatI. 
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Once while I was wandering, I chanced to see the fawn
eyed girl. Immediately I was struck in the heart by the darts of 
Kama. • 

On enquiry I came to know that the maiden of fascinating 
smiles was of the same caste as I. Accordingly I eagerly went to 
the home of the sage and requested him respectfully: 'O holy 
sir, give unto me this daughter of yours as my wife. I shall look 
after her offering her requisite garments and food as though 
she is my very soul.• 

Thereupon, the sage readily gave me the beautiful girl in 
accordance with the injunctions of the scriptural texts. It was on 
a day when the constellation was Uttari Philguni, the deity 
whereof is Bhaga. 

A few days after the marriage, that lady of pure smiles set out 
to gather fruits from the forest in the company of her maiden 
friends. 

The forest was overgrown with creepers growing in a cluster. 
There was a serpent beneath the grass and the unfortunate girl 
(happened) to tread on the hood of the serpent. 

On being bitten by it, she fell suddenly on the ground. The 
poison was too powerful and Lhe beautiful damsel fell down 
dead. Her grief-stricken friends came to me and told me every
thing with tears in their eyes, 0 Si1ta. 

57-65. I hastened to the place where that lady (my wife) had 
fallen down. Seeing her on the ground, I, poor fellow, lamented 
much crying piteously. 

'This lady of large wide eyes is my beloved wife like my own 
mind and the very vital breath. She is dead and lying down on 
the bare ground. Being bereft of her, I do not feel inclined to 
live. 

I too shall accompany her to the other world. Of what avail is 
a life bereft of my beloved? What is the propriety (fruit) of 
having a life or a home bereft of one's beloved? The abodes of 
householders my be filled with sons, grandsons, daughters-in
law and a host of domestic ser:vants; but, should they be devoid 
of the housewife, they do not shine at all. 

If this maiden with long eyes extending upto the ears, of a 
slender body, sweet voice and large buttocks cannot be 
resuscitated, I will undoubtedly die.' 

.·, While I was lamenting thUI, 0 scion of the family of Siita, all 
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the friends too assembled there. They too lamented in their 
grief. 

We wept for a long time. With their help I arranged for a big 
pyre and placed her thereon. Fire was then applied to it. 

Thereafter they took me with them with difficulty to my house. 
I was lamenting. faltering and fainting at every step. At the close 
of the night, I got up and hastened to the same forest. I was so 
overwhelmed by the grief at the death of my wife. 

66-75. I was frantic and mad due to frustrated love. Lamenting 
grievously I wandered all over the desolate forest blurting out: 
'O lady of large eyes, where have you gone? You have left me 
alone in this lonely, dreary forest. I will not go back home. It 
mercilessly enhances my grief.' 

At the close of the night when the sun's rays at early dawn 
touch him, the Moon loses his lustre. It appears that like me, he 
too has been rendered morose and bereft of enthusiasm by 
adverse fate. 

Here come, up the smaller orb of the Sun with red disc. 
Certainly he is going to bring me some tidings from you. Ere 
long the Sun will spread all over the sky and scorch me much 
externally. Kima is scorching me internally. How am I to sustain 
my life? 

Here comes a lordly elephant bearing the frontal globes on 
his forehead. They resemble her breasts. I shall go to him and 
ask him. He may tell something about my beloved. 

Even as I lamented thus I fell into a deep swoon having 
already been distressed by Madana and now severely scorched by 
the rays of the Sun. 

In my infatuation and delusion I began to ask the trees or 
living beings whichever I met while roaming over the great 
forest: 

'0 tusker, take pity on me. Tell me whether you have seen 
that maiden whose pair of thighs resemble your pestle-like tusk. 

0 jackal, if my beloved whose lips are on a par with a Bimba 
fruit is seen by you, do tell me. That will be conducive to your 
own welfare. 

76-85. Or, 0 Bilva tree, do tell me whether you have seen my 
dearest beloved with breasts resembling Bilva fruits, wandering 
in the forest. 
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0 Campaka, my wife of exalted mind has limbs (smooth) like 
your flowen. If you know anything about her, do tell me quickly . 

• 0 Madhiika, the splendid cheeks of my beloved are similar to 
your flowers. They have somewhat pallid lustre. On seeing you, I 
recollect her. 

It is clear, 0 stump of plantain tree, that the thighs of the 
slender-limbed lady are more tender than you. I can aver it on 
the basis of my own experience. 

0 deer, have'nt you seen my wife here in this forest? Her 
collyrium-dyed eyes are like yours. 

Even an animal feeding on grass, even if it is too old, even an 
animal brought up and bred in forest, can not divert itself for a 
moment, on being abandoned by its mate. 

In order to excite the Flower-missiled Lord (god of Love) a 
being belonging to the class of birds, e.g. a peacock, spreads his 
plumes in front of his beloved. 

This swan seen yonder seems to recollect his mate. His gait is 
not at all exquisite like that of my beloved. 

This bird Cakravaka (ruddy goose) alone is blessed, for he 
will never leave off its beloved Cakravakiki even for a short 
while. 

A sound is heard now. It causes some tremulous flutter in 
me. Has it originated from a cuckoo or from my beloved? 

86-96. On seeing me this deer goes away and the female 
deer follows him closely behind. My beloved too used to run 
about following me like this formerly. 

This tusker gently touches with the tip of his trunk his 
beloved who is following him out of fondness. Thereby he 
reminds me painfully of my beloved. 

Alas my beloved! 0 fawn-eyed one resembling molten gold in 
complexion! How is it that you do not take notice of me even as 
I roam about in the forest? 

Where is that former devotion of yours? Where is that love? 
Where is that deep satisfaction? Where is that compassion? 
Why don't you reply to me even as I speak. to you pleading 
wretchedly? 

Even as I was lamenting thus, all my friends who had been 
searching for me on the rugged paths of the forest, reached the 
place. 0 Siitanandana, I was furiously rebuked by .. them with 
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·eyes blazing in anger: 'Fie upon you now, 0 lascivious fellow!' 
They scolded me thus with harsh words. 'O foolish one, why do 
you bewail? The life of human beings is not worthy of any 
bewailing. Others too may be bewailing you even as you go on 
bewailing thus. 

All of us, all of you and all the other living beings on the 
earth-all are destined to die. Why weep over this? 

After being out of your sight, this beloved of yours came to 
you. Now she has vanished from your sight. She does not belong 
to you nor do you belong to her. No one has an everlasting 
contact with anyone. Anyway you lament in vain, even in case of 
your own physical body; why should it not be futile in the case 
of others? 

If one bewails what is dead or lost, one incurs more misery 
due to the previous misery. He thus courts two disasters.' 

97-98. After admonishing me thus, they took me home 
from that extremely terrible forest. Staying at hoine, I cons
tantly remembered my beloved. This kindled in me, 0 highly 
intelligent one, a great wrath for serpents. 

99. Thereafter in my excess of anger, I solemnly took this 
vow against serpents. Understand how terrible it was. 

100-101. 'From this day onwards if I do not hit with a stick 
and kill any serpent that comes into my sight, let there be sin 
befalling me surely: Let mine be the same sin as that of those 
who misappropriate trust properties and those who betray 
friends, if I do not kill a serpent that falls within the range of 
my vision. 

102. Let the same sin be mine the sin that befalls one who 
censures good people or one who slays his own mother, if I do 
not kill a serpent that falls within the range of my vision. 

103. Let me incur the same sin as befalls those who are 
enamoured of other people's wives or those who slaughter living 
being's if I do not kill a serpent that falls within my view. 

l 04. Let me get the same sin as those who are engaged in 
the words of those who administer, poison if I do not kill a 
serpent that falls within the range of my vision. 

105. Let me have the same sin as that of ungrateful persons 
and those who steal other people's wealth, if I do not kill a 
serpent that fall$ within the range of my vision. 

106. Let mine be the same sin as that of the people who 
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manufacture weapons or commit arson, if I do not kill a serpent 
that falls within the range of my vision. 

107. Let mine be the same sin as that which accrues when•a 
vow is broken or a vow is censured, if I do not kill a serpent that 
falls within the range of my vision. 

108. Let me get the same sin as that which accrues when a 
foetus is destroyed or as that of those who relish eating meat, if 
I do not kill a serpent that falls within the range of my vision. 

109. Let mine be the same sin as of those engaged in felling 
trees or those manufacturing shafts and darts, if I do not kill a 
serpent that comes within the range of my vision. 

110. Let me incur the same sin as that of heretics and 
atheists, if I do not kill a serpent that falls within the range of 
my vision. 

111. Let mine be the same sin as that of those who are 
enamoured of meat and liquor, and that of those who are 
gluttonous and lascivious, if I do not kill a serpent within my 
view. 

112. Let mine be the same sin as that of those who are 
engaged in baseless calumny and of those who seek vulnerable 
points in others, if I do not kill a serpent that falls within the 
range of my vision. 

113. Let mine be the same sin as that of those engaged in 
giving false evidence and of those who hoard foodgrain, if I do 
not kill a serpent that falls within the range of my vision. 

114. Let mine be the same sin as that of those who are 
engaged in hunting and spreading nooses and nets, if I do not 
kill a serpent that falls within the range of my vision. 

I 15. Let mine be the same sin as that of those who subsist on 
liquor and smuggle the same out, if I do not kill a serpent that 
falls within "the range of my vision. 

116. Let mine be the same sin as that of those who have 
never seen the face of a deity or the Fire god (Deua-vaktra) and 
of those who subsist on fish, if I do not kill a serpent that falls 
within the range of my vision. 

117-118. Let mine be the same sin as that of those who 
prattle something with partiality in the course of arguments 
either through fear, or through greed or through hatred or 
through whimsical desire, if I do not kill a serpent that falls 
within the range of my vision. • 
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119. Let mine be the same sin as that of those who sell their 
daughters and associate with sinners, if I do not kill a serpent 
that falls within the range of my vision. 

120. Let me incur the same sin as is cited in the case of 
those who sell their learning, if I do not kill a serpent that falls 
within the range of my vision.' 

121. Thus I took my vow furiously, 0 Sutaja. I armed myself 
with a big stick for the purpose of killing serpents. 

122. Ever since then I began roaming about on the earth 
with a stick as my weapon. I forsook all Brihma1,1ical ways of life 
and went in search of serpents. 

123. Many serpents were killed by me overwhelmed with 
wrath. There were highly poisonous serpents, huge pythons, 
middling ones and low and base ones too. 

124. Once, armed with the stick, I came to a dense forest. I 
saw an old water-snake lying low. 

125-128. Angrily I lifted up my stick resembling the staff of 
the god of Death and was about to strike the snake when it 
spoke thus: 'O excellent Brahmal)a, why do you angrily strike 
me, an old snake?' Thereupon I angrily told that water-snake as 
my anger was further aroused by remembering my wife Mrgavati: 
'Formerly my beloved wife was killed by a serpent. So, due to my 
enmity thereof I am destroying all great serpents. Today I shall 
despatch you also to the abode of the god of Death by striking 
with this huge stick of mine. So you had better remember what 
you like the best.' 

129-130. Frightened very much the snake said to me further: 
'Listen to my words and then do whatever you consider befitting, 
0 Brihmal).a. · 

There are other serpents who bite human beings. But we are 
water-snakes without poison. Only, we appear like serpents.' 

131. Although he spoke thus, I did not hesitate in my mind 
about killing him, 0 Suta. I killed him with the stick. 

132. But the moment the stick hit his body, the snake was 
transformed into a great ~-~ng resembling twelve Suns in lustre. 

133-134. On seeing that wondrous miracle, I was wonder
struck. With due veneration I bowed down to him and said: 'May 
I be excused. Who may you be? Wherefore had you assumed the 
serpentine form? Is it due to the cune of any Brihmaoa? Or is 
this one of your usual sports?' 
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135. Thereupon that man spoke with delight and humility. 
'Listen attentively. I shall tell you my previous history. 

136-138. 0 Brah1nai;ia, formerly I was in the excelle-'t city 
of Camatkarapura. At that time I was in the prime of youth 
.with great radiance. I was quite affluent and endowed with 
prosperity. 

In the same city is a meritorious Siva temple of Lord 
Siddhesvara. It is beautifully adorned with banners. 

Once there was a great religious festival there. The sounds of 
the musical instrument to reverberated in the whole of the 
three worlds. 

139-149. In order to view the Lord, hundreds and thousands 
of sages of esteemed holy vows, had come there. There were 
Saivas, Pasupatas, Kapalikas; there were devotees of observance 
of holy vows with great veneration for Siva. 

Some sages were Ekahi&ra ( taking food once a day), Nirahara 
( taking in no food, observers of fast), other were Vi&yubhaklas 
(sustaining themselves by taking in air only), Abbhakla (living on 
water only), Phalabha/qa (who ate fruits only), Sirr_iapaTl}asins (who 
ate only withered leaves). 

After duly worshipping Mahesvara, the Lord of Devas, they sat 
down in front of the Lord and began the joyous narration of the 
tales of diverse kinds of ancient saintly kings, Lords of Devas 
etc. 

They discussed the mercifulness, piety etc., of various others 
as well. Some of the devotees were dancing, some singing, Good 
men of devout nature were playing on musical instru
ments. Rich people endowed with faith were munificent in 
their charitable gifts unto the wretched, the blind and the 
impoverished ones, especially persons engaged in penance. 

While these festivities were going on with great iclat, I entered 
the place along with many other persons in the height of our 
arrogance. 

I was one who hated the very sight of Siva. I was overwhelmed 
by the Tamas quality. Some of the other wicked people there, 
instigated me to create havoc in the course of religious festivity. 
I seized a very long water-snake with hideous appearance. It was 
lolling out its tongue frequently, though it was in the stage of 

solc;l age. 
,- j I hurled it into the assembled congregation at irhich all the 
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people became extremely afraid and they ran helter-skelter out 
of fear of death. 

150-161. At that congregation there was an ascetic of 
esteemed holy rites, by the name Suprabha. He had the full 
complement of many excellent disciples. He was reputed as one 
who had burned all sins by means of his penance. 

He was at that time in the state of Samidhi (meditation). His 
body was steady and firm. Straight and erect, it was neither in a 
tense state nor in complete relaxation and bent one. The neck 
was steady. He was looking at the tip of the nose avoiding the 
glances at any other direction. The steady tip of his tongue was 
resting in the middle of the palate. The eight-petalled prone
faced lotus of the heart was being steadily gazed at by him 
viewing the solar disc fixed at the pericarp in the middle thereof. 
He was also viewing in the course of his mental absorption, 
Mahesvara, the Lord of Devas, seated in Lotus-posture. The 
Lord was in human form of the size of the thumb. He was as 
dazzling as twelve suns blazing together. It was difficult for 
everyone to imagine his form adequately. It is this deity that the 
learned call Ak,ara (imperishable), omnipresent, omniscient, 
uncensurable, unpierceable and devoid of death and old age. 
The sage in the Yogic slumber experienced horripilation in all 
his limbs. He was drenched in tears of joy. Controlling all the 
functions of all the sense-organs, he retained by means of his 
steady practice the five internal airs in the position of Kumbhaka. 
He showed the mystic gesture by joining together the thumb 
and the index-finger placed close to the chest. 

While the noble-souled sage was sitting steady like this, the 
water-snake coiled itself around his bo(!y. 

His disciple who was well-known as Srivardhana, and 
endowed with great austerity, having assiduously mastered the 
different scriptural texts, was also present there in the mean
time. He saw his preceptor coiled around by the body of the 
snake. Seeing me not far from the place, he inferred that it 
was I who did it. 

162-16!. With the eyes turned red due to anger, he spoke 
these harsh words. With tears choking his speech and the _lips 
throbbing. He said: 1lf excellent penance has always been 
performed by me along with regular attendance upon my 
preceptor, if Mahcivara has been meditated upon by me with 
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exclusive concentration, then on the basis of that truth, let this 
sinful and wicked, base Brihma9a become immediately one J'ith 
a body similar to that whereby my preceptor has been outraged.' 

164. Even as all the people were watching and exclaiming 
'Excellent! Excellent!' I immediately became transformed into 
the awfully hideous form of a serpent. 

165. After concluding his meditation, the sage looked at the 
hideous form of the snake over his own body with full self
control. 

166. Then he saw me in great misery in my new form of 
serpent and the people there standing aloof in great fear. 

167-170. The sage then understood everything by means of 
his mind's eye and was evidently moved with pity. He said to his 
disciple Srivardhana out of tenderness: 'Dear disciple of mine, 
in doing thus, in cursing this wretched Brahmal}a you have not 
done anything pleasing to me. This is not good on the part of 
ascetics. 

Equanimous towards honour and insult, and treating a clod 
of earth, a stone and a piece of gold equally as well as looking at 
a friend and an enemy with equanimity, an ascetic achieves 
perfection. 

Hence, 0 dear one, It was unwittingly that this Brahmal}a has 
been cursed by you. It was mere childiness. It is my command 
that doing a favour to him is now due.' 

171. Then Srivardhana bowed down to his preceptor. He was 
evidently angry but remained calm and stood with palms joined 
in reverence. He said: 

172-174. 'Whether knowingly or unknowingly, whatever has 
been uttered by me cannot but be so, to be sure. Hence, 0 
preceptor, it behoves you to be silent. 0 my preceptor, no lie 
has been uttered by me even playfully. Why should it then be 
for your sake? Hence kindly be silent over this. 

The sun may rise in the west. The ocean may get dried up. 
Even Meru may become shattered. But my words cannot be 
altered.' 

175-184. Then the preceptor addressed the disciple in 
pleasing words: 'I do know that your words cannot be otherwise 
at all.-. Even an elderly, mature disciple should be admonished 
assiduously. Then why not you, a mere you111 man! .. 
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Hence I tell you once again. None among sages wastes the 
pious merits hoarded previously. They will never have the plight 
of those bereft of piety and penance. 

Forbearance alone has been cited as the bestower of Siddhis, 
particularly in the case of ascetics. Hence ascetics should always 
keep forbearance in view in their day-to-day life. One should 
never be a sinner towards another sinner. This is the eternal 
wisdom. One who commits sins is doomed due to himself alone. 
One who commits sinful crimes against another sinner is one 
bereft of perfect knowledge. 

He tries to burn what is already bum t and kills what is 
already killed. One who retaliates upon a sinner by a sin (sinful 
act) is bereft of proper knowledge. Doing good to a benefactor 
is no virtue at all. Only he is glorified as an excellent man by 
common people who behaves in a good way towards those who 
illtreat him.' 

After saying this to his disciple, sage Suvrata of esteemed 
holy rites with a feeling of great compassion spoke to me: 

'O serpent, the words of my disciple cannot be altered. Hence 
do wait for some time in the body of serpent.' 

Tu serpent said: 

0 excellent sage, what is that probable time when this curse 
on me will come to an end? I am a wretch completely ignorant 
about the extent of this curse. 

Suvrata said: 

185-195. 0 gentle one, it is impossible to reckon adequ
ately the pious merit of that person who makes arrangement 
for music etc., in a temple of Siva, even if it be of very short 
duration. 

Similarly no one will be able to calculate the magnitude of 
the sin of that person who causes obstacles in religious festival 
even for a short while. 

Hence though a Brihma9a, you have become a sinner. You 
will never attain liberation by association with the occupatiOlll of 
v .... 

Hence, 0 evll-~inded one, listen ·to my words. If anyone with 
ardent faith recites the six-syllabled Mantra of Siva, his sin 
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ar1s1ng even from the slaughter of a Brihmal}a becomes 
destroyed. 

A man washes off his sin by regular Japa of the six-syllahled 
Mantra. A sin committed on the day perishes after the Mantra is 
repeated ten times and that arising in the course of a whole 
year after the Mantra is repeated twenty times. 

So staying under water you should repeat that Mantra with 
ardour and veneration whereby the sin committed in the coune 
of the previous birth too may perish. 

Even as you remain under water, a Brihmal}a named Vatsa 
will angrily strike you with a stick. You will attain release then. 
Hence, 0 serpent, hasten to a water pond and go away from this 
place. 

The excellent sage then stopped. I said something pleasing 
to him. Thereafter I came to this water-reservoir with great 
sorrow. Ever since then I have been staying here repeating the 
six-syllabled Mantra everyday, 0 excellent Brihmal).a, I have been 
liberated due to your favour from the state of serpent. 

What shall I do to please you? Do tell me quickly. There is 
no doubt about it that you are the person named Vatsa who was 
honourably referred to by Suvrata. See, this aerial chariot has 
come near me. 

19&-207. Then the serpent who had assumed a divine form 
was addressed by me: 'O holy Sir, give me some auspicious 
instruction whereby the misery caused by the disappearance of 
my beloved may end. There shall not be wretchedness due to 
poverty, nor ailment nor discomfiture due to enemies.' 

Thereupon that excellent person who appeared to be very 
enthusiastic said to me again: 'O excellent Brihmal}a, a huge 
burden has been put on me by means of this series of questions 
and problems mentioned by you. 

Since the aerial chariot has already come this cannot be 
explained in detail. 0 BrihmaJ)a, I shall therefore mention briefly. 

The six-syllabled Mantra of Siva dispels all inauspiciousness 
in the case of men. 0 BrihmaJ)a, that Mantra should be repeated 
day and night by you according to your capacity. Thereby you 
will attain undoubtedly whatever you desire mentally, be it 
heavenly pleasures or salvadon. 

You shall be rid of all your sins. A great sin was always 
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conftnitted by me, still prosperous worlds have been obtained 
due to the greatness of the Mantra. 

One may make all munificent gifts with great faith and ardour. 
Another may repeat the six-syllabled Mantra. The benefit of 
both of them is the same. 

0 Brihmar:ia, a man may take the holy ablution in all the 
Tirthas. Another may repeat the six-syllabled Mantra. The benefit 
of both is the same. 

A person may perform Cindrayar:ia rites a thousand times in 
the most befitting manner. Another may repeat the six-syllabled 
Mantra. The benefit of both is the same. 

One man perform penance for a hundred years, lying under 
the open sky during rainy season, staying in water during winter 
and standing in the midst of five fires during summer. Another 
man remaining pure and clean may perform the Japa of the six
syllabled Mantra day and night with faith. The benefit of both is 
the same. 

208-220. One man may always perform Sriddha in Gayi in 
the course of Pitrpakp (the fortnight of the Manes i.e. the dark 
half of Bhidrapada). Another may repeat the six-syllabled 
Mantra. The benefit of both is the same. 

One may make the gift of a thousand cows on the Kirttiki 
full-moon day in the holy city of Putkara. Another may perform 
Japa of the six-lettered Mantra. The benefit of both is the same. 

A man may take his holy bath in Sannihiti nrtha when the 
Sun is in the grip of Rihu (Solar eclipse). Another man may 
repeat the six-syllabled Mantra. Both are on a par with each 
other. 

During a lunar eclipse on a Monday a man may visit Lord 
Somanitha. Another may repeat the six-syllabled Mantra. The 
benefit of both is the same. 

One may visit Car,disvara in Uttariyal)a. Another may repeat 
the six-syllabled Mantra. The benefit of both is the same. 

Mter visiting Lord Kedira devoutly one man may perform the 
rite of Bhrgupita (hurling oneself from a precipice to court 
holy death). Another may perform Japa of the six-syllable4 
Mantra. The benefit of both is the same. 

A person may gift away the entire possession at the outset 
and then perform self-immolation in the fire of dry cowdun1. 
Another may repeat· the six-syllabled Mantra. The benefit of 
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both is the same. 
One man may give up his association with everything and 

gain perfect knowledge. Another may repeat the si.x-syllabled 
Mantra. The benefit of both is the same. 

0 Bfihmal)a, I have told you this greatest secret. It should 
not be revealed to an atheist or one devoid of devotion. 

Further, 0 excellent Brihma9a, I shall mention another thing 
out of consideration for your welfare. If you desire the greatest 
goal, you must carry out my instruction. 

Abstention from injury to others is the greatest piety. It has 
been glorified in all the Vedas. Particularly it concerns a 
Brihmal)a. Hence give up killing serpents. 

A ruthless one who attacks non-violent timid beings, falls into 
awful Naraka and remains there untill the annihilation of the 
entire universe. 

One who accords succour from fear to all the beings, mobile 
and immobile, shall be happy always enjoying all pleasures here 

' and in heaven. 
221-230. There is no other Lord on a par with Bharga 

(Siva); there is no river on a par with Gangi. There is no sin 
like violent injury to others. There is no greater virtue than 
compassion. 

On hearing his utterance I spoke to him: ·one who is 
distressed due to the fear of the other world accepts the virtue 
characterised by non-violence. 

A statement of elders has been heard by me that a king 
does not incur any sin by killing a deer and other animals in 
forest. 

Physicians who are masters of the science of medicine aver 
thus: Those who eat meat become well-developed and they live 
long. 

Hence, in this matter, tell me what is the highest good. 
Whatever issues out of your mouth shall be faithfully carried out 
by me.' 

Then he further told me, 'O excellent Brihmai,.a, do not say 
so. This is the opinion of sinners who are never good and who 
are gluttonously covetoua of meaL 

These wicked souls without compueion, are deluded ones 
worthy of our pity. They are foolish enough to relish meat, the 
10urce of all defects. 
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Meat cannot be said to be the course of longevity, health or 
strength. This is not true to fact. Listen to an example. 

Even meat-eaters are found distressed due to illness. They 
are also lean and weak as well as short-lived. Understand this 
and eschew meat from afar. 

Many of those who abstain from meat in the world are seen 
free from illness, long-lived and stout-limbed. So one should 
avoid eating meat. 

231-241. One who eats the meat of those living beings who 
yearn to live, falls into a hideous Naraka. Staying there, he is 
eaten by those very animals. 

Meat does not originate from grass, wood or stone. Only when 
a living being is killed can there be meat. Hence one should 
avoid it. 

This is an excellent instance for avoiding meat. Even one's 
limb pricked by a thorn is withdrawn immediately. Hence the 
cases of all living beings should be viewed on the basis of one's 
own reaction. 

Learned ones should views themselves, and living beings 
alike. They should not be injured. They should be protected 
with all one's strength. 

The following eight are Ghatakas (killers): (1) one who 
actually kills; (2) one who permits or abets (killing); (3) one 
who pares and rinds; (4) one who buys; (5) one who sells; 
(6) one who cooks and seasons it; (7) one who offers it, and (8) 
one who eats it. 

Again slaughter is of three kinds: ( 1) one who buys it kills it 
by paying the price; (2) one who eats ~ills it by eating; and 
(3) one who slays it does it so by binding and striking. 

One who does not injure any one physically, mentally or 
verbally, attains the greatest place devoid of old age and death. 

One who invariably takes in vegetables, roots and fruits and 
maintains the vow of celibacy, attains the greatest place, If a man 
is devoted to violence, he does not get the benefit. 

One man may perform a very severe penance for more than a 
hundred yean. Another is compassionate and strictly follows the 
vow of non-violence. Of these two the compassionate one is better. 

If a man is fully endowed with excellent compassion, he 
undoubtedly obtains whatever he desires even if it be a rarest 
thing. 
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One who offers freedom from fear to all living beings, goes to 
heaven by means of an aerial chariot that can gc wherever he 
wishes to go. Surrounded by hundreds of celestial damsels, he 
rejoices like a Deva.' 

242-253. 0 Sutaja, after saying thus, that noble-souled one 
got into the excellent aerial chariot and went to heaven even as 
I stood watching. 

It was due to the greatness of the six-syllabled Mantra. 
Gandharvas sang in praise of him and Kinnaras eulogised him. 

When he went away to heaven, misery overtook me on 
remembering the serpents killed by me earlier. All my limbs 
were shattered to pieces as it were. 

Afraid of my own Karmas, I began to lament in the great 
forest: 'Alas, I have been wicked! Many living beings were killed 
by me. Even Lord Mahadeva was censured by me. Surely I will 
become distressed in Naraka. 

So, I shall abstain from violence, and perform great penance. 
Adopting Siva Diqa, I shall worship Mahesvara. 

Whatever happiness men may covet and pray for in all the 
worlds, can be achieved through penance. Hence I shall perform 
penance. 

I shall roam about in these hermitages. I shall silently go on 
begging for alms. I shall go alone and take shelter under trees 
everyday for this purpose. 

I may be covered with dust particles. I will resort to empty 
houses or I may have the roots of trees as my abode. I shall 
eschew everything pleasing or otherwise.' 

After lamenting thus, 0 scion of the family of Suta, I 
~ 

assiduously adop.ted the vow of Siva Dikfi with great devotion. 
Thri~e a day I perform Japa of the six-syllabled Mantra ten 

thousand times in the vicinity of Siddhesvara. 
0 Sutaja, by its power, I have attained the steadiness of the 

prime of youtli, knowledge of the other world and ability to 
move about in the sky. 

254-259. At the close of Dvipara I will go to Siddhemra 
Sadisiva. This is the truth that I say. 

Thus O Sutaja, everything that accords salvation, the greatness 
of the six-syllabled Mantra that is destructive of all sins, h~ 
been narrated to you. . 

A man who listen to this always, with perfect faitlt, shall be rid 
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of all sins. Acquired in the course of the life from birth to 
death. 

0 highly esteemed one, you too should repeat this Mantra 
always. You will obtain all desires cherished in the mind. 

Silla said: 

This greatness of the six-syllabled Mantra that has been 
expounded to you was heard by me from my preceptor. 

It is conducive to affluence, renown and longevity. It can 
bring about destruction of enemies. It accords all desires and 
frced01n from fear to those who read and listen. 

The sages said: 

CHAPTER THIRTY 

Manifestation of Siddhesvara 

I. By which of Siddhas was Lord Siddhesvara propitiated 
there? 0 Siitanandana, describe all this in detail to us. 

Sftta said: 

2-5. Formerly there was a Lord of Siddhas by the name 
Harhsa. ·He was without any child for a long time. 

Worried on account of this, he went to Brhaspati, the great 
Brahmai:ia, the priest of Devas and son of Angiras, and asked 
him: "O holy Sir, I am issue-less and old age has overtaken me. 
Hence do tell me a means whereby I can have progeny. Be it 
pilgrimage to a holy place, a holy vow or a Santika rite (expiatory 
observance), 0 excellent Brahmal}a. 0 Brhaspati, with your 
favour let there be the birth of a child soon." 

6-7. Brhaspati meditated for a long time and told the Siddha 
thereafter. •Go to the holy spot Camatkarapura to perform a 
penance there. Thereby you will get a good son, splendid and 
capable of redeeming the race. 0 Lord of Siddhas, I do not see 
any other means of. acquisition of a son that will be conducive to 
auspi~iousness." 
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8. Then that Siddha endowed with great faith arrived at that 
holy spot and worshipped the Linga himself in accordance with 
the prescribed manner. • 

9. Without any lethargy, he propitiated day and night, offering 
oblations, adoration and presents, singing songs and playing on 
musical instruments. 

10. 0 excellent Brahmar:ias, he propitiated Sankara by 
observing K.rechra Candriyar:ia, Paraka and monthly fasts. 

11. After two thousand years, he (Siva) manifested himself to 
him as seated on the bull along with Uma and he spoke: 

12. "O Harhsa, I am now pleased with you. So, request for 
anything desired by you. Certainly I shall grant you even what is 
very difficult to acquire." 

Hamsa said: 

13-14. 0 Lord, 0 1nost excellent one among Suras, for a long 
tiine this propitiation was undertaken by 1ne for the sake of a 
child. Hence, do grant me sons capable of redeeming the family. 
Further, at my request and for the sake of the welfare of all the 
worlds, you should undoubtedly be present in this Liriga. 

Sribhagavan (The holy Lord) said: 

15-17. As per your request there shall be my presence in this 
Lhiga from now onwards, 0 Lord of Siddhas. What has been 
said by me is true. I will grant every benefit cherished in the 
heart by a man who devoutly worships me who am present 
herein. If the devotee sits on the southern side of my Linga and 
repeats the six-syllabled Mantra, I shall grant him longevity 
besides sons. 

18. After saying this Mahadeva vanished from that place. 
Harhsa went home and begot sons. 

19-20. Hence, 0 Brihmar:ias, that Liliga should be sought 
after with great effort, touched, worshipped and assidiously 
bowed down to. It should be glorified by means of the six
syllabled Mantra repeated within one's capacity, by those who 
twish fulfilment of their cherished desires, very rare even in the 
tease of Devas. 
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Suta said: 

CHAPTER THIRTIDNE 

Greatness of Naga Hrada1 

129 

1-3. Similarly there is another excellent place Naga Tirtha 
there. One who takes his holy bath there, need not be afraid of 
serpents anywhere. 

If a man takes his holy bath on the fifth lunar day in the dark 
half of the month of Srivar:ia, none in his family need be afraid 
of any serpent anywhere. 

It was there that penance was performed by Se$a and other 
serpents afflicted by the curse of their mother for the sake of 
escaping from being burnt in fire. 

4. Kari1bala and Asvatara, two serpents well-known on the 
earth. performed severe penance there and attained great 
Siddhi. 

5-6. The following nine are the leaders of serpents referred 
to as Sc~a and others. They are (1) Se~a, (2) Ananta, (3) Visuki, 
( 4) the powerful Tak~aka, (6) Mar,ikal}~ha, (7) Airavata, 
(8) Sa1ikha, and (9) the highly poisonous Pul}(iarika. 

7. These had their sons and grandsons. The entire surface 
of the earth is pervaded by their innun1erable, unlimited wealth. 

8. These crooked and wicked serpents used to torment 
people with the sheer multiplicity of their numbers, by their 
very touch. They ate people for no fault of theirs. 

9-10. Thereupon all the subjects sou~ht refuge in Brahma: 
"O most excellent one among Siiras, we- are all harassed. Save us 
immediately from these serpents lest the entire surface of the 
earth should become a void on being fully occupied by all these 
terrible and extremely poisonous serpents." 

11-13. Thereupon, Brahma spoke to these nine leading Nagas 
beginning with Seta: "These subjects are being eaten. Save them 
from your progeny." All those serpents promised: "It shall be so" 

1. The slOry of Astika's birth from a Niga woman, his successful interven
lion and sLOpping of the SarfJIJ-Salm (Sacrifice of serpents) of king Janamejaya 
is given in delails in Mbh, Adi. Chs. 1 S-58 (Asti/ca Parva). The story is 
adopted here LO glorify Niga Hrada at Hitakesvara. 
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and went away. There was no effective security due to the sheer 
numerousness of these Nagas. Though restrained, they.conti
nued destruction of the subjects. 

14-17. Brahma became enraged. He called all the heads of 
the different families of Nagas and the Devas. "Since these 
serpents devour the subjects for no fault of theirs, despite being 
restrained by me, I shall chastise them now. A king named 
Janamejaya shall be born on the earth. In his sacrifice Fire-god 
will consume those serpents. Due to the curse of their mother 
and particularly being dragged by excellent Brahmal)as through 
their Mantras, they will themselves fall into the well-kindled 
fire." 

18. On hearing it, the nine leaders of serpents began to 
tremble. With palms joined in reverence they immediately bowed 
down and spoke to Pitamaha: 

19. "O holy Sir, our tribe was made crooked by you. Then 
why do you get angry when they follow their innate predilection?" 

Brahma said: 

20. Granting that you were naturally made by me very 
poisonous indeed, why do you bite and eat these subjects without 
any offence on their part? 

The Nagas said: 

21. 0 Lord of the Devas, make the line of demarcation 
between us and the human beings. Or do grant us a spot devoid 
of human beings. 

22. Even as they get burned by the fire in the sacrifice of the 
son of _Parik,it do ponder over some means of saving them. 

23. It behoves you to do something, 0 Prapitimaha. that will 
avert the total extinction our progeny in all the worlds. 

Brahma said: 

24. Somewhere a Brihmal)a is to be born who will become 
famous by the name Jaratkiru. He will be in search of a wife all 
over the earth for the sake of progeny. 

. 25. In your family a splendid girl called Jarat Kanya will be 
J born. That girl of excellent complexion should be given to him 
··,( in marriage). .., 
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26. The son born to both of them will save the remaining 
serpents of excellent conduct strictly adhering to the bounds of 
decency. 

27. There are three nether worlds: Sutala, Nitala and Vitala. 
Your residence shall be in the fourth nether world beneath 
these. 

28. Hence leave off the earth and go to that world of great 
charm full with all pleasures. 

29. At my bidding go there quickly and enjoy all good 
pleasures in the company of sons and grandsons, the pleasures 
very difficult for Devas too to acquire. 

Th, Nagas said: 

30. 0 Lotus-born Lord, we will not be able to stay there 
enjoying the pleasures . Hence do show us some spot on the 
earth. We shall stay there keeping up our restrained, elegant 
association with human beings. 

IJf'ahma said: 

31. This lunar date of Paiicami (fifth) has been allotted to 
you on the earth. The other period has to be passed by you in 
Rasitala (Nether World). 

32. When y,ou go there, men devoid of defects should not be 
killed by you; as also those whose limbs have been safeguarded 
through Mantras and those who have faith in (i.e. use) medicinal 
herbs. 

88. 0 excellent Nigas, a permanent residence in the holy 
spot of Camatkirapura on the earth has been granted by me to 
prominent serpents of all the serpent races. 

Sita said.: 

84. On being told thus by Brahma, the serpents immediately 
went to the Nether World. The prominent serpents of all the 
races established themselves at that holy spot. 

85. A man who worships them on the fifth lunar day in the 
month of SriW9a attains ev,erything desired due to their favour. 

86. There shall be no fear of serpents in his family. There 
shall be no sin, on ailment, no natural calamity, nor the fear of 
evil spirits in his family. 
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37. A man without a son who performs Sriddha there with a 
desire for son, will beget an excellent son, and become free. 
from indebtedness to the ancestors. • 

38-39a. A barren woman who takes her holy bath on the fifth 
day particularly in the dark half of Srivai:ia, soon begets a son 
capable of redeeming his race. 

The son shall be free from all ailments, full of humility and 
handsome in features. 

39b-40. A man ousted from his kingdom, who takes his holy 
bath there and worships Nigas on the fifth day in the month of 
Srivai:ia, will be able to kill the hosts of his enemies and regain 
his kingdom. 

41-42. Those who die due to serpent-bite cannot be rid of 
ghosthood unless and until Sriddha is performed in that holy 
Tirtha, 0 excellent Brihmai:ias. Hence Sriddha should be 
performed in that holy spot of serpents, with all efforts on 
behalf of one who die of a serpent bite. 

[Story of lndrasena] 

43. In this context I shall narrate unto you a splendid story 
regarding what happened formerly to a saintly king, lndrasena. 
The story is destructive of all sins. 

44-45. Formerly there was a king named Indrasena who 
subdued the arrogance of his enemies. That noble-souled one 
had performed a thousand horse-sacrifices. 

Once, by chance, he was lying on his splendid couch when 
he was bitten by a serpent which left him off immediately. King 
Indrasena was suddenly deprived of his life. 

46. Thereafter, his beloved son performed all obsequies on 
his behalf with great devotion, as per injuctions in the Smrtis. 

4 7. He immersed the bones in Gangi and performed sixteen 
Sriddhas. Then he went to Gaya and performed the Sriddha 
with great faith. 

48. The king, his father, appeared in dream. In great sorrow, 
he spoke to his son whose eyes were turbid due to tears: 

49-52. •near son, I have attained the state of a Preta (a 
ghost) due to the fact that I died of serpent bite. Therefore 
nothing·:offered by you has come within my reac~. Hence do go 
to the holy spot of Camatkirapura immedi~tel1,. Th!re, dear son, 
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on my behalf perform Sriddha unto the serpents. Thereby I 
shall be rid of the terrible state of a Preta (ghosthood)." 

He got up in the morning and remembered the words of the 
king in the form of a Preta. Distressed due to misery, he 
hastened to that Tirtha. He then performed the Sriddha on the 
fifth lunar day in the month of Srival)a. 

5S-58. With great faith, he took his holy bath after having 
given assignment to a priest. Again the king, distressed with 
misery in the form of Preta, appeared to him as on the previous 
occasion and spoke these words: •o dear son, nothing that was 
offered by you on my behalf in the form of the benefit of the 
Sriddha has been received by me. Listen to the reason thereof. 
All the Brihmar,.as hailing from Camatkarapura are worthy of the 
performance of Sriddha. Persons of mutilated limbs etc., who 
are despised ( and so excluded from) Sriddha elsewhere, are 
not so ( excluded) in the case of holy rite or Vrata or Dina 
performed here. So also, in the case of other Brihmar,.ical rites 
such as Vajda etc. Though incomplete, these rites shall be perfect 
by their words. Those fully performed without their konwledge 
or presence may become manifestly futile. Hence summon 
Brihmai:ias from this city and then perform the Sriddha in my 
name, so that liberation can be ensured." 

59. He (the prince) got up in the morning. Remembering 
the words of his father, he was overwhelmed with grief and 
entered the excellent city. 

60. He went in search of deserving Brihma9as for the rite of 
Sriddha. In spite of his effort, he did not come across one 
because all the Brihma9as were rich and affluent. 

61. No one was distressed there. No one was impoverished 
and miserable there. No one was engaged in unholy activities. 
Nor was there anyone engaged in heresy. 

62. Recitation of the Vedic passages was the pastime of the 
people in different places. They discussed the Smrti topics. 
There were tumultuous festivities in every house. 

6S. The performers of Yajiia rites were diligent and their 
utterances in the course of their rites could be heard everywhere. 
There was no trace of famine or ailment anywhere. Premature 
death was not heard at all. In fact in that city resorted to by 'the 
Brihmai,as, there was no death at all. 

64. Clouds showered rains in the proper seasons. The 
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production of vegetation was superb. Cows yielded plenty of 
milk. Goats and sheep too produced good supply of milk. 

65. The king requested some Brihmal)as to become the -priests in his Sriddha only to be rebuked angrily with harsh 
words. That was the case with everyone, he requested for. 

66-67. "Fie upon you, 0 base KfJatriya of sinful activities! 
Does any Brihmal)a partake of the food in a Sriddha here and 
that too in one concerning a Preta? Hence go away from here 
before some Brihmal)a curses you or even kills you angrily, 
because you happen to be an obstacle in the path to heaven." 

Sita said: 

68. Thereupon the king became distressed, frightened and 
excessively ashamed. He went out of that city of Camatkarapura. 

69. The eminent king recollected that former state of his 
father and began to ponder: 'What shall I do? Where shall I go? 
How will my father attain liberation?' 

70. Then he sent away all his ministers back home. Alone 
he stayed there in the same excellent city in the form of a men
dicant. 

71-72. He got the information that there was a Brihmal)a of 
esteemed holy vows named Devasarman in that city there. Among 
all the leading Brihmal)as, he was the most endowed with civility. 
He was affectionate towards those who sought refuge in him. He 
had mastered the four Vedas and maintained the sacrificial 
fires. He strictly followed the path enjoined by the Smrtis. 

75. He got up very early in the morning and assumed the 
guise of a base-born labourer. With very great difficulty, he 
cleaned the part of the house where the toilet was situated. 

74. • The sweeper who regularly carried out the task of removal 
of faeces there, came there, with eyes reddened with anger and 
said: 

75. "Wherefrom have you come with the intention of dep
riving me of my means of sustenance? Go away quickly." 

76. In spite of the other man's protests, the king forcibly 
continued the task of cleaning the toilet of Devasarman. 

77. 0 excellent Brihma9as, this went on for a year, at the 
end of which the Cm,cJila bowed down to the Brihma9a from a 

_ 1dis~ce and spoke to him at an opportune moment. 
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78. 110 master, I am the regular sweeper of rubbish of your 
house. That work belongs to us. Then why is another one 
employed therein?" 

79. On hearing his words, the excellent Brihmal}a said: 11No 
other person has been directed by me to do this job reserved 
for slaves. The right thereof is yours. You carry on as before." 

80. The next day, the Ci1.ujila came there in excessive fury, 
armed with a weapon to kill the king. 

81-82. On seeing him with the weapon lifted up in his hand 
with the intention of striking, the king playfully hit him on the 
head repeatedly with his fist. 0 Brihmao.as, his eyes were 
dislodged immediately. Much blood flowed down and he fell 
down dead. 

83. On hearing that his servant, the Cio.<;lila, was killed by 
him, Devasarman arrived at the spot in great anger for chastising 
him. 

84. With the help of his sons, grandsons and other kinsmen, 
he struck him with clods of clay and rebuked him frequently. 

85. On being struck thus by repeated blows he was shattered 
and rendered disabled. Thereupon, he displayed his sacred 
thread and recited Vedic Mantras. 

86. On seeing him engaged in the recitation of Vedic 
Mantras, all those Brihmao.as with Devasarman at their head, 
became surprised. 

87-89. He was asked: 11How incongruous is this! Here is a job 
befitting only the base-born and there is the Vedic recital with 
clarity of tone and sweetness of voice! Could it be that you are 
an excellent Brihma9a fallen through some curse? That may be 
the reason whereby you do this menial job despised even by 
base ones?" 

Thereupon he laughingly said: 11I am a ~atriya and a king 
well-known as Vifo.usena hailing from the family of the Haihayas. 
It was for the purpose of propitiating the Lord that I came to 
this holy spot. A year has now been completed since I have 
been doing this work." 

Sita said: 

90. On heatjng his words, the Brihmal)a became very 
compassionate. llespectfully joining together his palms, he spoke 
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to the king: 
91-92. -what is that purpose for which this despicable,.menial 

job was performed by you? Do mention it so that I can fulfil your 
desire. 0 king, there is nothing inaccessible to me or impossible 
for me to accomplish. Hence I shall carry out what you wish to 
do even if it be very difficult to perform." 

The king said: 

9!-94. My father was bitten by a serpent. He has attained the 
state of a Preta. If a Sraddha is performed here in this Nigahrada, 
he may attain salvation. Hence, in order to redeem him, kindly 
perform the duty of a presiding Brihmai:ia priest. It is for this 
sake that this despicable, menial job was done by me. 

Devasarman said: 

95. Do so, 0 excellent king. I shall myself officiate as the 
Brihma1,1a priest in the Sriddha of your father. So, perform the 
Sriddha. 

Silla said: 

96-97. Thereat, his friends, sons, grandsons and kinsmen 
said: •1t is not proper for you to partake of the food in the 
despised Sriddha. So, in case you eat in the Sriddha, all of 
us and other excellent Brihmar:ias as well, will leave you 
( excommunicate you)." 

Devusarman said: 

98. Well! You as well as other Brihma9as may leave me. I 
have promised to partake of the food in the Sraddha of this 
king. 

99. After saying thus, the leading Brihma9a accompanied 
him to the Nigahrada and partook of the food in the Sriddha. 

I 00. Immediately after he had partaken of the food, an 
unembodied voice said, delighting the king and making the 
entire world reverberate. 

101. •near son, I have been rid of the state of Preta, by your 
effon. Hail unto you! I shall now go to h~aven." • 
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102-104. After concluding the rite, the delighted king bowed 
down to the excellent Brahma.Q.a and said: "Kindly do as I tell 
you, 0 excellent Brahmarµ. There is a city on the banks of 
Narmada named Mihifmati. 0 holy Sir, that is our hereditary 
capital city. I shall grant it to you, 0 Brihma.J)a, along with the 
entire realm. I shall be your servant. Stay there, and do adminis
ter the kingdom free from all obstacles." 

D~asorman said: 

105. This is not proper to say. No BrihmaQ.a is capable of 
ruling a kingdom. So, go back to your realm and rule. 

Siita said: 

106. Being sent away thus by him, the king went back to his 
land with great delight, 0 excellent Brihmal)as. He considered 
himself blessed with his task fulfiUed. 

l 07. Deva.~armi was, of course, excommunicated by all the 
Brahmal)as of the city. He was an outcaste (according to them) 
in view of the defect inherent in that (kind of) Sraddha. 

I 08. Thereupon, he (Devasarmi) built his abode at the Niga 
Hrada. Remaining pure and clean, he engaged himself in self
study of the Vedas. 

109. 0 exceJlent Brihmar:iasl All the sons and the progeny 
of d1at Brihmal}.a who had been excommunicated but continued 
to stay there were called Bahya-vasins (who stay outside the city). 

110. Thus the greatness of Niga Hrada has been entirely 
narrated to you, 0 excellent Brihma1.1as. It is destructive of all 
SIDS. 

111. If a person reads with great ardour or listens to this on 
a fifth lunar day. There shall be no fear arising from serpents in 
his family. 

112. Similarly, 0 Brihma.Q.as, he shall undoubtedly get rid of 
sins arising out of indiscriminate intake of food unknowingly 
done. What I say is the truth. 

I IS. Hence the excellent greatness of Niga Hrada should 
be read and listened to assiduously by persons with due mental 
concentration. 

114. A BrihmaQa who reads this at the time of Sriddha 
obtains the complete benefit arising from Gayi Sriddha. 
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115-117. Many defects have been mentioned in regard to 
Sriddhas arising from the materials used, defects in the 
observance of holy vows and the Brahmal')as officiating therein. 
All these defects perish when the greatness of Nigahrada is 
glorified by persons of great concentration and mental purity, 
during the Sriddha. Similarly those who have been killed by 
cows, Brihmal,las or beasts of prey, attain the greatest goa) when 
this is read in the course of a Sraddha. 

CHAPTER THIR1YI'WO 

Greatness of the Hermitage of Seven Sages 

Sii.ta said: 

1-3. There is one other place, 0 excellent BrihmaQ.as, in 
that auspicious holy region. It is the well-known hermitage of 
the seven sages. It ful.fills al1 cherished desires. 

One who takes his holy bath there on the full-moon day in 
the month of SrivaQ.a with mental purity and concentration, 
shaU obtain his desired object. 

One who performs Sriddha there with roots, fruits bulbous 
roots and greens, obtains the full benefit of Rijasiiya and 
Asvamedha Yajiias. 

4-5. 0 leading Brihmal}.as, a person should worship with 
ardour those sages on the fifth lunar day in the bright half of 
the month of Bhidrapada with flowers, incense and unguents in 
the following way. He should worship them in the due order: 
Orn obeisance to Atri; Om obeisance to Vasi,tha; Oril obeisance 
to Kasyapa; Orn obeisance to Bharadvija; Orn obeisance to 
Gautama; Om obeisance to Kausik.a; 0m obeisance to Jamadagni; 
Orh obeisance to Arundhati. 

Thi Mantm for the 'UJO'TShip: 

.. May the sages, the bestowers of all desires, whose bodies are 
sanctified by Gangi and who are holding the garland of beads 
for doing Japa accept the A,gha (materials of wonhip) offered 
byme." ... 
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TM sages said: 

6. At what time was that Tirtha established by the seven 
sages? 0 Sutaja, narrate it in detail. We are very eager. 

Suta said: 

7. Formerly there was a great drought in the world extending 
to twelve years. All vegetations were destroyed. All the people 
were distressed due to that destruction. 

8. People were reduced to mere skeletons. They lacked 
interest in everything. All pious rites, holy vows and religious 
activities were forsaken by them. They began to eat and drink all 
forbidden things. 

9-10. Mothers abandoned their sons, men their wives and 
rich men dismissed their servants. What to say regarding other 
hangers-on? Agnihotras were set aside by Brihmar;ias and even by 
those who sponsored Yajfias. 0 Brihmal}as, Vratas were dis
continued by those who had regularly observed vows, even by 
the oldest among them and by those who had control over their 
sense-organs. 

11. Wherever any shoot or sprout was seen somehow 
springing up, it was immediately seized and taken away by 
shameless men emaciated by hunger. 

12. When there was a great dearth of foodstuffs and the 
whole surface of the earth was afflicted, the seven sages who 
were overwhelmed with hunger began to wander here and there. 

13. They were: Atri, Vasi1,iha, Kasyapa of great penance, 
Bharadvija, Gautama of esteemed holy Vratas, Kausika, Jamadagni 
and the chaste lady Arundhati (wife of Vasi,tha). 

14. Car;i4i was the female attendant for all of them and 
Pasuvaktra endowed with humility was the male servant. 

15. Hungry and emaciated much, the sages came to the 
realm of King Vnadarbhi of a country named Anarta. 

16. For the sake of alms, they wandered there from house to 
house, 0 excellent BrihmaQas, but did not get even a rnonel of 
food. 

17. A dead body of a boy was seen by them lying on the 
ground. They consulted one another and afterwards took it ·up 
for eating. 
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18. Overwhelmed with hunger, they began to cook it on fire. 
Presently King Vnadarbhi who happened to hear about their 
act, came there. • 

V:t1adarbhi said: 

19-20. 0 excellent sages, why is this despicable act done? 
Eating human flesh is a practice of Riqasas. I shall give you 
vegetables, cereals, barley grains and even villages. At my in
stance, do abandon this dead boy. 

Thi sages said: 

21. An expiatory rite has been laid down for the sin of 
eating human flesh but, 0 king, none for the sin of accepting a 
gift from a king even in emergency. 

22. We shall perform a penance later on and destroy the sin 
arising from eating human flesh. Therefore we shall eat this. 

V,qadarbhi said: 

23. Acceptance of gifts has been cited as uncensured means 
of sustenance for Brahmas:ias. Hence it should be accepted by 
you all. You need not hesitate in this respect. 

The sages said: 

24. Accepting a gift from a king is a terrible thing. It is like 
poison. 0 king, it should be avoided by Br,hmas:ias, especially 
by those who are wise and learned. 

25. A Cakrin (slanderer, informer) is on a par with ten sunas 
(injury and killing involved in daily work such as grinding stone, 
broom-stick etc.). A Dhvajin (vendor of spirituous liquor) is on a 
par with ten informers and a Vdya (prostitute) is on a par with 
ten vendors of liquor). A king is on a par with ten Vdytis. 

26. (Acceptance of a) gift from a king is on a par with ten 
thousand Siinls. Who will accept such a gift like a greedy 
Brihmai,a? 

27. He (such a Brihmaoa) is cooked in all hells beginning 
with Raurava. Hence, 0 king, go home welfare unto you for 
ever. 
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'28-29. We will go elsewhere. We will not accept your 
monetary gift. 

Mter saying thus, all those sages of esteemed holy rites left 
the king as well as the dead boy. They went away in the direction 
of the holy place of Camatkirapura. 

30. On being rebuked by them, the king became enraged, 0 
excellent Brihmal}.as. He did something to test them. 

SI. He filled some Udurilbara fruits (of holy fig-tree) with 
gold pieces and scattered them on the ground on their path. 

Sita saitl: 

32. The sages saw the Udurilbara fruits fallen on the ground 
and took them up because they were distressed due to hunger. 

33. Naturally the excellent sages found them too heavy. Atri 
broke one fruit and on seeing the gold pieces said: 

Atn said: 

!4-35. 0 sages, we are neither ignorant nor too worried over 
household matters to take these Udurhbara fruits after realizing 
that they contained gold. We shall cast away these Udurilbara 
fruits filled with gold and go away. We are free from desires. 

36. (On the one hand) There is a king wielding sovereignty 
(all over the world) and ( on the other hand) there is a person 
free from desires. In any case the person without desires is 
always more fortunate between the two. 

!7. In the case of Brihmal}.as amassing of wealth even for 
pious activities, is censured. Better to avoid mud from afar, than 
to wash it later. 

58. If one avoids all hoardings, all tormenting worries 
disappear. No one possessing all wealth is seen free from worries. 

59. In my opinion, if a sensible man weighs poverty and 
kingly posaession in a balance, poverty becomes weightier. 

Kalja/Jtlsaul: 

40. 0 sage, collection of wealth is itself a disaster. One 
deluded in the mind due to prosperity and affluence becomes 
deprived of welfare. 
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41. Richness and affluence is conducive to delusion. Delusion 
is conducive to Naraka. Hence one who seeks lasting welfare 
should avoid filthy lucre. • 

42. Virtue achieved through wealth is well-known as transitory. 
What is achieved through penance is conducive to salvation. 
This is my opinion. 

Bharadvaja said: 

4!. As one grows old, the hairs get decayed and fall off; the 
teeth grow shaky and fall off. So also the eyes and ears of a man. 
But thirst ( covetousness) alone remains ever young. 

44. Just as a needle puts a thread through cloth by means of 
its eye, so also the Atman stitches the Cosmic thread through 
desire. 

45. Just as a horn ( of an animal) grows as the body grows up, 
so also, thirst (greed) increases as the riches grow. 

46. Thirst (greed) is unlimited, difficult to be fulfilled and it 
involves hundreds of misdeeds. Hence one should eschew it. 

Gautama said: 

47. By whom can a man of contentment be agitated, even if 
he is deprived of the fruit? 0 Brihmai;ias, all ordinary persons 
get involved in difficulties due to the cravings of the sense
organs. 

48. To a man whose mind is contented there are riches 
everywhere. If one has protected one's feet with shoes, one will 
find the whole ground covered with leather. 

49. Men of quiescent mind, pleased with the nectar of 
contentment have great happiness. How can people covetous of 
wealth who run about here and there, get that happiness? 

50. Discontent is the greatest misery and contentment is the 
greatest happiness. Hence a person seeking happiness should 
always be contented. 

Vdrltitnitra said: 

51. One may eagerly seek the fulfilment of one wish. If that 
wish is realized, another one of the same sort immediately arises 
~. men. 
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52. Never does any passionate person feel contented with 
thousands of wishes fulfilled. His desires become increased just 
as a fire blazes when offerings of clarified butter are made. 

53. A 1nan che1·ishing more and more desires, out of delusion, 
never attains happiness, like a, Kapiiijala bird (small Citaka or 
Tiniri) that resorts to the shade of a tree on which vulture has 
its abode (nest). 

54. A person viewing a piece of stone and a lump of gold as 
equals is more blessed and contented than a king who always 
enjoys the earth encircled by oceans. 

Jamadagni said: 

55. A base Brihmai:ia who feels delighted after obtaining 
wealth, although it is something to be regretted, is a dullwitted 
person who pretending to be fearless does not see Naraka. 

56. Persons who deserve gifts but who abstain from receiving 
them, will attain those regions which the donors themselves 
attain. 

Arunddhati said: 

57. Just as many lotus-fibres occupy the stalk of a lotus, 
similarly beginningless and endless covetousness occupies the 
body of beings. 

58. Happiness belongs to a person who eschews covetousness 
that is very difficult to forego for persons of wicked mind
covetousness that never fades away even if a person gets old and 
that is a veritable ailment ending only with the end of the life. 

<AfJ,f/,a said: 

59. My Lords are afraid of wealth as though of serpents. 
Hence especially why should I have fear from it. 

Paiumukha said: 

60. A wise man who desires his own welfare should follow 
that which learned men devoted to piety adopt and practise. ~ 

Sita saitl: 

61. Mter saying this, all those sages of steady resolve 
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abandoned those fruits with gold pieces stuffed in and went away. 
62. They entered the holy place of Camatkirapura thereafter. , . 

They saw a sage Sunomukha (Dog-faced) who arrived there 
accidentally. 

63. Accompanying him they reached another forest region. 
They saw a charming lake too, beautified with lotuses. 

64. Overwhelmed with great hunger, they collected a lot of 
lotuHtalks, placed them on the banks of the lake and took their 
holy plunge. 

65. They emerged from the water and met together once 
again. Unable to see the lotus-stalks they spoke these words: 

Tiu sages said: 

66. Who is that ruthless soul by whom all the lotus-stalks 
belonging to us have been taken away from this place? 

67. Suspecting one another those sages of esteemed holy 
vows pledged their words awfully to clear themselves. 

Kaiyapa said: 

68. May the stealer of the lotus-stalks be an indiscriminate 
eater of all sorts of things always or one who misappropriates the 
deposit kept in trust or let him practises perjury. 

69. May the stealer of the lotus-fibres be a hypocrite in the 
practice of piety; may he be a servile attendant of a king and 
may he always eat meat and drink liquor. 

Vasi,lha said: 

70. May the stealer of the lotuHtalks be one who indulges in 
sexual intercourse outside the period enjoined after the days of 
menstruation, or during the day time or during Parvan days. Let 
him be a mutual guest with another. 

Bharadvaja said: 

71. May the stealer of the lotus-stalks incur the sin of that 
person who, after getting instruction in the scriptural texts from 
a preceptor, does not give the prescribed fee. 

72. May the thief of the lotUHtalks be a ruthless and wicked 
person; may he be one arrogant due to protperity all round; 
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may he be inimically jealous; and may he be a slanderer. 

' 

Vuvamitra said: 

73. May the stealer of the lotus-stalks be one who enjoys by 
himself delicious dishes, or who indulges in boasting about 
himself or a person who sells the Vedic text. 

]amadagni said: 

74. May the stealer of the lotus-stalks be one who gives a girl 
in marriage to an old man, who becomes the paramour of a -Siidra woman, or one who maintains himself by usary always. 

Gautama said: 

75. May the stealer of the lotus-stalks be one who accepts the 
gift of an ewe, one who sells horses or one who censures the 
preceptor. 

Atri said: 

76. May the stealer of the lotus-stalks be an evil-minded 
person who always insults his father and mother or one who 
consults a Sudra in religious matters. 

77. May the stealer of the lotus-stalks be one who incurs the 
sin of not making the gift of cows etc., to a Brihmaw,a after 
having promised the same before. 

Antndhati said: 

78. May the woman who steals the lotus-stalks be on a par 
with that woman of evil conduct who takes food or goes to bed 
before her husband. 

Catul,a said: 

79. May the woman who steals the lotus-stalks be on a par 
with a woman engaged in hating good people and pious activi• 
ties as well as being antagonistic to her lord and master. 

Paiu.mu/cha said: 

80. May the man who steals the lotUHtalks be on a par with 
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a sinful man engaged in hating good people and acting treach
erously against his master. 

Sunomulcha said: 

81. May the stealer of the lotus-stalks be one who tells the 
truth always, who recites the Vedas properly and a householder 
who likes his guests. 

Tiu saga said: 

82. The way in which you pledged the words is what is 
actually desired by the twice-born. Hence it is certain that the 
theft of our lotus-stalks is committed by you. 

Su.nomukha said: 

83-84. 0 Brihmar:ias, your lotus-stalks have been taken by me 
because I wanted to listen to the statement about Dhanna. Know 
ye all that I am Purandara (lndra), 0 excellent Brahmar:ias. I am 
indeed much pleased with the absence of covetousness in you 
all. Hence, all of you be pleased to accompany me to heaven 
quickly. 

The sages said: 

85-86. We are inclined towards the path of salvation. We are 
not enamoured of heavenly pleasures. So, we are going to 
perform penance here at this lake for the purpose of liberation. 
We are among those excellent sages who undertake pilgrimage 
all over the earth bounded by the oceans. Sustaining ourselves 
by means of lotus-stalks. Hence do go. Let this association do 
good to you. 

Sara said: 

87. 0 sages of excellent vows, viewing me shall never be 
fruitless. Hence accept a boon whatever has been cherished in 
the heart for a long time by you. 

'flu saga said: 
l 

~t 88-89. 0 Sakra, may this hermitage be well-knOWII on the 
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entire earth after our name. May it be the destroyer of all sins of 
men. 0 most excellent one among Suras, we shall stay here only 
for ever for the sake of penance. We shall maintain the purity of 
the soul. We shall be here until the achievement of salvation 
becomes certain. 

lnd,ra said: 

90. Your hennitage will become well-known in all the three 
worlds. It shall fulfill the desires of all the people. 

91. Whoever performs a Sraddha here on the Full-Moon day 
in the month of Sravm:ia with any desire in the heart, shall 
surely attain it entirely. 

92. A man devoid of any desire who performs Sniddha or 
Dana rite shall undoubtedly attain salvation. 

93. Those who cast off their bodies in this splendid 
hermitage of yours will attain the greatest goal even if they are 
sinners. 

94--95. One who performs Sraddha with mental concentration 
and purity using lligudas, Badaras, Bilvas and Bhallatakas 
(cashewnuts) with ancestors in view will attain the greatest goal 
inaccessible even to Devas. He shall be rid of all sins and be 
eulogized by Kinnaras. 

Sitta said: 

96. Saying thus the Thousand-eyed One vanished after being 
duly commended by them. Those excellent Brih1nal)as stayed 
there itself. 

97. In due course of time, by perlorming great and severe 
penance, they attained the greatest region bereft of old age and 
death. 

98. The Liliga of the Trident-bearing Lord of Devas was 
installed by them there. Merely by viewing it, a man is rid sins. 

99. 0 excellent BrahmaQas, one who adores that Linga with 
devotion and offers flowers, incense and unguent shall certainly 
attain salvation. 

100. This description of the hermitage of the Seven Sages is 
sacred, conducive _to •ong life, and destructive of all sins. It has 
been duly narrated. 
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Suta said: 

Slu.,ntla Ptmitsa 

CHAPTER THIRTYI'HREE 

Greatness of Agastya's Hermitage 

1-4. There is another hermitage there, 0 excellent Brahmal)as, 
that of Agastya. 1 It is there that Lord Mahesvara himself, the 
immanent soul of the universe, abides. 

On the fourteenth lunar day in the bright half of the month 
of Caitra, Sun-god himself comes there and worships Sankara, 
the Lord of Devas. Hence anyone else who comes there and 
adores devoutly Sankara on that day, goes to the place of the 
Lord. 

If any one duly performs Sraddha with ardour and faith, the 
Pitrs become pleased with him as when Pitrmedha is performed. 

The sages said: 

5. Why does Sun-god come to the hermitage of Agastya and 
perform the rite of circumambulation? Narrate this in detail to 
us. 

Suta said: 

6. I shall narrate this story. Listen, 0 excellent Brihmal)as. 
There is a mountain on the earth well-known as Vindhya. 

7. The rays of the Sun falling on the tops of the trees on this 
mountain are taken to be a mass of flowers by the confused 
Siddhaka, stationed beneath it. 

8. Even during the nights of the dark half of the month, the 
inhabitants of the ridges of this mountain are never aware of 
darkness as it is dispelled by the lustre of the jewels. 

9. When the. trees' drop down flowers on its ridges as the 
gusts of wind blow, they appear like clouds pouring down a 
.Qood of waters. 

10. The different kinds of deer and other animals run about 

I. This story is based on Mbh, Vana, chs. 101-105. Mbh does not mention 

\
C'..amatkirapura. BuL the Puril)a author locates AgasLya's her~ilace here for 
the. gloriticadon of this place. Mbh, Vana, 87.20 locates the Aarama near 
NMik (Maharuhtra). · • 
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here and there on that mountain and they appear like men 
covetously inclined to bring up and nurture their wives and 
children. 

11. With their barks scratched off by the tusks of elephants, 
the trees there appear to shed tears under the pretext of the 
exudation that rendered all the quarters fragrant. 

12. Other trees on its ridges arc thought as though they arc 
wailing through the cries of the crickets, when they are hit by 
trunks of elephants. 

IS. The mountain shone like a man adorned with white 
cloths etc., as it was sprayed by the waters of rivulets, flowing 
here and there in different directions. 

14. Formerly a rivalry arose between it and Sumeru mountain. 
Hence Vindhya became highly enraged. He went to the Sun
god and said: 

15. "O Bhiskara, why do you circumambulate Meru? Although 
I too am called a Kulaparvata, you do not go round me" 

Bhaskara said.· 

16-17. We do not go round it because of any faith in that 
mountain. This has been ordained as our path by the being that 
created the universe. Further its lofty peaks have spread through 
the space. It is due to compulsion that the circumambulation is 
caused. 

18. On hearing this Vindya Mountain became further 
enraged. He said: "O Bhinu (Sun-god), then you shall see my 
loftiness as well." He blocked the path of the sky by which the 
Sun used to go round. 

19-21. On seeing his way blocked, the Lord of the Day 
thought within himself: 'What shall I do now? If I circumam
bulate this mountain also there shall be a disturbance of time in 
all the three worlds. 

The months, seasons and the regions around shall become 
unsettled. Agniftoma and other rites will become defunct. If 
Yaji\a and other festivities were stopped the Devas will be hurt 
much.' 

22-25. After thinking thus in various ways, the Hot-rayed· One 
(Sun-god) became afraid and thought of Agastya, the eminent 
sage. 
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'Excepting Agastya, the progeny of Mitra and Varu9a, the 
most excellent one among Brihma1_1as, no one else is compe1ent 
to restrain this Vindya.' 

24. The Hot-rayed One (Sun-god) then adopted the guise of 
a Brihmar,.a and went to his (Agastya's) hermitage in the holy 
spot Camatlirapura. 

25. At the conclusion of Vaisvadeva Yajtia (the Sun-god in 
the guise of a Brihmai,.a) uttered Vedic pa.'llages and said, "O 
excellent sage, a guest has come to you." 

26-27. Agastya was delighted. He said: •o great sage, welcome 
to you. One who has arrived at the conclusion of the rites 
performed in the sacred fire is like an ardent wish meditated 
upon. Hence tell me, 0 excellent sage, what thing wished by 
you shall I give you. There is nothing that you desire which 
cannot be given by me if I am requested at this time." 

Bhiislt.ara said: 

28-S0. 0 good sage, I am Bhiskara (Sun-god) come here in 
the form of a Brihmal)a in the belief that you are the only 
penon in all the three worlds competent to accomplish any 
task. Formerly the ocean, the storehouse of waters, was drunk up 
by you for the sake of Suras. Similarly Daitya Vitipi, a thorn unto 
the Brihmal)a community, was swallowed. Hence, 0 excellent 
sage, be our refuge now, because you are the sole shelter unto 
Devas and the different castes of people here. 

Suto said: 

51. 0 Brihmai,.as, on hearing his words the sage was 
exceedingly pleased. After offering Arghya to the Lord of Day, 
he respectfully said: 

,~. "A favour has been done to me. I am blessed because you 
came to my abode. Hence tell me; I shall completely carry ou~ 
your wish." 

.Bluidtwa said: 

55-54. 0 excellent sage, due to his rivalry with Sumeru the 
principal mountain, this Vindhya Mountain is blocking our way. 
Hence avoiding further delay, restrain him by mean~ of the 
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different expedients like peaceful conciliation etc. Do bring 
about the cessation of the blocking of our path . 

.Agasi,a said: 

35. I shall restrain that Kulaparoata that has begun to grow in 
size. Hence, 0 Divakara, go to your abode and relax. 

36. Thus dismissed by him, Bhaskara, the hot-rayed (god), 
joyously went to his abode after duly taking leave of the lord of 
sages. 

37-38. Agastya hastened to Vindhya and spoke respectfully: 
"O excellent mountain, at my request, do shorten your stature 
quickly. I am now feeling inclined to take the holy plunge in 
the southern Tirthas. 1 All that depends on you. Hence do what 
is proper." 

39. On hearing his words, Vindhya, the excellent mountain, 
became humble and stooped down immediately. 

40-41. 0 BrahmaJ)as, after crossing over to its southern side, 
Agastya said to him: "You shall continue to stay thus till I return. 
No hesitation in this respect. Otherwise I am bound to curse 
you, whereby you will attain destruction." 

42. Afraid of the curse that excellent Mountain promised, "It 
shall be so." He did not grow in size further in the expectation 
of his return. 

43. Till now, 0 Brihma9as, that sage has resorted to the 
southern region and so has not returned that way. 

44. The Lord of sages brought Lop~mudri there. He then 
called the Thousand-rayed One and eagerly said to him: 

45. "0 Hot-rayed One, my hermitage has been abandoned by 
me at your instance. It is in your interest that I should never 
return there again. 

46. Hence, 0 Bhinu, at my instance, on the fourteenth lunar 
day in the bright half of the month of Caitra, the Liliga that has 
been installed by me should be worshipped by you." 

1. AgalLya sef'ms to be the tlnt Aryan explorer to make his way through 
c.he Vindhya mountain. Hence this lepnd is repeated in several Pur19U. 
Mbh, Adi 215.5, menlions a lake and a Tirtha (VaRG 82.44) named aft.er him. 
But both are in South India. 
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Bhaslcara said: 

47-48. 0 sage, I shall undoubtedly do thus at your instapce. 
At the end of every year I shall myself worship that Liliga. Any 
other man who worships that Li.riga on that day shall attain my 
world and then salvation. 

Sii.ta said: 

49-50. It is for this reason that the Hot-rayed Lord always 
presents himself there on the fourteenth day in the bright half 
of the month of Caitra. 

Thus, 0 excellent Brahmal}.as, everything that I have been 
asked has been narrated. If you have any other doubt in your 
heart do tell me. 

CHAPTER THIRTYFOUR 

Fight between Devas and Asuras 

Tiu sages said: 

1-2. 0 Siitaja, about that sage (Agastya) you have said: "For 
the sake of Suras the ocean, the storehouse of waters, was drunk 
by you (Agastya) formerly1." 0 highly intelligent one, describe 
in detail how the storehouse of waters was drunk up by that sage 
formerly. 

Sita said: 

S. Formerly the foremost among Danavas, famous by the 
name Kileya, became the cause of the loss of vigour and 
enthusiasm of all the Devas. 

4. On seeing the entire range of the three worlds trembled 
by their enormous powers, Lord Mahesvara was thus told by 
v.,r,u the powerful one: 

1. Thi• legend viz. drinking up the Sea completely by Apatya i1 found 
Mbh, Vona 105.S-6. 
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5. -0 liina, this entire range of the three worlds is tormented 
by Kilikeyas of great power. Hence, 0 Lord, we have to go to 
the earth now itself and carry on a great fight with them." 

6. Thereupon Rudra, Visl}.u and the Thousand-eyed One 
(lndra) armed themselves with sharp weapons and accompanied 
by Suras all of them arrived on the earth. 

7. On coming to know that all the Devas had assembled 
together, all those Dinavas angrily came face to face with them 
quickly for fighting them off. 

8. Then ensued a great fight between the Devas and the 
Dinavas, wherein the entire range of the three worlds trembled 
with fear and agitation. 

9. Then, arrogant with his might a Danava named Kilaprabha 
saw before him Sakra with the Va_Jra lifted up in his hand. He 
then laughed and said these words in a voice majestic likE- the 
report of thunder: 

10. "It is after the passage of a long time that the Lord of 
heaven has fortunately come within our vision. 0 Thousand
eyed One, release your VaJra. Let me witness your manliness." 

11. • Thereupon, the enraged Satakratu hurled the Vajra at 
}um. The demon sporting!)' caught hold of it with his left hand. 

12. Then aiming at Sakra he threw a huge club entirely 
made of iron. It was very terrific and appeared like another 
tongue of Yama. 

13. On being struck by it, the Thousand-eyed One became 
unconscious. Drenched in a pool of blood he somehow remained 
on the chariot with the help of the flagstaff. 

14. Mitali saw the Slayer of Bala (lndra) unconscious. 
Remembering the conventional duty of a tharioteer he turned 
the chariot eastward (away from the battlefield). 

15. Then, as the chariot of Sakra was turned away in the 
course of the battle, all the Devas became excessively frightened 
and they fled in all directions. 

16. .Adityas, Vasus, Rudras, Viivedevas, and the group of 
Maruts shamelessly (fled away). They were hit on their backs 
with sharp arrows and were shattered. 

17. On seeing the anny shattered by the Dinavas the Slayer 
of Madhu (i.e. Vqou) immediately mounted Garu4a and rushed 
against IWaprabha. 

18. Then all the Dinavas surrounded him roaring aloud 
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repeatedly. They covered him with sharp arrows. 
19. Enveloped by them all round, Vifl)U shone like another 

red (bloody) mountain with the boldly experiencing hoPripi
lation. 

20. He then split the volleys of arrows by means of arrows 
fitted with feathers of heron, discharged from his Sarnga bow 
and killed the Daityas. 

21. Being annihilated by Muran (Vit1.1u) all those groups of 
Daityas resembled deer oppressed by lions. They did not find 
any saviour. 

22. In the meantime a Daitya remembered as Kilakhaiija 
furiously rushed at Visudeva. 

23. Striking Visudeva with five arrows very sharp and hard as 
rocks, he furiously hit Garu4,a with ten flat:iointed arrows. 

24. Thereafter Madhava discharged the discus Sudarsana for 
slaying that Daitya. It was encircled by a series of sparks of fire. 

25. On seeing that discus that issued from Visudeva's hand 
coming towards him, the Daitya opened his mouth wide to 
swallow it and stood facing it. 

26. The great Daitya did swallow it and said "Waitl Wait!" 
Then he discharged arrows aiming at Visudeva. 

27. Being struck by the Daitya who had swallowed the 
(Sudarsana) discus, Visudeva along with Ganuja experienced 
acute pain. 

28-29. In the meantime the enraged Lord, the Slayer of 
Tripuras, saw Hari in the plight and Sakra with averted face. He 
then hit the son of Danu with his trident. he killed the others 
by means of the arrows discharged from his Pinaka bow. 

SO. Lord Sarhbhu slew IWaprabha, Prakila, Kalasya, IWavi
graha and other leaders. 

!JI. Then all those hideous Danavas, despite their importance, 
became bereft of enthusiasm in the conquest of their enemies. 
They began to flee. 

!12. Then Sakra and Vitou regained consciousness and took 
up again their weapons. They congratulated Mahideva and stood 
ready for the battle on the field. 

55. In the meantime all the Devas including Visava observed 
that the sons of Danu were smashed. They then began to 
exterminate them with hundreds of arrows and other weapons. 

54-55. Most of the powerful Dinavaa had been kill~d or were 
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beibg killed with sharp arrows by the Devas proud of their 
victory. They, therefore, entered the ocean which the Devas 
could not reach even mentally. Thus the Daityas became 
leaderless and miserable. All their limbs had been mutilated. 

Suta said: 

CHAPTER THIRTYFIVE 

Installation of Citresvara Pitha 

1-3. When those Daityas had been shattered and slaughtered 
by Lord Mahesvara, rendered free from danger by him alone, 
the excellent Suras with Sakra and Vi,i:iu as their leaders became 
delighted in their 1ninds. All of them eulogized Lord Mahcsvara 
and bowed down to him repeatedly. Then they went to their 
respective abodes. 

With their hopes thus shattered by the excellent Suras, the 
tiger-like Danavas consulted one another for ways and n1eans of 
bringing about the destruction of heaven-dwellers. 

4-5. As they consulted one another and discussed thus, it was 
decided by them that except putting obstacles in the perfor
mance of religious rites, there was no other means for destroying 
Devas; hence ascetics, people interested in Yajdas and the 
virtuous ones should be killed at nightfall. 

6. After deciding thus, they used to come out of the abode 
of Varul)a (i.e. the ocean) always at nightfall and began killing 
people engaged in religious acts. 

7. Wherever there was any Yajiia, Sattra or religious festivities, 
they went there at nightfall and carried on annihilation of those 
people. · 

8. Many Yajiias were spoiled by them, Diqitas (persons who 
were initiated for Yajfias) were struck down and ~tviks (priests) 
and ordinary good Brihmaa,as were killed. 

9. A thousand leading Brihmal}as were eaten up by those 
evil-hearted ones, in the hermitage of the noble-souled Sii,(Jilya, 
a leader of sages. 

10. Hundreds and thousands of Brihmai,as were killed. Five 
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thousand followers of Visvimitra and seven thousand of intelli
gent Atri were destroyed. 

11. At the same time, the entire surface of the eartq was 
afflicted by the fear of Kileya and all Yajiias and religious festivals 
became defunct. 

12. No one on the earth dared to sleep during nights. 
People well-equipped with weapons stood by the ascetics. 

13. A few virtuous people who confidentally took repose 
during nights (were killed) and only their bones were seen in 
the morning. 

14. All the groups of Devas with Brahma and VitQU as their 
leaders, who were deprived of their shares in the Yajiias suffered 
the greatest distress. 

15. In order to slay the enemies of Suras, they entered the 
ocean too but could not assail them even mentally because they 
were placed in a very difficult position. 

16-18. Deeply grieved thereupon they consulted (each other) 
for drying up the ocean. (They thought that) 'the leading 
Dinavas could be killed when the ocean no longer existed. 
Without (the help of) Agastya, the ocean will not become dry. 
Hence we shall go to that leading sage and make a request to 
him in this matter. That excellent sage resides in the holy place 
of Camatkirapura.1 So we shall go there itself and he will come 
quickly (to our help).' 

19. After deciding thus, all of those Devas went to the 
hermitage of the son of Mitra and Varui:ia, the important sage. 

20. On seeing all the excellent Suras 1athered together 
before him, the good sage became delighted. 

21. Seeing Brahma and other Suras, the eyes of the sage 
gleamed with delightful surprise. With palms joined together in 
veneration, he spoke these words in a voice choked with excess 
of delight: 

22-23. -Y-hough already sacred and pure, this holy place 
Camatkirapura has become more sacred by your presence. 
Hence speak out ye all, what task should be carried out by me 
now. I shall carry it out even if it be vtry difficult." 

l. The le1end of Apstya's drlnklna up the sea is given in Mbh, Vona 
105.5-6 but no Camatkirapura it mendoned there. 
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Thl.DftJOlsaid: 

24-26. The Daityas named Kileyas who have survived a general 
slaughter by the Suras, are now taking shelter in the ocean and 
killing the performers of auspicious rites. If auspicious rites are 
defunct, the destruction of heaven-dwellers is certain. So, in 
order to facilitate their annihilation, do make the great ocean 
dried up. Thereby the leading Dinavas will be visible to our 
eyes. They then could be killed by Devas and Malchas (sacrifices) 
could be resumed here. 

Agastya said: 

27. 0 excellent Suras, by the end of a year I shall gain the 
Vidya (magical lore) of Yoginis and on the strength thereof I 
shall dry up the ocean. 

28. Hence do ye all go to your abodes. A year will pass 
presently. At the end of the year, do certainly come back. 

29. You can come along with me. After the ocean has been 
dried up, the wicked Dinavas by whom the world is being 
afflicted should be killed. 

80. Thereafter all the groups of the Devas went to their 
respective abodes. Agastya carried on his endeavour for the 
acquisition of the Vidyi. 

81. Then all the Pithas (shrines of Mother Sakti) on the 
earth were brought together by the great sage through the 
power of his Mantras. 

52-54. On the eighth and fourteenth lunar days, he devoutly 
worshipped the groups of Yoginis and Kanyakis (Virgins) in 
particular therein. 

Thus the BrihmaQa propitiated the Vidyi named Va.folitu (that 
which dries up). Further the BrihmaQa worshipped devoutly 
and with faith the Guardians of Quarters, the Kfetrapilas 
(guardians of holy shrines) and the deity roaming through the 
skies with great faith. At the close of the year the deity became 
pleased and said: •no tell me what should be done, 0 good 
sage. I have been won over by you." 

Ap"a saitl: 

55. 0 goddess, if you are pleued, do enter my mouth 
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quickly. I shall restrain speech and dry up the ocean by means 
of that power. 

• 
56. That great Vidyi named Sari)soi,al}i said, "It shall be so" 

and entered his mouth presently as the sage had perfectly 
purified his soul. 

57. In the meantime all the Devas including Visava came 
there joyously holding the weapons and ready for the battle. 

SS. Then the Brihmal}a who had kept his mouth dry set off 
with mental concentration and purity, towards the oc~an in the 
company of all the Devas. 

59. Being eulogized by the heaven-dwellers he approached 
the shore of the sea. Agitated by thirst very much, he spoke to 
the Devas: 

40. "I am now going to dry up the ocean immediately. Be 
prepared for the act of annihilating the enemies of the Suras." 

Sita said: 

41. After saying thus, the sage sportingly drank the entire 
vast expanse of water agifated by fishes and turtles and 
abounding in alligators. 

42. The ocean came to be on a par with the bare ground and 
the Daityas were killed by the excellent Suras desirous of the 
ultimate victory everywhere by means of their sharp arrows. 

45. Mter fighting to the best of their ability in the terrific 
battle, those who survived after most of them had been kijled, 
pierced the ground and went beneath to the nether worlds. 

44-45. After eulogizing the excellent sage, all the Suras said 
to him: "Give out the water again for filling up the great ocean. 
0 Brihmar.ia, bereft of the sea, the earth does not shine like a 
lady worthy of being adorned but bereft of property and 
possessions." 

Agasi,a saitl: 

46. The water has been drunk by the Vidyi named Prdofaoi 
which had been propitiated by me. It has been digested too. 

47. This ocean will get again filled up unfathomably with the 
wa~n of Gangi free from impurities after being du1 up. 

-· There will be a king on the Earth named Sapra. His 
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'49. There will be born in the same race a king named 
Bhagiratha. For the sake of his kinsmen, he will fetch Gangi 
from the Cosmic Egg. 

50. With her flooding waters gushing all round, the ocean 
will become perfectly filled up. The truth has been uttered by 
me. 

The Devas said: 

51. 0 excellent sage, the task of the Devas has been 
completed by you. Hence, 0 lordly sage, request for any boon 
you have cherished in your heart. 

Agastya said: 

52. 0 excellent Suras, all the Piihas have been completely 
gathered together in the holy spot of Camatkarapura by the 
power of Mantras. 

53. By the power of all the Yoginis and the Matrs in 
particular, let the Piihas stay there itself. 

54. May a person endowed with ardent faith, who worships 
them on eighth and fourteenth lunar days, attain everything 
mentally desired. 

The Devas said: 

55-57. Since the wonderfully variegated Piihas have been 
gathered together. they will constitute one Pifha named 
Citresvara. A man who worships Yoginis, Vidyis and Mothers in 
particular there, with any desire meditate~ upon, 0 great sage, 
will soon obtain that desire, due to this offer of the boon by us, 
even if he be a great sinner. 

58-59. After saying thus, all the Suras took leave of the 
leading sage and joyously went to heaven. Agastya went to his 
hermitage. 

Suta said: 

Thus everything about how the ocean was drunk up formerly 
by Agastya for the sake of Devas has been narrated to you. 
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The sages said: 

CHAPTER THIRTYSIX 

Greatness of Citresvari Pitha 

Slu&nda Punitia 

1-4. Do describe to us the extent and the power of this Pifha 
named Citresvara created by Sage Agastya. 

Suta said: 

0 Brahmar;ias, it is impossible to describe the greatness of 
that Pifha in the course of a thousand years by ten thousands of 
mouths. 

Hundreds and thousands of Yogins of esteemed holy vows, 
fully endowed with meditation, have attained Siddhi there. 

Within a day Yogins certainly attain that Siddhi which is attai
ned in other Pithas after practice for a year. 

5. One who, with ardent faith, performs the Japa of Atharvar;ia 
Mantras certainly attains the entire fruit stated in the Mantras. 

6. A man who is desirous of a son and performs the Japa of 
Pullin.gas (masculine names) shall obtain desired sons though 
he may be old. 

7. A man desirous of sons should recite the Grabhopan~ad 
there. He shall beget sons even by cohabiting with barren women. 

8. If a devotee recites Satantdriya with the aim of the 
destruction of enemy hosts in that Pifha, his enemies meet with 
destruction immediately. 

9. A man who recites Vtimaderrya Stiman for the sake of 
protection from evil spirits, ghosts and vampires and the like 
shall be rid of all torments. 

10. A man who performs the Japa of the ~ beginning with 
lco'dtit While meditating upon a virgin of his choice shall 
undoubtedly obtain her. 

11. If a devotee constantly recites IMAM DEVA for gaining 
favour of the king, he shall have the favour of the king un
hindered. 

12. 0 Brihmanas, if a penon recites the Mantra TAM 
PATNiBHl]Jfor getting his own wife's affection, his wife shall be 
a chaste lady with abundance of love for him. 

13. If one performs the Japa of Atliti fc;,r Qbtaiging the 
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blessings of people, he will have a profitable affection of the 
people. 

14. 0 Brihma9as, if a man seeking wealth repeats Sri Silcta 
there, riches will move unto him from all directions. 

15. If a devotee performs the Japa of the Simao Mantra 
bhuma for the sake of realm there, that man shall certainly be the 
lord of earth even 1f he is of low birth. 

16. If a man for the sake of vehicles performs thejapa of the 
R.athantaram Stiman there, he obtains splendid and swift vehicles. 

17. 0 excellent Brihma9as, if a devotee who seeks elephants 
repeats the Mantra gationom etc. there, that man obtains 
elephants that flood the ground with their ichor. 

18. If a man repeats the Mantra na tadralc,a etc. for the sake 
of security, he will obtain it from everywhere when chances are 
favourable or adverse. 

19. One who repeats with concentration and mental purity 
the excellent Rk beginning wtth saptarsayalJ, for the destruction 
of ailments, 1s rid of ailments. 

20. If people oppressed by malefic Planets perform the Japa 
of the Mantra beginning with yadubhi there, undoubtedly the 
Planets become favourable to them. 

21. If a man assailed by the affl1ct1on of evd spirits repeats 
the Brhat Soman, the evil spirits and even the god of Death 
becomes hke a father unto him. 

22. If a person repeats the Sakuna (pertaining to omens) 
Sikta for successful conclusion of his Journey, he shall 
accomplish it even if he is impoverished. 

2!. If a man recites the Saf'/)a (pertaining to serpents) Swita 
for the destruction of serpents, they do not at all enter his 
abode. 

24. One who is endowed with ardent faith and performs 
there the Japa of the Mantra beginning with uteastha for the 
purpose of quelling poison, will find that the poison is 
immediately dispelled. 

25. Whether poison arises from an immobile being or a 
mobile being or if it is artificial, it goes away even when his 
name is uttered, like darkness at the rise of the Sun. 

26. If a dc-votee with ardent faith, performs there the Japa of 
V1aghra Soman, pythons, tigers etc., become gentle in regard to 
him. 
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27. If a devotee performs there the Japa of the Mantra 
lanplani etc. for prosperous increase in agricultural work, even 
when the whole world is without rain, cultivation will• be 
achieved by him. 

28. For the destruction of itis (natural calamities) a man 
should perform there the Japa of the Mantra devavrata. Thereby, 
mere utterance itis get destroyed. 

29. When the world is affected by drought a devotee should 
perform there the Japa of Panundm Mantra. If Homa is 
performed by himself with his own hands repeating those 
Mantras, there shall be the coming in (supply) of water. 

!O. If a man afflicted by thieves and robben recites the 
Mantra beginning with tlatn1t,dbhyiJ,n, never will he be tormented 
by thieves. 

!I. For success in argument, a devotee should perform there 
the Japa of the Mantra beginning with samsn1am. Even if he is a 
sinner, he wdl win the argument. 

32. For the sake of driving away enemies a man should 
perform the Japa of Rudraiiras. Thereupon his enemies with 
crooked intellect will abandon that land and go away. 

SS. For the enchantment of the enemies, a devotee should 
perform the Japa of ViR'iwamhita. His enemies will certainly be 
deluded and enchanted. 

!4. For the purpose of captivating people, a man should 
perform the Japa of Ku,ma1),tf&IJ, Mantra. Even enemies will be 
under his control, to say the least about young women etc. 

35. For the purpose of stunning and paralysing enemies, 0 
excellent Brihmai,as, a man with ardent faith should perform 
the Japa of PraJapatJa and Vtin,tia Mantras. All his enemies 
become paralysed by means of these Mantras. 

36. 0 Brihmaoas, for the purpose of drying up things a man 
should perform the Japa of the Mantra Uli kamli etc. Whatever 
the man thinks about, he can dry it up entirely. 

37. This Mantra was repeated by the noble-souled Agastya 
then. By means of the power thereof the Lord of Rivers was 
dried up by him. 

38. Such is the power of the PiJha that causes the Siddhi of 
Mantras. It yields worldly pleasures also. It has now been 
de~bed unto you. 

J9. One who desires heavenly pleasures, 0 excellent -
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' Brihmm,as, should perform there the rites of holy bath, Dina 
and Sriddha in particular. 

40. If, on the other hand, one is detached and wishes for 
liberation from the ocean of worldly existence, let him be 
contented and free from all desires. Let that sensible man 
perform penance there. 

TM saga said.: 

41. The great efficacy of the Japa of the Mantras has been 
described by you. But, 0 Sutaja, how does this Japa of the 
Mantras become fruitful. 

Sita said: 

42. In this context I shall tell you what has been heard from 
my father (i.e. LomaharpQa). He was expounding this to Sage 
Durvisas. 

43. 0 BrihmaQas, formerly our father was asked by Durvisas 
in regard to Mantravada. This, you do listen, with great mental 
concentration. 

Duroasas said.: 

44. I have observed Vratas and am practising a certain desired 
Mantra. Do tell·me the procedure as laid down in the Sistras for 
its success. 

Ltnna/,,aqaf)tl said: 

45. 0 good sage, the practice of Mantras is painful and 
difficult affair unto all. It is likely to be obstructed and it is full 
of loopholes. 

46. Hence, 0 BrihmaQa, if you desire fruitful result of the 
practice of Mantras, it behoves you to go to the holy spot of 
Camatkirapura. 

47. Citreivaripiiba thereof has been created by Agastya. It is 
said to be one that brings about achievement of the fruit of 
Mantras retained in the heart. 

48. Due to the boon granted by all the heaven-dwellers, 
there is no possibility of any loophole there. There is no hindrance 
or impediment there, 0 Brihmm.,ia, nor lack of fulfilment. 
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49. That Pitha belongs to all the four Yugas. It accords 
Siddhi unto those who stay there, in accordance with the Yuga 
and that too instantaneously. Hence I speak so, Brihmal)a. • 

50. 0 excellent Brihmal)a, if a person wishes to practise 
(Japa) of any Mantra, he should at the outset perform the Japa 
of that Mantra a hundred thousand times. 

51. Thereby he becomes a Siddha, a man of purity qualified 
for the Mantra. Then, 0 tiger among Brihmal)as, he should 
repeat it four hundred thousand times. A tenth of that is the 
number of Homas performed in a well-kindled fire. 

52-53. Thereby the Siddhi originating from that Mantra 
is certain. In regard to gentle activities, the Homa is done 
by means of white mustards, Jiti flowers and the feeding of 
BrihmaJ)as. 

0 leading Brihmal)a, in regard to violent activities, it is done 
by means of red flowers along with Guggula (aromatic resin). 
Virgins should also be propitiated. Then the Homa shall be 
fruitful. 

54. This mode of practising Mantras mentioned by me, 0 
excellent Brihmal)a, is to be adopted in Krtayuga and by all 
Sidhakas (aspirants). 

55. In Treti Yuga, the practice of Mantras is reduced by a 
quarter. It should be performed to the extent of a half in 
Dvipara and a fourth in Kali Yuga. 

56. After attaining the Mantra-Siddhi there in that Piiha a 
man should employ it and accomplish any task. 

57. He shall become equipped with capacity to curse or to 
bless. He shall be brilliant. He cannot be conquered by any 
living being. He will become one approved of by good people. 

Sida said: . 

58. On hearing all the speech of my father that good sage 
came to Citreivara PiJha. 

59. There with ardent faith, he practised (mastered) all the 
Mantras in the due order in accordance with the injunctions 
laid down in the scriptural texts. 

60. After a successful practice of the Mantras thus, he went 
to Camatkirapura, 0 Brihmal}.as, in order to request the 
Brihmaoas for the sake of plots of land. 
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Su.ta said: 

CHAPTER THIRn1SEVEN 

The Palace Called DuSSila 

165 

1-3. Then, 0 excellent Brihmal}as, he saw a group of 
BrahmaQas comparable to Devas. They were seated on the 
playground. Some were well-versed in the Vedas and they were 
ready for expounding the same. They were eager to defeat 
others and were angrily disputing with one another. 

Others were well-versed in the science of Yajiias. They were 
busily discussing (the details of) Yajiias. There hundreds of 
BrahmaQas were seen expounding Brahman. 

4. Others were tiger-like BrahmaQas expert in Vedangas. 
Standing in front of the groups of people, they were clearing 
the doubts. 

5. 0 excellent Brahmar:ias, still others were busy in reciting 
Vedic passages loudly. They were making the quarters reverberate. 

6. Others were full of curiosity. They asked one another 
questions about difficult passages. Still others laughed at the 
person engaged in the ( exposition of) passages. 

7. Others were engaged in discussing the Smrtis. Still others 
were reciters of the Veda. Others asked and clarified the doubts 
pertaining to the Smrti texts. 

8. Other excellent BrahmaQas were expounding the Purir,a 
to elders. They were seated in the midst of the assembly. 

9. On seeing those Brahmal}as of esteemed vows, the sage 
humbly bowed down to them and said respectfully: 

10-11. "O tigers among Brihmar,as, I am feeling inclined to 
erect a temple of Sarilbhu. Hence let a suitable place be poin
ted out. I shall build an excellent mansion of Sarilbhu, the Lord 
of Devas. I shall propitiate the same Bull-emblemed Lord there." 

12. Although he repeatedly said so energetically, he did not 
get from them any reply good or otherwise. 

18. The sage became excessively furious. He cursed those 
excellent Brahmar,as in a loud voice so that all could hear. 

Duroasas said: 

14. The pride of learning, that of affluence and the third 
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one arising from nobility of birth: In the case of arrogant persons 
these are inebriating factors; but in that of good people, they 
are means of self-control. • 

15. Everyone of you appears to be inebriated. Hence only 
such inebriate ones will be born in your families. 

16. In this city all fathers will be devoid of friendliness or 
affection for sons, still more so in the case of other kinsmen? 

17. 0 excellent Brihmar,tas, feeling insulted by the Brihmar,tas, 
the eminent Brihmar,ta Durvisas said this and turned away. 

18. Among them there was a wise elderly Brihmar,ta well
known as Susila. He was a master of the Vedas and Vedarigas. 

19. He saw the sage going away furiously after being insulted. 
He quickly followed him saying "Stopf Stop!" 

20-22. By this time the sage had gone very far. But the 
Brihmai:ia overtook him. He bowed down to him and said: "O 
Brihmai:ia, on my request, please forgive the Brihmai:ias. These 
were busy in the recitation of their respective Vedic passages 
and so did not hear your words. Therefore they did not reply. 
This is the truth I am telling you. So, for the sake of a mansion 
dedicated to Sarilbhu a plot of land is offered by me to you. In 
this spot, 0 excellent Brahmai:ia, it behoves you to build a 
temple." 

23. On hearing his words, Durvasas became delighted. 0 
excellent Brihmar,tas, he hailed him for the gift of the plot. 
Afterwards in accordance with his word, he built a palace 
(shrine) there. 

24-32. Those Brihmar,tas came to know that a plot of land was 
given to the sage by Susila for erecting a temple. All those 
Brihmar,tas became very angry with Susila. 

Coming upto him they said: "A piece of land has been given 
by you for the sake of a palace to be dedicated to that wicked
minded one by whom we have been cursed. Hence you will be 
excommunicated by us. Though your name is Susila, you will be 
proclaimed Dussila by learned one,. 

This wicked ascetic intends to build a Siva temple. Even in 
hundreds of years, he will not realize his wish. 

j Those who earn reputation in the world are glorified by 
\ .men. So also those who see things correctly, but not this evil
, piinded one. 
' I 
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This palace shall be named Dussila after your name. It shall 
be a mansion only in name. But it will never be completed. 

Since we Brihmar:ias have been made bereft of friendliness 
(for our sons) and associated with three kinds of arrogance 
along with our entire line of descendants, therefore this sinful 
person too shall be erascible (prone to be angry), thereby while 
he goes on performing penance, his penance will become futile." 

33. After saying thus with eyes reddened with anger, those 
Brahmar;ias left Dussila there and entered their city. 

34. Excommunicated by the residents of the city like 
Devasarman before, Dussila built his house outside the city. 

35. Those who were born in his family were proclaimed 
"Outsiders''. They were excluded from all the holy rites of all 
the citizens. 

Suta said: 

36. After the departure of those leading Brahmal)as after 
cursing thus, Durvasas said to Dussila angrily with eyes turned 
red: 

37-38. "Mantras from the Atharvaveda and other three Vedas 
capable of annihilating enemies have been mastered by me. I 
shall destroy the entire city along with animals and birds therein 
like a ruthless (king) razing down the city of the enemy." 

Dussila said: 

39. 0 excellent one among men, this is not at all proper to 
do against the Brahmar:ias particularly by a Brihmai:ia. 

40. Whether they kill, curse or speak harsh words, Brihmal}as 
should always be worshipped by those who wish for divine worlds. 

41. One who considers himself victorious when Brahmar:ias 
are vanquished (by him) is cooked in the terrible Narakas begin
ning with Timisra. 

42-43. 0 excellent Brihmar:ia, one who desires a permanent 
residence in heaven shall endure his own discomfiture at the 
hands of a Brihma9a. Your Mantras have attained Siddhi in the 
holy spot of these leading Brihmar:ias. How can you then caus~ 
their destruction? 

44. Atonement has been enjoined by good people in the 
cases of a Brihma-:ia-slayer, one who drinks liquor, a thief and 
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one whose Vrata has been broken. There is no atonement for 
an ungrateful person. 

45. Hence those who stay in this holy spot should nbt be 
angry. 0 excellent sage, be compassionate towards me and 
forgive me. 

Sf.tta said: 

46-48. He promised "It shall be so", performed penance and 
stayed there. Thereby he attained the greatest Siddhi inaccessible 
even to Devas. 

That place (mansion of Siva) became well known after the 
name Dussila all over the earth. Merely by visiting it, a man is 
rid of his sins. A man who always visits the Linga within it on the 
eighth day in the bright half of a month and meditates for a 
m01nent, never sees Naraka. 

Sita said: 

CHAPTER THIRTYEIGHT 

Greatness of Dhundhumaresvara 

1-3. A Linga was installed there itself by king Dhundhumara 
after erecting a very charming palace full of all kinds of jewels. 

He built a hermitage there and performed a severe penance. 
It was, due to its power, that the Lord stationed himself in that 
Linga. 

A tank near it was constructed by that noble-souled one, 
filled with water free from all impurities and very auspicious, 
comparable to all the Tirthas. 

4. An excellent man who takes his holy bath there and visits 
Dhundhuinaresvara, never sees the impassable Narakas in the 
abode of Yama. 

The sages said: 

5. In which race was King Dhundhumara born? At what 
time was the penance performed by that very noble-minded 
one? -
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.. 
Suta said: 

6. A powerful son of Brhadasva was born in the race of 
the Sun-god. He is well known as Kuvalayisva as well as 
Dhundhumira. 

7. The great Daitya Dhundhu was killed by him in 
Marujangala. Hence he is remembered as Dhundhumira. He 
became renowned in all the three worlds. 

8. Towards the closing days of his life, he went to the great 
holy spot Camatkarapura and perfonned a penance meditating 
on Mahesvara. 

9. After installing the great Linga in the palace studded with 
jewels. he adored it along with oblations, offerings flowers, 
incense and unguents. 

10. Thereupon Mahesvara, the great Lord, himself appeared 
before him seated on his bull and accompanied by Gauri and 
the attendants. 

11. The Lord said: "I shall bestow a boon. Request for 
anything desired by you. I shall grant you everything even if it 
be rare." 

Dhundhu:mara said: 

12. 0 Lord of all the Suras, if a boon has to be granted to us, 
0 Bull-emblemed One, you should station yourself in this Liriga. 

Sri Bhagavan said: 

13-14. 0 excellent king, undoubtedly I shall always be 
present on the fourteenth lunar day in the bright half of Caitra 
along with Gauri. A man who takes his holy plunge in the tank 
there and worships me present in the Linga shall go to my 
world, 0 king. 

Suta said: 

15. After saying this the Lord vanished. Delighted in his 
heart the king stayed there and attained salvation. 
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Suta said: 

CHAPTER THIRTYNINE 

Greatness of Yayatisvara 

Sianda Punit111 

1-2. There is an excellent Liriga installed by King Yayati 
to the north of Dhundhumaresvara. There is another Liriga 
installed by Devayini and Sarmi~thi, his wives. It is the bestower 
of all cherished desires. 

3. 0 excellent Brihmai:ias, when he was completely satisfied 
with all worldly pleasures, he entrusted his son1 (Pf.tru)with the 
kingdom and gave back his youthful form. 

4. He took back the old age of his physical form. Accomp
anied by his two wives, he went to the excellent Sage Markal}c,ia 
and requested him humbly: 

5. 110 holy Sir, describe unto us the most important and 
holiest of all the Tirthas and holy spots." 

Sri Mii.rka1J4,eya said: 

6. It appears to us that the holy spot of Camatkirapura which 
is adorned by all the Tirthas is the most important of all holy 
spots. 

7. 0 excellent king, Vi-'Qupadi Gariga, the destroyer of the 
sins of all creatures, and the gods including Hara, are themselves 
present there. 

8. 0 excellent king, similarly all other Tirthas stationed on 
the earth are present there permanently. 

9. For the delight of Brihmal}as, a big rocky slab fifty-two 
Hastas in extent has been left there by Pitamaha. 

10-11. · Whereas an auspicious rite performed elsewhere yields 
fruit (benefit) in the course of a year, 0 Lord of the earth, the 
same does there fn a single day. 

So, 0 Lord of the earth, go there quickly and perform a 
penance there in the company of your wives. By it you will attain 
the worlds cherished in your heart. 

, ,J• ,uru accepLed his father's old age. As a reward, he betame the ruler 
of eh,. whole of Vayid Kinplom (Mbh, Adi, 24.27-57) 
:!J~,,~ .. -
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f2. On hearing his words, the king, the son of Nahiqa, went to 
the holy place of Camatkarapura accompanied by both of his wives. 

13. He installed the Lb:iga of the Trident-bearing Lord of 
Devas and propitiated it well with the utmost faith. 

14. Then, by its power, the king accompanied by his wives 
went to heaven riding in an excellent aerial chariot. 

15. Kinnaras sang about him and CaraQas eulogized him. 
Emulating Devas he had the lustre of twelve A.dityas. 

The sagel said: 

CHAPTER FORTI 

Greatness of Citrasila 

1-2. 0 Sutaja, it has been mentioned by Your Holiness that a 
great rock (Slab) pertaining to Brahma is present there. It 
accords salvation unto all the creatures and destroys sins. How 
was it installed there? What is its power? Do narrate this 
completely. We are not fully satisfied. 

Suta said: 

3. Brahma, born of the Unmanifest One was stationed in 
Brahmaloka. Formerly he became very anxious to do pilgrimage. 

4-8. "All the Devas have their own Tirthas on the earth 
except me. Therefore, I shall have to make a Tirtha on the 
earth that I can resort to in the mortal world and perform 
Sandhya prayers thrice a day. Further like deities Siva and others, 
I can also pe1form other virtuous rites conducive to welfare. 
Here in Svarga, there is no right to perform holy rites. Only the 
fruit of auspicious rites is enjoyed. Hence for the sake of regular 
performance of the rites of the three Sandhyis, I must go to that 
place on the earth where this rocky slab falls." 

9. After saying thus, a large slab from his seat was hurled by 
· Pitimaha to the surface of the earth. 

10. That slab consisting of all jewels fell on the earth on the 
holy spot of Camatkirapura, The most prominent of all holy places. 
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11. Thereupon the Lord of the worlds himself came to the 
earth and surveyed that holy place surrounded all round by 
Tirthas. • 

12. On noticing that the rocky slab came to rest at a very . 
meritorious place he became delighted. Thereafter he said: 

13-14. "Oh! There is no one more blessed than I in all the 
three worlds because the slab has come to rest in a holy spot 
full of all Tirthas. Since no holy rite can be efficacious without 
water, a big tank full of pure water should be created here by 
me." 

15. Then he thought of his daughter, River Sarasvati, that 
flows beneath (the earth) in the nether. worlds because it is 
afraid of contact with lay people. 

16. Thereat the great river came into view piercing the 
ground and flooding the slab all round with her sacred water. 

17. Assuming a visible form she asked Prapitamaha, "Why am 
I remembered, 0 Lord. May the command be pronounced." 

Brahma said: 

18-19. You must always stay here near me on the slab so that 
I can perform the holy rite in all the three Sandhyas by means 
of your water. So also, men who perform their holy bath with 
your water shall attain the greatest Siddhi inaccessible unto 
even Devas and human beings. 

Samsvati said: 

20-21. 0 excellent one among Suras, I am a virgin flowing 
through the nether worlds. Since I am afraid of contact with lay 
people, I do not come up to the surface of the earth. It does 
not behove me to do contrary to your behest. Considering this 
aspect, 0 excellent one among Suras, do what is proper. 

lkahmii said: 

22. For your sake I shall make a great tank here itself in the 
holy spot. It shall be unapproachable to all mortals. It behoves 
you to stay there. 

2S. After saying thus the Lord of Devas dug up a big tank 
there: _Then Sarasvati made it her place of residence. 
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24-25. Then Pitimaha ordered serpents who can kill by mere 
looking (at a victim): "At my bidding all of you should always 
stay in this tank. 0 excellent serpents, you must carry out your 
task in such a manner as to prevent men from touching her." 

Sita said: 

26. After establishing Sarasvati thus in that holy spot and that 
Citrasila (wonderful slab) in the middle, he went to the world 
ofBrahmi. 

27. Once thereafter a great sage of esteemed holy vows, 
named Mankal)aka, came to that holy place. He was an expert in 
the science of poisons. 

28. He went round that holy spot weU.-guarded by serpents. 
They coiled round the sage and bound him as though with cords. 

29. By the power of his Vidyi, he rendered all the serpents 
devoid of poison. He took his holy plunge there and sanctified 
himself. After offering libations to the Pitn, he came out of 
water Joyously feeling blessed and contented. 

30. As the sage gathered together K.usa grass the tip of his 
hand got pricked. 

31. From that wound of his a large quanuty of vegetable Juice 
issued forth. On seeing it he was surprised but-- all the more 
delighted. 

32. Knowing that he has become a Siddha, tears of Joy 
flooded in his eyes. He climbed on the slab of Brahma and then 
began to dance1• 

SS. As the noble-souled sage danced thus, the entire univene 
too consisting of mobile and immobile beings danced gracefully. 

34. The entire Camatk.arapura became shattered. The exce
llent BrihmaQas were destroyed. As the mansions crumbled 
down there was a great cry of •Hal Hil". 

35. On seeing his action all the groups of Devas pleaded 
unto the Bull-emblemed Lord for restraining the dance. 

S6-S7. -0 Lord of Devaa, while he is dancing, the whole 
univene too consisting of mobile and immobile beings dances. 
Hence do go and g~t it stopped. 

1. Thil lepnd of up Ma6~b'1 exultation and dance at the exucllq 
ve,etable juice and Sal\bra's lhow of superior power, ii buccl on Mbb, v_,. 
85.115-151. 
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0 i'sina, 0 most excellent one among Suras, no one else is 
competent to forbid (and stop) the sage. Hence do what is good 
unto the universe." • 

!8. On hearing their words, the Bull-emblemed Lord adopted 
the guise of an eminent Brihmal)a and approached him. 

!9. He said, "Osage, why do you dance now? Speak out your 
intention at once. We have great curiosity." 

40. 0 excellent Brihmal)as, on being asked by Sankara thus, 
the leading Brihma1.1a showed his hand covered with vegetable 
juice. 

41-42. "O Brihmai,a, don't you see that a large quantity of 
vegetable juice has come out of the opening in the wound? 
Hence Siddhi has come to me. It is for this reason that I dance, 
0 Brihmai,a. 0 most excellent one among Siddhas, I am 
delighted as a result of the Siddhi gained." 

43-44. Even as he said this, the Bull-emblemed Lord struck 
his thumb with the tip of his figure. Instantly sacred ash resemb
ling snow and crystal issued forth from the opening of the 
wound causing great surprise (to the Brihma9a). 

45-47. Then, 0 excellent Brihma9as, the Lord said to the 
Brahmal)a: "O excellent sage, from the tip of my thumb grey ash 
has issued forth. Still I am not eager to dance. Why then do you 
dance merely at the sight of the vegetable juice? Stop this 
despicable dance. 0 leading Brihmai,a, by dancing and singing 
the power of the penance of a Brihmai,a gets wasted." 

48. On seeing the feat of the discharge of ash from a wound, 
he became ashamed. Stopping his dancing activity, he bowed 
down to him. 

49. Then he said, "I think you are none other than Lord 
Mahesvara. Do this favour unto me. Let there be no wastage of 
my penance." 

TM Lord said: 

50. With my favour the power of your penance will increase 
day by day. I shall always stay with you in this holy spot. 

51. 0 sage, since I have been requested by you in a blissful 
mood,• I will become well known all over the earth by the name 
Ariandesvara. After my name, this city too will be called Ananda 
: (mdileni Va(lnapr in Gujarat). 
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·, 52. After saying thus, Mahideva vanished from there. 
Marikal}.aka, the leading sage, began to perform penance. 

53-54. Then the serpents bowed down to the leading sage 
and said: "O holy Sir, all of us have been deprived of our poison 
by your holiness. Do a favour unto us so that the terrible poison 
may come back. Otherwise, we will be subjected to great dis
comfiture by all the people." 

Manka'IJ,llka said: 

55. Untruth has never been uttered by me even for the sake 
of a joke. Hence you will all continue to be like this as watcr
snakes. 

Su.ta 1aid: 

56. Ever since then all of them remained as water-snakes 
on the earth-two-tongued serpents in forn1 but devoid of poi
son. 

57. Then men began to take their holy plunges in that 
auspicious Sarasvata Tirtha. After touching that Citrasila (won
der£ ul slab) they attained the greatest goal. 

58. Accompanied by Yama, the terrified Thousand-eyed One 
(lndra) went to Lord Pitamaha and spoke these words: 

59-60. "O Pitamaha, men take their holy bath in the Sarasvata 
Mahitirtha created by you and go to heaven. Men merely visit 
the Lord and go to heaven. Even persons of sinful conduct, men 
excluded from all righteous rites, take their bath there, touch 
the slab and attain the greatest goal then itself." 

Yama said: 

61. A careful scrutiny of the auspiciousness and inauspi
ciousness of all embodied beings has been the duty assigned to 
me, 0 Lord. That has become invalidated now. 

62. Hence, 0 Lord , remove one of us--either me or that 
excellent Tirtha. By its power my Narakas have become devoid 
of people. 

63. On hearing the words of Yama, Prapitimaha said to Sakra 
who was standing nearby, "Destroy that Tirtha." 

64. Thereupon Sakra went to that tank and filled it with dust 
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particles, 0 Brihmal).as, both the Sirasvata Hrada as well as the 
Citrasili. 

65. Even today, a man who establishes himself perfecti,, in 
that holy spot and performs penance shall attain Siddhi soon. 

66-68. That leading Brihmal}.a Mankar,aka stays there even 
today along with Lord Sambhu. The Liliga installed by MailkaQ.aka 
and filled with dust particles is still there. It brings great 
prosperity, 0 excellent Brihmal).as. Men who touch it are rid of 
sins. A man who worships it on the fourteenth lunar day in the 
bright half of the 1nonth of Migha is honoured in Sivaloka even 
though he may be defiled with sins. 

Su.ta said: 

CHAPTER FORTYONE 

Manifestation of J alasayin 

1-4. There is the holy spot of Lord Jalasiyin (one who lies 
down in the waters i.e. Lord VitQ.U) on the northern side (of 
Anandesvara Linga). 

It is well-known and is destructive of all sins. One who observes 
fast and worships there at the time of Sayana (going to asleep by 
the Lord on the eleventh day in the bright half of ~i(jha) and 
Bodhana (waking up on the eleventh day in the bright half of 
Kirttika) of Hari, with great devotion, shall go to the place of 
Vitl}.U. 

The Dvitiyi (second lunar day) of the dark half (of ~icjha) 
when the Lord of Devas is asleep, is liked well by the Lord. It is 
called Asunyasayana {not being levoid of lying down). 

On that day, if a devotee worships LordJalasiyin in accordance 
with the injunctions laid down in the scriptural texts, he goes to 
Hari's place. 

Tiu sages said: 

5. 0 Siitanandana, how did Jalasiyin come to that place? 
What is the procedure whereby he is worshipped? Mention 
everything in detail. • 
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Sita said: 

6. Formerly there was a very powerful king of Dinavas named 
Bifkali. He could not be defeated by all the Devas, Gandhamu, 
Uragas and Rik,asas. 

7. This powerful Dinava brought the entire earth under his 
control and then proceeded to the abode of Devas along with 
groups of Daityas. 

8. A fight took place between the furious Devas and the 
Dinavas. The great war caused the destruction of both the Devas 
and the Asuras. 

9. Everyday there occurred terrible fight and it lasted for ten 
thousand years. It produced muddy slush mixed with blood and 
a huge mountain of bones. 

10. When ten thousand years were completed the Thousand .. 
eyed One (lndra) was defeated by him along with his armies 
and followen. 

11. He left heaven along with all the groups of Devas and 
sought refuge in Vitr.iu seeking shelter in Svetadvipa. 

12. It is there that the Lord lies down in his Yogic slumber 
on the couch of Serpent Se'8 with his feet massaged by Laqmi. 

13. Then, all the Devas including Vasava, who are good 
devotees of that Lord, eulogized him all round by means of 
Vedic Siiktas. 

14. Then the Lord of the universe got up and spoke to the 
Slayer of Bala: •o Thousand-eyed One, I hope everything is 
quite all right now in all the three worlds. Wherefore have you 
younelf come here along with the groups of Devas?" 

Sak,-a said.: 

15. There is a king of Daityas named Bqkali. He has become 
very mighty through the boons acquired from Hara. He is 
invincible to all the Devas in battle. I have been defeated by 
him in the battle. 

16. Now, 0 Slayer of Madhu, he has established himself in 
heaven. Therefore, 0 most excellent one among Suras, I have 
sought refuge in you along with the Devas. 

17. We, the Devas, were formerly saved by you from the 
danger from Hiral)ylqa and Hinu,yakaiipu and also from other 
wick.ed .. minded ones. 
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18. Hence, 0 Lord of Devas, save us from this mightier 
Dinava, Bqkali also. Excepting you, we have no other greater 

• resort. 

Sri Bhagavan said: 

19-20. 0 Sakra, I shall myself overpower him when the proper 
time comes. Till that time, perform a great penance, 0 Visava, 
whereby through the power of penance, you will get the 
needed strength for slaying that Daitya, Ba,kali, who is very 
mighty. 

Sakra said: 

21. 0 Lord of the universe, in which holy place should I 
perform the great penance for the destruction of that Daitya? 
Do tell it unto us. 

Silla said: 

22. On hearing it, Lord Vin~u, after thinking in his mind for 
a long time about holy spots and shrines, spoke to Purandara: 

23. "O Sakra, the holy spot Camatkirapura is one that accords 
Siddhi. Hence hasten to that place and perform penance for 
slaying him." 

Sakra said: 

24-25. 0 Keiava, we are mortally afraid of Bifkali, the king of 
Dinavas. So, without you, we will never go elsewhere. Hence, 0 
Lord of Suras, you too do come there younelf, so that I can 
perform the great penance under your protection. 

Sita said: 

26. Then Lord Vif9u said: •it shall be so." Accompanied by 
Sri and the Suras, he came over to the holy spot Camatkirapura. 

27. All the delighted groups of the Devas went there. Having 
resolved to perform penance, they built separate hermitages. 

28. Visudeva remembered his big Ocean of Milk and brought 
it quickly to that ancient tank. 
· !9. As in the Svetadvipa before, he lay down there even as all 
rbe Suras humbly eulogized him all round. • 
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50. At the advent of the auspicious second lunar day in the 
dark half of AticJha Brhaspati himself spoke these geode words 
to the Thousand-eyed One whose eyes became turbid due to 
tears. 

B,haspati said: 

31. 0 Purandara, today it is the Dvitiyi (second lunar day) 
named Asunyaiayana. It is very dear to Vitl}U who is asleep in 
the watery expanse. 

32-33. On being worshipped on this day for four months and 
meditated upon in the mind always, Viti} u fulfills all desires. 

The Thousand-eyed One observed perfect Vrata in accor
dance with the injunctions of the scriptures. For four months, 
he adored Hari, the Jalasiyin, on the Dvitiyi day and became 
endowed with brilliance. 

34. On seeing (lndra) endowed with brilliance, Janirdana 
became pleased. He said: "O Sakra, go this day along with all 
the groups of Devas for killing that Daitya Bqkali. You will be 
victorious." 

Saa-a said: 

35. 0 Lord, I am afraid of that evil-minded king of Dinavas. 
Without you, I dare not go even in the company of all Suras. 

Sri Bhagavan said: 

36. 0 Thousand-eyed One, this discus of mine, Sudariana, 
will go with you for the destruction of the enemies of Suras. 

57. After saying thus, Harl released the discus Sudarsana 
along with Sakra for killing the leaders of Dinavas. 

58. After going in the company of the discus Sakra 
exterminated all the Dinavas in the course of the battle. 

59. Bifkali too was cut up entirely. He fell on the ground 
like a mountain struck down by thunderbolt. 

40. There were many other heroic Dinavas arrogant due to 
their mighL After killing them too, the discus Sudariana once 
apin returned to the hand of Hari. 

41. gakra and other Devas were delighted. All their 
suspicions and fears vanished. They approached VqJ;.lu again, 
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bowed down to him and said: 
42.45. MQ Lord of Devas, by your might all the enemies of 

Amaras (Devas) have been killed. The kingdom of the tlJree 
worlds has been regained with all the thorns removed. So tell 
me my duty that shall be conducive to welfare, 0 Lotus-eyed 
One, and also still fear into the enemies." 

Sri Bhagavan said: 

44. 0 Visava, for the sake of the welfare of all the worlds I 
have to remain in this form for ever in this pool, the store-house 
of meritorious waten. 

45. 0 Consort of Saci, you should also come here and 
observe A.iunyasayana Vrata for the duration of the four months. 

46. Thereby no one will dare to be antagonistic to you, 0 
Thousand-eyed One. With my favour you will undoubtedly obtain 
the benefits desired. 

47. Any other man who adores me with devotion here will 
gain all those regions inaccessible even to Devas. 

48. Hence, do go back, 0 Thousand-eyed One, Rule over 
heaven. 0 Lord of Devas, here again I should be seen if there 
be an occasion for my action. I should be visited undoubtedly as 
at Svetadvipa. 

Sita said: 

49. Sitakratu (lndra) bowed down to him and went away. 
Vi.sudeva stationed himself there for the sake of the welfare of 
the worlds. 

50. Thus, 0 excellent Brihmm,as, Jaiiardana, the great Lord, 
stationed himself there as Jalasiyin for the sake of the welfare, 
of all the worlds. 

51. One who is endowed with great ardour and faith and 
who devoutly worships him particularly in the course of the four 
months attains the greatest goal. 

52. It was converted into Dviraki by all the groups of Devas. 
Men who wonhip there during the four months go to the heaven. 

55. On other occasions too a man shall attain the desires 
cherished in the heart. Hence that Dviraki should be assid
uously wonhipped by men at all times and during the aturmlsya 
particularly. 
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··54_ Thus the narrative of Jalasayin, the Lord of Devas, has 
been recounted to you in full. It is meritorious and destructive 
of all sins. 

Suta said: 

CHAPTER FOR1YIWO 

Menaka Meets Visvamitra1 

1-3. 0 excellent Brihma.Qas, there is another splendid Kur;ida 
(holy pit) pertaining to Visvimitra, situated there. It yields all 
desires. 

If holy bath is taken there on the third lunar day in the 
month of Caitra, 0 excellent Brihmar;ias, a man becomes 
endowed with divine form like another Kama himself. 

On taking the holy bath there, a woman with ardent faith 
becomes pregnant. She will be a most covetable one on the 
earth and endowed with all conjugal felicity. 

T~ sages said: 

4. 0 Siitanandana, at what time was the Tirtha of that sage 
established? How is it free from all impurities? Do tell us without 
dropping anything. 

Sfda said: 

5. 0 excellent Brihmal)as, there was ·formerly an ordinary 
waterfall there falling down on the ground and endowed with 
greatness. 

6. The divine river Gangi herself is present therein. A 
person who taltes the holy bath there is immediately rid of all sins. 

7. If a person remains pure and performs a Sriddha there 
with the Piq-s in view, it becomes everlasting in benefit giving 
satisfaction to the Pit,rs. 

1. Thil ii a 1uange story. He,e Menakl fall• in love with Vlhimitra. He 
ii not tempted, for which lhe cune, him and Vl.ivimitra retaliates with 
counter-curse of old age. Both became free from old age after taJdn1 a bath 
in nnha near which VuvimitreJvara ii installed (Chs. 42-44). 
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8. Whatever is given as religious gift in that excellent Tirtha, 
0 Brihma.JJ.as, will have lasting benefit of unlimited narure. 
Homa and Japa performed there too is similar (in benefit).• 

9. Once upon a time, a doe hit by the arrow of a hunter, 
entered the water there and died. 

10. 0 excellent Brihma.JJ.as, it was also the third lunar day in 
the bright half of the month of Caitra. It was a Sunday with the 
constellation Bhara.JJ.i. The time was midday. 

11. Due to the great power of that holy water she was 
transformed into an Apsari of the Lord of the Devas. She was a 
lady full of charming smiles shedding lustre all round. 

12. Remembering the efficacy of that Tirtha the lady of 
excellent complexion used to come there regularly with great 
devotion and take her holy bath on the third lunar day in the 
bright half of the month of Caitra when the constellation 
happened to be Bhara.JJ.i and the day Sunday. 

I!. Once, on that day, an eminent sage possessing the power 
of penance and well-known by the name Viivimitra came there 
in the course of his journey. 

14. She too who had come there for visiting the deity, 
concluded the adoration and was about to return to heaven. 

15-17. She happened to see the sage who was roaming about 
here and there. He was in the prime of his youth with handsome 
fearures as though he was another Lord of Love wielding the 
five arrows. He was endowed with the radiance born of the 
greatness of the Vratas performed by him. He was as brilliant as 
the sun with refulgent rays. He had burnt all his sins by means 
of the penance he had performed ever since the days of his 
childhood. 

Merely at his sight, she became afflicted by the arrows of the 
god of Love. In the height of her delight, she came to the 
vicinity of the sage for the purpose of sexual dalliance. 

18. On seeing the lady hitherto unseen, he hastened to her 
vicinity with a pleased mind. He stood in front of her as though 
he wanted to enquire about the way. 

19. Apparently enquiring about the land, he spoke about the 
duties of women in particular.1 "O fair lady, may you acquire 
auspiciousness mentally, verbally and physically. 

I 

1: W 19-41 delCribe -Strl-dharma•, -Outiel of an ideal wife•~ 
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20. Let there be unswerving devotion unto Visudeva for ever. 
I hope, 0 daughter, you are devoted to the feet of your husband 
and equipped with chastity and humility and always speaking 
pleasant things. 

21. I hope you always endear yourself to your husband making 
gifts to his kinsmen and circle of friends and praising them 
whether in front of him or behind his back. 

22. 0 lady of excellent complexion, I hope, you always go to 
sleep afLer the husband is asleep and, I hope, you get up even 
before he gets up. 

23. I hope, you get up early in Lhc morning and do the 
sweeping at home, 0 beautiful woman. All embellishments and 
heautifkations thereof too you yourself cto. 

24. I suppose, you bow down tn the deities and then to the 
elders. I hope, you give food and water to others in accordanre 
with your capacity and then take your food. 

25. I believe, 0 beautiful lady. that you never take cooked 
food after the Sun has sel. I hope, you never take food before 
offering it to your servants and in particular to saintly people. 

26. I hope, you always drink water after filtering it seven 
times with a thick cloth thus protecting the water-horns(?) 

27. I hope, you are so kind-hearted as to preserve like your 
sons even lice, bugs and flies that afflict your limbs awfully(!) 

28. I hope, you always hear straight fro1n the mouths of good 
people, the Sivadharma (auspicious religious acts or devotional 
acts pertaining to god Siva) with great devotion. 0 fair lady, I 
hope, you respectfully follow them too. 

29. I believe that you do respectfully adore the scripture, 
the expounder and the person who reads it after listening to 
it. 

30. I hope, you copy in beautiful handwriting the PuriQas 
and the Sastras composed by eminent people and then give 
away those manuscripts to good people. 

31. One who listens to all the Sastras but does not give the 
prescribed fees should be considered as Sastra-thief. He never 
attains the fruit thereof. 

32. I hope thc1t you make due arrangements within y~ur 
capacity for dances, songs, musical instruments and the like in 
the temple of Siva. I hope, you make the customary oblations, 
offerings etc., within your means. 
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SS. I hope, 0 excellent lady, that you offer shawls, blankets 
etc. to good people after respectfully bowing down to them. 

34. 0 lady of wide eyes, I hope you avoid straying into•the 
abodes of others unnecessarily without any work always, especially 
after nightfall. 

35. I hope, 0 fair lady, you never take food while your 
husband is hungry. I hope, you take care to avoid disobedience 
to his command. 

36. I hope, you never retort when the husband is angry. I 
hope, you speak pleasant things to dispel his anger. 

37. I hope that when your husband is away from hmne you 
wear dirty clothes and become distressed, lean and pallid in face. 

38. I hope that you never keep broken vessels in the back
yard of the house or the remnants of food taken in by the 
people. though they may be of use. 

39. I hope, you never wander at night even for religious 
vigils and discourses, in streams, isolated places, forests and 
sand banks. 

40. 0 splendid lady, I hope, you never contract friendship 
with courtezans, nurses, a gardners's wife and a washermen's 
wife. 

41. I hope, you always keep your face brightly coloured with 
saffron, hairs decorated with flowers and the eyes darkened by 
collyrium." 

CHAPTER FORTYfHREE 

Dialogue between Visvamitra and Menaka 

Menaka said: 

1. 0 Brahmai;ia, the women for whom the code of virtuous 
conduct you have spoken (prescribed) so far are different. We 
are, on the other hand, courtesans of Heaven-dwellers, who 
wander freely according to our sweet will. 

2. Anyway, 0 highly esteemed one, tell me what is that land 
from which you have come? Even in this Tirtha, the resort of 
'vtrtuous ones, you are the captivator of my heart. 
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3-4. 0 highly fortunate one, your personal form is on a par 
with that of Kamadeva. On seeing you I have become tormented 
by the arrows of Kima. I experience horripilation all over my 
limbs. 

So accept me and enjoy me. I am attached to you. If you do 
not, I will be doomed. Already scorched by the arrows of Kima, 
0 ascetic, I will die in front of you. Thereby you will incur the 
sin of the murder of a woman. There is no doubt about it. 

The Tapasa (Ascetic) said: 

5. 0 lady of excellent eyebrows, we are persons with holy 
vows, strictly adhering to the vow of celibacy. 0 fair lady, of 
course we are fools (totall)' ignorant) in the matters of love as we 
abide by the Sivasasana (Saiva Sastra). 

6. Brahmacarya (celibacy) is cited as the root of all holy vows 
and restraints, especially in the case of devotees of Siva. 
Hereafter you will do what is proper bearing this in mind (I am 
not a sex addict. Don't court me-Editor's footnote). 

7. A man of vows may perform penance for more than a 
hundred years. But sexual dalliance even once brings about 
utter destruction of his Pasupata vow. 

8. 0 titnid lady, why do you speak as though you are 
enamoured of me, a follower of Pasupati (Lord Siva). Such a 
highly sinful activity as this is condemned in Sivasiisana. (Saiva 
Sastra or Pasupatism). 

9. A man of the holy vow of Pisupatism, who enjoys a woman, 
becomes a false Pasupata. Along with ten earlier generations of 
his family, he will be cooked in Naraka. 

10. 0 lady of excellent countenance, leave alone sexual 
union or even touch of a lady, even conversation with a woman 
leads to a great sin in the case of a Pisupata. 

11. Hence, 0 beautiful lady, go away from this place. It 
behoves you to go there where your desires can be fulfilled. 
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CHAPTER FORTYFOUR 

Greatness of Visvamitresvara 

Mmaka said: 

1-2. 0 highly lustrous one, you are not an expert in sexual 
acts indeed. That is why you restrain me, a loving woman, by 
means of words like these. 

Sitta said: 

On being told thus, Visvamitra who never desired to accept 
hf'r as his wife, became very angry and he said thus: 

Vi.svamitra said: 

3. You may live or court death. I will not carry out your 
words. The sin originating from the violation of one's holy vow, 
is worse than that from the murder of a woman. 

4. Expiation has been prescribed by learned men in regard 
to men of holy vows when the murder of a woman is committed 
but not when they come into carnal contact with them. Hence 
you may go away. 

5. It is not that only men who have adopted holy vows incur 
sin from physical intimacy of women. Even men outside the pale 
of holy vows face downfall if they are attached to women. 

6. Even at the time of the first meeting under the pretext of 
circumambulating the sacred fire (in marriage ceremony) a 
woman indicates transmigration (coming and going) in Sarilsara. 

7. Hence a wise man who desires his own welfare should 
avoid conversations with women, let alone physical, intimate 
contact. 

8. A woman is like a smouldering, charcoal. A man is like a 
pot of ghee. Avoiding the contact he remains strong (compact); 
by the contact he becomes ruined (melts). 

9. Women are at the root of all disasters and adversities of all 
the living beings on the earth. Hence they should be kept off at 
a safe distance, because they are obstacles to the attainment of 
heaven. 
•;ti .U). Women Qf noble families commanding great affluence 
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and having their own husbands begin to love someone else. 
They are very fickle. 

11. By coming into contact with women, people wander 
about in the worldly existence. Hence no one other than women 
contributes anything to sin on the earth. 

12. Women attend to a base 1nan who serves them in iso
lated places even if he be ugly and base-born. 

13. Women of uncontrolled nature abide by the conventional 
decorum with their husbands only because they are afraid of the 
servants and danger from other men. 

Suta said: 

14. Thus rebuked by him Menaka became very angry. With 
her lips throbbing much through anger, she cursed that excel
lent sage. 

15-16. "O highly evil-minded one, by avoiding the sexual 
dalliance (with me) you have abandoned me though I am 
sexually excited. So, take this curse from me. Be now itself one 
with wrinkles and grey hair, one with the limbs shattered by old 
age, one of dim vision and bereft of colour, 0 evil-minded one." 

Suta said: 

17. I1nmediately after these words had been uttered, the 
excellent sage came to be one as imprecated by her. 

18. He too became highly furious and attempted to curse 
her. With eyes reddened due to distress, he took water from the 
waterpot. 

19. "O basest courtezan, although I _am blameless I have 
been cursed by you. So you too shall become one with the limbs 
shattered due to old age." 

20. At his words she too became one of that type of physical 
form as that of the excellent sage with the body covered with 
wrinkles and grey hairs. 

21. Then, along with such a hideous form she took her bath 
in the Tirtha whereat she got transformed into her original 
form. 

22. On seeing that great miracle, he took in a very great 
haste, his bath there and became transformed as before. 
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28. Thus, by the power of the Tirtha both of them became 
endowed with handsome features, beauty and exalted virtues. 
They joyously took leave of each other and went to the place 
they desired. 

24. By coming to know the greatness of the Tirtha in this 
manner, the holy sage installed the Linga of the Trident-bearing 
Lord of Devas. 

25. The holy lord performed very great penance at that 
excellent Tirtha. By means of the blades of Kusa grass, he made 
the lake very wide. 

26. A man who takes his holy bath there and worships the 
excellent Linga well-known as Visvimitresvara shall go to Siva's 
palace. ' 

27. Even today the water seen there is on a par with the 
water of Ganga, meritorious, destructive of all sins and yielding 
all cherished desires. 

28. One who takes his holy bath there with the mind sanctified 
by faith, shall attain the world of Devas and rejoice along with 
the Pitrs. 

29. Ever since then that Tirtha earned a great reputation that 
it bestows exalted handsomeness on men all over the earth, the 
nether world and the heavenly region. 

30. Thus, 0 excellent Brihmar,tas, the greatness of 
Visvamitresa, that is destructive of all sins and about which I had 
been asked, has been completely narrated to you all. 
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CHAPTER FORTYFIVE 

Greatness of TripUfkara1 

Sita said: 

189 

1-2 0 excellent Brihmal)as, there itself is the highly 
meritorious group of three Putkaras where penance was 
performed formerly by the king of Anarta. One who takes his 
holy bath there at midday in the month of Kirttika when the 
Moon is in the constellation Krttiki (i.e. on the full-moon day) 
attains the greatest goal. 

The saga said: 

3. 0 son of Suta, do tell us how the highly meritorious 
group of three Puikaras happened to be there? At what holy 
spot should it be identified? What are the signs thereof. 

Su.ta saitl: 

4. I shall describe unto you how the intelligent sage 
Visvimitra saw (recognized) the group of the three P°'karas 
formerly by what indicators. 

5. Formerly when the excellent sage Visvimitra was staying 
there, the meritorious Kirttiki (full-moon day in the month of 
Kirttika) arrived when the constellation was Krttiki. 

6. The storehouse of penance, the son of Gidhi, realized 
that the holy spot consisted of all the Tirthas. Then he thought 
thus in his mind. 

7-9. 'It happens that today is the highly meritorious Kirttiki 
with the Krttiki constellation. On this day, if men take their 
holy bath in the waters of Pu,kara, welfare is attained by them. 
The primordial Pu,kara is very far off. It is not possible to go 
there now. So, I shall take the holy bath in the nrtha situated 
here.' 

After resolving thus with the mind sanctified by ardent faith, 

I. Putkan. lake is near Ajmer ha Rajuthan. It ii florifled in Mbh and odler 
Pudfu. God Brahml "performed a 11.Crifice here. Thi.I Puri9a claims the 
exiasence of ddl holy place at Camalklrapura u well. 
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he began to search for the P\lfkaras all round. Due to the 
multiplicity of the Tirthas, he could not come to a decision. 

I 0. Wherever he saw a pool of water, he took his hol)' bath 
there. Wandering here and there he became tired. 

11. He came to the root of a tree. Standing there on the 
ground and remaining pure he faithfully eulogized Tripu,kara: 

12. •svarga is within a Yojana from the middle Pu,kara and 
half a Yojana from the least (smallest) one. Splendid souls have 
proclaimed that Svarga is within the reach of a hand from the 
greatest Ku~uja (holy pit). 

13. Other Tirthas indeed sanctify the devotees undoubtedly 
who take holy plunge and perform Dana. But, one is rid of sins 
merely by a visit to Pu,kara. 

14. After arriving at the forest region of Pu,kara if one feeds 
a single BrahmaJJ.a with greens, roots and fruits, it is as effective 
as though a core of Brihmal)as are fed. 

15. It is very difficult (to get the opportunity oO having a 
holy plunge in Pu,kara; penance at Pu,kara is rarely achieved. 
Residence at Pm1kara is also very rare. Everything in Putkara is 
rarely achieved. 

16. A man who takes his holy bath in Pu,kara on the occasion 
of Kirttiki along with the Krttiki constellation is instantly rid of 
sins incurred ever since birth and till death. 

17. A man who takes but a single holy plunge in the morning 
in the biggest Pu,kara, at midday in the middle PufJtara aJ)d 
after sunset in the smallest Pu,kara shall attain Svarga. 

18. Sin abides in the bodies of the embodied beings only 
until they take their holy bath in the waters of Pu,kara. 

19. Just as darkness touched by the rays of the sun gets 
dissolved, so also sin vanishes quickly after coming into contact 
with the waters of Pu,kara. 

20. Even after committing Brihmal)a-slaughter and other sins 
on the earth, a person becomes free from defects (sins) if he 
bathes in ~kara on the Karttiki day. 

!1. Of what avail is Dina? Of what importance is Homa? Of 
what avail is elaborate Yajfia? The benefit of all these is achieved 
through a holy baths in Putkara on the Kirttiki day. 

!!. If this statement perfectly uttered by me is true, let 
Putlw'a be seen immediately.• 

15. Even · as the intelligent Vuvimitra was saying thus, 0 
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excellent Brihmal}.as. there arose an unembodied voice from 
the sky. 

24. "O Visvimitra. 0 most excellent one among sages, my 
perpetual residence is in the sky excepting the single occasion 
of Kirttiki accompanied by the Krttiki constellation. 

25. Therefore on this day I certainly come to the earth in 
this very meritorious forest. Therefore you perform the rite of 
holy bath." 

Vi.fvtimitm said: 

26. We hear that this place is a supporting base in the case 
of all Tirthas. 0 Lord of all the Tirthas, how can I identify you 
stationed here itself. 

27. Then, 0 excellent Brahmar;ias, a loud voice originating 
in the aerial space rose up once more, delighting Visvimitra, 
the most excellent one among sages: 

28-31. "Not far from this forest there are (three) watery 
expanses (lakes). In one of them there is a lotus with face 
stooping down. In the second it has. the face lifted up. In the
third the face is turned sideways. Among them the Jyenha 
Pu,kara (the greatest Pu,kara) should be identified through 
the lotuses with faces lifted up. 1 

0 excellent Brahmal)a, the identification mark of the middle 
one is the lotuses with faces turned sideways. The smallest 
Putkara should be identified through the lotuses with faces 
downwards. 0 excellent Sage, after identifying them through 
these signs do perform your holy bath." 

On hearing it the sage got up and went.away quickly. 
!2-35. Those lakes were seen with such lotuses. On seeing 

them the sage endowed with ardent faith performed the holy 
bath in due order. Then he offered libations to the Pitrs in 
accordance with injunctions. Thereby, 0 excellent Brihmaoas, 
he performed in accordance with the injuctions the rite of 
Srlddha through greens, roots and Nivira rice-grains together 
with fruits. Thereafter he stood on the bank itself and began to 
look around with mental concentration. He was keen to see the 

I. ,.,,,,,._ meant a rows. The auocladon of Lowse1 with the nrtha is 
llpificant (PI p. 622). 
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signs of identification of the conjunction of Krttiki constellation 
with the Kirttiki day. 

The Brahmatu&S said: 

36. Of what nature is the sign in the greatest Putkara on the 
Kirttiki day when there is the conjunction of Krttiki con
stellation. Describe everything to us quickly. 

Sfua said: 

37. On the Karttiki day when the Moon comes into contact 
with Krttiki constellation, an excellent lotus comes up from the 
middle of water. 

88. Within it a being of the size of thumb is seen by the 
people endowed with ardent faith, who have taken their holy 
bath duly. Thereafter, a devotee obtains the merit of pilgrimage 
to the Tirtha. 

39. It was for this reason that the great sage Visvimitra 
strenuously looked around for the expected sign after his holy 
bath. 

40. Even as the intelligent Visvimitra was watching thus, 
King Brhadbala, the overlord of Anarta, came there. 

41-42. He was extremely tired after hunting herds of deer, 
bears, boars, stags and Sambara bucks, lions tigers, wolves and 
other wild beasts of prey. He reached that place at midday along 
that path. 

4S. Near a tree he saw Visvimitra, the leading sage. He was 
seated there after his holy bath keenly watching the lake before 
him. 

44. The king got down from the horse and bowed down to 
the sage. The excellent king was excessively tired and so entered 
the water of the lake. 

45. In the meantime that lotus came up from the water. It 
had a thousand petals and its lustre was similar to that of twelve 
Suns. 

46. On seeing that large wonderful lotus, the king was curious 
and he caught hold of it with his left hand. 

4 7. 0 excellent BrlhmaJ)as, hardly had the lotus been touched 
when a loud report was heard which filled the entire universe. 

·43.· On hearing th,at sound, the king swooned~ fell into 
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die w-.&ter. The lotus vanished. 
49. With very great difficulty, he was pulled out of the water 

by his attendants miserable and grief-stricken uttering cries of 
"Hal Hal" 

50. After reaching the banks, he regained consciousness 
with great difficulty. As he glanced over his body he found it 
affected by leprosy. 

51. The nose, the hands and the feet were badly affected 
and decayed. His voice was gruff. He became sad and gloomy. 

52. Approaching Visvimitra, the king uttered wretched, 
feeble words choked with tears. 

53-54. 110 holy sage, see how despicable my body has become 
all of a sudden as I went into the water. 0 leading sage, could it 
be any defect of the water or the soil beneath, that my body has 
suddenly attained this serious mal•transformation?" 

Vi.fvtimitra said: 

55. This is a solar lotus. Within it Lord Sun· himself is 
present. But you touched it with an Ucchi1la (impure) body. 

56. 0 king, when in the month of Karttika the Moon comes 
into conjunction with Krttiki constellation, this comes up from 
the waters of the Pu,kara. 

57. This Pu,kara is the Jye,iha (greatest) which you got into 
on being weary. Today is the Full-Moon day in the month of 
Kirttika and there is the conjunction of Krttiki constellation. 

58. After seeing this a man with ardour and faith should take 
his holy bath. He shall attain the greatest go~. 

59. It was only to pluck it out, 0 king, that you touched the 
lotus and that too when you were Ucch;,la (impure). Therefore 
this is the result. 

Brhadbala said: 

60. 0 excellent sage, how can I get rid of this fell disease of 
leprosy? Could it be through penance, observance of restraints 
and holy vows? 

Vi.fvcimiwa said: 

61. Propitiate the Tho111and-rayed Lord in this holy spot, 
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0 king. You will attain good result, ease and comfort arising 
from the destruction of (perfect cure from) leprosy. 

62. On hearing the words of the sage, King Brhadbala 
immediately installed an idol of Sun-god. 

63-64. With great ardour and faith, he regularly adored the 
idol in accordance with the injunctions with flowers, incense 
and unguent. On Sundays he conducted special worship after 
observing fast. He faithfully adored with red flowers along with 
red sandalpaste. 

65-66. At the end of a year, the king experienced complete 
relief from the disease of leprosy. He regained the refulgence 
of twelve suns. Thereafter, he went back to his kingdom and 
enjoyed many pleasures. On death he attained the world of the 
Sun-god. 

Sita said: 

67. 0 excellent Brihmal)as, it was thus that the intelligent 
Visvamitra made the three Putkaras manifest and accessible to 
all the people of the world. 

68. A man who takes his holy bath there on days with Krttiki 
constellation, or on the full-moon day in the month of Karttika 
goes to Brahmaloka. 

69. A man who visits Bhiskara (the Sun-god) installed by 
Brhadbala on all Sundays for a period of one year celebrating 
great festivals therein, shall be rid of all ailments he may be 
suffering from. 

70. A man without ailments immediately attains whatever he 
desires mentally with the favour of the Hot-rayed One. One 
without desires attains salvation. 

71. One who performs the rite of Vnotsarga (ritualistic 
releasing of a bull as dedication unto the deity) on the Kirttiki 
day when there. is the conjunction of Krttiki constellation in the 
highly meritorious Pu,karas, shall get the merit of a horse
sacrifice. 

72. One should desire to beget many sons so that one may 
go to Gaya, one may perform a hone sacrifice or one may 
ritualistically dedicate a 'blue' bull. 

73. All the Tirthas or all the Dina rites may be put on. one 
pan of the balance and in the other one, the dedication of a 
bull. Both are on a par with each other. 
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·, 74. One who listens to this always or reads with ardent faith, 
attains all desires and is honoured in Brahmaloka. 

The sages said: 

CHAPTER FORTI'SIX 

Greatness of Sarasvati Tirtha 

1-3. 0 highly intelligent one, do narrate all the other Tirthas 
that may be present there. 

Suta said: 

There is another very splendid Tirtha there, na1ned Sirasvata 
Tirtha. Even one who is dumb and mute but takes his holy 
bath there, shall become an expert in speech. 0 excellent 
Brihmar,as, he gets all human and heavenly objects desired by 
him and also the worlds ending with Brahmaloka etc. 

4. Formerly there was a very famous king named 
Balavardhana. He enjoyed the ocean-girdled earth acquired 
through the might of his own arms. 

5. A son was born to him. He was endowed with all 
good features. On the twelfth day the father invited excellent 
Brahmar,as and clearly named him Arilbuvici. 

6. Fondled lovingly by the king, the boy grew up properly 
but due to dumbness he could not even lisp words. 

7. While the boy was running his seventh year, Balavardhana 
was attacked by his enemies in battle and killed. 

8. Thereupon, in the absence of another son, that boy, 
although he was dumb, was crowned as the king of the kingdom 
by the ministers of the king. 

9. Even as the sluggish king, not yet out of childhood; was 
thrust on the kingdom, there was a great revolt in the realm. 

10. The practice (Nyiya) of acquatic beings (called MatsJa 
NJ01a: 'Might is right') then prevailed on the earth. And str~ng 
men oppressed all weaker people. 

11-12. Thereupon those miniaten spoke to Vasif~a, their 
priest: "O great sage, find out some means to restore the power 
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of speech to this king. See, the entire surface of the earth has 
become a void due to the defect of this king. Do something that 
is proper in this connection." 

13. He meditated for a long_ time and then spoke to the 
distressed ministers, all of whom were extremely grief-stricken 
even as the king himself was listening: 

14. "In the holy spot of Hi13kesvara, there is Sirasvata Tirtha 
that grants all desires to men. Let this king go there and have 
his holy bath." 

15. At his instance, the king immediately rushed to the 
Tirtha. Thanks to the holy bath in that Tirtha, he became one 
with sweet voice. 

16-21. Having clearly understood the power of Sarasvati, the 
king equipped with great ardour and faith meditated upon 
Sarasvati. He took some clay from the river-bank and himself 
made an image of Goddess Bhirati having four arms. 

In her right hand she held a very charming lotus. In the 
other hand there was an Aqamili. (rosary of beads) that 
surpassed the stellar lustre. In another (third) hand she held a 
waterpot filled with divine water. Similarly in the left (fourth) 
hand she held the book containing all lores.1 

He then placed that image on a sanctified slab assiduously 
and devoutly worshipped it through incense, garlands and 
unguents. Afterwards the king stood before the image with bodily 
and mental purity. With the mind purified by ardent faith, he 
began to eulogize in a loud voice. 

Th, pra,,,- of SaJDSVati 

22. 0 goddess, whatever there is Sat (manifest) and Asal 
(unmanifest), the place of bondage and that of liberation-all 
these ar~ pervaded by you in a concealed form in the same 
manner as fuel is pervaded by fire. 

23. You are stationed in the heart of everyone in the form of 
Siddhi (fulfilment), in the tongue in the form of speech and in 
the eye in the form of boti (li1ht, 1i1ht). 

24. 0 1oddess of Devas, One devoted to favour the wretched 
and the distressed who seek refuae in you, you alone are accessible 

~~J:~'fhe famous icon in the Saramad temple at Bibner (Rlyalthan) ii like -~•-
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and comprehensible through devotion in all the three worlds. 
25. You are the goddess dwelling in all living beings. You 

are Kim (renown); you are Dl&rti (fortitude). You are Mltlha 
(intellect). You are Bl&al&ti (devotion). You are remembered as 
Prabha (refulgence). You are Nidti. (slumber). You are Kp,ulha 
(hunger). You are Kini (reputation). 

26. You are Tu,li (satisfaction), Pu,# (nourishment), Vapus 
(physical form). Priti (love), Svadl&a, Sval&a, Vibl&avari (night), 
Rati (enjoyment), Priti (affection), K,iti (Earth), Ganga, Sat,a, 
Dl&anna and exaltedness of mind. 

27. You are Lajja (bashfulness), Santi (peace), s,,.m 
(memory), Dalqa (efficient), X,a,na (forgiveness), Gauri, Rohitd, 
Sinivali, Kuhu., Ralca., Da,a-mata (Aditi) and Diti. 

28. You are Brahmatii, Vinata, Siva the daughter of Dalc,a, 
Ga1atri, Savitri, Kr,i (cultivation), V:111i (shower), Sruti (Veda), 
Kala (Art). 

29. You are the nenre vessel called Bali, Tu,pkifiJii (acme 
of satisfaction), Rasani (tongue), Sarasvati. In fact, you are 
everything in all the three worlds not enumerated because of 
multiplicity. 

30. Whatever is intended or not intended is your form, 
0 goddess of Suras. Gandhanras, Kinnaras, Devas, Siddhas, 
Vidyidharas, Uragas, 

SI. Yakps, Guhyakas, Bhiitas, Daityas, Viniyakas-all these 
attained Siddhi, with your favour. 

32. Others too not mentioned due to multiplicity are also 
propitiated (by me) and wonhipped with strenuous effort 
elaborately. Let those deities remove the sin. Thus you are 
glorified. 

SS. On being eulogized by that king the highly pleased 
goddess of Devas, Bhirati, immediately manifested herself and spoke. 

Sarasvati said: 

54. 0 king, I am pleased with this prayer of youn and the 
steadfest devotion. So choose your boon as you desire. 

TIN ldng saitl: 

55. From now ohwarda, at my request you shall undoubtedly 
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stay in this idol as long u my fame is steady throughout the 
three worlds. 

36. If any devotee, urged by me, adequately propitiate11, you 
staying in this, you should immediately grant him everything 
befitting his devotion. 

Sara.svati said: 

37-40. If any man takes his holy bath here in the auspicious 
waten on eighth and fourteenth lunar days and worships me 
present here, 0 king, I shall grant him all the cherished desires. 

Sita said: 

Thus, from that day onwards, the greatest goddess Sarasvati 
became stationed there herself for the sake of the welfare of all 
the worlds. A man who observes fast on eighth and fourteenth 
lunar days and worships her with white flowers and unguents, 
shall become very intelligent and eloquent always in every birth. 

41. He may have frequent rebirths. With the favour of 
Sarasvati, no fool will be born in his family. 

42. A man who listens to pious discourses in front of her, 
resides in heaven for three Yugas by her power. 

48. A man endowed with ardent faith who makes the gift of 
learning in her shrine shall obtain the merit of a horse-sacrifice. 

44. One who offers to a leading Brihmai;ia a book on 
religious conduct shall obtain the full merit of a horse-sacrifice. 

45. One who stands before her and recites the Vedas shall 
obtain the full merit of an Agnittoma Yajila. 
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Th, saga said: 

CHAPTER FORT\'SEVEN 

Greatness of Mahakalesvara 

199 

1. 0 highly intelligent Sutaja, tell us in detail the greatness 
of Mahakala, because you know everything. 

Silla said: 

2. Formerly there was a king hailing from the family of 
lk~vaku. He was well-known as Rudrasena. He was the destroyer 
of all his enemies. 

3. In majesty he was like the ocean; in gentleness he 
resembled the moon. In vigour he was on a par with the 
Thousand-eyed One (lndra); and in handsome features he was 
like Kandarpa (god of Love). 

4. A city endowed with all the good features well-known as 
Kanti was his capital. It was the most excellent one of all cities 
with lofty ra1nparts and ornamental gates. 

5. His beloved wife was well-known as Padmivati. She was 
honoured by the greatest people. She was endowed with exalted 
good qualities and beauty. 

6. On the day of Vaisakhi (full-moon day in the month of 
Vaisikha) he used to come out from his abode accompanied by 
her and a limited number of soldiers. 

7. 0 excellent Brihmai;ias, he used to perform Ratrijagara 
(keeping awake at night) in front of Lord Mahakala. The king 
was always accompanied by his wife and he was ardently faithful. 

8. He used to observe fasts. He meditated upon Mahesvara. 
There used to be delightful singing and dancing with instru
mental music, narration of religious discourses by Brihmal)as 
and elaborate chanting of Vedic Mantras. 

9. Getting up early in the morning, he used to take his holy 
bath and wear clean and washed clothes. With purity of mind 
and body, he used to make gifts to Brihmal).as and ascetics in 
particular. 

I 0. He distributed gifts to the blind, the wretched and the 
miserable people in thousands. Every year that king used to 
come thus and perform the rite of Jagara in front of that Lord. 
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11. As the king continued to peform this holy rite of jiga'lfl 
in front of Mahakila, he became more and more prosperous. 

12-13. All the enemies were destroyed. Fortune increped. 
Once when the king arrived there, he saw excellent Brihmal).as 
who had come from different quarters on that very day and had 
gathered before Mahikila. 

14. They were highly conversant with the Vedas. They were 
regular in the observance of vows. A few highly meritorious, 
excellent BrihmaQ.as narrated stories. 

15. They narrated the stories of saintly kings. Others narrated 
the stories of ancient sages and Devas. Others enumerated the 
Tirthas. Some of them told the stories of Brihmar;ia-sages. The 
stories of Yajiias, oceans and continents were very charming. 

16. The king bowed down to them in due order and sat in 
the middle of the assembly. He was heartily congratulated by all 
of them. 

17. At the close of the discourse, those leading sages asked 
the king eagerly: 

18-20. "O king, every year you regularly come here from very 
far on the Vaisikhi day. You assiduously perform the rite of 
Ratrijagara in front of the Lord even abandoning all the other 
rites such as Snana, Dana etc. mentioned by those who expound 
the scriptural texts. If this be no closely guarded secret, do 
narrate everything in full. Of course you know the benefit that 
accrues from Ratrijagam." 

Thi king said: 

21. Well, this is indeed a very great secret, 0 excellent 
BrihmaQ.as, that which you have asked me. Still I shall narrate 
everything unto you. 

22. Formerly I was a merchant by caste in the city of Vidisi. I 
was very poor and all my kinsmen abandoned and avoided me. 
At every step I met with discomfiture. 

23. On one occasion, the Lord of rain, the Slayer of Pak.a, 
did not shower rain at all in Vidisi city for twelve years. 

24. On account of drought, all the people were oppressed by 
hunger. Due to the absence of food, some people died and 
some went to foreign lands. 

25-27. I took my distressed wife with me and set off thinking 
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about Saurifira (Kathiawad) (as my destination). The lady was 
emaciated in every limb through starvation and tears welled up 
in her eyes. She was faltering at every step. 0 excellent 
Brihmai;,.as, I had heard from people that there was plenty of 
food there. I duly proceeded ahead eating the food received as 
alms. Ultimately I arrived in the Anarta counuy near Camatlwapura. 

28. There a beautiful lake was seen by me. It was adorned 
with clusters of lotuses and filled with clear water. Aquatic birds 
hovered around it. 

29. Distressed with hunger and thirst and particularly 
exhausted due to the fatigue of the journey, I went in and took 
my bath in the cool waters thereof. 

30-31. Then I was told by my wife: • 0 Lord, collect some 
lotus flowers from the lake so that some may buy them and we 
will have food for the day. Yonder, an excellent city is visible. It 
is like the city of lndra. It behoves you to go there and sell 
them." 

32. 0 excellent Brahmar;ias, many lotus flowers were gathered 
by me for selling, as I desired food. 

33. Going into the city of Camatkirapura, 0 excellent 
Brihmai,as, I wandered everywhere in the rows of houses and 
the crossings of three and four roads. 

34. It was my bad luck that the people were averse to buying. 
No man took those lotuses. 

35. Even as I became utterly tired with the throat parched 
due to hunger, the sun reached Astacala (the mountain behind 
which the sun sets) and it was evening. 

36. Utterly disgusted, I placed the lotuses on the bare ground 
and lay down there in a ruined temple along with my wife. 

37. When it was about midnight, the sound of music was 
heard by me and the thought occurred to me that this was the 
rite of Jagam undoubtedly. 

38. 'Should I go there; some man might buy the lotuses and 
I could have meal for the price those might fetch.' 

39. After deciding thus I accompanied by my wife took. the flowcn 
and hastened to the place from where the sound of music came. 

40. 0 leading sages, I went into the temple. There I ~w 
Mahikila, the Lord of chiefs of Devas, worshipped by excellent 
Brihmaa,as who were enga,ed in singing and were seated in 
front. 
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41. Some were dancing and others were singing. A few were 
performing Japa. Some excellent Brihmaoas were performing 
Homa and others were engaged in religious discussion. • 

42. One of the assembled men was asked by me: "Is the rite 
ofJagara. being performed here? Who are these people engaged 
in the Jagarar Do tell me quickly." 

45-45. He said: 'This is the Jagara of Lord Mahakila. It is 
devoutly performed b]C Brihmal)as who have been observing fast. 
It is the holy lunar day named Vaisakhi. It is highly meritorious. 
One should perform the rite of Jagara devoutly before Lord 
Mahak.ala. Thereby he undoubtedly attains happiness. 

0 fair Sir, you have lotus flowers; give them to me and take 
the price thereof. For your food I shall give you three Palas of 
silver." 

46-47. Then I began to think on these lines, 0 excellent 
Brihmal)as: 'Shall I worship Mahikila, the Lord of Suras? No 
meritorious rites have been performed by me in the previous 
birth. Certainly that is why I have become very distressed in this 
manner. 

48. But my sweet-speaking beloved wife has become very 
hungry and her throat is parched. Want of food may doubt
lessly cause her death in the morning.' 

49. Even as I was thinking thus my beloved wife spoke these 
sweet words after humbly bowing down to me: 

50-53. •o Lord, do not sell the lotuses for the greed of 
money. Do according to my words conducive to welfare. 

We had to observe fast under compulsion doubtlessly because 
there was not even a bit of greens. In this state of hunger, we 
shall have the rite of Jagara. too. Both of us had our holy bath in 
the splendid lake· during the day, because we were distressed 
due to fa.tigue and heat. We worshipped the deity as well. 
Hence let us now worship Lord Mahakila by means of these 
lotuses so that we may have great welfare.' 

Th, Icing said: 

54. 0 excellent Brihmaoas, with a mind full of Sattva (purity) 
both of us joyously performed the adoration of Mahesvara by 
means ot those lotuaes. 

55. Due to the pangs of hunpr we could not sleep at all by 
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ant means, as we continued to stay in the temple here in front 
of Hara. 

56. Then, in the morning, when the disc of the sun rose up, 
I died due to the overwhelming hunger in this very same place, 
0 excellent Brihm~as. 

57. Thereupon my wife took my body and with great delight 
entered the funeral pyre. 

58. Thanks to the power thereof, I was born as a king and 
Lord of .Kanti. That chaste lady was born as the daughter of king 
of Dasarl)a with the power to recollect previous births. 

59. Knowing n1e to be her own husband, she choose me in 
the S11aya,nvara. After knowing that she was my previous wife she 
was brought with me by me. 

60-61. It is for this reason, 0 excellent Brihm~as, that on 
the Vaisakhi day every year I perform the rite of Jagam of 
Mahakala along with this beloved of mine, after worshipping 
Mahakala with flowers, incense and unguents. It is the truth that 
I have mentioned. 

62. At that time the rite of Ratrijagara was performed by me, 
0 Brahmal)as. Thanks to the power of this Lord, this merit has 
accrued (to me). 

63. Now with great ardour and faith, I am performing this in 
accordance with the injunctions. I do not know what fruit 
(reward) he will grant me. 

64. Thus, 0 excellent Brahmal)as, the entire truth has been 
related to you. May Mahakila be pleased with the truth I have 
spoken. 

Suta said: 

65. On hearing this, those excellent Brihmal)as with their 
eyes gleaming with wonder, exclaimed "Well done! Well done!" 

Thi Bmhmaf)as said: 

66. 0 king, the entire truth has been spoken by you. Nothing 
is difficult ( to be achieved) on this earth if there is the favour 
of Mahikila. 

67. Hence, 0 king, we shall also ardendy perform the rite of 
/Utrijagtlf'O of this Lord every year. 

• • • • 
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68. Then that king and all those Brihmaoas performed the 
rite of Jigara in the presence of Mahikila. 

69. Ever since then all the kings swayed by wonder performed 
the Jagam rite with special gaiety, singing and playing on 
instruments in diverse ways. There were religious legends, 
dances, recitation of Vedic passages of different contexts. 

70. When the day dawned clearly the king got up, worshipped 
Mahikila and took leave of all those excellent Brihmaoas. 
Accompanied by his army, he joyously went to his city. 

71. In due course the king met with his death and attained 
the greatest region devoid of death and old age. 

72. Thus, 0 excellent BrihmaJ}.as, the greatness of Mahikila 
has been fully spoken to you. It is destructive of all sins. 

Sida said: 

CHAPTER FORTYEIGHT 

Installation of Uma-Mahesvara1 

l. There itself in that very place is the hermitage of King 
Hariscandra. It is well-known and overgrown with various cre
epers and trees. 

2. Penance was performed there by him after installing Umi 
and Mahesvara. Further he distributed different kinds of gifts to 
BrihlllaJ)as according to their desires. 

S. Formerly there was a king named Hariscandra, the son of 
Triianku. The glorious king hailing from the solar race ruled 
over Ayad.hyi. 

4. While he was ruling virtuously there was no famine, no 
ailment and certainly no premature death. Nor was there any 
fear from thieves. 

5. The clouds always showered rain at the proper time. The 
vegetation was luxurious. The waten were tasty and the trees 
bore ~ts in all the seasons. 

1. Tbil ltOI)' i• a new contribution Gf 1h11 ~- The 10nleunea of 
Harlfandra, the curae ot Umi and establilbrnent of an Alnma etc. are not 
found In Mbh, Padma and other Purll)al. • 
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ft D&9cja (punishment; a staff measuring four Hastas) existed 
only at the place where dwelling place is built. There was c,l,a,otlha, 
(closing of houses; attacking of houses) only in the game of 
dice. There was only one Do,akara (storehouse of faults; the 
Moon, the cause of night) and it was the Moon. Only owls were 
Pri1ado,as (fond of faults; fond of nights). 

7. There was Sne~a,a ( decrease in oil or affection) only in 
lamps. There was Karagraha (holding of the hands; levying of 
taxes) in marriages only. There was ~rltabha,iga (violation of 
Vrtta i.e. prosody or decorum) only in prose. There was Danotthiti 
i.e. elevation of Dana (ichor; bribery) only in the face of an 
elephant. 

8. Thus the king was endowed with all good qualities and he 
had imperial authority. There was one great defect, that he was 
sonless. 

9. Therefore he installed a Linga devoutly in the holy spot 
of Camatkirapura and performed very great penance for getting 
a son. 

10. He used to meditate on Mahesvara and practised 
austerities: He sat inside five fires in the months of summer; 
during rainy season he stayed under the open sky; he resorted 
to water-lakes in Hemanta (winter). 

11. Then at the end of a thousand years Mahesvara was 
pleased with him. He appeared before him along with Gauri 
and surrounded by groups of Gaa:ias (attendants). 

12. He said: "I shall bestow boons. Request for anything 
desired. I shall grant it to you even if it be very difficult to get.• 

18. Thereupon the king bowed down to him and eulogized 
through the Suktas of the Vedas. With humility and palms joined 
in reverence he spoke: 

14-16. •o excellent one among Suras, whatever there is 
worthy of being mentally cherished on the earth is in my house. 
My wives are beautiful. The kingdom is devoid of thorns. The 
enemies have been exterminated. My body is without ailment. 
Unlimited and vast is my wealth. I have only one source of 
unhappiness that I have no issue. Hence, 0 Lord Sankara, if 
you are pleased, grant me a son. 

Sri Bhapvin said: 

17. 0 excellent king, due to my favour, a son will be bom to 
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you ere long. There is no doubt about it. Hence go home quickly. 

Sita saitl: • 
18. In the meantime Gauri rebuked Mahideva with eyes 

reddened due to anger. Then she spoke to the king: 
1 Q..20. "O big fool, since you did not bow down to me after 

Hara, I am going to curse you. You will beget a son as said by 
the Trident-armed Lord. But you will also meet with the sorrow 
arising from his death even in infancy." 

21. After saying thus, the goddess vanished along with 
Sarilbhu and the attendants too. 

22. After the acquisition of the boon and having received the 
curse as well, the king did not go home. He performed a great 
penance once again. 

2S. He installed Gauri and Mahesvara in the same seat 
(pedestal) and then propitiated them together, with flowers 
and unguents. 

24. The king offered special gifts to Brihma'Qas. He lay on 
bare ground. He kept himself quite calm. He took food once in 
two days. 

25. Then, at the end of a year the Bull-emblemed Lord 
appeared before him in the company of Pirvati once again. 

26. Thereupon the king bowed down before both of them 
duly and spoke these words humbly: 

27-S2. "Formerly, 0 goddess, my mind was overwhelmed with 
the flood of bliss. Hence I failed to bow down to you. It does not 
behove you to be angry on that account. 

0 goddess, you are always the occupier of half of the body of 
the Trident-bearing Lord. Hence, tell me how, when one of you 
is bowed to, you are not paid obeisance. 

This is my opinion that you are always bowed to by one who 
bows to the Lord of Devas and when you are bowed to the Lord 
of Devas too is bowed to. 

Still, you are also separately bowed to as together before. Now 
you have been mounted in the same seat. 0 goddess, you are 
wonhipped along with him. 

Hence be favourable to me. Let the boon given by the Enemy 
of the Puras earlier become fruitful immediately in regard to 
obtaining a son. 

I 
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0 goddess, it behoves you to do what is necessary to facilitate 
the birth of a son who will perpetuate the family line, who will be 
long-lived and whose valour will be steady with your favour." 

Sri Devi said: 

33. 0 king, my words cannot be otherwise on any account. 
Hence your son will meet with death though yet a child. 

34. After giving you the sorrow arising out of early death, he 
will regain life ere long, with my favour. 

35. Thereafter he will live long; he will be victoiious and 
perpetuate your race as an emperor of great eminence. He will be 
munificent and will pe1fo11n Yajfias. He will he one conversant with 
virtuous rites. 

36. So, 0 king, go home and rule over your kingdmn as you 
desire. You will beget a son of great excellance as proclaimed by 
me. 

37-38. If any other man worships me installed here in this 
form along with Lord Sarilbhu, I will grant sons of his choice 
and other things also ere long. There is no doubt about this. 

Sri Mahadeva said: 

39. 0 excellent king, once again beg of me whatever you 
desire. A visit of mine shall never be in vain. This is the truth 
that I speak. 

Hariscandra said: 

40. 0 Lord of Devas, I am blessed and contented. Excepting 
a son there is everything in my house. Now you have giv~n me a 
victorious son capable of perpetuating the line. 

41. Still I cannot disregard your behest at all. For this reason 
I shall request for a desired object. 

42. I have been thinking of performing a Rajasiiya for a long 
time. But all my ministers and friends dissuade me. 

43. The reason is this. That Yajfia is possible only when all 
the kings have been made to pay tribute. 0 Lord, they will not 
readily pay tribute without an actual fight. 

44. When I opt for war they and my well-wishers oppose me 
though I am enthusiastic. They strictly abide by the path of 
good policy and ethics. 
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45. Hence, with your favour, may my Makha (Rajasiiya 
sacrifice) be concluded without obstacles. I will not choose 
anything else. • 

Si.tta said: 

46-48. Hara said: "It shall be so", and vanished. After acquiring 
the boon, the king went to his abode. It was thus that Uma and 
Mahesvara were formerly installed by that king. Afterwards others 
too installed them. One who performs their adoration on the 
fifth lunar day for one full year, 0 Brihmm:sas, with fruiL~ placed 
on all the limbs of the idols of lJma and Mahcsvara will get .1 son 
desired who will be capable of uplifting his race. 

CHAPTER FORTYNINE 

King Kalasa Turns into a Tiger1 

Suta said: 

1-2. There itself on the banks of the tank has been installed 
the highly meritorious deity called Kalasesvara. He is the 
destroyer of all sins. By visiting Kalasesvara, a man is rid of sins. 

3. Formerly there was a king hailing from Yadu race, named 
Kalasa. He perfonned Yaj1ias. He was vigilant and munificent. 
He was engaged in the welfare of all the worlds. 

4. Once upon a time, the excellent sage Durvasas came to 
his abode. He had adopted the vow of Caturmasya. 

5. The king im1nediately got up and joyously came forward to 
him, resP.ectfully saying "Welcome, welcome to you." 

6. He devoutly bowed down to him, washing his feet hbnself. 
After offering A,ghya he said with tears of joy welling up in his 
eyes: 

1. Chapters 49-51 are meant for the glorification of Kalaieiw.ra. King Kalua 
is cuned by sage Durvisi to be a tiger, for feeding him with meat. But he 
assures him redemption when a cow, Nandini by name, shows him the Siva
linga adored by Bil)a. When it took place and the king recovered his human 
f<?rm, -~e devoted himself to the adoration of that Unga which consequently 
ea• ,io be known after him as •Ka.Jueivara." He built a temple of Uma
MaJtehra with a splendid Kui:icJa in front, of a meritorious ~fticacy. 
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7. ..0 sage, I shall give you all these things-this kingdom, 
these sons, these women, this wealth. Tell me your purpose (in 
coming here)." 

Durviisas said: 

8. 0 great king, it is proper on your part to say thus to a 
Brihma~a like us, a person of vows who has come to your abode. 

9. 0 excellent king. I have nothing to do with your riches 
nor with your kingdom. I have adopted the Citurmisya (vow 
extending to four months) Vrata. Hence I am eager to perform 
the PiraQi. 

10. Hence, 0 king, whatever food is ready in your house, 
give it unto me for eating. My hunger is very great. 

Sida said: 

11. Then the king himself served him the food well-cooked 
as it was. 

12. There were many types of sweet dishes and side-dishes of 
various kinds. There were four traditional types of food-stuff, viz. 
Peya (beverages), Co$Ya (foodstuff worthy of being sucked), 
Khii.dya (food to be chewed) and uhya (food worthy of being 
licked and lapped up). There were many meat dishes well 
sesoned with salt etc. 

13. The hungry and distressed BrihmaQa hurriedly gulped 
everything in big morsels without relishing the taste. Yet he was 
joyous. 

14. After getting satiated he realized that he had the taste of 
meat, 0 Brahmar,ias. Thereupon the leading sage became furious 
and cursed him: 

15. "Since you caused a violation in my Vrata by feeding me 
with meat, you will become a terrible carnivorous tiger." 

16. The miserable king in utter fright, bowed down to the 
leading sage and said trembling with a distressed face: 

17-18. 110 sage, you had your throat parched with hunger. 
With great devotion I served you the meal cooked and ready. So 
why do you feel inclined to curse me? Be pleased with me, your 
humble devotee, 0 excellent Brahma1;.1a, by quickly changing 
your curse into a blessing." 
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Durvasas said: 
~ 

19. Excepting in a Sraddha and Vajda no Brahma9a shaU eat 
meat. Especially so at the conclusion of a Vrata pertaining to 
Caturmasya. 

20. If a Brahma9a eats flesh after the observance of fast, 
certainly his Vrata becomes fruitless and the meat is futile. 

21. Hence my Vrata pertaining to Citurmasya has been 
fruitless, 0 leading king. So you have been now cursed angrily 
byme. 

T"6 king said: 

22. Still, 0 Brihma9a, bring about the desired end to the 
curse given to me particularly since I am devout, wretched and 
blameless. 

Durvasas said: 

2!il. When the cow Nandini points out to you the Linga 
formerly worshipped by Bil)a, your liberation shall take place 
immediately. 

24. After saying thus, the eminent Brahma9a went back to 
his hermitage. The king too assumed the highly terrible form of 
a tiger. 

25. He soon lost memory (of his antecedents). On seeing 
animals in front of him, he killed them and was dislodged from 
that place by other animals. He then entered a great forest. 

26. The ministers of the king, desiring that there should be 
an end to his curse, protected the kingdom duly. 
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CHAPTER FIITY 

Dialogue between the Cow and the Tiger 

Sitta said: 

1-3. Thus, 0 Brahmal)as, a great deal of time passed, when 
that king in the form of a tiger roamed about in the forest 
killing different types of anilnals. 

Once upon a time, 0 excellent Brahmar:ias a beautiful herd 
of cows with the full co1nple1nent of cowherds and cowherdesses 
ca1ne to that region. 

In that herd there was a cow named Nandini with stout 
udders and large hind quarters. She was of the colour of a swan 
and yielded (milk) in potfuls. 

4-5. With a desire for grass, she used to go ahead of the 
herd always. Then she saw the Linga of the Trident-bearing 
Lord within a bush. The refulgent Linga was present there by 
itself. It had the lustre resembling that of twelve suns. It was 
extremely delightful to the mind. 

6. The cow stood above it and shed a great deal of milk for 
bathing it. She was endowed with great faith, 0 Brahmar:ias. 

7. No one in that forest with many trees growing all round, 
was aware of the fact that the cow had always been bathing the 
Linga thus. 

8. On a certain day, a huge tiger of sharp fangs came to that 
spot. He instilled fear in all the creatures. 

9. That cow Nandini came there and fell within the range of 
the tiger's sight by chance, 0 excellent Bnihmal)as. 

10. Then she remembered her small calf that was tied in the 
cowpen. As she remembered that the calf could not eat grass 
and could be sustained only through milk, she lamented piteously: 

11-12. "Alas, I have come here alone to this forest devoid of 
people, leaving my infant calf kept tied up in the cowpen by the 
cowherds! May there be my re-union with my calf by the power 

" of that truth that I have come here to bathe Siva." 
IS. While that cow Nandini was lamenting thus piteo~ly, 

the tiger smiled derisively and spoke in harsh words. 
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The tign-said: 

14. Why do you lament in vain, 0 splendid cow? You have 
come within my grip. So you better remember your favi::,urite 
Lord for the sake of heaven. 

The cow said: 

15. 0 tiger, it is not for my sake that I lament and feel 
miserable. My death is surely auspicious, in view of the adoration 
of Siva (for which I came here). 

16. My calf is being kept tied in the cowpen. It is eagerly 
waiting for 1ny arrival. Its sole sustenance is my milk. How can it 
live without me? 

I 7. It is for this reason, 0 tiger, that I lament and feel very 
miserable and not for the sake of my own life. I pledge myself 
truthfully (on my honour, I promise). 

18. Hence, 0 great tiger, leave me immediately as I am fond 
of 1ny calf. I shall ent1 ust it to a companion of mine and return 
to you. 

The tiger said: 

19. How (can I believe) that after falling into the jaws of 
death and escaping somehow (from that) you will come baclt 
again? So I am going to devour you. 

Nantlini said: 

20. 0 tiger, listen to my solemn oaths uttered by myself 
whereby I undertake to come back to you again and then do 
what is proper. 

21. If I do not come back again, let me incur that sin which 
is incurred on murdering a BrihmaQa or by deceiving parents. 

22. If I do not come back again, let me incur that sin which 
befalls those who are eager to take bath in the nude and those 
who indulge in sexual intercourse in broad daylight. 

2S. If I do not come back again, let me incur that sin which 
accrues to those who pursue women in their monthly periods 
and to those who go to bed in the nude. 

24. If I do not come back again, let me incur that sin which 
those who betray trust and are ungrateful, incur. 
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25. If I do not come back again, let me incur that sin which 
befalls those who defile and slander cows, virgins and Brihmm.as. 

26. If I do not come back again, let me incur that sin that 
befalls those who· cook in vain and eat meat in vain (just for the 
pleasure of it). 

27. If I do not come back again, let me incur that sin which 
befalls those who violate holy vows and those who carnally 
approach their wives on the prohibited days of the menstrual 
cycle. 

28. If I do not come back again, let me incur the sin 
of backbiters and talebearers as well as manufacturers of 
weapons. 

CHAPTER FIFIYONE 

Greatness of Kalasesvara 

Suta said: 

1-2. On hearing those solemn oaths, the tiger became 
surprised. Considering that it was the truth, he said to Nandini 
fond of her calf: "If it is so, go home and meet your calf. Entrust 
it to your companions and return soon." 

Suta said: 

3. On hearing these words of the tiger, Nandini of excellent 
conduct went homewards where her calf was tied. 

4. The calf was surprised on seeing its mother coming back 
before the usual time in a frightened state of mind and lowing 
it said: 

5. "Why have you come back before the time? Why are you 
upset and bewildered? Why is your face drenched and full of 
tears? 0 dear mother, speak out quickly." 

Nandini said: 

6. If you want to ask me anything, first you suck the udders. 
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If you are fully satisfied after sucking the milk, I shall tell you 
everything. 

Sita said: 

7. At her instance the calf sucked up as much milk as it was 
wont to do. Then the mother sniffed at its head. The calf 
thereupon said immediately. 

8. "Tell all the news of the forest now. On hearing it, 0 
dear mother, straight from you, I shall have some relief." 

Nand.ini said: 

9. Dear son, I went to the great forest today and as I was 
roaming about as I pleased, I was held up by a tiger. 

I 0-11. When that wild animal with claws as his weapon was 
bent upon devouring me, I requested him on oath, "I shall 
come back after meeting my calf in the cowpen." 

I was allowed to come away after many solemn oaths had been 
taken. I shall go there again. I have met you and talked to you. 

Th, calf said: 

12. I shall go there where you are proceeding to. My death 
in front of my mother could be worthy of praise now. 

15. If I am deserted by you I am sure to die in a short while 
being left alone and denied the sucking of milk. 

14. Mother, if the tiger kills me too along with you, I am sure 
to attain the goal of those devoted to their mothers. 

15. Or, 0 splendid mother, let those solemn oaths taken 
before him by you be held in abeyance for me. Do remain here 
in the cowherds colony. 

16. To children sustained with milk there is no other 
kinsman on a par with the mother. There is no other leader and 
guide on a par with mother; there is no other place of resort 
equal to mother. 

17. There is no other penon worthy of adoration on a par 
with mother. There is no other friend equal to and on a par 
with mother. 

18. With this consideration always excellent persons should 
evince ardent devotion to mothen. Those sons who follow this 
highest righteous rule ordained by Prajipati, _attain ll\e greatest 
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goal. 
19. Hence I shall go there. Do stay here in the cowherds' 

colony. Undoubtedly I shall save your life by means of mine. 

Nandini said: 

20. On this day it is my death that has been enjoined, not 
yours, son. Hence, how will you save my life through yours? 

21. Dear son, this is the ultimate and excellent message 
conveyed to you which you will assiduously carry out in pursuance 
of my direction. 

22. While roaming about in the forest, dear son, do not 
commit any mistake. Both here and in the other world, ruin is 
bound to occur through greediness. 

28. Persons deluded by greed enter ocean, great forest and 
battlefield. Here there is nothing which men do not undertake 
due to greed. 

24. A person is doomed due to three things: covetousness, 
inadvertence and trust. Hence one should not covet, be inad-
vertent or trust blindly. 

25. When you roam about in a deep forest with all efforts, 
dear son, your own self should be guarded by you always from 
the beasts of prey. 

26. You should not stray away from the herd anywhere, dear 
son. Should the grass, fodder etc., be in a risky place, you must 
not go there alone. 

27--28. Thus that Nandini addressed her calf and licked it 
repeatedly. She was overwhelmed with great grief and her eyes 
were dimmed with tean. Then, 0 excellent BrihmaQas, in that 
very state of excitement and afflicted utterly by the grief for her 
son, she went to meet with all her companions. 

29. She went to the great forest, 0 excellent Brihmaoas, 
where all of them were joyously grazing the grasses they liked 
and said to them: 

50-52. (She addressed the companions individually:) -0 
Bahuli, 0 Campaki, 0 Dami. 0 Vasudhiri, 0 GhaJUravi, 0 
Hamsanldi, 0 Priylnandl, 0 Subhakfirl, 0 Mahodayi and other 
cows present here belonging to your cowherds colony, listen to 
my words. Thereafter do accordingly. 
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Today I was roaming about not very far from our herd. Then 
I entered the thick jungle devoid of men. Roaming there for 
the love of the green grass I was waylaid by a tiger. • 

33. By means of solemn oaths (for a sure-return to the tiger) 
after seeing you all and talking to my calf I was able to make 
that claw-weaponed one relent with very great difficulty, and I 
have now come back. 

!4. I have met and talked to my son. He has been suitably 
advised and admonished. Now this dear son is being entrusted 
to the care of all of you. 

35. 0 fair ones, it may be that I had committed some 
misdemeanour against you knowingly or otherwise. May that be 
forgiven with favour 

36. My weak and distressed child, still feeding on milk, will 
now be helpless and all the more grief-stricken due to separation 
from its mother. All of you should rear him up. 

37. Should he stray into other herds or roam about in 
uneven places or be engaged in misdeed of any sort, all of you 
will always dissuade him with care. 

38. I am going to that place where the tiger is presenf This 
is my final adieu to all of you." 

The cows said: 

39. 0 Nandini, you should not go there at any cost. You are 
not aware of Apacltlharma (misdeed condoned during distress). 
Hence you are keen to go there. 

40. Utterance of falsehood on these occasion is not sinful: 
when death is imminent, when there is the likelihood of loss of 
all wealth, when indulging in a joke, when talking about castes 
among .women, at the time of fixing up of marriages. 

41. Hence, 0 fair one, you should not go there. In this you 
are not blameworthy. Bring up your calf. Come along with us to 
our adobe. 

Nantlini said: 

42. 0 splendid ones, such a course is proper to be 
undertaken for the sake of saving the life of others. But in the 
case of good people it is not commended when the aim is 
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saving one's own life or furthering one's own welfare. 
4S. The universe is well-established on truth. Piety is well

established on truth; the ocean does not transgress the limit on 
account of the truthful statement. 

44. Bali handed over the earth to Vitl)U and took refuge in 
nether worlds. The king of Daityas did not back out after making 
his promise. 

45. If anyone promises anything but does not carry it out as 
promised, he becomes a thief of irresolute character. Has he 
not then committed a great sin? 

The companions said: 

46. 0 Nandini, you are worthy of being bowed down to by all 
the Suras and Asuras for you have decided to give up your life 
for the preservation of truth. Life is not ordinarily given up 
easily. 

47. What else shall we say, 0 auspicious one, to you already 
engaged in expounding pious themes, equipped with all the 
good qualities and always abiding by truth? 

48. 0 highly esteemed one, do proceed ahead. Do not be 
worried for your child. What we have been told by you we shall 
carry out. 

49. This we know fully well that a task undertaken by truthful 
men never goes to waste. 

Suta said: 

50-51. After addressing all the companions thus Nandini 
started towards the tiger. She continued to be afflicted with the 
grief for her son. Giving up the hope of seeing her son again 
she was extremely distressed by the fire of grief. She was like a 
ruddy goose separated from her beloved. She was like a creeper 
fallen from a tree. 

52-53. Like a blind one devoid of sight, she faltered at every 
step. For the sake of her child she prayed to all the sylvan 
deities: 

"May all the sylvan deities guard my infant calf whether he is 
asleep or in the act of roaming. May they do so at my instance.• 

54-55. Lamenting thus mentally, she reached the place where 
the terrible tiger with sharp fangs (curved teeth) was waiting for 
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her. He was roaring like thunder with the throat parched due 
to hunger. He was displaying his fury and arrogance, licking the 
corners of the mouth. • 

Nandini said: 

56. 0 great tiger, here I am. Abiding by my true and solemn 
oath I have came back. Now you can gratify yourself with my 
flesh. 

57. Though he was wicked-minded he experienced a state of 
highest detachment on seeing her because she had come back 
without any fear for her life, only because she was clinging 
eagerly to the truth. 

Th, tiger said: 

58. Welcome to you, 0 excellent cow of auspicious features 
and truthful speech. Nothing is inauspicious in the case of 
truthful ones. 

59. · 0 fair one, pledging solemn oaths you said, "I will 
come again." That provoked my curiosity as to what will this 
(cow) do? 

60. Ruthlessly killing living beings, I have been very wicked 
in conduct. On account of this perpetual activity, I am bound to 
fall into terrible Naraka. 

61. 0 highly esteemed one, it behoves you to do me the 
favour of imparting instructions to me though I am a sinner and 
utterly evil-minded. 

62. Thereby I will have the greatest weal in this world as well 
as in the other one. I believe that there is nothing not known to 
you, tha~ks to the truthful conduct. 

63. Hence you describe to me succinctly the essence of piety 
and virtue. Thereby I will reap the fruit of association with the 
good entirely. 

Nandini saitl: 

64-65. They commend austerities in l<l1a \\aga and meditation 
in Tretl Yuga. In Dvipara \\iga Yajtia and Yoga are praise-worthy, 
but in Kali Yuga it is Pina alone. One who gives freedom from 
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fear to all living beings both mobile and immobile, becomes 
himself free from all fears and attains the greatest Brahman. Of 
all the types of Dina there is nothing greater than this. 

The tiger said: 

66-67. 0 auspicious one, in the case of other living beings 
who sustain themselves through food (i.e. vegetation) without 
injuring anyone that type of Dina may be relevant. On the other 
hand it is impouible for us to sustain ourselves without violence. 
Hence, 0 highly esteemed one, tell me something conducive to 
my happiness, an instruction in excellent piety though I am 
one who injures other living beings. 

Nand1ni said 

68. Here there is a great Liliga installed by Bil)a in this 
forest. Certainly it is the power of that Linga whereby I have 
been liberated by you. 

69. Do get up ecirly 10 the morning, c1rcumambulate it 
evecyday and then bow down to it. Thereby you will attain the 
desired fulfilment. 

70. 0 claw-weaponed one, this 1s my opinion that you do not 
have the ability to perform other rites such as adoration etc. in 
view of the fact that you do not have hands. 

71. 0 excellent Brihmal)as, after saying thus that cow stood 
before the tiger at the outskirts of the forest and showed that 
Linga. 

72. Thanks to its sight, he instantly got rid of his tigerhood. 
He became a king as before. 

7!. The excellent king remembered the curse uttered by 
Durvisas and his own kingdom along with his sons. Then he 
said to Nandini: 

74. "I am a king named Kalasa, born of the Haihaya race. I 
was cursed by Durvisaa earlier for certain reasons." 

75-76. When he was pacified he had said, "When Nandini 
shows you that Linga you will become liberated." It is now known 
that you are certainly that Nandinl because my curse has come 
to an end. So, tell me, 0 excellent cow, what is this part of the 
land. 
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77. Thereby I can quickly go back to my abode, 0 highly 
esteemed one, after meeting some human being and finding 
out my way. 

Nandini said.: 

78. 0 king, this is the holy spot of Camatkirapura. It is 
destructive of sins. All the Tirthas are present in it and it yields 
all desired benefits. 

79-80. I had thought thus, 'There is no doubt about this that 
within a day one perfectly achieves that weal which ascetics get 
elsewhere in the course of a year.' After thinking thus, I went 
away from my herd always with my mind purified by devotion 
and bathed the Linga with my milk. 

Tiu king said: 

81. 0 Nandini, god bless you! Do go back to your calf, the 
herd, your companions and other friends. 

82-83. I had heard about this holy spot from the report 
(speech) of some Brahmal)as earlier. I had wished to enquire 
about but I could not visit it, 0 Nandini, because I was engaged 
in kingly duties or rather I was over-indulging in worldly 
pleasures. Since it has been achieved by myself I would rather 
not lose it. 

84. It was a blessing to me that the lofty-minded sage cursed 
me, 0 splendid one. How could I have attained this holy spot 
otherwise? 

Sita said.: 

85. After saying thus and bidding goodbye to that Nandini, 
the king stayed there itself meditating upon that Liliga day and 
nighL 

86. He built a wonderful mansion (shrine) as lofty as the 
peak of Kailisa and performed penance before it. 

87. Then, 0 Brihmaoas, by its power within a few days he 
obtained the greatest fulfilment inaccessible even to those who 
regularly perform Yajiias. 

88. One who lights and offen a lamp there in the month of 
Kirttika will be rid of all sins and honoured in the world of Siva. 
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89. A man who makes arrangement for songs, dances etc. 
before it devoutly in the month of Mirgasir~ attains the greatest 
goal. 

90. Thus, 0 excellent BrihmaQ.as, the greatness of 
Kalasesvara, destructive of all sins, has been fully narrated in 
detail to you all. 

91. One who is endowed with great faith and reads this 
devoutly becomes liberated from sins and is honoured in the 
world of Siva. 

Suta said: 

CHAPTER FIFfYTWO 

Greatness of Rudrakoti 

1-3. Uma and Mahesvara were installed there by that king 
after building a great mansion (shrine) that gave pleasure to 
the eyes of righteous people. 

In front of it, an auspicious holy KuQ.(Ja (pit, small pond) was 
made and filled with clear water and adorned by clusters of 
lotuses. 

A man who devoutly takes his holy bath there and visits (the 
idols) then, with mental concentration and purity, on the four
teenth lunar day in the bright half of the month of Migha, is 
not reborn. 

4. To the eastern side thereof and near AgastyakuQ.<;la, there 
is a highly meritorious tank that destroys all sins. 

5. A man who takes his holy bath therein on the eighth 
lunar day in the bright half of the month of Phalguna and 
observes fast, obtains all desired benefits. 

6. River Kapili flows on its southern side. It was there that 
Kapila attained Siddhi (spiritual perfection) through the practice 
of Sankhya philosophy. 

7. The region to the east of Kapili is glorified as Siddhaqetra 
(Holy land of those who have attained spiritual fulfilment). 
Fo1merly hundrec:ls and thousand of Siddhas had attained ful
filment there. 
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8. A man who cherishing any desire performs penance there, 
shall certainly realize it within six months. 

9-I0a. Beneath it, 0 BrihmaQas, there is a splendid, 5'1Uare, 
Vaitt;1avi slab. It whirls and is destructive of all sins. It is perp
etually washed by the waters of the great river. It bestows salvation 
on men. 

I0b-12. River Sarasvati flows in between Gangi and Yamuni. 
The TriveQi (three rivers) thus flows in front of it. It yields 
worldly pleasures and salvation. 

If Brihmar;ias are cremated on its banks they will certainly 
obtain salvation. A Go,pada (cow's foot) becomes visible in the 
ashes of their pyre. After seeing it, obsequies of dead Brahmar;ias 
must be performed. 

13. 0 excellent Brahmat;1as, Rudrakoii is to the northern 
side thereof. It is adored by noble-souled southern Brihmal).as. 

14-15. The excellent Brahmal).as of the south had heard that 
the Consort of Umi was himself present in the form of a great 
Yogin in the holy place called Camatkirapura. Endowed with 
great faith and urged by curiosity ten million of them rushed in 
with a desire to visit the Lord. 

16. Everyone of them said, "I will visit Lord Hara first." They 
took oath thus on going there. 

17. wr'he last person among these who visits the great Yogin 
isvara will become a sinner." 

18. Lord Mahesvara understood their intention and he was 
pleased with their devotion. So for their convenience and 
benefit, he established himself there in ten million forms. 

19. 0 excellent Brahmar;ias, he was thus visited very easily by 
all of them. Ever since then, that holy spot became we~l known 
as Rudrakop. 

20. ~irada was delighted on seeing this circle (multiplicity) 
of Rudras, 0 excellent Brihmar,as. Then he recited a verse on 

. that event. 
21. "Only blessed people on the earth will obtain (a view) of 

Rudrivarta (Rudrakoµ) on the fourteenth day of the months of 
~cjha, Kirttika, Migha and Caitra. 

22. Even after committing sins on the earth in the coune of 
hundreds and thousands of births, a man shall be freed from 
those sins on viewing Rudrivarta. 
h, ~is. A man who goes to Rudrlvarta and views Hua, the Yogin 
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l:.ord, on the fourteenth day in the bright half becomes certainly 
free from sins." 

24. 0 Brihmat;tas, one who performs Sriddha at Rudrivarta, 
the city of the great Yogin, obtains the merit of a hundred Yajiiaa. 

25. A man who observes fast and keeps awake at night (i.e. 
performs Jigarat;ta) goes to heaven in an aerial chariot that can 
go wherever one pleases. 

26. One who gifts a tawny-coloured cow to a Brahmat;ta who 
preserves the holy sacred fires (Ahitiigm) shall undoubtedly 
become a Gal}a and a favourite of Hara. 

27. If a devotee sits in front of the great Yogin and repeats 
the six-syllabled Mantra, he will get six times the merit of 
Rajasiiya. 

28. One who repeats .. ~atan1driya devoutly in front of the 
Lord, shall obtain the merit of reciting all the four Vt"das. 

29. A man who sings and/or danres in front of him (the 
Lord) shall undoubtedly obtain the merit of all Yajflas." 

30. 0 excellent Brahmai:ias, after saying thus the sage horn 
of Brahma (i.e. Nirada) stopped. Pleased much, he quickly 
proceeded on pilgrimage. 

Suta said: 

CHAPTER FIITYfHREE 

Greatness of Bhriil)agarta 1 

1. There itself is Ujjayini Pitha that grants whatever men 
desire. It is extremely miraculous and is resorted to by many Siddhas. 

2. 0 excel1ent Brahma9as, Maheivara himself is present in 
its centre in the form of Mahakala. 

3-4. A man who has mental concentration and purity, who 
performs Sriddha there on the Vaisikhi day, who visi~ ihe Lord 
of Devas remembered as Mahakila and who adores the Locd as 
Daqil}imurti redeems ten generations of his ancestors, himselt 

I. This chapter u~e• Lhe legend. of King Kalmappida hi Mbh, Adi, Cht 
175, 181, to glorify I.he Tirtha called Bhri11,aa-Garli. 
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and ten generations of successors, 0 excellent Brahmanas. He 
is honoured in Sivaloka. · 

5-6a. After adoring the group of Yoginis and the growp of 
virgins, a devotee should worship the Piµia with any desire 
mentally conceived. He attains everything entirely even if it be 
very rare. 

6b-7. A man who is endowed with faith, mental concentration 
and purity, remains physically clean and obseives fast on the 
full-moon day of the month of Vaisikha as well as keeps awake 
at night (i.e. performs Jagarat:ia) in front of the deity faithfully, 
attains the greatest region devoid of old age and death. 

8. Of what avail are Vratas? Of what worth are futile Danas? Of 
what (more) advantage are Jn.pas and observances? All these are 
not worth even a sixteenth fraction of ( devotion to) Mahakala. 

Sitt<l said: 

9. 0 highly esteemed ones, the holy chas1n well known as 
Bhrf1Q.agarta I is also there itself. It is very large in size and it 
destroys all sins. 

I 0. King Saudasa was liberated from the sin of Brahmar:ia
slaughter at that place. Su,er:ia, the overlord of the earth, was 
completely liberated from the sin of the murder of a woman. 

The sages said: 

l 1 . How did that king Saudasa who was a patron of BrihmaQ.as, 
incur the sin of Brah1naga-slaughter? Do narrate it to us. 

12. It is heard that the king was engaged in the welfare of 
Brihmai:ias mentally, verbally and physically. How did he become 
a Brahmai:ia-slayer? 

13. How was he again liberated after resorting to Bhrur;iagarti? 
Further how did that Garta (chasm) originate? Mention every
thing in detail. 

Su.ta said: 

14. When the penis of the Trident-bearing Lord of Devas 

" 1,: Al explained in w 1~16, this Garti or chasm was created by Siva to 
hide \imself aft.er lhe loss of his phallus due to the curses· of sages. 
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fell down. 0 excellent Brihma9as. he was overcome with shame 
due to the loss of the penis. 

15. He made a deep chasm and entered it. The Wielder of 
the Trident did not show himself to anyone. 

16. It was thust O excellent Brih1nai:iast that the chasm was 
formed there. I shall tell you now how Saudisa became liberated 
from sin therein. 

17. There was an extremely righteous king named Mitrasaha. 
Saudisa1 was his son, a direct descendant of the solar race. 

18. Elaborate Yajiias in which gold and other excellent things 
were gifted (as DaqiQ.i) were performed by him. The great soul 
had performed numerous Danas also. 

19-20. Once, while a Sattra lasting for a period of twelve 
years was going on duly in accordance with the procedure laid 
down in the scriptural injunctions, two very powerful .Raqasas 
came there for creating obstacles in the Vajda. It was the begin
ning of the night. 

21. They were also accompanied by many Raktasas, others 
called goblins and vampires who could not be assailed and who 
were eager to destroy the Yajiia. 

22. Looking out for some opportunity and possible way of 
entry, all the Ra.k,asas entered the sacrificial chamber and they 
spread all round. 

23. They killed the BrihmaQas. They swallowe-d the holy 
Havis prepared there as well as other articles kept ready for the 
sake of Yajiia. 

24. While the BrahmaQas were being devoured by the more 
powerful Rak,asas there was a great hue and cry. 

25. Thereupon the royal son of Mitrasaha became enraged. 
He set aside his initiation and holy vows and kept them in 
abeyance, took his bow and arrows and began killing them. 

26. He himself was fully safeguarded by Vasi,tha, the priest. 
He slew Kriiraqa along with many Riqasas. 

1. The following are the modificaLions of I.he Mbh swry in lhis Purioa: 
Vasi,iha, out of misu11denta11din1 and rashness cursed the king. The king 
was dissuaded from gMn1 countei,curse by Nirada (and not by his quet!n). 
As a demon, he killed Vasif\ha's sons and many Br.lhmau,as buL he goL cleared 
of all the sins by his inadvertent fall in BhrOr,.aprli. That is lhe efficacy of 
Bhrtiz;aaprti. 
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27-28. On seeing that his excellent brother was killed and 
that the tiger among kings could not be approached due to the 
refulgence of the Brahmai;ia, Kriirabuddhi took the survtving 
Rikfasas and fled in great fright. Along with his soldiers, he too 
became wounded by his arrows. 

29. Cherishing enmity due to the death of his elder brother, 
the demon looked out for an opportunity to kill him (the king), 
day and night. 

30. Even as vulnerable points of the noble-souled one were 
being watched, 0 Brihmai;ias, the twelve-year long Sattra came 
to a close. 

SI. In the course of the Sattra, due safeguard was accorded 
to the king by Vasinha and not even a smallest vulnerable point 
was seen by that wicked one. 

32. Then the king, after duly bidding farewell to the 
Brahmal)as after the due distribution of monetary gifts, spoke to 
Vasiffha with the palms joined in reverence: 

33. 110 my venerable preceptor, I wish to feed you with my 
own hands. So be favou1·ably disposed towards me and have food 
in my palace." 

Sida said: 

34. Vasi,iha, the excellent sage, assented saying "So be it." 
The king washed the feet of the sage and sat down for the meal. 

35. 0 excellent Brahmai;ias, Kriirabuddhi observed the 
splendid meat prepared duly by the cooks and then consecrated 
in accordance with the injunctions for the sake of the sage. 

36. He made an ukha i.e. a saucepan or vessel which can be 
put on fire. It was similar to and of the same dimension as the 
original (used by the king's cook). He filled it with human 
flesh and served it as meat. 

37. The tiger among sages knew that the morsel he ate was 
human flesh. Enraged thereat, he said angrily: 

38. 110 base one, since you forced me to eat human flesh like 
a Rn,asa, you shall just today itself become a Riqasa." 

39. The king met the cooks individually and tactfully tried to 
find out how human flesh had come therein. 

40-41. The cooks said: UC king, such a piece of meat as this 
has not been cooked by us. Believe us. Nor could thiyave been 
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done by another human being. 0 Lord, excepting a Riqua, 
Pisa.ea or Dinava no one could have done this. Consider this, 0 
Lord, and do what is proper." 

42. In the meantime, Nirada, the excellent sage, came there 
and narrated everything perpetrated by the Riktasa. 

4S. On hearing it, King Saudisa became furious. He took 
water in his hand and was about to cune Vasi,tha. On seeing 
him bent upon cursing, Nirada spoke these words: 

44-45a. •o excellent king, Brihmar.ias have to be bowed 
down to by one who wishes for his own welfare even if they were 
to strike, hate or curse. Moreover, this is your preceptor and he 
has to be honoured by you. So, it does not behove you to cune 
the excellent sage in return." 

45b. Thus forbidden, the king let the entire quantity of 
water fall over his own feet from his hand. 

46. His feet drenched with the water heated by the curse 
became burned. 0 excellent Brihmar.ias, they instantly turned 
black. 

47. Ever since then, 0 tiger among Brihmar.ias, that king was 
specially called by the name Kalmi,apida. 

Sita said: 

48-51. In the meantime, Vasi,nha, the Brihmal)a, became 
ashamed on realizing that he had cursed the king unreasonably. 
He said: "O king, this curse had been given to you without any 
reason. But my words cannot be otherwise on any account. 0 
excellent king, you will be a Riqasa for some time. Then you 
will regain your original form. Listen when it shall happen. 
When you kill a Riqasa named Krurabuddhi you will get rid of 
the hideous state of Rikfasa." 

Suta said: 

52. In the meantime the king became a \'itudhina (demon). 
He had a huge body with hain standing upright. His teeth were 
black. He was awful altogether. 

5S. In this state of Riqasa he killed leading Brihma9as and 
destroyed Yajnas and hermitages of sages. 

54. Once that Riqasa named Krurabuddhi came to know 
that he had become a R.iqasa himaelf and was without any 
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weapon. 
55. He recollected their previous enmity due to the slaying 

of his brother. Thereupon accompanied by many Riqasp he 
arrived there to kill him. 

56. Encircling him all round, the Riqasa said to the king 
angrily as his loud roar was reverberating in all the quarters: 

57. "O excessively wicked-minded one, our elder brother was 
killed by you by the strength derived from Vasittha in the course 
of the Yajiia. Reap the fruit thereof now." 

TM Icing said: 

58. Only you of wicked behaviour, act according to what you 
say. Your roar, like the thunder of the autumnal cloud is futile. 

59. After saying thus the king uprooted a tree and with the 
tree he rushed towards him roaring like a rumbling cloud. 

60. He (Krurabuddhi) too uprooted a tree. His eyes became 
red with rage. He knitted his eyebrows together into the shape 
of a trident and came face to face with him. 

61. Thus both of those mighty heroes continued this fight 
with trees resulting in the destruction of many trees. 

62. Noticing that Krurabuddhi had become tired the king 
caught him by the feet and whirled him quickly into the sky. 

68. Then with increased rage, he thrashed and dashed him 
on the ground. By pounding him repeatedly he turned him 
into a lump of flesh. 

64. When the mighty Raqasa was killed the king got rid 
of the state of Riqasa and regained the physical form of a king. 

65. Thereupon the remaining Rik,asas surrounded him 
and struck him with huge trees and showers of stones and 
gravel. . 

66. 0 excellent Brahmar,ias, araned with a huge tree the king 
laughingly and easily killed them also with full confidence. 

67. After killing the Riqasas and regaining his earlier body 
the king became delighted. He reached his city experiencing 
horripilation. 

68-69. Yet he was without the previous refulgence. He was 
stinking awfully. His ministers, sons, grandsons and others 
noticed these and various other sorts of signs of the sin of 
BJ.i.hlllal)a..taughter. So they did not come near the king u if 
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they were afraid of contracting his sins. 
70-71. They said: •o excellent king, since you have incurred 

the sin of BrihmaJ)a-slaughter you do not deserve to come into 
close contact with us. Invite Vasinha and perform the rites of 
expiation whereby your impure body may regain purity." 

72. Thereupon the king quickly called Vasi,~a. the leading 
sage, and spoke these words standing humbly at a safe distance: 

73-75. -o Brihma9a, that Riqasa has been killed by me with 
your favour. I have got rid of the curse too. But, 0 sage, listen 
further: Stinking odour emanates from my body and spreads 
around. All my limbs appear to be very heavy, benumbed and 
stiff. What is this, 0 excellent Brihma9a. There is loss of 
refulgence. Why do the ministers and sons not even touch me 
today." 

Va,m.tha said: 

76. 0 excellent king, many Brihma9as were killed and Yajiias 
destroyed by you when in the state of Rikpsa. Thus you have 
been assailed by the sin of Brihma9a-slaugh tel'. 

Tht king said: 

77. For that purpose, for the sake of purity, 0 Brihma9a, tell 
me the requisite rite of expiation whereby I can be rid of sins 
and regain my own kingdom. 

V~tha said: 

78. For this purpose, 0 excellent king, undertake a 
pilgrimage free from egotism and sense of possession. Thereby 
you will attain fulfilment. 

79. Thereafter, the great king practised self-control, con
quered the sense-organs and performed the holy ablution in 
Prayaga and other Tirthas with great mental concentration and 
purity. 

80. Still the stinking odour did not disappear; his refulgence 
did not increase, the body did not regain lightness and he wu 
not rid of sluggishness. 

81. Roaming about still further, 0 excellent Brihma9as, 
once he happened to come to the holy place of Camatkirapura 
for the purpose of holy bath. 
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82. The king was already weak and tired. He was distressed 
due to hunger and thirst. At midnight, in pitch darkness, he 
slipped down into a Garti (pit) full of water. • 

83. With very great difficulty the king came out of that 
1irtha. When he looked at himself, he found that he had the 
lustre of twelve suns. 

84. On seeing himself bereft of the stinking smell, with the 
body light and active, he thought that he had become rid of 
sins. 

85. At the very same time, there was heard an unembodied 
voice delighting the king rid of the sin of Brihmaoa-slaughter. 

86-90. -0 great king, by the power of this Tirtha you are now 
relieved of all your previous sins. So do go back to your abode. 
Sankara is always present here in the form of a Bhru9a (a very 
young child), 0 king, particularly on the fourteenth lunar day 
in the dark half. When the penis of the Trident-bearing Lord of 
Devas fell down due to the curse of Brihma9as, he made this 
Garti. He had become ashamed of the state of Bhru9a. He was 
vecy distressed due to separation from Sati. Therefore, 0 king, 
this Garti is destructive of all sins. Named after the Lord (in the 
form of a Bhrii9a) this Garti became well known as Bhru9agarti 
in all the three worlds. 11 

Sita saitl: 

91. After saying thus, that aerial voice stopped. That tiger 
among kings joyously went to his city. 

92. On seeing him freed from sins and appearing like the 
sun in refulgence, the sons and other men became delighted 
and bowed down to him. 

93. Vasitiha, a tiger among BrihmaJ')as approached the king 
and said with a voice choked due to delight: 

94-95. "O leading king, luckily you have been relieved of the 
tenible sins arising from Brihmar,.a-slaughter. Fortunately you 
have come again to your city with the full complement of your 
original radiance. Hence do say, 0 king, which nrtha did you 
go to and get relief from the terrible sin arising from Brihm~ 
slaughter. 11 

96. Thereupon be narrated all the events of the Bhriioagarti 
to the Brihmas,a-8age in the manner he experienced. 
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97-98. Thereupon the elderly mjnistel"s, the king and the 
leading sage crowned the son named Pratardana in the kingdom. 
Instantly they went to Bhrur:iagarta, 0 excellent Brihmai,as. and 
performed penance meditating on Mahideva day and night. 

99. By worshipping Mahesvara in the form of a Bhriii,a. they 
attained the greatest Siddhi in a short time, though it is very 
difficult to be obtained. 

100. Ever since then, 0 leading Brihmar;ias, that Garta became 
well known over the earth as Bhnir;iagarta, which desu·oys all sins. 

101. A man who performs Sraddha there on the fourteenth 
lunar day in the dark half of a month redeems ten ancestors 
and ten successors in his family. 

102. Hence, 0 excellent Brahma1Jas, one should pe1·form 
Sraddha, Snana (holy bath) and Dana there in accordance with 
one's capacity. 

CHAPTER FIFT\'FOUR 

Greatness of Carmamunda 

Sutc, said: 

1-2. Goddess Carmamur;ic.li is also established in that holy 
spot. She was formerly installed by the noble-souled Nala himself. 

One who devoutly worships her on the day of Mahinavami 
(ninth day in the month of Asvina) obtains desired benefits and 
attains the eternal state (i.e. Mok,a). 

3. Formerly there was a king na1ned Nala 1• He was the son of 
Virasena. He was endowed with all good qualities. He brought 
about the destruction of all enemies. 

4. His wife was a chaste lady well-known as Damayanti. She 
was dearer to him than his own life. She was the daughter of the 
king of Vidarbha. 

5. 0 Brihmar;ias, haunted by Kali, the king played the game 
of dice day and night with PUfkara, his Diyida (kinsman). 

t. The Nala episode follows Lhe Mbh SLory in general except VY 16-55 
which are meant for the glorification of C,armamui.u:Ji. 
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6. He indulged in this vice though forbidden by good people. 
He lost the en tire kingdom consisting of seven Aligas, ( con-
stituent units such as arms) excepting his beloved. • 

7. Taking her with him he entered a forest devoid of people. 
He was overwhelmed with shame and utterly distressed with 
grief. 

8-10. Thereupon he thought: 'If this gentle lady goes to the 
palace of Bhima (her father), she can be relieved of painful 
sufferings due to the stay in the forest. 

I ha\'e to maintain 1ny pres.tige. So I should not go there at 
any cost. So I shall desert her at night and go very far. 
Abandoned by me, the chaste lady will go to his city Ku\u.tina.' 

After deciding thus, he left her during sound sleep and went 
deep into the terrible forest infested by wild beasts of prey. 

11. Early in the morning, the lovely woman got up but found 
a void in the place where Nala had been before at her side. 

12. Distressed with 1niscry, she lamented piteously in the 
forest. She slowly proceeded ahead along the path and reached 
the palace of her father. 

13. King Nala roamed alone all over the forest always 
resorting to clusters of trees and bushes. 

14. Then he left that forest and went to another great forest 
full of trees of various kinds and infested with many beasts of 
prey. 

15. Roa1ning thus from forest to forest, the king ultimately 
reached the holy spot of Ha~kesvara. 

16. In the meantime there occurred the advent of that great 
Navami day (ninth day) when kings perform special adoration of 
the goddesss of Suras. 

17. The king made a clay icon of Carmamur,ujadhara. There
after improverished that he was, be propitiated the goddess with 
fruits and roots. 

18. The king of Ni,adha endowed with great faith stood 
before the goddess with palms joined in reverence and 
eulogized. 

Pra,er of CAnnamu,:u!,a: 

19. "Be victorious, 0 omnipresent goddess, 0 excellent 
Cannamui:icjadhari. Be victorious, 0 splendid daughier of Dak,a, 
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efficient in the annihilation of the race of demons. 
20. Be victorious, 0 Kalaritri, 0 incomprehensible one, 0 

goddess fond of Navami and ~tami (9th and 8th lunar days). 0 
three-eyed one, 0 beloved of the Three-eyed One. Be victorious, 
0 goddess adored by Suras. 

21. 0 terrible one, 0 beautiful one, 0 great deity of learning 
of great power, 0 goddess of huge body and great prosperity. 
Be vicLorious, 0 goddess of great Vratas. 

22. 0 mother of the universe, of permanent form, 0 goddess 
fond of liquor and n1eat and suet! 0 Mahakali of hideous form, 
be victorious, 0 goddess with Pretas as followers. 

23. 0 beautiful goddess fond of corpse as vehicle. 0 goddess 
with serpents for orna1nents! 0 goddess of huge hands armed 
with the noose, 0 goddess having flood of blood made as the 
place of residence. 

24. 0 goddess splendidly shining with shouts and howls! 
0 goddess shining with music of instruments and songs. 
Be victorious, 0 goddess without beginning. Be victorious, 0 
goddess worthy of meditation, 0 goddess resorting to a half of 
the body of Bharga (Siva). 

25. Undoubtedly you are Rati, you are Dhrti (fortitude), you 
are Tu~ti (satisfaction) 0 Gauri; you are the goddess of Suras. 
You are Lak~hmi; you are Savitri and Gayatri. 

26. 0 goddess, whatever is seen in the three worlds in 
female form is identical with you. Here I have no doubt at all. 

27. On the basis of that truth whereby I believe so you shall 
be present here quickly. 0 goddess bowed down to by Suras and 
Asuras, pleased with my devotion, be present here." 

Sfl.ta said: 

28. On being eulogized thus by King Nala, the goddess fond 
of her devotees appeared before him and said to him: 

Sri Devi said: 

29. 0 my dear one, I am now pleased with this prayer of 
yours. So receive from me anything you desit"e as a boon. 

Nala said: 

30. Da1nayanti is my wife. She is dearer to me, more than my 
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life. She has been deserted by me in a desolate forest infested 
by tigers and serpents. 

81. 0 goddess, immediately see to this that I regain hq. She 
is faultless and is never cross at me. She cannot be called 
unchaste. With your favour, I shall get her again. 

32. 0 goddess, if anyone were to pray to you reciting this 
hymn and standing before you, you must grant his wish on that 
day itself. 

Suta said: 

33. Saying "So be it" she vanished. The tiger among kings 
obtained everything 1nentioned by her. 

Suta said: 

CHAPTER FIITYFIVE 

Greatness of Nalesvara 

I. The deity known as Nalesvara is near the shrine of 
Carmamu~uja. He was installed by Nala. By visiting Nalesvara, 
the Lord of Devas one is liberated from sins. 

2. A man who visits the Lord on the sixth lunar day in the 
bright half of Magha, 0 BrahmaQas, shall be free from all 
ailments and attain the highest status. 

3. Itching sensation, scab, herpes and cutaneous eruptions, 
leprosy with round spots-all these are cured in the case of 
creatures. of purified souls. 

4. It front of it there is a holy, K.u1:uja fi:lled with clear water. 
It is adorned with clusters of lotuses and the holy pit is full of 
fishes and turtles. 

5. Even if one is afflicted by the fell disease of leprosy, one 
shall become fresh (and handsome) once again by taking the 
holy bath there at dawn on a Monday. 

6. When Sarilbhu was installed by King Nala, the Lord was 
pleased and he said to him, 1"ell me what shall I do for you?" 
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NiJ/,a said: 

7. 0 Lord Sankara, you should stay here. You shall be 
present here always for the sake of the welfare of all the worlds 
and for the destruction (healing) of sickness. 

Sati/cara said: 

8. 0 king, at dawn on any Monday, I shall be here within 
the palace at your request. There is no doubt about it. 

9. 0 king, throughout the day and night on the eighth 
lunar day in the month of Magha, especially in the bright half, 
I will be present here for the eradication of ailments of living 
beings. 

10. If a devotee takes his holy bath in the pure holy Ku9(ja 
and sees me stationed here on that day with excellent ardour 
and faith, all the ailments of his body will perish. 

11. A man who takes the clay our of this Kur:iqa and applies 
it over his body in the morning on Monday, shall become free 
from ailments. He will be strong too. 

12. 0 excellent king, a man without any personal desire who 
worships me devoutly at that time with flowers, incense and 
unguents shall be rid of all sins. He will attain my world. 

Sita said: 

13. 0 Brahmar:ias, after saying thus, Lord Hara, the illuminator 
of all the three worlds, vanished instantly like a lamp. 

14-16. Nala too became satisfiecj, The king propitiated the 
Lord for a long time. Then he invited all the Brihmai,as hailing 
from Camatkarapura and said: "This deity Sarilbhu has been 
installed by me very near your city. By visiting this Lord, all the 
ailments shall be destroyed. 0 Brahmar)as, I shall now go to the 
city of Nitadha (modem Narwar, Rajasthan) for ruling over my 
kingdom. This deity should be adored by all with mental 
concentration and purity." 

Tiu Bt-a.h.ma,µu said: 

17-18. 0 tiger among kings, we shall do so with mental 
concentration and purity. Our sons and grandsons and othen 
too yet to f>e born in our family shall devoutly perform his 
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adoration. In such rites as religious procession etc., for the deity 
installed by you and his adoration we shall make all efforts to 
carry them out. • 

Suta said: 

19. On being told thus by those Brihmar;ias the king became 
delighted. He was congratulated by them in loud voice. He 
bowed down to them and set off. 

20. It was thus that Lord Sarilbhu became established there 
for the sake of the welfare of all the worlds . He is the destroyer 
of all ailments. 

21. Hence with all effort the Lord should be visited especially 
on Mondays by one who wishes for permanent weal. 

Suta said: 

CHAPTER FIITYSIX 

Greatness of Samba.di tya 

1·2. By seeing the Lord of Suras named Sarhbaditya1 who is 
not far from the previous shrine, a man obtains all the desires 
cherished in his heart. 

A man who devoutly visits the deity on the seventh lunar day 
in the bright half of Magha and on a Sunday, will never see 
hells. 

3. Formerly there was a Brahmai:ia named Galava. That great 
sage was always engaged in the self-study of the Vedas. He was 
a master of the Vedas and Vedingas. 

4. He was devoted to excellent holy vows. He was quiescent. 
He was engaged in serving gods and BrihmaQas. He was well
behaved and grateful. He was an adept in the sacrificial rites. 

5. Thus he continued till he attained very old age. It was 
then, 0 excellent Brihmal)as, that he fuly experienced the 
misery of being without a son. 

t 1:. The name of the deity is later explained in verse .15. This has no 
reladon tO Knr;ia's son Simba, a devotee of the Sun-god. _ 
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6. Therefore, he left all domestic activities, and in this very 
holy spot he devoutly propitiated the Sun-god with mental 
concentration and purity. 

7. Equipped with great ardour and faith, he installed the 
image of the Sun-god at the foot of a banyan tree as mentioned 
in the Paiicaritrika scriptures. 

8. He abstained from taking food and kept his sense-organs 
under his control. During rainy season he stood under the ~pen 
sky. During winter he remained in water and during summer ,he 
practised penance standing in the midst of five fires. 

9. When the fifteenth year approached the Sun-god appeared 
on the banyan tree and spoke to him as he stood nearl>y. 

Sri Surya said: 

10. Welfare unto you, 0 Galava. Today I shall bestow boons 
on you. Do request for a boon. Even if it be very difficult to get, 
I shall undoubtedly grant it to you. 

Galava said.: 

11. 0 excellent one among the Suras, I am without a son 
and I have reached old age. Hence bestow on me a son who will 
make the family flourish (and continue it). 

Sri su,,a said: 

12. 0 Brahm~a, your son will make the family flourish. He 
shall be brilliant, renowned, well-versed in scriptural texts and a 
master of the Vedas. 

1 S. The image made by you in the vicinity of the Sun-god 
along with the goddess ( Sa-amM) shall become well-known on 
the earth by the name Sambasiirya. 

14-15. A person who is endowed with ardent faith and 
abstains from food and devoutly worships the deity for twelve 
Saptamis (seventh lunar days) coinciding with Sundays, 0 
excellent Brihmai,.a, shall undoubtedly obtain a son furthering 
the prosperity of the family. 

16. After saying thus the Seven-horsed Lord, Sun, stopped. 
Delighted in his mind Glma went to his abode. 
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17. Not long thereafter, a son marked with all characteristic 
features, as mentioned by the Lord, was born to him. 

18. Since the son had been granted by the delighte" Sun
god appearing on the banyan tree, the father himself gave the 
name Vaiesvara to the son. 

19. 0 excellent Brahmal}.as, Galava saw the sons of Vaiesvara, 
his grandsons, performed very elaborate penance and attained 
identity with the Sun-god. 

20. After realizing that the Sun-god was installed by his 
father, Vaiesvara erected a charming mansion for him. 

21. Ever since then, that deity named Vataditya became well
known all over the three worlds as the bestower of sons on those 
without them. 

22. A person engaged in observing fasts, who worships the 
deity faithfully for twelve Saptamis coinciding with Sundays (or/ 
and twelve Sundays) in the proper order shall obtain an excel
lent son making his family prosper and flourish (in progeny). 

23. A man who has no desire and who adores the deity 
devoutly, shall certainly obtain salvation rarely obtained by even 
gods. 

24. Then there is a couple of verses sung by Nirada, the 
celestial sage, after visiting Vataditya, the Lord of Suras and 
bestower of sons: 

25. "Even if a woman is hundred years old, barren or widow, 
she will quickly conceive with the favour of Sarilbasiirya. 

26. Of what avail is Dana, Vmta, ]apa and fast for the sake of 
sons when Sirilbasiirya, the Lord of Suras, is present? 

27. A man who makes it convenient to stay in the holy spot 
for a year and devoutly visits the deity on Sundays, shall easily 
obtain an excellent son". 

28. Hence, 0 Brihmaoas, for the sake of one's own weal and 
for prosperity and growth of one's own family, a devotee should 
assiduously visit the Lord. 
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CHAPTER nFnSEVEN 

Bhi~ma, s Pilgrimage• 

Sitta said: 

1. Further, 0 excellent Brihmal)as, the Sun-god was insta
lled in that holy spot by Bhifma himself honoured by leading 
BrahmaQ.as. 

2. Formerly there was a well-known dear son of Sintanu by the 
name Gangeya. He was the most excellent one among men. He 
was reputed as Ordhvaretas (one whose semen goes upwards in
stead of downwards in the form of discharge i.e. a celibate man). 

3. A fierce fight has taken place between him and Bhirgava 
for a period of twenty-three days. It could be well compared with 
the fight between Devas and Asuras. It was with reference to 
A1nba1 (Princess of Kasi) that they fought with sharp weapons 
and arrows. 

4. Thereafter Devas beginning with Brahm~ were engaged in 
making them desist from fighting for the purpose of peace 
among all embodied beings. After making them cease to fight, 
they returned to heaven. 

5. Having suffered the most humiliating discomfiture from 
Bhifma, Arpbi, with her eyes reddened with anger entered well
enkindled fire. 

6. Standing in the midst of fire, with her eyes bedimmed with 
tears, she rebuked the son of river (Bhisma) i.e. the elderly 
grandfather of the Kurus and said: 

7-8. "0 Bhifma, 0 extremely evil-minded one. You discarded 
me who was love-stricken. So I will born again on the earth in 
order to kill you. You will certainly be defiled by the sin of 
murdering a woman, if the word of Smrtis and other scriptural 
texts is authoritative." 

9. Thereupon, overcome with disgust, Bhitma, the grand
father of Kurus, approached Mirkai,4,eya, an excellent sage, and 
asked him humbly: 

1. The aim of thi~ chapter is to 1lorify ablution in Sarmitihl 'nrtha at 
Camalkirapura ora Angiraki $atlhl (6th lunar day on Tuesday). 
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10-11. "O holy Sir, daughter of the king of Kasi prattles thus 
to me. 'The entire sin of causing my death will incur to you.' 
0 excellent Brihmar;ia, shall it be so merely because oP her 
utterance, or not? I have a grerat doubt in this respect. It behoves 
you to clarify it duly." 

Sri Marka,µ/,eya said: 

12. If a w01nan or a Brahmal)a, on being insulted or beaten, 
were to cast off her or his life with direct reference to the 
person concerned, the sin thereof shall be that of the person 
so referred to. 

13. Hence if one wishes for one's own good, one should not 
enrage a woman or a Brihmar:ia even if the woman or Brahmar:ia 
were intent on killing or cursing. 

14. 11n your case, the unfortunate pitiable girl was stricken 
with love. She had been won by you in (the battle following) the 
Svayarp.vara. Hence how can you escape being a sinner? 

Bh~ma said: 

15. For the sake of that, 0 Brahmar;ia, advise me as to the 
expiatory rite to be performed for the sake of purity, whether it 
be penance, or Dana, Vrata or any special restraint. 

Marka1J,t/,eya said: 

16. 0 bull among the descendants of Bharata, if a woman is 
killed, the sin accruing is equal to the entire sin that has been 
proclaimed in the scriptures to be incurred for the murder of 
ten leading Brihmanas. 

17. H~nce, excepting pilgrimage there is no other atonement 
such as Dana, penance, Vrata and the like in this regard. So do 
undertake a pilgrimage. 

1. Bhitma was guilly of a woman's murder as he refused to marry Am.bi, 
princess of Kui, whom he abducted for his brother. She declared her love 
for Silva and was allowed to go to him. But Salva refused to accept her. She 
straightway asked Bhitma 1.0 marry her but he refused on the ground of life
lon1 celibacy. She charged him with murder and entered a funeral pyre. 

The Mbh story ira Adi Pon,a Ch. 102, and u,,,. chapten 174-78 is used 
by I.he aulhor. 
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'Sita said: 

18. On hearing his words, Bhitma, the elderly grandfather of 
Kurus, roamed over the entire sphere of the earth in the course 
of his pilgrimage. 

19. Roaming over the earth, in due course, he reached the 
holy spot of Camatkirapura full of many Tirthas. 

20-26a. Then that noble soul visited Gayisiras. Endowed with 
faith he took the holy bath and performed Sriddha duly; but 
during its performance an aerial voice spoke these words: 

"O Bhitma O mighty-armed one, you do not deserve to 
perform a Sriddha. You are defiled with the sin of a woman•s 
murder; you are not eligible to perform Sriddha. Hence you 
listen to my words. Sarmitthi Tirtha is well-known as destructive 
of sins. It is situated very near this spot. It is meritorious and is 
there to the west. A devout man should take his holy bath on 
Ali.giraka $atthi (sixth lunar day coinciding with a Tuesday) in 
a dark half. One who bathes thus is rid of the sin resulting from 
woman-murder. There is no doubt about it. 

This day happens to be the same $aMhi coinciding with 
Tuesday, dear son. It is the meritorious Tithi. So go quickly to 
that place. Dear son, I am king Santanu, your father. On coming 
to know that you have been defiled by the sin of woman-murder 
I hastened hither." 

26b-28. Thereupon Bhii,ma went to that holy spot quickly 
with mental concentration. He took the holy bath and then 
performed Sriddha with due faith. Thereat Santanu came there 
again and said: 

"O excellent one among the descendants of Kuru, you are 
free form the sin undoubtedly. So go home and carry on the 
administration of the kingdom." 

29-31. On coming to know the excellence of the Tirtha he 
became surprised. The most excellent one among Kurus made 
another image of Visudeva. Then he made an idol of the Sun
god with Pirijita wood. The idol was characterised with all regular 
features, the dimensions were proportionate and the form was 
fascinating. He made this with his mind purified by faith. 

Then he installed a Linga of the Trident-bearing Lord. He 
then with great devotion made the idol of Durgi in accordance 
with the injunctions. 
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52. Bhifma, the descendant of Kuru, invited all the Brihmal)U 
of that city. Standing humbly he said to them: 

55-54. "O Brihma1,1as, I have been urged by my dwine 
ancestors already on the path to heaven and so have built four 
shrines in this holy spot of yours. Take pity on me and maintain 
these shrines. I am hastening back to my abode." 

TM Bnihma't'(U said: 

55. 0 most excellent one among the descendants of Kuru, 
do go carefree and happily. We all will cany out what is conducive 
to the increase of your welfare. 

56. 0 king, a number of deities have been made by you 
here. We shall perform all the rites such as adoration etc. of 
these always. 

57. 0 king, we are pleased on seeing your humility. Hence 
do pray unto us all for any boon that you have cherished in your 
mind. 

Blipna said: 

38. This alone is the excellent boon unto us that the 
excellent Brihmar.ias have been pleased. Still I have now to 
carry out your instruction. 

39. If any man on the earh faithfully worships in these 
shrines built by me, with any desire in his mind, he shall 
undoubtedly obtain that due to your favour. 

Th, Bmhma't'(U said: 

40. We shall organize the \'itri (religious procession) of 
Aditya in the month of Bhidrapada with great mental concen
tration, when the seventh lunar day coincides with a Sunday. 

41. Due to your love, we shall organize Siva's Yatri on the 
eighth lunar day in the bright half of Caitra. 

42-45. When the twelfth day of A1icJha and Kirttika arrives at 
the time of Stqana (sleep) and Bot:lhana (waking up) of Vit\lU 
we shall organize Vit9u's Yitri. 

On the ninth day in the bJiaht half of Alvina, we shall organize 
the Yltrl of Durgi with 10np and lnatrumental music. We shall 
have great festivities with dance, and jokes of diverse kinds. 
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-H. A man who is endowed with great faith always and 
performs the rites of Gita (song) etc. shall attain the highest 
goal 

45. We shall always be pleased with him, 0 king, and shall 
grant him all the desires cherished in his heart. 

46. After saying thus those Brihmal)as went back to their 
respective abodes. Bhi,ma too was delighted and started back 
homewards. 

Suttt said: 

CHAPTER FIFl'YEIGHT 

Greatness of Siva Ganga 

1-4. After installing the four deities of great merit, Gangeya 
(Bhi,ma) installed Ganga of triple path in the Kupiki (holy 
well) to the east of Sivalinga. 

The highly esteemed one then joyously honoured the 
excellent Brahmal)as and said: 

"A person who takes his holy bath in this and visits me shall 
become liberated from all sins and go to Sivaloka. Similarly a 
man who makes his solemn oath untrue ( i.e. breaks it) will go 
to Yama's abode quickly." 

5. After saying this, Bhi,ma, the highly esteemed grandfather 
of Kurus, became extremely delighted and went to his city 

Sita said: 

6. There was a boy born of a Siidra and named Pau1.ujraka. 
During childhood, he used to play day and night. 

7-8. Jokingly a friend's book was stolen by him. On being 
asked by his friends, -Pau\ujraka said: "It has not been taken 
away by me. The book should have been well pondered by you 
all with great endeavour. Look out for it somewhere here." 

9. Taking his bath in the waten of Gangi solemn oaths were 
taken by him. (Later) when he ceased to be a wicked fellow the 
book that had been· stolen was returned by him. 

10. Again he cracked many charming jokes witli hbp Then 
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he became a leper and immediately he became a despicable 
person. 

11. He was abandoned by all the kinsmen and even by 
beloved wives. Thereupon he became dejected and he 
committed suicide by hurling himself down from the precipice. 

12. By its power he became rid of leprosy. That person 
indulging in jokes became mute due to the fault of the theft of 
the scriptural text. 

13. Hence, 0 Brahmal)as, in front of this deity, even the 
slightest solemn oath should not be taken by one who wishes for 
his own happiness, even a jocular vein. 

Sitta said: 

CHAPTER FIITYNINE 

Vidura Builds the Lord's Temple 

1-2. Formerly, 0 excellent Brahmal)as, Ravi, Siva and Vitl)U 
were installed by Vidura in that holy place. A man who worships 
them with great devotion attains the highest region, very difficult 
to be achieved even by Yajiias. 

3. Formerly, 0 Brahma1_1.as, while Vidura was staying at 
Hastinapura he was visited in his house by Gilava, a tiger among 
sages. He (Galava) was asked: 

4. "Of what sort is the ultimate goal in the other world of 
one who has no son? Kindly be gracious to me and tell me even 
as I ask you this." 

Gdlava said: 

5-6. There is no salvation unto one who has no son. On 
death he does not go to heaven if he has none of these twelve 
(types of sons): (1) Aurasa (bosom-born), (2) ]4etraja (son born 
to his wife), (3) K.rayakrita ( one who is bought on pay- ment), 
(4) Palita (one who is brought up), (5) Paunarbhava (widow's 
son after remarriage), (6) Datta (adopted), (7) Ku'J4a (son 
born in adultery), (8) Gola (widow's bastard), (9) Kanina 
(son of an unmarried woman), (10) Saho4ha (son of a woman . . -
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pregnant at the time of marriage), (11) Aiuattha (banyan tree) 
(see vene 12 below), (12) lkahrnavrlclalca (religious fig tree). 

7. If men do not have any one of these, they will have to stay 
surely in the Naraka named Pum. 

Sida said: 

8. On hearing the words of the noble-souled Gilava, Vidura 
became extremely distressed because he had no sons. 

9-11. Vidura was dejected and Gilava said to him: "Do not 
grieve over it. At my instance make the tree named ViJt1u 
(i.e. Aivattha) your son quickly. Thereby you will obtain the 
entire benefit of having a son. Go to the holy place on the top 
of the mountain Raktasrnga, to the holy spot named Hiiak,eivara 
that is the cause of (i.e. which gives) all prosperity and 
auspicious well--being." 

On hearing his words Vidura instantly started: 
12. With great joy he went to the place indicated by Gilava. 

There he planted an Aivattha tree and consecrated it as his son. 
13. He became contented with that sort of marital rite. 

Thereafter he went round that holy place like engaged in 
pilgrimage. 

14. He had heard the glorification of various wonderful holy 
spots connected with noble-souled saintly kings. Now he travelled 
and visited the different deities of those holy Spots. 

15. He visited the glorified shrines of the noble-souled, 
elderly member of the Kuru clan (i.e. Bhitma) and intended to 
build places to the deities. 

16. Then he installed the Linga of Mahesvara beneath the 
Vaia (holy fig tree). He then installed Vql)u beneath the 
Aivattha tree. 

17. After consecrating the deities he pleaded to the 
Brihmal)as: .. These three deities have been installed by me in 
your holy place. All the affairs (services) of these should be 
considered and managed by you all." 

TM BralamatuJS said: 

18-19. We shall perform all the rites such as the \'Itri 
(religious proce~ion) etc. of these deities. Our sons, grand
sons and othen hailing from our families shall continue to 
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perform all the requisite rites. Do go back home. 

Siantla Pu -""° 
20. Thereupon Vidura joyously went back to his city and was 

contented. Those Brihmal)as too carried out the requests 1'1ade 
by him. 

21. A man who wonhips Bhiskara (the Sun-god) there on 
the seventh lunar day in the month of Migha coinciding with a 
Sunday attains the greatest goal. 

22. Or he should worship Siva on a Monday particularly 
coinciding with the eighth lunar day in the bright half of the 
month. He should wonhip Vif~U with full faith at the time of 
Sa1ana (~ha) and Botl/aana (Kirttik.a) (on the eleventh days 
in the bright half of Afadha and Kirttika). 

2!. Hence with all endeavour that splendid trio of deities 
should be worshipped particularly by men desirous of attaining 
the goal of heaven. 

24. Hundreds and thousands of sages of esteemed vows have 
attained Siddhi there formerly by propitiating Viduresvara. 

25. Thereupon, realizing that the Linga is the bestower of 
Siddhi, the Chastiser of Pika (i.e. Indra) filled it with dust 
particles so that none will come to know of it. 

26. Once thereafter Vidura happened to come there. On 
seeing that the Linga had vanished he felt very miserable. 

27-28. At the same time an unembodied voice spoke: 
MC) Vidura, do not feel sorry now. Yonder there appears a sapling 
of Vala tree. The divine Droi;ii (tank) beneath it has been filled 
up with dust particles by the Lord of Suras." 

29. Thereupon he brought much wealth from Hastinipura 
and renovated the entire place working day and night untiringly. 

30. Then he saw the deities and was delighted very much. 
He built palaces befitting them and well constructed. 

!l 1-!l!l. The great sage built a palace as lofty as the peak of 
Kailisa for the Sun-god. He observed that Mahesvara had got 
entangled with the hanging roots of the Va,a tree. So he did 
not build a palace lest the Linga should be displaced. He built 
a bis chamber befitting Visudeva. With great delight he offered 
means of sustenance to the Brihmaoas. He took leave of the 
Brlhmaoas then and went to his hermitage. 
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CHAPrER SIX1Y 

Greatness of Naraditya 

The sages. said.· 

247 

1. 0 Si.tta-nandana, earlier you had mentioned the deity 
Mihitthi. By whom was the deity installed? Do describe every 
thing without leaving anything. 

Suta .mid: 

2-3. The Vidyi ( divine power) named .~o~a'{l,i was propitiated 
by Agastya. The great goddess was propitiated through A.tharval).a 
Mantra. Then the ocean was dried up by the noble-souled son 
of Mitra and Varm:ia. He addressed the goddess standing before. 

4-7a. "Since Mahittha (?) has been adopted by you, every
thing is auspicious unto me. Therefore you will become the 
deity named Mihitthi. In the holy place of Camatkirapura you 
will get excellent adoration. One who is endowed with devotion 
and adores with the A.tharvar;ia Mantras, you who are stationed 
there, shall obtain prosperity always. Hence hasten to that 
excellent city along with me. Be present there for ever in order 
to protect Brihmar;ias." 

7b. It was thus that the excellent deity Mihitthi happened to 
manifest there. 

8. This mountain that had been moving was rendered 
immobile by that deity. It was here, 0 excellent Brihmai,as, that 
the mountain was pierced by Skanda with his Sakti (Tri-dent) 
formerly. 

9. Another deity named Nariditya was installed by Nara. One 
who visits him on the sixth lunar day coinciding with a Sunday 
is liberated from sins. 

10. Like Arjuna, he will never suffer defeat from enemies. A 
sick man is rid of his ailments. Poor people will attain wealth. 

11. Similarly, 0 excellent Brahmaoas one who visits Lord 
Janirdana who lifted up the mountain Govardhana there, on the 
fint day in the bright half of the month of Kirttika, will have 
many cows devoid of ailments. 

12. Lord Hari himself directly in the guise of the Man-lion 
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and Viniyaka, the bestower of all desires and the remover of all 
obstacles, was installed by Arjuna. 

13. One who devoutly worships him on the fourth lupar day 
through sweetmeats and other foodstuffs shall be liberated from 
all obstacles. He will get desired benefit. 0 excellent Brahmal)as, 
he is stationed there for the welfare of leading Brihma1,1.as. 

14. One who worships him through Atharva1,1.a Mantras on 
the twelfth lunar day in the bright half of the month of Kirttika 
attains the greatest goal. 

15-16. 0 excellent Brahmar:ias, both the deities Nara and 
NirayaQa are present there. One who is greatly rediant and 
visits them devoutly and worships them on the twelfth day, attains 
the highest place devoid of old age and death. 

17. 0 excellent Brihmar:ias, Dhanaftjaya (Arjuna) who 
undertook his pilgrimage came to the holy place of Hafakesvara. 

18. On seeing that sacred holy spot full of many excellent 
Tirthas, he installed Aditya in a very charming mansion (temple). 

19. Lords Nara and Nirayar:ta were installed afterwards in 
front of him (i.e. Aditya). Similarly the Lord holding the 
mountain Govardhana was also installed. 

20. Another deity was also installed by him with great faith, namely 
Narasimha. Thus the son of Kunti established five shrines. 

21. Then he summoned all the Brahmar.ias hailing from that 
city, gave them ample cash and spoke after duly bowing to them 
with devotion: 

22. "The Sun-god, the destroyer of all ailments, has been 
installed by me and entrusted to you all. It is your duty always to 
look after the shrine. 

The Brahma1,1,a said: 

23. 0 excellent one among the sons of Pa.1_1(ju, do go home 
with fuil confidence. All of us will carry out what is conducive to 
what is good for you. 

24. Thereupon Arjuna was delighted. He gave much wealth to 
them. He took leave of them, bowed to them and went to his city. 

Silla said: 

25. Thus everything concerning the greatness of Nariditya 
has +been narrated to you, 0 excellent Brihmar.ias. It destroys 
the 'Sins of the listeners. 
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CHAPTER SIXTYONE 

Birth of Vi~akanya 

The sages said: 
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1-3. 0 highly intelligent one, you spoke of the Sarmi,thi 
Tirtha. 0 highly fortunate one, do tell us how it originate? What 
is its power? 

Suta said: 

There was a king named Vrka born in the lunar race. He was 
a patron of learned Brahmar:ias, a person worthy of being a 
shelter on refuge, always engaged in the welfare of all the 
worlds. 

His wife was a chaste lady dearer to him than even his own 
life. She was endowed with all good characteristics and a devoted, 
faithful and chaste wife. 

4. In her late life, a daughter was born to her on a day 
condemned by all scriptural texts (i.e. considered inauspicious 
by them). 

5. Thereupon, he summoned Brahmar:ias well-versed in the 
Science of Astrology. He asked, "Of what sort will this daughter 
of mine be?" 

The Brahma1J,as said: 

6. If a girl is born when the Sun is in the constellation Citri 
or the Moon in the fourteenth lunar day, she will become a 
Vi,akanyaka (a poison girl). 

7. A man who grasps her hand in marriage, 0 excellent king, 
will certainly meet with his death within six months. 

8. She will render the mansion wherein she is born, even if 
it be that of Kubera, a place devoid of riches within six months. 

9. Such is , 0 king, your daughter who is called a Vi~yaki. 
She will destroy the two families, viz. that of parents and that of 
her father-in-law. 

10. Hence, do ~ happy, 0 king, by abandoning her if you 
have faith ~n our words, spoken by us for your good, 0 Lord. 
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Th, lt.ing said: 

11. Whether I abandon her or keep her in the house my 
Karma of the previous body ( of the previous birth) will certainly 
fructify. 

12. Whether auspicious or inauspicious (evil), nothing can 
be prevented. With this Karma in view I will not abandon my 
daughter. 

13. Any 1nan doing anything with whatever body of his attains 
the entire fruit further with the same ( or similar) body 

14. Auspicious or inauspicious act may be done in different 
states or situations. Certainly the fruit thereof is experienced in 
the same or similar situation by men. 

15. An action of the previous birth done by any of the organs 
does not perish. Nothing results from what has not been done. 
So I am not afraid. 

16. Span of life, Karma, wealth, learning and dealth-these five are 
ordained even as the embodied being is in the w01nb itself. 

17. Just as flowers and fruits on trees and creepers do not deviate 
from their fixed time, so also the previous Karma. 

18. Only the doer experiences always the good (or adverse) result 
of his own good or bad act in the manner previously done. 

19. Just as a calf finds out its mother row among thousands of cows, 
so also Kanna finds out the doer from among ten million doers. 

20. No man on the earth can by means of his might or intellect 
alter a Karma done in the previous body. 

21. A sensible man with intellect penetrating deep into the 
saiptural texts, is honoured otherwise. But the Karma previously 
done alters it like the master. 

22. The happineM and misery of embodied beings depend on 
their own acts. He who is the cause thereof is bound to them by 
Ahamkira (feeling ofl and mine). 

23. One's own action pursues one, even if one runs very fast: when 
one lies down the action too lies down and when one stands it too 
stands by. 

24. Just as shade and sunshine are well inter-related, so also action 
and doer. No worry need be entertained in this regard . 

. 25. If a man is destined to experience happiness or misery in any 
sphere, he is led there by force like one bound by ropes. 

26. Karma is tl\e authority to bring happiness and misery to living 
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beings even when they are watchfully alert or continue to sleep. 
27. Just as a lamp goes out when oil is used up, so also a aeatw"e 

is liberated when Karma is exhausted. 
28. Neither Mantras nor penance, neither Dina nor Tirtha nor 

even perfect self-control can be competent to save a creature afflicted 
by the previous Kannas. 

29. An insentient drop of semen deposited in a womb by 
intercourse during the prescribed menstrual period by a man grows 
up in accordance with the previous Karma. 

30. Why does not the foetus get dissolved in the very same belly 
where foodstuffs and beverages get digested, what is eaten gets 
dissolved? 

31. Hence this is my decision once and for all that the merit 
and sin of embodied beings is the result of the action done. 

32. What is apparently unprotected stands firm when 
protected by fate; what is well guarded perishes when struck by 
fate. A seemingly helpless person left in forest survives but one 
well protected in the house may not continue to live. 

Sita said: 

CHAPTER SIXTYIWO 

Greatness of Sarmi$tha Tirtha 

I. That king decided thus, 0 excellent Brahmar:ias. He did 
not abandon that Vi~kanyaki though advised by the astrologers. 

2. She became well known by the na1ne·sarmiftha as she was 
like spittle (Sthivana) of happiness (Sannan) that had been 
thrown out by the father. She was being given by the king 
lovingly but none accepted her. 

S. In the meantime the enemies of that king angrily attacked 
him and the kingdom from all sides. 

4. The enraged king set off from his place surrounded by 
his army for a fight thinking that if he were to return it would 
be (no better than) death. 

5. He fell upon the enemies and fought a great battle with 
his army consisting of four divisions and increased the 
population in the country of Yama (by killing enemies). 
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6. On the tenth day all his enemies encircled him and 
killed him. 

7. The men of that king who suivived the battl~ were 
frightened and distressed. They fled to the city quickly. 

8. All the hosts of the enemies were highly delighted. 
Desirous of gaining further victory they besieged the city in 
order to exterminate his sons. 

9. In the meantime all the citizens in the height of their 
grief rebuked and reviled the wicked Vi!Jakanyaka with very 
harsh words. 

10-13. "It was the result of the (ominous) defect of this 
sinful girl that the king died. The annihilation of the country 
will follow the ruin of the (capital) city. The king too had been 
told then by the learned Brahmai:ias: 'Abandon this censured 
Vitakanyaka who is full of 1nany defect8.' But the noble-minded, 
compassionate king was fettered by bonds of affection. So he 
did not abide by the advice even of those well-wishers. Hence, at 
least now, let this sinful girl be killed quickly or banished from 
the city lest the city should be ruined." 

Suta said: 

14. She too heard the diverse kinds of derogatory remarks of 
the people. She became disgusted much and censured herself. 

15. Filled with terror and grief, she went out at night and 
proceeded towards the forest where she had determined to die. 

16. Then the great sacred place of Ha~esvara was seen by 
her. It gave much solace to her mind as it was filled with sages. 

17-18. Thereupon, she recollected the incidents of the 
previous birth: "As a Ca.1,ujala woman I had quenched the thirst 
of a cow. By its power I was reborn in the palace of a king. It was 
due to the power of this holy spot. Hence I shall stay here only." 

Sita said: 

19. In the previous birth she was a despicable CiQcµ.la 
woman distressed with poverty and overburdened with many 
children. 

20. In the course of her ramblings she came to this holy 
spot. She was overcome with thint. It was the; time when the Sun 
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wis overhead at midday in that terrible (very hot) month of 
Jyet~a. 

21. She saw a small well with very little water. Near it she saw 
a tawny-coloured cow standing by. 

22. In the height of her compassion she left off all thoughts 
of love to her children and her own life. She made (allowed) 
the cow to quench her thint. 

2S. Her mind had been swayed by devotion to the cow. Due 
to the lack of water she met with death along with the children. 

24. Then, 0 excellent Brihma1_1as, she was reborn in the 
palace of a king by the power thereof; but she was born as a 
Vifakanyaki as an inevitable result of the previous Karma. 

The sages said: 

25. What was that Karma as the inevitable result of which she 
was reborn as a Vitakanyaki? She had exterminated her own 
family. 0 Siita, narrate everything to us. 

Sita said: 

26. 0 BrahmaQas, even as she was rambling as a Ca1_1(jila 
woman, she went into a temple where there was a splendid gold 
image of Gauri. 

27. That being a deserted place, she got hold of the gold 
image joyously and went to another country. The despicable 
woman wanted to cut the image into pieces for selling. Even as 
she was engaged in it the officers of the king who had been 
searching for her overtook her. 

28. On meeting her they rebuked he.r repeatedly and hit 
her with their fists, pelted with clods and struck her with sticks. 

29. They seized the gold and left her in a pool of blood. 
Thinking that she (being a woman) should not be killed thus, 
they returned to the city. 

50. She had touched (and defiled) the image of Pirvati. 
Further she cut it into pieces. It was a result of this evil deed 
that she was reborn u a Vitakanyi. 

51. She then recollected the incidents of this previous birth. 
Pondering over the greatneu of the gift of water drunk by the 
cow she now dug a big lake of clear water in the place of the 
earlier small well. · 
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S!-33. It was a big lake like a sea. It was beautifully embel
lished with clusters of lotuses. Fish and turtles abounded in it 
and porpoises added to its glory. Many swans, cranes an4 ruddy 
geese resorted to it all round. The water was unfathomable and 
the aquatic creatures took delight therein. 

54. With great devotion she got a charming mansion lofty 
like a peak of Kailisa erected near it pleasing to the eyes of the 
good. 

35. Then she devoutly installed Gauri and performed a 
penance. Before the goddess she observed the Vrata as laid 
down in the scriptural texts. 

36. Even in HfflUlnta (early winter) she used to take bath in 
the morning and worship Gauri devoutly with adoration and 
offerings of oblations and making gifts to Brihmar,as and the 
like. 

37. That princess used to take bath both in the morning and 
"' in the evening during Sisira (late winter) with great mental 

concentration and purity. She used to observe fast on alternate 
days. 

38. During spring season the pious lady propitiated Pirvati 
through dances and songs. She used to take food only once in 
six times (i.e. in three days). She was engrossed in making gifts 
of foodgrains. 

59. The daughter of king Vrka endowed with great faith 
performed penance in the midst of five fires during summer. 
Fruits alone constituted her diet. 

40. During rainy season water constituted her intake. The 
Vi,akanyi abandoned her hut and lay down under the open sky. 

41. Then she spent autumn by taking in only air. She was 
always engaged in ]apa with her mind meditating on Pirvati. 

42. Even u she continued to propitiate thus, the goddess, 
the daughter of the Mountain, a long time elapsed; but she did 
not obtain any desired benefiL 

43. Continuing her state of virginity, her face was full of 
wrinkles and her head waa marked with greying hain; but the 
Beloved of Hara did not get pleased (with her). 

44:. After some time had elapsed, once the goddeu adopted 
the form of Sakrll.)1 in order to test her. Thus she appeared 
before the princea. 

45-46. She wu seated on a sreat elephant with four tulb 
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and a very long trunk.. It could be compared to the peak of 
Kailisa. It resembled the Sun in lustre. It was as white as lime 
powder and in the state of rut. 

She was surrounded on all sides by the wives of Devas. She 
was adorned with necklaces and bracelets and she wore a crown 
on her head. 

47. A white umbrella was held above her head. She was 
attended upon by celestial damsels and was eulogized by 
Kinnaras. 

48-50. She was sung about by Gandharvas. She then spoke 
respectfully, "O daughter, I shall grant a boon unto you. Request 
for whatever you desire." 

I am the wife of the Lord of Suras and am glorified as Saci in 
all the three worlds. Now I am pleased with this excellent 
penance of yours. Taking pity on you, I have myself come to you. 

A great penance has been performed by you meditating on 
the Beloved of Hara. Yet the highly ruthless Bhavini has not 
become pleased by your penance (so seek a boon from me)." 

Suta sazd: 

51. On hearing the words of Sakrini the Vifakanyaki bowed 
down to her, standing with palms joined in reverence and spoke 
thus: 

Th, Visakan,a said: 

52. 0 goddess, I don't intend to request you for anything. 
Similarly, 0 Indri9i, I don't wish to request other deities too. 
There is no doubt about it. 

58. 0 beloved of Indra, I may go to a hideous Naraka by the 
command of the wife of Hara; but I will not go even to heaven 
by your command. 

54. I will choose a boon from that goddess who is adored by 
Devas, who has neither a beginning, nor a middle nor an end 
and who is endowed with glory and perfect knowledge. 

55. I will choose a boon from that goddess whom Vitou, 
Brahmi, Rudra and Visava propitiate. I will seek the object I 
desire from that goddeas alone. 

56. I will chooee a boon from that goddess by whom the entire 
range of the three worlds consisting of mobile and immobile 
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beings, is pervaded by means of divene kinds of female forms. 

Sri Deui said: 

57. I am the wife of the Lord of Suras. I am dearer to him 
than his life. Devas, Dinavas and Pannagas obey my order. 

58. Kinnaras, Guhyakas and Yak.fas too obey. Then why not 
those of mortal activities? So, 0 bad ascetic woman, why don't 
you receive a boon from me? 

59-60a. Hence I shall certainly shatter your head with a blow 
of the thunderbolt. 

60b-64. 0 BrihmaQas, on hearing her words the ascetic 
woman took enough courage to tell the goddess of Suras once 
again: -You are the mistress of Devas. This is undoubtedly true. 
I am propitiating that supreme goddess from whom you have 
received your power and glory. 0 goddess of Suras, even the 
least of a fault has not been perpetrated against you by me. Still, 
if you consider me as one deserving death, do hurl the weapon. 
0 Sakrir;ii, do listen attentively to another word of mine also. 
On hearing it, you ponder over it fully and do what is 
beneficient. Neither you, nor your husband Sakra nor the other 
Suras and Asuras are capable of slaying me, as I have sought 
refuge in Pirvati. So hasten to heaven kindly; do not waste your 
fury over me, 0 goddess of all Suras, as I strictly abide by the 
right path. 

Sflta said: 

65. After saying this to Saci, the miserable Vi~nyi decided 
to die and thought thus: 

66-70 .. 'Since the goddess, the Daughter of the Mountain is , 
not pleased with me, and if this Sakrir;ii too does not kill me, I 
shall certainly resort to the burning fire immediately.' Thereafter 
she saw presently the elephant Airiva9a turning all of a sudden 
into the Bull having complexon like milk, jasmine and moon. 
She saw Goddess Pirvati aeated on it along with Sambhu. The 
goddess had four arms. Her face was beaming pleasantly in her 
divine form. She was wearing white garlands and garments. The 
cratent moon adorned her forehead. Then the VlfUUlyi looked 

1a~per closely and realized that it was Pirvad the unbom. Then 
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she repeatedly bowed down and eulogized. 

Prayer of V11akanya: 

257 

71. "Obeisance to you, 0 goddess of the chiefs of Devas. 
Obeisance to you, 0 goddess abiding in everything, 0 truthful 
goddess devoid of old age and death, 0 bestower of everything 
desired. 

72. 0 goddess, even Sakra and other gods do not know how 
to extol your real fonn. How can I, a mortal woman, do it? 

7S. You are the goddess from whose person was born the 
Cosmic Egg constituted of Earth, Ether, Water, Fire and Air and 
consisting of Devas, Asuras and human beings. 

74. Brahma is not competent to give birth to her; Mahesvara 
is not competent to destroy her; and Govinda is not competent 
to protect her. How can I adequately eulogize you? 

75. You are the goddess who are the possessor of the highest 
eightfold perfection by your very nature; which has nothing 
superior to it in the world, and is always the most desirable 
thing. 

76. You are the goddess whose diverse forms the sages 
engaged in perfect meditation think of devoutly and obtain 
what they desire. 

77-78. Tl)e Yogins who are determined to attain salvation 
conceive your form in the heart and adore it by means of the 
flowers of genuine sentiments. Being a human being, how can I 
eulogize that Maheivari? 

The Devi said: 

79. 0 daughter, I am happy with you. 0 lady of excellent 
Vratas, choose your boon. I shall grant you certainly what has 
been cherished for ever in your heart. 

Vi,akan,a saul: 

80. It was for the sake of ( obtaining) a husband that I 
endeavoured thus, 0 goddess, by means of the penance .. Now 
that I have been overcome by old age, what can I do with him? 

81. Hence I shall have to stay here in this hermitage for ever 
along with you. 0 Pirvatl, at my instance and for the welfare of 
all women you must stay here always. 
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Sri Dwi said.: 

82. 0 fair lady, from now onwards, I shall make my hennitage 
in this excellent and auspicious penance grove of yours. (I 
Hope) this has been thought of by you within the heart. 

8!. A woman who takes her holy bath here on the third 
lunar day in the bright half of Magha, shall, due to my favour, 
obtain the desired benefit. 

84. Even after committing great sins, a woman or a man 
shall.with my favour, be free from sins after taking the holy bath 
here. 

85. If men make gifts of fruit here, all their hopes and 
expectations shall become fruitful undoubtedly. 

86. Even after killing a woman, a man who takes his holy bath 
here on the third lunar day in the bright half of Migha, shall 
become free from sins. 

87. 0 fair lady, a girl who takes her holy bath on that day 
with great devotion shall undoubtedly obtain an excell~nt 
husband. 

Sita said: 

88. After saying this, Gauri touched her with her hand. 
Thereby she instantly became one possessing a divine form. 

89. Old age disappeared from her. She had divine garlands 
and unguents. With protruding thick bosom, she became a 
woman with the gait of an elephant in rut. 

90. Then she made her own maid. Taking her she went to 
Kailisa, the excellent mountain, along with Hara. 

91. Ever since then that nrtha is called Sarmitt:Jii Tirtha. It 
is well-known in all the three worlds as one that destroys all sins. 

92. Hence, 0 excellent Brihmal)as, one should duly take 
one's holy bath there assiduously on the third lunar day in the 
bright half of Migha. 

9!. This narration of mine of the greatness of the Stritirtha 
is sacred, conducive to longevity and destructive of all sins. 

94:. A man who gets up early in the morning always and 
reada this, shall obtain all desires of his mind. 

95. Similarly a man who reac:la this or listens to this on feadve 
.occaaions with devodon, lhall 10 to h's palace. 
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CHAPTER SIXTYrHREE 

Greatness of Somanatha 

Sita said: 

259 

1-!. Now there is an excellent Linga there named Somesvara. 
It is well known in all th«; three worlds. It was installed here by 
the Moon-god himself. 

One who makes it a point to stay there for a year and adores 
it on every Monday, becomes relieved even of awful ailments. 

There is no doubt that he is relieved of even tuberculosis, 
leaving aside (smaller ailments, like) leprosy etc. Hence by all 
means a man distressed with ailments should worship it. 

4. Formerly the Moon-god propitiated it when he was afflicted 
by the ailment of tuberculosis. He became one with a body free 
from ailments like King PiQ.Qya. 

Tht sages said: 

5. 0 Siitaja, how did Soma, the Lord of the medicinal herbs, 
become afflicted by tuberculosis formerly. How did he get the 
relief? 

6. 0 highly intelligent one, narrate this to us in detail. So 
also relate the auspicious story of that PiQcjya king. 

Suta said: 

7. Formerly the Lord of night (Moon) married in the 
presence of Fire-god and Guru (Preceptor, Brhruspati), the 
twentyseven daughters of Daqa. 

8. They are being glorified by excellent Brihma1,1as well
versed in astrology by the name Nallfatra (Star). Of them Asvini 
is the first. All of them are endowed with qualities like beauty, 
liberal-mindedness etc. 

9. Out of them all, Rohi1,1i was the most beloved to the Lord 
of night, dearer than his own life. 

10. Hence he abandoned all the other daughters of D~ 
and stayed with Rohioi day and night. 

11. Hence all Qf them who had thus become unfortunate 
became all the more distressed with passion (love). They went 
to Dakta with faces drenched with tears and said: 
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12. 11Dear father, we have been given by you to a sinner as his 
wife. He does not lovingly give us (enjoyment) even on the Jtu 
days (i.e. prescribed days after the menstrual flow", for 
cohabitation). 

13. Hence we shall cast off our lives entering fire ere long. 
0 highly exalted one, we are telling you the truth." 

Sita said: 

14. On hearing their words, Dak,a was also distressed. He 
himself took them all and went to Sasin (Moon-god). 

15. In the presence of all of them, Dak,a, the Prajapati 
(Patriarch), spoke to the Lord of night, rebuking him repeatedly 
with very harsh words: 

16-18. '"O base Lord of night, 0 foolish one, is this proper 
on your part to do. It is what is censured in the Dhannasastras 
(codes of ethics), 0 base one excluded by the good. Even when 
the :{ltu days come, you do not speak lovingly to my daughters. 
Don't you know Dharmasistra? One who does not go to his wife 
after she has had (ltu bath undoubtedly incurs the awful sin of 
foeticide." 

19. On hearing his words, the Lord of night became ashamed. 
With face bent down, he spoke to Dak,a: "I shall carry out your 
behest." 

20. Thereupon, Dak,a became delighted in his mind. He 
left all his daughters to the care of the cool-rayed Moon, took 
leave of him and went back to his own abode. 

21. But Candra did everything as before. He ignored all 
other daughters of Dak,a and continued his passionate 
association solely with Rohil;ii. 

22. Then all those miserable ones again went to their father 
and spoke to him with tears in their eyes, words befitting that 
occasion: 

2S-26. "0 father, this is our greatest sorrow in our heart that 
a misfortune hated by all women has befallen us. 

Your effort has been rendered ineffective by that lecherous 
fellow of wicked soul. Your authority has been flouted by him in 
our case. 

We cannot bear in our bean that misery at all. That Candramas 
ii diverting himself with Rohir,i always. 
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Particularly despite the fact that he has been prohibited by 
your order, the Lord of night has done this. Permit us now to 
carry out our intention in this regard. Distressed by the misery 
of absence of conjugal felicity, we shall give up our lives.• 

Sita said: 

27. On hearing their words, Dalqa became very angry. He 
went to the Lord of night and cursed him: 

28. "O sinner, my advice of righteous import has not been 
followed by you. So the fell disease of tuberculosis will oppress 
you." 

29. After saying thus, 0 excellent Brihma\laS, Daqa went 
away. Candra was instantly afflicted by tuberculosis and began to 
decline in strength day by day. 

30. He became emaciated. Incompetent to continue the 
dalliance of love, he fonook Rohii:ti too and roamed all over the 
earth. 

31. He began asking physicians about the ways and means of 
curing the disease of tuberculosis. Controlling his sense-organs, 
he had the medication of herbs of diverse kinds. 

32. Still the Lord of night was not rid of the tuberculosis. 
Due to the terrible imprecation of Daqa he grew more and 
more emaciated every day. 

33. Thereupon, he eschewed the excellent medication. He 
became endowed with ardent faith. In this attitude of disgust, 
he undertook pilgrimage to holy spots. 

34. Roving over the tirthas and shrines, 0 excellent Brihmaoas, 
he arrived at the excellent holy spot of Prabhisa. 

35-36. The Lord of night took his holy bath there and 
gained purity. After visiting the deity of Prabhisa, he wanted to 
go elsewhere when he saw the sage named Romaka standing in 
front. The sage was a man of esteemed holy vows. He wu 
endowed with vigour due to penance. He was one who took pity 
on all living beings. 

S7. On seeing him, 0 excellent Brihma9as, Candra afflicted 
with the disease of tuberculosis bowed to him and spoke loudly 
and respectfully exhibidng the disgust he felt: 

88-40. -0 eminent Brihmaoa, I have become utterly exhausted 
as a result of the disease of tuberculosis. I seek refuge in you. 
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Kindly do something to cure this. 
0 highly esteemed one, many physicians have been consulted 

by me. I have taken medicines prescribed by them in diverse 
ways but I am getting weaker and weaker every day. 

If you cannot give any suggestion for quelling the disease, I 
will cast off my body." 

Rtnnaka said: 

41. 0 Lord of night, even the curse of an ordinary person 
cannot be altered; the curse of Daqa of immeasured splendour 
is all the more so. 

42. So I shall give you an advice commonly accepted, whereby 
your tuberculosis can surely be cured. 

43. There is nothing which cannot be given by the Trident
bearing Lord of Devas, if he is pleased. Hence propitiate him at 
my instance. 

44-45. Sati stays (Read sat,a vasala instead of sat,am vasala in 
the Text) always in sixty-eight Tirthas on the earth. Install the 
Linga in all of them, 0 Lord of night, for removing (the disease). 
Then propitiate the Liliga every day with a mind sanctified by 
faith. There is no doubt, you will get relief from tuberculosis. 

Sita said: 

46. On hearing his words, the Lord of night became 
delighted. He installed the divine Lin.gas of the Trident-bearing 
Lord in the holy place of Prabhisaka marking them with his 
names. He devoutly worshipped them. 

47. Thereupon the great Lord was pleased and appeared 
before him. He said, "I shall bestow boons. Request for whatever 
is desired by you." 

Olntlm said: 

48. 0 Lord of Devas, I am immensely tired and exhausted by 
the disease of tuberculosis. I have sought refuge at your feet. 
Save me from iL I do not request for anything else. 

4-9. On hearing hi• words the Bull.emblemed Lord 
11wnm9ned Daqa there itself and apoke reapectfully. 
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50. "This Candra, your son-in-law, has been cursed by you. 
This is not good. Hence at my behest do bless him now." 

Dakla said: 

51. He has a crooked mind. I gave him a sound advice of 
righteous import. After undertaking to abide by it before me he 
failed to do it and he became untruthful in his words. 

52. So, 0 Bull-emblemed Lord, for the sake of my daughters 
I cursed him angrily. Even what I utter jokingly cannot become 
changed. 

The Lord oj Devas said: 

53. At my bidding, this Lord of night will see all your 
daughters impartially from now onwards. There is no doubt. 

54. Hence let him waste away for a fortnight and wax again 
for a fortnight. Thereby your words can be true along with my 
favour. 

55. Then Da~a said "So be it" and went to his adodc. Lord 
Sankara said to the Moon again: 

56. "O Moon, you can once again request for something 
desired. I shall grant everything even if it be rare." 

Candra said: 

57. 0 Lord of Devas, if you are pleased, if a boon has to be 
granted to me, you must be present always in the Lin.gas installed 
by me for the welfare of all the worlds. 

The Lord said: 

58. At your request I shall be present on all Mondays in the 
sixty-eight Lin.gas installed by you. 

59-61. After saying thus the Lord of Devas vanished. Candra 
too joyously and impartially saw them all. He saw the d~ughters 
of Daqa impartially as he remembered the words of Sankara. 
They also became delighted thereafter. It was thus, 0 excellent 
Brihmal)as, that Somesvaras came into being there in the sixty• 
eight nrthas and in the othen thereafter. 
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CHAPTER SIXTYFOUR 

Greatness of Camatkari Durga 

Suta said: 

Slunatla PurafJ,IJ 

1-3. The great goddess Camatkiri is there itself, 0 excel
lent Brahmar;ias. It was formerly devoutly installed by King 
Camatkara. 

It was by her that the demon in the form of a buffalo (Mahifa) 
was killed in battle. The demon who could wield thousands of 
Miyis was defeated by the goddess who adopted the Kaumira 
Vrata (holy vow of celibacy). 

When the noble-souled king built the city there, 0 Brahmar;ias, 
she too was installed there for its protection. 

4. She was there for guarding that city and to protect all the 
leading Brahmar;ias, the inhabitants of that city, because they 
had purified their minds by means of devotion. 

5-6. If any one adores her duly on the day of Mahinavami, he 
will not have any cause of fear during the en tire year from 
goblins, corpses, ghosts, vampires, enemies in particular, illness, 
thieves, wicked people or others. 

7. A man should be pure in body and mind on the eighth 
lunar day in the bright half of the month. Whatever he thinks of 
at the time of worshipping devoutly, he attains it undoubt
edly. 

8. The truth has been averred by me that by the grace of the 
goddess a person (worshipping her) without any desire will 
undoubtedly attain liberation from Sarilsira quite easily. 

9. Formerly many kings, Brahmar;ias, Yogins and others had 
propitiated the supreme goddess Paramesvari and attained 
Siddhi. 

10. One who is endowed with faith and scrupulously 
circumambulates her every day for a year, can avert being born 
in a brutish womb. 

11. Listen attentively. I shall narrate unto you the great 
miracle that happened formerly in her shrine. 
-, 12. Formerly there was an excellent king named Citraratha. 

A-Je was well-known as. the overlord of the Daiin)a country and 
. · ~ the slayer of all en·emies. , • 
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13. Always on the eighth lunar day of the bright half of the 
month, he faithfully and devoutly circumambulated the goddess 
a hundred and eight times. 

14. Thereafter, he used to bow down to the goddess and 
then go home surrounded on all sides by his army consisting of 
the four divisions. 

15. Thus, a great deal of time passed by even as the leading 
king continued to be devoted to the goddess scrupulously making 
the circumambulations. 

16. Once, when that king went there, he saw some excellent 
Brihmal)as resting in the shrine of the goddess. 

17. Then the king circumambulated the goddess and bowed 
down with concentration to all the Brihmat.1as stationed before. 

18. Thereafter, he sat down along with them (listening to) 
the narration of splendid stories of saintly kings and ancient 
BrihmaQa-sages. 

19. At the conclusion of one story-session, the king was 
asked as he stood there politely by those excellent Brihm~as 
who were very curious (to know the king): 

20-22. "O king, we are asking you out of curiosity. Hence 
recount in detail if there is no secret about your engagements. 
Always, in every month, on the eighth lunar day in the bright 
half, you come here from a very distant place and carry out your 
rite of circumambulation. You carefully avoid all other pious 
rites such as worship etc. Indeed you may be knowing the entire 
benefit that accrues from circumam.bulation." 

Tli.e Icing said: 

23. This is the truth, 0 excellent Brihni~as; wl}at you say is 
true. Even a secret has to be shared with you by narrating it to 
you. 

24. Formerly I was a parrot in this splendid shrine of the 
goddess. I had built a nest in the western se~tion of the temple 
and lived there. 

25. Every day I went out of the temple and returned later. 
This constituted a circumambulation o, the goddess, 0 excellent 
Brihmanas. 

26. In due course death overtook me here in the temple 
itself. AA a result thereof, I was reborn as a king with the power 
to recollect the previous birth and activities. 
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27. That is the reason why, 0 excellent Brihma.0,as, I come 
here over a long distance and circumambulate the goddess with 
concentration and mental purity. • 

28-29. Earlier I had no devotion at all, and I stayed in a nesL 
But I circumambulated the goddess. Thereby I became a king. 
Now I circumambulatc with full faith but I do not know what 
(better) welfare is in store for me, 0 excel1ent BrihmaJ)as. 

Sida said: 

30-31. On hearing it, the Brahmcll,las• eyes widened with 
surprise. Joyously they congratulated the king. Then the king 
bowed down to all the Brihma.Q.as, received their assent and 
went homewards along with his army. 

32. Now, one who is endowed with faith and performs the 
circumambulation, shall be liberated from all sins and obtain 
the desired benefit. 

33-35. Ever since then, those Brihmal)as endowed with great 
devotion and others as well, circumambulated the deity for the 
sake of salvation. They did attain great Siddhi they desired, by 
its power. The Siddhi they attained in this world and in the 
other world has been rarely achieved even by gods. Hence by all 
means, one should resort to that goddess stationed in that holy 
spot bestowing all desires on men. 

CHAPTER SIXTYFIVE 

Greatness of .Anartakesvara and Siidrakesvara 

Sflta said: 

1-3. Similarly there is another lake there dug by Devas. It was 
there that a king of Anarta named Suhaya became a Siddha. 

Th, same king installed a splendid Lhip there named 
Anarteivara. It is the bestower of all Siddhis on men. 

A man who performs his holy ablution there on a Tuesday 
coinc.im1 with the sixth lunar day, there in the lake, attains S!t'1l'the aame Wf1! u it wu by the Lo~ of An:na-
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'FM saga said: 

4. How was Siddhi attained by the noble-souled king of 
Anarta. 0 Suta, narrate everything. Undoubtedly you know 
everything. 

Sita said: 

5. Formerly there was a king of Anarta named Suhaya. He 
was attacked by all the enemies in battle and he fled. He became 
Ucchi,,a (polluted by partaking remnants of food) and was 
touched by a barbarian. He was alone and was surrounded by 
many. 

6. Then a certain person following the vow of Kipalikas 
seized his skull for the purpose of his black magic after knowing 
that he was born of a heroic warrior. 

7-9. This (Kipalika) stayed in a forest in the vicinity of 
Anartesvara. He used to fill the skull at night with the water of 
the lake where all the Devas are present and then used to pour 
it off (in the morning after use). 

Formerly there was a Var:iik (merchant) remembered by the 
name Siddhasena. He was very rich and accompanied by his 
servants, he always engaged himself in meritorious rites. Once, 0 
excellent Brihmar:ias, he set off towards the north accompanied 
by his caravan (or doing business. 

10. Going ahead gradually along with every one, he reached 
a desert area devoid of trees and water and abandoned as it 
were by all living beings. 

11. At nightfall all the travellen became tired. Occupying 
different positions they all slept soundly. 

12. At daybreak they all woke up quickly and started towards 
the north leaving behind there a Siidra servant. 

IS. He had become too tired to get up from sleep. Even 
when the onward journey started with a lot of noise he did not 
wake up. ~-• 

14. He was not remembered by the memben of the caravan 
with whom he had travelled from the original home. The fact 
that he was on the banks waa. not noticed by any one. 

15. Thus the caravan left the place and the sun began to rise 
up. The Siidra felt the intenae heat• and woke up thereafter. 
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16. He looked ahead but could not see any member of the 
caravan at that place. In the desert region their footprints too 
could not be traced. -17. He became overwhelmed with grief. He ran here and 
there. At midday he was excessively distressed by hunger and 
thirst. He sprawled himself on the ground. 

18. Despite his distress due to thirst, he somehow held on to 
his life lying on the ground. By that time the sun too set. 

19-20. When the sun's warmth became reduced he regained 
consciousness somehow. He thought within himself. 'Where shall 
I go now? No pathway is seen. No one is to be seen. There is 
neither water nor shade. Indeed my death is approaching.' 

21. When that Siidra was mentally worried thus in the lonely 
desert region, night set in. 

22. Soon he heard the sweet sound of music and the 
fascinating voice of the chanting Nan di Vrddhas ( elderly goblin .. 
attendants of Siva). 

23. In an instant he saw a Pnta (ghost) who seemed to be 
the leader of the gang and he was surrounded by groups of 
Pmas. 

24. Some of the attending Pretas began to dance. Others sang 
before him. Still others began to eulogize. 

25. The (leader) said to the Siidra: "0 dear guest, have your 
meal. Drink water as you please so that it may result in my weal." 

26. The hungry Siidra had a hearty meal and drank water. At 
the bidding of the king of the Pntas, he became carefree and 
fearless. 

27. Then all the Pntas endowed with the characteristic 
features of the Pr,tas took their food duly sitting in the order of 
their seniority. 

28. Thus, 0 excellent BrihmaQas, all of them were engaged 
in games and sports with royal grace and charm till the night 
came to a close. 

29. The day dawned clearly and the disc of the sun rose 
high into the sky. When the Siidra looked before him there was 
nothing. 

50-Sl. Then he thought, •was this a dream? My hallucination? 
, Or some jugglery? Or rather is it something real? I was distressed 
~th hunger and thirst but I am satisfied now. 
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52. Even as he mused thus the sun rose very high in the sky 
and scorched the surface of the earth. 

!JS. He resorted to the foot of a tree which had but a small 
area of shade to offer. He was excessively distressed due to 
hunger and thirst and somehow spent the time till the close of 
the day. 

54. At nightfall he saw the king of the Pretas of the same 
form as before and accompanied by the other Pr,tas. 

55. In the same manner he took the food, the result of his 
hospitality. The Siidra eschewed all fear. He was delighted 
much. 

56. Thus the king (of the Prttas)came every day at nightfall. 
On coming he used to extend his hospitality. 

37-58. Then one day, the ghost king was asked by the Siidra: 
"What is this miracle seen every day at nightfall? 0 highly 
esteemed one, your riches come to an end when the day dawns. 
Do explain this position, if it is not a secret, 0 king of Pr,tas. 
On seeing this strange occurrence, my curiosity has been 
aroused." 

The Pr,ta said: 

59. There is a great meritorious holy spot named Hitakesvara. 
Gangi and Yamuni have a confluence there. 

40. Very close to both of them there is an auspicious temple 
of Siva. There a Sunaillhilr.a (a sage of continued celibacy) 
performs penance there adopting a great Vrata. 

41-42. At night he keeps my skull filled with water intended 
for toilet purposes and kept near his bed .. By its power at night, 
I get all these riches. During the day time the skull is kept dry 
and empty after the toilet is over at night. 0 highly intelligent 
one, all my riches vanish then. 

4S. Do a favour unto me. Go there and shatter the skull to 
pieces and cast them into the water. 

44. Thereby I shall get rid of my hideous ghostly form. 
45. Moreover, there is an excellent nrtha well-known as 

Gayiiiras to the east thereof. It can accord salvation from 
ghosthood. . 

46. 0 highly intelligent one. 10 there and perform the 
Sriddha of all of us. 0 gentle Sir, a bundle of papen is seen 
there near you. 
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47. Write the names of all in these sheets in the order of 
seniority. Have great pity on us and perform the Sriddha quickly. 

48. 0 fair Sir, we shall f'asily carry you to that place aJld also 
show you a very big treasure to meet the expanses of Sriddha. 

49. The Siidra agreed to it readily saying, •So it shall be." AI,, 

promised they took the Sudra to the holy spot after placing him 
on their shoulders. 

50. They showed him the treasure containing ample wealth. 
The Siidra took it and went to the place where the Nai,Jhika 
was present. 

51. He bowed to him devoutly and told him humbly the full 
details of the ghost-king. 

52. The Siidra received the skull. With great concentration 
he reduced it to powder and joyously cast it into the confluence 
of Ganga and Yamuni. 

5!. In the meantime the futa appeared before the Siidra; he 
was seated in an aerial chariot in a divine form. Then he joyously 
told him: 

54-55. "Thanks to your favour, I have been liberated from the 
hideous form of ghost. Hail unto you! I shall now go to heaven. 
Go to the sacred Gayisiras now and performed the Sriddha 
unto all these, so that they too can get salvation." 

56. He was surprised. With great concentration and mental 
purity, he performed the Sriddha unto all the ghosts severally. 

57. All those Pretaswent to heaven by its power. They joyously ,,. 
revealed themselves to the Siidra in his dream. 

58. The Siidra realized that the holy spot contributes to the 
increase of merit. Therefore he did not return ho1ne. He stayed 
there itself performing penance. 

59. The Linga named Siidrakesvara was installed by him near 
Gangi and Yamuni. It is destructive of all sins. 

60-61. A man who duly takes his holy bath in their confluence 
and worships the Linga named giidrakesvara with great ardour 
and faith becomes liberated from all sins and goes to Siva's 
palace riding in an excellent aerial chariot and being eulogized 
by Gandharvas. 

6!. A man who performs Prajopawiana (religious fut unto 
death) and casts off his life, is not reborn in this world. 

6S. •8ne who stays there and drlnb even a mouthful of its 
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~ater is liberated from the sins committed between birth and 
death. 

64. If any one gives food to leading Brihma1_1as there, (his) 
Pitrs become satisfied for a period of three hundred Kalpas. 

65. One who, with mental concentration and purity, makes a 
gift of a piece of gold of the size of an atom there, obtains the 
entire benefit of Rijasiiya and Asvamedha. 

66. Hence, 0 Brahmal).as, a man who wishes for eternal 
Svarga shall resort to that excellent Tirtha by all means. 

67. On being pleasantly surprised at the sight of that power 
of Ganga and Yamuna, a Gathi (a conplet in this connection) 
was sung formerly by the great sage Gautama. 

68. "A man with mental concentration, who takes his holy 
bath in the confluence of Gangi and Yamuna and visits 
Siidresvara, shall immediately attain Svarga." 

69. Thus, 0 excellent Brahmal).as, the greatness of Ganga 
and Yamuna has been entirely narrated to you all. It is destructive 
of all sins. 

CHAPTER SIXTYSIX 

Murder of Jamadagni1 

Sita said: 

1-2. Further there is a famous Tirtha which is well-known 
and remembered as Ramahrada (the tank of Rima or 
Parasurima). It was here that his Pitrs were propitiated by him 
(Rima) with libations of blood. 

l. The story of ParasurJma is used ira Chapa.en 66-69, to describe the 
efficacy of Parasurima Hrada for performance of Sriddha. The Hrada was 
created by Paraiura.ma to avenge the murder of his father Jamadagni by Kini 
Sahasrirjuna, a Kptriya. For this act of one Kfatriya, Paraiurima attempted, 
genocide of ~triyas and filled a pil (pool) wilh lhe blood of Keatriyas 1and 
performed the Tarpaoa of his father. 

Just because the Hrada proved efflc:aclous lO Paraiurima, it is recommend
ed lO othen for Sriddha. The exploits of Paruurlma an described in Mbh, 
Aa 2.5-7. and in other Purll)U. 
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He who devoutly offers libations to Pitrs on the New-Moon 
day in the month of Bhidrapada shall obtain the benefit of a 
horse-sacrifice. • 

The sages said: 

3-5. This is something very mysterious that you say, 0 highly 
intelligent Siita, that the Pitrs were propitiated with libations of 
blood by him (Rama). 

Sacred things have been prescribed by learned men for the 
purpose of offering libations to Pitrs. Blood is prescribed in the 
case of the libations of Rak~asas. 

An action contrary to the dictates of Sruti and Smrti, and 
despised by good people has been performed by the son of 
Jamadagni. Why did he do so? Tell us, 0 Siita. 

Sit.ta stiid: 

6. It was done so by him out of anger, in order to abide by 
his promise and vow. That was why the Pitrs were propitiated 
with the libation of blood. 

7. His father Jamadagni, 0 Brihmal}.as, who abided by his 
duty and was faultless, 0 excellent Brihmal}.as, was struck down 
by a ~atriya. 

8. Thereupon, when his anger was roused, the noble-souled 
sage (Parasurima) said: "My Pit.rs should be propitiated by me 
with the blood flowing out of the Kfatriyas." 

9. It was for this reason that the Pitrs were propitiated with 
blood libations mixed with gingelly seeds by that noble-souled 
one with devotion. 

The sages said: 

10. Why was the great Sage Jamaclagni killed by a ~atriya? 
What is the name of that king? 0 Siita, narrate it in detail. 

Sita said: 

li· The son of Jcika is remembered asjamadagni. Formerly 
he was in the holy spot of Haiakesvara where all his sins were 
bumL 

12. He had four sons endowed with g~d q~alitifs. Rama was 
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the most junior among them, but he was most superior in good 
qualities. 

18. Jamadagni continued to stay in a great forest. Once his 
sons had gone out to forest for gathering roots and bulbous 
roots. 

14. In the meantime, the powerful king of Haihayas, who was 
well-known all over the earth as Sahasrirjuna, happened to come 
there. 

15. It was the season of summer and the Sun was in the 
Zodiac of Taurus. Desirous of hunting deer, the king had been 
roaming here and there in the forest. At midday he became very 
distressed due to weariness. 

16. On seeing the hermitage full of different kinds of trees, 
he entered it with his army having four divisions. 

17. There he saw the great sage Jamadagni seated. He had 
concluded his bath and was engaged in worshipping the deities. 

18. On seeing the king, the sage was pleased. He duly 
offered him Arghya and honoured him with due greetings. 

19. He too bowed down to him with great humility; humbly 
enquired about his health and happiness when speaking to 
him, in return. 

The king said: 

20. 0 Brihmal}.a, I hope you are hale and hearty in the 
company of your wife, sons, disciples and attendants. I hope you 
duly maintain the sacrificial fires. 

21. Today my birth has become fruitful and the life 
meaningful since you, the storehouse of penance, bowed down 
to by all the worlds, are seen. 

22. After saying thus the saintly king rested there for a long 
time. After drinking water, he bowed down to the great sage 
and said to him: 

25. "If there be any job for me whereby your purpose may be 
served, it may be mentioned, 0 holy Brihma9a. Permit me, I 
shall go home." 

Jamadagni &aitl: 

24. You have come to my house at the time of the wonhip of 
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the deities. You are my guest and have been regarded as though 
(you are) the desire cherished. A guest is identical with all the 
Devas. • 

25. So, 0 excellent king, I am pleased much and I have 
great devotion unto you. Hence take the food offered by me 
with my own hands. 

26. Whether it is a king or a Brihmal).a, or a Sudra or one of 
low caste, if a guest comes at the conclusion of Vaisvadeva rite, 
he is one who will take one to heaven. 

Th, king said: 

27. 0 holy Brahma.I).a, I have here with me hundreds and 
thousands of soldiers. Without their being fed, is it proper for 
me to take food? Do tell me. 

Jamadagni said: 

28-29. I shall serve food unto all of your soldiers. In this 
respect, you need not worry at all, though I am a sage without 
any property. 0 leading king, the cow seen yonder, tethered 
very near me, yields whatever I desire, always on being requested. 

Sita said: 

30. Thereupon, 0 excellent Brihma9as, the king became 
full of curiosity. Saying "So be it", he stayed on in the hermitage 
itself. 

31-SS. After propitiating Devas and Pitrs thereafter, he 
worshipped Haviroah.a (Fire-god) and then Brihma.,.as. There
after, he sat along with all the hungry servants and followers who 
were weary and distressed, 0 excellent Brihmal)as. They were 
overwhelmed with wonder for him (his spiritual power?) Then 
the excellent sage prayed to the cow, •o splendid one, give 
unto everyone whatever food he asks for." 

S4. Thereupon the cow yielded splendid food of various 
kinds. The sweetmeats in particular were highly pleasing. 

55. Then there were foodstuffs that could be chewed, 
masticated, swallowed, licked and sucked. There were diverse 
kinds of side-dishes and pickles. Some tasted astringent, some 
sour and hoL There were sweet and bitter foodstuffs too and all 
of them were of good quality. 41 
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56. Thus that king became extremely satisfied on being fed 
with foodstuffs bom of ambrosia. Thanks to the cow, he became 
pleased along with his servants and soldiers. 

!7. At the conclusion of the meal, the king who was 
pleasantly surprised, requested the great sage Jamadagni for 
that cow: 

!8-40. "O holy Brihmar,a, this Kimadhenu does not deserve 
to be kept with sages of quiescent mind permanently residing 
in forest. So give it to me. 

Thereby I can make people exempt from taxation. Depen
ding upon its power, I can tackle all my enemies even if they 
are entrenched in fortresses and equipped with formidable 
armies. 

If this is carried out it will be to your own credit and well
being in this world as well as in the other one. So do as I say." 

Ja"'4tlapi stJ&d: 

41. 0 king, this is my only Homadhenu (cow intended for the 
purpose of sacrificial rites). It is as dear to me as my own life. It 
is worthy of being worshipped always and so can not be given 
away. Hence it does not behove you to request for it. 

Th6 king said: 

42. 0 Brihmal)a, in return for this cow I shall give you a 
hundred thousand other cows and also wealth as much as you 
wish for. 

Ja"'4tlapi said: 

4!. 0 great king, even an ordinary, cow is declared as one 
that should not be sold. It is much more so in the case of this 
HOfllllllhmu which has powen like these. 

44. A deluded BrihmaQa who sells a cow prompted by greed 
for wealth, undoubtedly sells his own mother. 

45. Means of expiation has been laid down in the Smrtis in 
reprd to the Brihma9u who imbibe liquor or kill other 
Bribmq.aa. But there is no atonement in the case of those who 
sell cowa. 
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TM King said: 

46. 0 Brihma9a, if you do not give me this cow on being 
requested politely, I will take it by force. It is better it given 
when requested peacefully. 

Sita said: 

47. On hearing it, 0 excellent Brihma9as,Jamadagni became 
furious. He got up from the seat in the assembly shouting, 
-Weapon! Weapon!" 

48. Thereupon the attendants who knew the mind of the 
king killed the Brihma9a with sharp weapons even before he 
could lay his hands upon any weapon. 

49. When the noble-souled Jamadagni was being butchered 
thus, his beloved wife named Rei:iuki fell on his body in utter 
grief. 

50. That lady of excellent complexion was hit and wounded 
by different kinds of sharp missiles but did not die, for she was 
destined to live yet there. 

51. Mter thus killing Jamadagni, the leading Brihma9a, the 
king drove the cow to the city of Mihitmati. 

52. Driven thus forcibly and observing killing of Jamadagni; 
the cow became enraged and so lowed piteously. 

53. Even as she lowed thus, Pulindas, Medas and hundreds 
and thousands of other terrible fellows came out of her mouth. 

54. They wielded different kinds of weapons. All of them 
were like another set of Yama's messengers. They respectfully 
said to the cow, 11Command us quickly." 

55. She said, "May this army of the king of the Haihayas be 
killed." Thereupon the terribly angry barbarians began to destroy 
the army with sharp weapons ruthlessly. 

56. No man from among them came face to face with them, 
because everyone was afraid much, not to speak of a direct fight. 

57. On seeing the army shattered by the tenible Pulindas, 
the ministen spoke to the king: 

58-60. -0 Lord, you hate lost much of your refulgence due 
to this murder of a Brihma9a. Hence let this cow be left alone. 
Be pleased to go to your own palace. 
· It is better you go away before his powerful son named Rima 

ietums. Otherwise, you will be iilled along with all your soldien 
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here itself. 
This Ka1nadhenu of great power cannot be taken away by 

force. In the form of divine Sakti, she herself can create thus." 
61. Thereupon, the king became afraid particularly at their 

words. With all his attendants killed, he left the cos there and 
went to his own abode. 

Suta said: 

CHAPTER SIXTISEVEN 

Sahasrarjuna Killed 

1-2. In the meantime Rama came there to the hermitage 
accompanied by his brothers carrying fruits, roots and bulbous 
roots. 

He saw the hermitage damaged and surrounded by a large 
number of Pulindas and the cow grievously hurt with stones and 
sticks. 

3-5. He asked: "How has this catastrephe happened? The 
penance grove is surrounded by Abhiras and Pulindas. By whom 
has this cow of mine been beaten and wounded? Why do these 
ascetic men and women weep? Where is my old father? Where 
is my mother fond of her sons? Why does she not approach me 
lovingly as before?" 

6. Thereupon all those ascetics utterly grief-stricken narrated 
to him all the events in detail, all the acts of misdemeanour of 
Sahasrarjuna as witnessed by them. -

7-8. All the brothers heard the stunning words that smote 
them like thunderbolt. On hearing it and seeing their father 
cut with weapons and their mother too grief-stricken with all the 
limbs injured, but somehow breathing alive, they began to cry in 
despair but not the all-powerful Rima. 

9. After crying for a long time and lamenting repeatedly, 
they performed the obsequies in accordance with the injunctions 
in the Vedas. 

10. After the cremation, all the others except Rama, made a 
befitting deep pit and offered libations to their father along 
with gingelly seeds. 
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11. The other ascetics asked Rima, the most excellent one 
among wielders of weapons: "Why don't you offer handfuls of 
libation to your dead father?" • 

12. This son of Jamadagni was asked thus many times even as 
he was engaged in counting the number of wounds inflicted by 
sharp weapons on the body of his mother. 

13-17. Then Rima heaved a sigh and spoke to those leading 
sages: "You may now be pleased to hear why I refused to offer 
water libations. My father was killed by a K,atriya without any 
fault on his part. There are twentyone wounds on the body of 
my mother. Hence, 0 Brihmat;1as, if I do not exterminate 
K.,atriyas from the earth as many times as there are wounds ( on 
my mother's body) I will incur all sins. In addition to the 
murder of my father and mother that sinful base K,atriya has 
perpetrated other foul deeds. 

Therefore I shall fill this pit with his blood as well as that of 
other wicked-souled K,atriyas, though it is usually filled with 
libations of water. I shall propitiate my father with libations of 
blood, not of water." 

Suta said: 

18. On hearing his dreadful vow, the excellent ascetics were 
struck with awe and were mystified. They did not say anything 
further. 

19. Then, after the days of pollution (due to death) were 
over, the furious Rima, seized his axe and proceeded in the 
direction of Mihi~ati. 

20. He was accompanied by all those tribal people, the 
Pulindas and the Medakas. They had fastened their arms with 
alligatoi: skin to prevent injury. They had similar finger 
protections too. They had excf'llent arrows and bows. 

21-22. On hearing that the scion of the family of Bhrgu was 
advancing accompanied by a great army after taking a vow, Arjuna 
was delighted. He too set out facing him for fighting, along with 
different kinds of warriors who could be compared to Devas and 
Asuras. 

2!. Thereafter, 0 excellent Brihmaa,as, a great battle ensued 
between the Pulindas and the warriors of the king of Haihaya, 
w~itbdld be compared to Devas and Asuras. 
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24. Then all the followers of Haihaya were killed with arrows 
on a par with poison-breathing serpents, by the tribals who were 
repeatedly roaring while fighting. 

25. Due to the sin arising from Brihmar:ia-slaughter all of 
them were lustreless and fell on the ground. 

26. No one was competent to show valour. As they fled, all of 
them were killed with sharp arrows. 

27. On seeing his army broken up, the Lord of Haihayas 
became furious. Hurriedly he desired to string his bow, but 
could not do so although he tried the utmost. 

28. Then he wanted to draw out the clean sword from its 
sheath; but he failed to do so. He felt a great discomfiture. 

29. His club too fell down on to the ground in an instant. It 
was the club with which the terrible Raval}a, who used to make 
people cry in despair, was defeated. 

30. These were the very hands which once used to restrain 
the flooding current of Narmada. All his splendid hands 
numbering a thousand became agitated with great tremor. 

31. As ill luck would have it, they were too weak to life the 
weapons at all. Further all the Mantras of the divine missiles 
became forgotten. 

32. In the meantime Rama came there with his fury at its 
zenith. He lifted up his axe and said to him these harsh words: 

33. "0 sinner, king of Haihayas, quickly show me those 
hands with which my father was killed by you." 

34. He too, already struck down by the Brihmaoical 
splendour did not say anything by way of reply though harshly 
taunted thus. He remained like one painted in a picture. 

35. Then Rima, the most excellent one among those who 
wield arms, rebuked him repeatedly and slowly cut off the row 
of his hands. 

36. Then the scion of the family of Bhrgu cut off his head 
with his axe. Assiduously he himself collected the blood from 
the wounds, 0 Bri.hmal)as. 

37. He filled big pots and handed them over to the hunters. 
Then he respectfully spoke to the barbarians and the fowlers 
(hunters): 

!8-40. "A big pit has been dug by my brothers in the holy 
spot of Hiiakeivara. It was filled with water for the purpose of 
propitiating the Piq-s. At my behest go there quickly and 
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unhesitatingly pour therein the large quantity of blood of my 
sinful enemy. Thereby I shall devoutly propitiate my father in 
accordance with the injunctions. Thereby I shall be liberated 
from indebtedness to my father." 

CHAPTER SIXTYEIGHT 

The Sea Recedes 

Suta said: 

1-3. Then those hunters carefully carried the blood taken 
out from the Haihayas to the place where the pit was dug for 
offering libations to the Pitrs. 

Bhirgava too after killing him (i.e. Sahasrarjuna) collected 
the entire blood and sent it to the place where the pit connected 
with his father was present. 

Bhirgava did not spare any ~atriya whether a child, young 
man or an old man. In particular he did not leave off even a 
child in womb. 

4. He killed the kings himself and others also on their sides. 
He caused the death of the soldiers as well in the height of his 
anger. 

5. He eagerly collected the blood and made his attendants 
collect too. Then he used to send it through them to that place. 

6. Thus the scion of the family of Bhrgu made the entire 
earth devoid of ~atriyas. Thereafter he went to the holy spot of 
Hitakesvara. 

7. He took his bath in blood. He took up a large quantity of 
gingelly seeds and offered the libation pouring it anticlockwise. 

8. In the presence of all Brahmar:ias and other ascetics, he 
did thus and fulfilled his vow. Thus he became free from grief. 

~- In the world thus deprived of ~atriyas he performed a 
horse-sacrifice and gifted away the entire earth to Brihmal)as 
along with monetary gifts . .•. 
h" ,JO. After receiving all those excellent gifts the Brihmar:ias 
~ . ~o the most excellent scion of the family of Bhrgu: 'You 
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cannot stay in our land because it has been laid down in the 
Smrtis that there can be only one king." 

11-12. Highly delighted he said, "So be it." Then he went to 
the end of the land and told the Ocean after stringing his very 
big bow and fitting an Agneya missile (missile the deity of 
which is Fire-god) to it. He knitted his brows in great fury: 

llama said: 

13. The earth cons1st1ng of mountains and forests was 
rendered devoid of ~atriyas. Thereafter in the great horse
sacrifice, it was gifted to Brahmal).as. 

14. After gifting the earth to the Brahmal).as I will not take it 
back from them. Hence you recede and give me some space of 
land. 

15. In case, 0 Lord of rivers, you do not act according to my 
direction now, I will dry you up by means of the fire-missile and 
convert you into a piece of land (i.e. completely devoid of 
water). 

Suta said: 

16. On hearing his words, the Ocean became frightened. He 
receded as far as he desired that he should. 1 

17. The scion of the family of Bhrgu made his residence 
there performing penances (though) he continued to remember 
the murder of his father. 

18. Then Bhirgava made all the Pulindas, Sabaras and Medas 
inhabit the mountains at the frontier of the earth. 

1. The strip of I~ lO the west of the Westeni Ghau fro,n Gujarat \0 
the southern end of Kerala is regarded as I.he land wor1 from the sea: A 
mytholoaical explanation of a geolosical phenomenon. 
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CHAPTER SIXTYNINE 

Creation of Rama Hrada 

Siantla Punitltl 

1-S. Thereafter when the earth became devoid of Ktatriyas, 
Kfatriya women desirous of perpetuating their race had union 
with Brahmai,as and gave birth to excellent ~traja sons (sons 
born from others in one's wives). 

These K$etraja sons grew up and prospered. They came to be 
equal to ~atriyas. With their valour, they exvclled the excellent 
Brihmai,as and took possession of the earth. 

Thereby the Brahmai,as became distressed much on being 
thus utterly humiliated. They approached Bhargava and said: 

4-5. "O Rima, 0 Rama of powerful arms, the earth that was 
granted to us by you at the time of the horse-sacrifice, has been 
forcefully taken possession of by ~atriyas. Hence, if you have 
enough manliness left, kill those base ~atriyas and grant us the 
land once again. Increase our prosperity." 

6. Thereupon the anger of Rama was greatly roused. He 
once again set out along with those Sabaras, Pulindas and 
Medakas for the extermination of the Kfatriyas. 

7. There too he killed the Kfatriyas, collected much blood, 
filled the pit dug already and offered libations to the Pitrs. 

8. In the horse-sacrifice performed again, he granted the 
earth to Brihmal}as. On being denied residence (therein) by 
them, he went back to the seashore. 

9. Thus the earth was rendered devoid of all ~atriyas, 
twenty-one times by him, 0 eminent BrihmaQas. It was then 
granted ~o the Brihmal)as too. 

I 0. Libation was offered to the Pitrs by that noble-souled one 
through blood. The vow made was kept up and therefore he 
became free from anger. 

11. After the libation was offered on the twenty.fint time, 
there was heard an unembodied aerial voice originating from 
the Piq-s: 
: 1~-14. •o Rima, 0 highly exalted Rima, put a stop to this 

'd~spicable act. We are pleased with you because you kept your 
wont. . 
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What has been done by you, no one other than you, will do; it 
has not been done by anyone before as a result of the enmity 
arising from father's (murder). 

So we are all pleased, 0 dear one. We shall grant you what 
has been cherished in the heart by you. Therefore, be quick in 
requesting for it even if it be inaccessible unto even the Devas." 

Rama said: 

15. If the Pitrs are pleased, if they give what is desired, may 
this meritorious Tirtha become well known all over the world 
after my name. Let it be devoid of the defect of blood pollution. 
Let it be resorted to be excellent sages. 

The pitrs said: 

16. This Carta (Pit) made by you, where the libation to the 
Pitrs was offered will become famous all over the three worlds as 
Rama Hrada. 

I 7. Those people endowed with devotion who offer to the 
Pitrs the requisite libation here, will obtain the benefit of 
Asvamedha and attain the greatest goal. 

18-19. A man who devoutly performs the Sriddha unto one 
killed by weapons on the fourteenth lunar day in the dark half 
of the month of Bhadrapada will cause the redemption of that 
ancestor even 1£ he had attained the state of a Prtta or fallen 
into Naraka. It does not matter if he was a sinner. 

Suta said: 

20. After saying thus to Rama, they ceased (to speak and 
disappeared). Thereafter Rima eschewed his anger completely 
and performed penance there itself. 

21. Hence by all means, one should perform Sriddha with 
full faith, to the person killed by a weapon on the same day 
( occurring every year). 

22. The Sraddha on the concerned day is cited as that which 
yields salvation unto those dead due to violent injury, serpent 
bite, fire, eating poison or hanging. · 

23. One who performs libadon rites to the Piq-s even with 
water during the Pidapale,a (dark half of Bhidrapada) becomes 
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free from indebtedness to them and he is honoured in Pitrloka. 
24. Thus everything connected with Rii.maharda has been 

entirely recounted to you. The greatness thereof is des\ructive 
of all sins, 0 excellent Brihmal}.as. 

25. A man who devoutly reads this himself at the time of 
Sriddha shall undoubtedly obtain the entire benefit arising 
from Gayi Sriddha. 

26. One should read this in the presence of Brihmar;ias at 
the tilne of Pan,ans (festive occasions). Thereby one obtains the 
entire benefit of Pittm.edha (Yaj11a pertaining to Pitrs). 

27. A man who devoutly listens to this on being recited 
obtains undoubtedly the entire benefit of Sautrimat:ti Yajiia. 

Sil.ta said: 

CHAPTER SEVENTY 

Birth of Karttikeya 1 

1-3. Similarly there is another Sakti there that destroys sins. 
It is the Sakti (holy javelin) discharged by Kirttikeya after killing 
Tiraka in battle. 

Further there is also a very great Ku1.uja filled with clear 
water caused by himself (Kirttikeya). One who takes his holy 
bath there and performs the worship is immediately liberated 
from the sin committed ever since birth and until death. 

The sages said: 

At what time was that Sakti discharged by him? Tell us. Why 
was it discharged by the Lord? What is its efficacy? Do narrate it 
yourself. 

1. Birth of Skanda or Kirttikeya and his exploit of killing the Dinava 
Tinllca are described in Mbh, Vaaa Ch. 226 and in other Pur;u;tas. ll is 
adapted here to claim that the &lkti with which Skanda killed Tiraka i1 in 
Camatkirapura. Similar claim is made in the Revlkh~4• of Skanda Puri9a 
for Bhrgu Kaccha. The difference• of the ltOry in this Purll}a and in Mbh 
are noticed at proper places. • 
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.. 
Sita said: 

4. Formerly there was a very powerful Dinava named Tiraka. 
He was successor of HiraQ.yaqa and he caused terror in all the 
three worlds. 

5. After coming to know that his father had been killed by 
the powerful Vifl,,lU, he went to Gokan)a mountain and per
formed a very severe penance. 

6. He sustained himself by consuming withered dry leaves 
and continued the meditation on Mahideva for a thousand 
years mentally, verbally and physically. 

7-8. He offered excellent articles of worship and different 
kinds of foodstuffs. Even at the end of those thousand years, 
Rudra was not pleased. This made the Daitya distressed and he 
performed still severer penance. He cut off pieces of flesh from 
his body and consigned them into the sacred fire. 

9. Thereupon Mahideva was pleased. Riding on his bull, the 
Consort of Umi appeared before him along with all his Gaoas. 

10. In words faltering with excessive delight, Mahideva joy
ously rendered aJl the quarters resonant with his voice of high 
pitch and spoke: 

11. "O Tiraka, I am pleased. Do not persist further in a risky 
venture like this. Request for anything you may desire, so that I 
can grant the same." 

Ttlraha said: 

12. 0 Lord, thanks to your favour, let me be invincible unto 
all the Devas. Make it possible for me to defeat all in battle 
except you. 

The Lord, said: 

IS. With my favour, all this will happen. Undoubtedly, 0 
Daitya, whatever has been requested for by you will become 
effective. You shall be the sole mighty warrior. 

14. Mter saying this, Mahldeva went to his abode. The 
delighted demon Tiraka too went home. 

15. Then, acc~mpanied by a vast army ofDlnavas, he went to 
Amarivati, the well-known city of lndra, for fighting with him. 
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16. Thereafter, a great batde of Devas with Dinavas ensued 
and continued for a thousand years when the god of Death 
never turned back. • 

17. The Devas faced destruction every day in the battle
field and the Dinavas gained victory with the favour of the 
Trident-bearing Lord. 

18-20. For the purpose of ultimate victory, the Heaven
dwellers resorted to all possible means. Various kinds of armours, 
mechanical devices, trenches etc., for the sake of general 
protection were ardently prepared by them, 0 excellent 
Brihma1_1as. Other things also they got ready for protecting the 
bodies of the principal warriors in particular. The chiefs of 
Suras created various things to guard themselves from Dinavas 
day and night. 

21. At that time Mudgaras (hammer-like rods), Bhintlipalas (a 
short javelin), Sataghnis ( cannon-like devices capable of killing a 
hundred at a time), excellent arrows, Pmsas (javelins), Kuntas 
(spears), Bhallas (spike-like weapons) etc. were prepared. They 
evolved strategic modes of special battle arrays also. 

22. Ku1ayutldhas ( deceptive warfare) of diverse kinds, threats, 
hoodwinking tricks and lntlm1ala (wizardry) were made use of 
entirely. 

23. Still, 0 excellent Brihma1_1as, they did not gain any 
victory over the Danavas. Smitten and shattered in the great 
battle they became distressed. 

24-26. Then the frightened Thousand-eyed One (lndra) 
said to Brhaspati: "O excellent Brihma1_1a, every day we are 
getting defeated by the Daityas. The more I get ready with 
better means of warfare, the greater is our defeat in the tre
mendous war. Hence, 0 preceptor of Suras, think of some 
intelligent means whereby I can win the war and you, a blame
less reputation as its result." 

Sita said: 

27. Then Brhaspati thought for a lon1 time. After finding 
out the means of victory in the great batde, his face beamed 
with delight. Then he said to the Consort of Sad: 

2~34. 'That means hu been found out by me, 0 &km, 
whereby most of the enemies can be sportingly defeated in the 
great battle. -.. 
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When the Slayer of the Three Puras was requested by him for 
the desired boon, the Daitya had repeatedly bowed to him and 
spoken these words: 

'O Lord, let me be invincible unto all the Devas with your 
favour. Make it possible for me to defeat all in battle except 
you.' 

Mahideva himself will never slay him who is his disciple. 
Who thinks it fit to cut down even a poisonous tree, should he 
happen to be the one who had planted it? 

'He who is the father shall be the son as well.' '\'his Vedic 
statement is often proclaimed. So let Hara procreate a son who 
will slay him (Tirak.a). 

Then we shall appoint him as the commander-in-chief and 
fight a bitter fight with the Daityas and ultimately gain victory. 

This is the means which I just explained, 0 Thousand-eyed 
One. There as no other means of victory in all the three worlds." 

35. Thereafter the Slayer of Pile.a went to Sarbbhu along with 
the groups of Devas and requested him after bo\\'ir1g down to 
him humbly: 

36-88. "O Bull-emblemed One, it behoves you to exert 
yourself for the procreation of a son, so that I can appoint him 
as the commander-in-chief of the Heaven-dwellers. 

With your favour I shall gain victory in the battle after killing 
all the Dinavas including Tiraka. 

There is no other means for my victory in the battle with the 
Dinavas. So says the highly intelligent Devejya (Preceptor of 
gods i.e. Brhaspati) after perfectly considering everything." 

~ . 
89-40. Thereupon Sankara laughed boisterously and spoke 

to the Lord of Devas: "O Sakra, I shall soon do what you suggest. 
There is no doubt about it. I shall procreate a son who will 
destroy all the Daityas. You can make him the commander of 
your army and be crowned with success always." 

41: Mter saying thus Mahideva went to the .Kailisa mountain 
and started a befitting sexual dalliance with Gauri. 

42. It was fully accompanied by coquettish blandishments, 
emodonal fervour, jocular remarb and other things of the sorL 
A period of a thouaand divine years passed like a moment. 

43. Here, all the p-oups of Deval, harassed by Tiraka and 
hence utterly terrified in their minds met together and had 
conaultadona with one another: 
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44-45. "A thousand years have elapsed and the Trident
bearing One is continuously engaged in the sexual dalliance. 
He has not carried out the task of Devas. Hence we shall•go to 
the Kailisa mountain where Lord Mahesvara is in union with 
Gauri in a secluded spot." 

46. In the height of their distress arising from the frustrated 
hope about ( the birth of) an enemy of Tiraka, all the Devas 
including Vasava went there itself. 

47-48. They reached mount Kailasa and attempted to go 
near Bhava. But they were prevented by Nandin saying, "You 
must not go beyond this. The Lord is present here in a secluded 
spot along with Pirvati. Even we have no right to enter. Do not 
go." 

49. Then all the Devas sent the Wind-god1 there. They told 
him, "Let this be quickly found out what Mahideva is doing 
there." 

50. Then the Wind-god went to that spot where Lord Siva 
was in the acme of bliss in the act of sexual dalliance with 
Gauri. 

51. There was an emission of the semen but it did not reach 
the vaginal aperture. At that time the Lord saw Viyu standing 
not very far away. 

52. Feeling abashed very much the Lord got up instantly 
leaving his beloved alone in the acme of excitement and emotion 
saying, "Oh, don't get up." 

55. He then said to Viyu who was standing humbly, "Why did 
you come here? I hope the Heaven-dwellers are all right." 

Va,u said: 

54. Here Sakra and other Devas have been stopped by 
Nandin. · All of them are dispirited and without enthusiasm. 
They are now waiting on the ridge of the mountain. 

55. So, do talk to them and console them with encouraging 
words. Send them also immediately to the place occupied by the 
Dlnavas. 

56. Instantly the Slayer of the Three Puras summoned them. 

·· l.t.: According to Mbh; Vao 215. 18-18 Apl frustnUed &he sexual lnter
coyae;_ Here Viyu II the disturber. 
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With dejected face, he addressed them as they stood with palms 
joined in reverence: 

The Lord said: 

57. I started my endeavour for the procreation of a son for 
the sake of you all. The seminal fluid has been displaced from 
the organ of secretion but rendered ineffective by Viyu (by his 
intervention). 

58. It (seminal fluid) has been retained with great restraint 
by me within the penis. It cannot go in vain. Tell me where I 
can deposit it. 

59. It is from that, that a great son who will destroy the 
Dinavas is to be born. He shall be the leader of your army. He 
will be irresistible in the battle by his enemies. 

60. Except Vaisvanara (Fire-god) no one else is capable of 
retaining it. It resembles the Kalpigni fire. So let him come 
fonvard and retain this eternal fluid. 

61. Then only can I release this intensely powerful seminal 
fluid lustrous like twelve suns (united together) for the sake of 
a son in order to win victory. 

62. Then all the Suras praised Vahni (Fire) and eagerly said 
to him, "O Agni, do hold this seminal fluid of Bhava within your 
mouth." 

5g_ Carrying out the behest of Sakra unhesitatingly Pivaka 
(Fire) quickly opened his mouth. 

64. Sankara who had been afflicted by the arrows of Kama 
thought of goddess Gauri, experienced the bliss of orgasm and 
deposited the fluid there (in Agni's mouth). 

65. Being scorched by that fluid that resembled fire 
appearing at the end of the universe, Pavaka dropped it on the 
ground in the spacious grove of reeds. 1 

66. In the meantime the auspicious six Krttikis, the wives of 
the six sages who had been wandering here and there came to 
that place. 

67-68. Satakratu himself gave them this direction: 'This 
seminal fluid of the Three-eyed Lord should be preserved 

1. According LO Mbh Api &ransferred lhe semen LO Gal\li who threw 
it among Sara reeds. 
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cautiously (by you). Herefrom will be born a son having the 
lustre of twelve suns. He will be almost a son unto ye all. "1 

CHAPTER SEVENTYONE 

, 
Installation of Skanda' s Sakti 

Sita said: 

1-3. Assenting "So be it", those ladies carried out the behest 
of Sakra. They performed all his post-natal rites to be perlormed 
in the lying-in-chamber. 

The next day, the boy gained the lustre akin to that of twelve 
suns. He was born with two arms and a single face. 

As soon as the auspicious child was born he miserably cried. 
On hearing his cry, all the Krttikis came to him. 

4. On seeing those mothers approaching, Mahasena became 
anxious and one with six faces, twelve eyes and twelve arms. 

5. With great affection, he embraced each of them separately 
with two arms and sucked the milk from the breast of each. 

6. In the meantime Brahma, Vitl)U, Siva and all other Devas, 
Gandharvas, Apsaras came there along with lndra. 

7. At that spot, great festivities were held without any restraint. 
The entire universe was filled with the sound of music and 
musical instruments. 

8. Rarilbha and other graceful maidens of Heaven-dwellen 
danced there. ·Gandharva chiefs such as Citriligada and others 
sang. 

9. Then all the Devas respectfully gave him the name Skanda 
because -the seminal fluid was spilled on the ground. 

10. Then the coronation of that boy as the commander-in
chief of the army of Devas was performed by Sarilbhu himself. 

11. A Sakti of miraculous appearance and unfailing forever 
was given to him by Vidhi (Brahma) for gaining victory ( of 
Devas) and the destruction of Daityas. 

1. Mbh and other Puril)U say &hat the wives of Seven Sages (Sapta11i1) 
felt.-cold in the early momins and saw fire in the reeds. Arunc:lhad told them 
nOt .u, resort to that. fire. They refbsed IO listen IO her advice. and• round 
die ftte for the sake of w;p-mlh and became pre~anL. .. 
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., 12. A Mayura (peacock) was quickly given by the Three-eyed 
Lord as the boy's vehicle. Divine weapons were given by 
Mahendra and the noble-souled Vif9u. 

13. Thereafter the desired missiles were given severally by 
all the Devas and the groups of mother goddesses who were 
delighted. 

14. Then keeping him in the forefront as the leader of the 
armies, the chiefs of Suras and their soldiers went to the place 
where Tiraka was present. 

15. On observing that Devas themselves had come for 
fighting, Taraka was delighted. Hurriedly he came face to face 
with them. 

16. A great battle ensued between Devas and Dinavas. With 
their eyes redened with anger, they set at nought the fear of 
death. 

17. On seeing Tiraka far away in the battlefield, Skanda 
challenged him and hurled the Sakti towards him to kill him. 

18. The terrible Sakti pierced the heart of the Daitya and 
fell down at the outskirts of Camatkirapura. It was besmeared 
with blood. 

19-20. Tiraka was doomed. In an instant his life became 
extinct. Then all the groups of Devas became delighted. They 
eulogized the mighty Lord Kirttikeya with hymns of divene 
kinds when Tiraka fell dead. Free from fear, they went quickly 
to heaven along with lndra. 

21. Skanda took up that Sakti and fixed it there in the 
excellent city whereby Raktasrliga became firm and steady. 

Tiu saga said: 

22. That Raktasrnga which was already motionless was 
rendered firm by him? At whose instance? 0 highly intelligent 
one, tell us in detail. 

Sita said: 

23. There was a terrible earthquake once when Raktasrliga 
swayed from its position violendy. . 

24-25. The earthquake was due to the fall of that Daiiya. Like 
the other excellent mountains, Raktaip\ga too swayed. Further 
all the mansions in Camatklrapura crumbled do,vn. When the 
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mountain swayed to and fro the Brihma9as became distressed. 
Most of them lost all their possessions and became poor. Others 
became afflicted by loss of consciousness. • 

26-27. The Brihmai:ias who su:rvived rushed to Skanda angrily 
and said, "O sinner, what is this done by you foolishly? We are 
all ruined along with our sons, kinsmen and cattle-wealth. So 
due to our excess of misery, we will curse you." 

Skanda said: 

28. This has been carried out by me for the welfare of all the 
worlds. The terrible Danava has been killed. This could not 
have happened otherwise, 0 excellent Brihma1,1as. 

29-30. Be pleased therefore. Brahmar:ias are always worthy of 
my honour. By resorting to Amrta (Nectar) I shall resuscitate 
the dead Bri.hmar:ias once again. There is no doubt about it. 
Similarly, with my Sakti I shall make the mountain very stable. 

31. After saying thus, he took up the Sakti besmeared with 
blood and installed it on the top of Raktasrriga. 

32. Then he spoke joyously to the four deities viz. Ambavrddhi, 
Amri, Mihitthi and Camatkari: 

33-34. "This excellent mountain should be kept stable and 
motionless again by you all, so that this Raktasfriga shall not 
move from its place even at the time of Pralaya. Let this excellent 
city be well-known forever after my name. All the Brahmal)as will 
adore you always." 

35. Delighted by the words of Skanda, they said: -or course". 
With the tips of tridents fixed in all directions, they steadied it 
further. 

36. Then Skanda ardent in the devotion to Brihmal)as, took 
Amrta and enlivened the dead excellent Brihmal)as. 

37. The delighted Brihma9as granted him the excellent 
boon. He said, "Let this excellent city becpme well known forever 
after my name. This is my desire." · 

Th6 saga said: 

. ~!t O most excellent one among Suras, this excellent city 
now:·_called Camatkirapura will be known also by the name 
~kandapura after your. name. · 
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39. We shall erect an excellent mansion (temple) and shall 
offer worship to you as well as the four deities supported by you. 

40. We shall evince respectful reverence in all our rites, 0 
most excellent one among the chiefs of Suras, we shall always 
worship this Sakti of yours faithfully on the sixth lunar day. 

Suta said: 

41. Promised thus by the 8rihma9as, the mighty Mahisena 
stayed there itself at their instance after realizing that it was an 
excellent holy place. 

42. If any one devoutly worships him with great emotional 
fervour on the sixth lunar day in the bright half of the month of 
Caitra, 1 the Peacock-vehicled Lord will make him satisfied. 

43. 0 Brihma9as, a man who worships that Sakti with perfect 
faith with flowers etc., and then rubs his back against the Sakti 
shall never fall sick for a whole year. 

44. Thus his Sakti was fixed there by the intelligent Skanda 
for the protection of Raktasrnga and that city in particula.-. 

CHAPTER SEVENTYIWO 

Dhrtar~ira's Pilgrimage to Hatakesvara ~etra2 

Suta said: 

1-2. A Linga was installed there by King Dhrtarif~ra and also 
by Duryodhana. Viewing it, one is rid of all sins. 

Th, saga said: 

0 son of Romaharta9a, when was the Linga installed there by 
King Dhrtariftra? Do tell us. 

I. This day is called Skancla-$atl:lt1. 
2. Chapten 72-7-i detcribe when and why Dhrtarifp-a (Kauravas and 

Piodaws) inswled Linp at Hil&keivara. The story hu no basis either in 
Mbh or in B~ but the author wishes to record the visil of these 
celebrities to Hilalteivara. 
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Sita said: 

S. Formerly Balabhadra had a daughter named Bhinumati. 
She was richly endowed with all the excellent features. She was 
endowed with good qualities, beauty etc. 

4. The scion of the Yidava family consulted Vi,9u (i.e. 
Kn9a) and gave her to Duryodhana, the intelligent son of 
Dhrtara,p-a, as his wife. 1 

5. Then Bhifma, Dro9a and all the Kauravas started 
immediately for the city of Dviraka from Hastinipura. 

6. In view of their excellent fraternal consideration, all the 
five sons of Pi9(ju and their attendants and followers joyously 
accompanied Duryodhana and proceeded towards Dvaraka along 
with their vast army. 

7. Proceeding thus gradually, all the Kauravas and Pi9(javas 
reached the land of .Anarta prosperous with wealth and foodgrains. 

8. It is the land where the excellent meritorious place of 
Lord Hatakesvara is situated. It is well-known in all the three 
worlds as destructive of all sins. 

9. Then (Bhi,ma) the elderly grandfather of pure soul, the 
grandfather of Kurus, laughingly said to King Dhrtaritira 
accompanied by his sons: 

Bh'ilma said: 

10. Dear son, this excellent holy place of Lord Hitakesvara 
has already been visited by me. It is destructive of all sins. 

11. Further, in this holy spot, I was liberated from the sin of 
the murder of a woman.2 Hence, 0 great king, we shall stay here 
itself for five days. 

12. Thus we can visit all the Tirthas and shrines situated 
here. They are the meritorious holy places of sages of purified 
souls. 

l. It is a fact that the name of Duryodhana's wife is Bhinumad. But the 
author seems ro have made a confusion of name,. According to Harivadlia, 
Vstoupu.w (Ch.90), Bhinumati was the claugh1.er of Bhinu, a leader of the 
Yidata dan. But she was married to Sahadeva, a Piv«Ja.a (P.E. p.116). Here 
th" •lhor regards her as the dauther of Balabhadra, Knr.aa's elder brolher, 
and' :liala lhat she was liven in marna,e to Duryodhana. . 

\.-:.The self-lmmolacion in flre by Ambi. on Bhitma's refulal !!' marry her. 
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· 15. Then, at his instance King Dhrtar8'Jra, the son of Arilbiki, 
became interested therein. Accompanied by his sons numbering 
a hundred, he immediately started. 

14. He soon went to where the excellent holy place is 
situated. It was full of splendid hermitages and groups of ascetics. 

15. All the quarters reverberated with the loud chanting 
sounds of Vedic passages. The smoke arising from the adored 
sacred fire had rendered many trees therein black. Many antelopes 
sported about and ran here and there. 

16-18. Afraid of harassment likely to be caused to the 
residents of the hermitages, the king stopped the entire army. 
He moved about in that holy spot accompanied by only the five 
sons of Pii;tQU, his own hundred sons, Bhitma, Somadatta, 
Bihlika, heroic Droi:,.icirya, his son Asvatthiman, K.rpa, Saubala 
(i.e. Sakuni), Kan:ia and a few princes without their attendants. 

19. All the noble-souled ~atriyas stationed there, performed 
all sacred rites with minds sanctified by faith. 

20. 0 excellent Brihmar,as, they duly took their holy baths 
in the Tirthas of great merit where they wandered listening (to 
the chantings) of the Brihmar,as. 

21. They made excellent gifts as desired. Others distributed 
gifts among the distressed and the wretched and also ascetics in 
particular. 

22. Others devoutly performed Sriddha rites with the Pitrs 
in view. Still others offered libations to the Pitrs with water 
mixed with gingelly seeds. 

25. Other kings performed Homas. A few continously 
repeated holy names in Japa. Others endowed with faith and 
quiescence studied the Vedas of their respective Sikhi. 

24. Others performed special Piiji (worship) in the holy 
temples of exalted state, listening to the glory of previous kings. 

25-26. 0 excellent Brihmai;ias, the Brihmai;ias there were 
rendered happy and contented by means of offerings, oblations, 
excellent garments, fragrant Dowers, unguents, rubbings, gifts of 
banners, splendid spectacular shows, decorations with flower 
garlands and gifts of elephants, horses, chariots, cows, garments 
and gold. 

27. After bathing and worshipping the deities and "the 
Brihmas,aa, the .;xcellent kings accompanied by Dhrtarlftra 
entered their respecdve camps. 
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28. Struck with wonder, they praised the Tirths, the shrines, 
the Brahma9as and the ascetics of esteemed Vratas in that holy 
spot. • 

Sita said: 

CHAPTER SEVENTYI'HREE 

Pilgrimage of Dhrtar~1ra and Others 

1-3. All those brilliant sons of Pii,cju and Kauravas went from 
that holy place to the place where the city of Dviraki was 
situated. After going there with delighted minds, they per
formed the marriage rite of king Duryodhana with Bhinumati. 
On the occasion festivities were marked with the loud sound of 
different musical instruments combined with the sound of the 
Vedic chant, charming songs and recitations by thousands of 
bards. 

4. The celebrations continued for eight days, which the 
Yidavas and Kauravas enjoyed together. 

5. Siitas, Migadhas and Bandins (bards), Ciral).as, leading 
Brihma9as and other Tirkikas (Logicians) became satisfied. 

6. On the ninth day, Kauravas and Pii,cjavas including Bhi,ma 
spoke in a friendly spirit to the lotus-eyed Lord (Kni,a). 

7. •o lotus-eyed one, we do not wish at all to leave the resort 
of yours as well as Ra.ma's. We are so much bound by the bonds 
of affection. 

8. Still, 0 Midhava, we have to go to our city. Hence permit 
us with. the consent of Balabhadra." 

V11t1u (Km,,a) said: 

9. A year has not elapsed since you came to stay here, nor a 
month nor even a fortnight. Then why this eagerness to go? 

10-11. Therefore, 0 Kauravas and Pi1,,1(javas, you and we shall 
stay here together enpged in various pastimes of hunting and 
playing at· dice, training and practising the use of missiles, 
taming .-.id ·tDntrolling elephants and other desirable activities. 
This is my si'lggestion if you entertain any Jove for .pie. 
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Bh'ilma said: 

12. Proper indeed, 0 VifQU, are the words uttered by you. 
But please listen to my words indicating why we are eager (to 
go). 

13-15. While we were coming to you here, the wonderful 
holy spot of Hi~kesvara was visited by us in the land of Anarta. 
There the Lingas were seen installed by the noble-souled kings 
born in the Solar and the Lunar dynasties as well as others. So 
also the Lirigas installed by Devas, Danavas and more particularly 
by sages. They are refulgent and shapely enshrined in different 
kinds of suitable palatial temples. 

16. Hence, 0 Madhava, we have felt inclined to install Lingas 
there on behalf of the chiefs of Kauravas and Pat:idavas. 

17. We shall therefore go there and install separately several 
Lingas in accordance with our desire and capacity. 

18. It is for this reason, 0 Acyuta, that we are in a hurry to 
move. In fact even after staying with you for hundreds of years, 
we cannot be fully satisfied. • 

19. Therefore O Lord, make up your m;nd and allow us to 
proceed. We shall come again as we too shall be eager to see 
you. 

Sri Bhagavan said: 

20. I know that highly meritorious holy spot that destroys 
sins. It is being glorified everyday by ascetics and other pilgrims 
in my presence. 

21. Hence we shall also accompany you there for the purpose 
of installing the Lingas and fulfilling the desire of visiting the 
holy spot. 

Silta said: 

22. On hearing it all the Kauravas, the sons of Pir~uJu and all 
other kings who were present there became highly delighted. 

2S. All the Kauravas and Pi9cjavas started together making 
the earth quake with the heavy pressure of the elephants and 
horses. 

24. They reached the holy place., Mter making the army 
encamp at a distance the Kauravas ai:id Yidava chiefs entered 
Camatkirapura. 
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25. There they invited all the Brihma9as. After offering 
them presents of ornaments and garments of diverse kinds, they 
spoke to them politely: • 

26. • All of us wish to perform the rite of installing _Liligas. In 
addition we wish to erect grand palaces according to our capacity. 

27. Take a sympathetic and favourable view, 0 excellent 
Brihma9as, and give the necessary instructions quickly so that 
the work can start. 

28. Further you alone should be the Hotrs in all the rites 
(but) no other Brihma9a from outside even if he be Brhaspati. 

29. For, in this connection an ancient legend has been 
heard by us narrated by ViJQU (KrJQa) in regard to the 
Pretairaddha of a saintly king. 

30-31. The Sriddha of his departed father was carefully 
performed by him in front of other Brihma9as as well as the 
Brihmal)as duly specified. 0 BrahmaQas, on the Naga Paiicami 
day, this was performed in the Tirtha in accordance with the 
injunctions in the month of SrivaQa. Yet his father was not 
liberated. 

52. The father was not liberated from the state of Preta due 
to Sa,pado,a (the defect of serpent-bite), 0 excellent BrihmaQas. 

When the Sriddha was performed respectfully in the presence 
"' of Deva Sannan, 0 Brihma9as, the father was liberated from the 

awful state of Preta. 
55. Whatever may be the religious rite performed here, 0 

excellent Brihma9as, if that were to be performed with external 
(priestly) help, it cannot but be futile. This we know very clearly. 

54. We are feeling miserable. Hence we make this special 
request. Please do us this favour and kindly order (the 
concerned persons) without delay.• 

Sita said: 

55. On hearing their words, those Brihma9as had mutual 
consultations to decide what would be the best procedure in 
the matter. 

56-57. Some said, "We will not grant a plot of land for the 
construction of a palace (temple) to even one person among 
these. Let them go away at once. This holy spot is extended to 
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an area of only five Krosas. Further it is full of the palaces of the 
earlier deities. n 

38--39. Others said, -You are arrogant on account of your 
affluence and happy life. You do not know the distress due to 
poverty. That is why you say so much. So we shall surely grant 
these the required plot of land so that we will get some caah 
and the place shall also be beautified (with temple)." 

4<>-42. Others of impartial view said: "When Janirdana himself 
requests for a plot of land, how can it be denied? So, now that 
the Kauravas, Panc;lavas and Yidavas have assembled together, let 
them and others as well erect palaces in accordance with their 
importance. When Gangeya himself requests, so also Dhrtarittra 
in the company of his sons and the very powerful Pil)Qavas 
make this request for the installation of Liligas, refusal is not 
proper." 

43. On hearing their words the proposition was accepted by 
the excellent Brahmal)as irrespective of the fact whether they 
were rich or poor, greedy or disinterested. 

44. Then they came back. All the Brihmal)as told the 
excellent Kauravas, Yidavas and Pir,cjavas about their decision 
after consulting one another. 

The Brahma,:,as said: 

45. Indeed this holy spot is very small in area. It is already 
filled with the temples of al) sorts of kings all round. What shall 
we say now? 

46. So, you may build fascinating palaces in accordance with 
your importance, wish, seniority and excellence in this holy 
spot. 

47. Then Dhrtarift,ra and others became delighted. They 
arranged for the erection of a series of palaces according to 
seniority and excellence. 
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CHAPTERSEVENTYFOUR 

Installation of Lingas by Kauravas, Pil}.4avas and Yadavas 

Suta said: 

1-5. 0 Brihmai;ias, one hundred one Lingas were installed 
by king Dhrtar~ira in the company of his hundred sons at that 
place. 

Similarly five Lingas were installed by all the Pa1:ujavas. Four 
idols of Gauri were installed by Draupadi, Kunti, Gindhiri and 
Bhinumati according to their wish. One Liilga was installed by 
each of the following: Vidura, Salya, Kalinga, Yuyutsu, Bihlika 
with his son, Karl).a with his son, Sakuni, Droi;ia, Krpa and 
Asvatth:iman severally, Thus the excellent Lingas were installed 
with great devotion along with excellent palaces to house them 
in. 

6. So also a Liliga was installed there by the highly powerful 
Vifl)U (KnQa) after erecting a palace with lofty turrets. 

7-8. Sittvata, Samba, the intelligent Balabhadra, Pradyumna, 
Aniruddha and other important Yidavas also installed the Liligas. 
Ten important Lingas were installed with devotion by ten sons 
of Rukmil)i beginning with Cirudefl)a. 

9. After installing the Liilgas thus, all the Kauravas and 
Pil)Qavas and Yidavas became delighted and contented. 

10-13. They stayed there for a long time, made many gifts 
and rendered the Brihmal)as hailing from Camatk.irapura 
wealthy. They gave them cash, excellent elephants, horses of the 
finest breed, diverse kinds of holy spots and fertile fields 
including excellent villages, good cows, huge bulls, good 
garments, plots of lands, places of resort, male and female slaves, 
servants, and different kinds of gifts. Thereafter all of them 
bowed (to the elders) repeatedly, took leave of one another and 
joyously went to their respective places. 

Sita said: 

14-16. Thus everything has been narrated to you about how a 
sin-destfOying Linga was installed by that king Dhrta~p-a (and 
others); by the Pi~4avaa and Yldavas separately arrayed in 
accordance'. with their prominence. _ 
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A man urged and sanctified by devotion, who worships those 
Lhigas well, shall attain all things desired in their minds. 

CHAPTER. SEVENTYFIVE 

Greatness of Yajiiabhiimi 

Sita said: 

1-4. In an earlier Kalpa this excellent holy place was given to 
Brahma, 0 excellent Brihmai;ias, by Lord Rudra who was 
delighted. When the Linga named Hitakesvara was installed by 
Devas what had been given to Brahma by the delighted Rudra, 
viz. this holy place, was then given to $ai,mukha for according 
protection to the Brihmal}.as from the defects of Kalikila (period 
of Kali etc.) when he was requested by Brahma. On being 
commanded by his father Gangeya (i.e. SaQ.mukha) stayed there, 
in the primordial excellent holy spot. 

5. He who visits the Lord on the Karttiki day when there is 
the conjunction of Krttiki constellation shall be born as a 
Brihmal}.a in seven successive rebirths. He will be wealthy and a 
master of the Vedas. 

6-8. Vibudhas (Devas) heard that the palace of Lord 
Mahisena was fascinating and it stood very high as though it was 
desirous of protecting the sky. All of them, out of curiosity, 
hurried to the city and visited the holiest city. Through 
Brihma9as they made preparations for th·e sacrificial rites in the 
manner stipulated on the northern as well as eastern side of the 
palace. 

9-10. All the Vibudhas (Devas) performed the sacrifice and 
offered monetary gifts to them. Thereafter they joyously went to 
heaven after obtaining the benefit arising from that holy spoL 

Then its name came to be Daa,ajana. By means of a single 
Kratu (sacrifice) here, with the due monetary gifts, one shall get · 
the same benefit as is obtained elsewhere by means of a hundred 
sacrifices. 
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CHAPTERSEVENnSIX 

Installation of Mw.i«Jira, Kilapriya and Mlilastliina 

Sita saitl: 

1-4. Further there is a splendid set of three Bhlskaras. If 
they are pleased in the worlds, one shall attain salvation. 

There the fint one is Mu94ira; the next one is Kilapriya and 
the third is Miilasthina that is destructive of all ailments. 

When the night ends, the Sun passes on to MuocJira, to 
Kllapriya at mid-day and to Miilasthina at nightfall. 

A man who devoutly visits even one at any time after getting 
the requisite opportunity undoubtedly attains salvation. This is 
true. 

TM saga saitl: 

5-6. Verily it is heard that Mui,4ira is on the eastern side of 
the earth. Lord IWapriya is in the middle and Miilasthina is 
beyond them. Well, 0 Siita, how did those three Bhisbras 
happen to rise there, on the holy spot of Hifakeivara? Do narrate 
everything in detail. 

Siltlsaid: 

7. There is that excellent Vipnkapura on the seashore. 
It is embellished with high rampart walls washed by the waves of 
aea. 

8. There was a Brihma9a there who became afflicted by 
leprosy at the advent of his youth as a result of the previous 
Kannas. 

9. His wife was a chute lady of noble birth. She was endowed 
with good behaviour. Despite the fact that he was in such a 
state, she uaed to leok upon him like the 1od of love himself. 

10. For his sake, she UICd to bring costly medicine■ of 
various kinda, oinanents to be smeared with, and wholesome 
foodltufli of diverse kinds. 

11. -Further ahe brousbt excellent pb,-idan1 reapectfully for 
hil lake. Sdll there WM no 1ood effect on his body. 

It. 0 Mttllent Brihmu,u, the more he condnued the 
w~-- -
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treaunent, the more the fell disease of leprosy continued to 
spread over all hiJ limbs. 

13. Even as that excellent Brihmaoa condnued to suffer in 
the house, a certain weary traveller came there as his pelt. 

14. On seeing a BriJ\lllal)a as a guest in the house, his 
chute wife rendered godd service t6 him and delishted him 
though he waa previously unknown. 

15. When he •• that the excellent Brihm~• had concluded 
his bath, holy sipping of water, and meal and had due rest in 
his bed, the Brihmaoa host. the householder, said: 

16. He said to the other one who was refuJgent like the 
Sun, endowed with handso19e features and exalted qualidea, 
and in the prime of his youth like another god of Love incarnate: 

Thel6pn'said.: 

17. 0 Brihmaoa, where do you come from? Where will you 
go now? Tell me, though you are endowed with handsome 
features thus, why you are alone like a distressed one. 

The trawlln saitl: 

18. There is a city named Kintipuri. It is like the city of 
lndra. It is always inhabited by penons of good status and 
endowed with righteousness and holy vows. 

19. I was staying there le~ing the life of a householder, 0 
excellent Brihmaoa, then I waa afflicted by the fell disease of 
leprosy like you. 

20. Then I heard tlaat it is mentioned in the SuntlapurifJO' 
that the trinity of Bhlslwas in this world is destructive of all 
ailmentt 

21. I was disgusted with medicines of all aorta taken for a 
long time-all salty, pungent, sour, astrin1ent and bitter. 

22. Then I resolved mentally, took with me much cash and 
went to Lord Muodfra and stood before the deity. 

2S. Thereafter, I regularly got up early in the momin1 and 
visited the Lord. I uaed to perform rites of adoration within my 
capacity and bow to him. 

, 

I. Does 1h11 --•,_...~row Olher wenion of &he ... , 
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24:. Particularly on Sundays I used to observe fast and control 
all sense-organs. I kept awake at night singing and playing on 
instruments. • 

25. Then at the end of the year I bowed down to that Lord of 
the day: 

Thereafter I went to Kalapriya, endowed with great faith. 
26. With the mind sanctified with faith, I performed, in 

accordance with the same procedure (as with Lord Mu1:ujira), 
the rite of adoration of the Lord of day too at mid-day. 

27. Further at the end of the year I bowed down to that Lord 
with concentration. Then I went to Mulasthina, the Lord 
stationed in the west. 

28. The rite of adoration for that Lord too was performed by 
me in accordance with the procedure as before during th'e 
dusk. 0 excellent Brihmal)a, thus I stayed there for the whole 
of the year. 

29. Then at the end of the year, 0 Brihmal)a, Bhiskara 
appeared before me in dream. With a delighted mind, he 
laughed and spoke to me: 

30. "O Brihmal)a, I am pleased with you by your devotion 
and this rite. Hence let your leprosy vanish as a result of this 
rite of propitiating me. 

31. 0 excellent Brihma9a, you are tired. Go home quickly 
and meet all your relatives. See, they are waiting for you 
anxiously. 

32. Formerly, gold belonging to a noble-souled Brihmal)a 
was stolen by you. Ar. a result of that commission of sin, the 
disease of leprosy has afflicted you. 

33. That has been eradicated by me for your sake. 0 
Brihmai:ia, I am pleased with you. Realize this and stop 
indulging in stealing gold hereafter. 

34:. All the men seen in this world as afflicted and distressed 
by the disease of leprosy had been previously great sinners and 
had stolen gold. 
· 55. Hence gold should never be stolen by sensible penons. 

It should be gi\len away u gift if people wish for permanent 
happiness of their bodies." 

56. After. - this the Thousand-rayed One vanished. I got 
up hunied.Jt~,'1,m my bed with a great but pleasant surprise. 

57. Lo, l beheld my body free from the foul disease of 
• • • 11111 
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leprosy. It had the divine lustre of twelve Suns, 0 Brlhmaoa, as 
you see now. 

88. Hence, 0 leading Brihmal}a, you too visit the trio of 
Bhiskaras in accordance with the same procedure, so that your 
leprosy may subside and be healed. 

39. When this trinity of Sun-gods-Lords competent to quell 
ailment, is present, of what avail are medicines and pungent 
and astringent foodstuffs taken in? 

40. Hail unto you, 0 Brihmai,al I have relaxed myself today 
in your house as though in my own. I shall now go to that city. 

41. On being told thus by the traveller, the Brihmal}a 
afflicted by leprosy cast a miserable glance at the face of his 
wife. 

42-4S. She said: "0 my dear, the traveller has given you the 
most appropriate advice. So do go to that place where the trio of 
Bhaskaras is present. I shall also, no doubt, accompany you and 
be engaged in serving you. 0 Lord, do hurry along." 

44. On being urged thus by her, the Brahma9a took with 
him a lot of cash and .set off along with his wife to Lord Mu9-4ira. 

45. He told himself, "I vow that I shall go to visit the trio of 
deities viz. Mu-o(jira, Kilanitha (Kilapriya) and Bhaskara named 
Miilasthina." 

46. Then, 0 excellent Brihma9as, the penon afflicted by 
leprosy reached the holy place of Hitakeivara with great 
difficulty. 

4 7. On seeing the great holy spot resorted to by groups of 
sages, the Brahma.Qa afflicted by the disgusting disease of leprosy 
and fatigued by the journey, said to his wife: 

48-49. "I have become dejected and disgusted due to this 
disease and the enormity of hunger. I find it impossible to go 
so far to Lord Mu9cjirasvimin. 0 my beloved, I shall cast off my 
body here itself undoubtedly. You go home along with some 
good caravan." 

TM wifa 1aitl: 

50. 0 my Lord and beloved one, 0 highly esteemed one, I 
have never taken food when you were hungry nor have I gone to 
sleep while you ·were awake. 
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51. Mavins come to this ..-eat holy place, how can I leave ,ou 
alone to proceed to the other world and mJlelf 10 home? 

52. How can I show my face to my kinsmen and eldert and 
friends after aoin1 there alone without you? 

55. Hence this is my solemn oath that I would rather enter 
fire alon1 with you, my Lord, as I have been so bound with you 
with the cords of affection. 

54. 0 hi1hly intellipnt one, I have kept all those fasts ;ou 
have observed. How can I then go home? 

55. On comins to know of her determination the Brihmaoa 
built a pyre for self-immolation and entered it along with her. 

56. Meditatins on Bhisbra, he set it on fire when he saw in 
front of him a \lishly refulgent set of three persons. 

57. On seein1 them, he was struck with wonder. 'Who are 
these three persons? Persons with auch reful1ence and 
splendour have never been seen by me.• 

71,pmonssaitl: 

58. ·o Brihmaoa, do not tread the path of death out of your 
excitement and dejection. Tum back and 10 home along with 
your wife. 

n, Bnilatna,a lllitl: 

59-60. Earlier I left home with the solemn 'VOW that I will take 
food there after seein1 MuocJlrasvlmin, IWavallabha and 
Mii1;11thiDL Hence without seein1 them how can I So homel 
How can I take food? Hence I shall cast off my life. 

71,pmonssailJ: 

61. 0 holy Brlhmaoa. we are those three Bhilkaraa come 
here attracted by your devotion. Tell III what ahall we do (for 
you). 

n. ...... ltlill: . 
62. If you three Bhlakaru haft come here younelva. let-thie 

leproay dlappear 
61. Furth~, you all ahould 1taJ here itself ~ keeplns 
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your presence in the three worlds as well as before . 

.lMtirAa,m SIM: 

64:. 0 Brihma-,a, we shall do so. We shall stay here for ever. 
You too shall be free from ailments and gain excellent happiness. 

65. 0 BrlhmaQa, arrange for three (temples) palaces for our 
sake, so that we can be present on three occasions (times) a day. 

66. Mter saying thus all of them vanished. He too saw that 
his body had become free from the ailment. 

67. His body had the refulgence of twelve suns and marked 
with all the (auspicious) characteristics. He then told his wife 
who was standing there modestly : 

68-69. -0 lady of excellent eyebrows, see that my body has 
become as beautiful as before with the favour of Bhiskara, the 
Lord of Devas. I shall stay here and adore Bhiskara always. I will 
never go home. This is the truth uttered by me." 

70. Mter saying thus, that leading Brlhm~a endowed with 
devotion built three beautiful palaces in that splendid holy 
place. 

71. All of them were embellished with excellent bannen; 
one for MW1dirasvimin, another for Kilapriya and still another 
for Miilasthina. 

7!-75. He installed excellent images for all the three 
Bhiskaras as explained in the scriptures, on a Sunday when the 
Sun was in the Basta constellation. Then the Brihmaoa adored 
them with flowers, incense etc., for a long time thrice a day. On 
death he went to the rqion of Bhiskara. 

Sita saitl: 

74-75. Thus, 0 excellent Brihma\1,as, J)iose three Bhilkaras 
came to be present there as the destroyer of all ailments of 
~tees. One who visits them at their respecthe periods of 
time on a Sunday apedfted above, shall all cherished deaira 
inacceuible to men. 
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Importance of Harasraya Vedika 

The sages said: 

1-4. 0 Siita, with reference to the installation of Umi and 
Mahesvara performed by King Hariscandra you say that they 
resorted to the middle of the Vedi (Altar). Is it so? Or another set 
was installed at Camatkarapura? This is what is heard by us always 
that they are in the middle of the altar as their marriage took 
place in Otadhiprastha, the favourite spot of Himalaya. Here we 
are in doubt. In fact your words deserve credence. Are we 
confused even after hearing your words? Or you have committed 
a slip? Clarify this kindly. 

Suta said: 

5. 0 excellent Brihma9-as, there is no confusion in me (my 
speech) but it is yours. However know the reason of it as I 
explain to you fully. 

6-7. Formerly it was in the Vaivasvata Manvantara1 that the 
fascinating marriage of Umi and Trineetra (Siva) took place in 
Otadhiprastha delighting all the Devas. 0 excellent Brihmai:ias, 
this seventh Manu is well known and you all know the same. 

8. But their marriage which took place in Hipikesvara Kfetra 
was celebrated with great fanfare in the Sviyarilbhuva Manvantara 
of the first Manu. 

Th~ sages said: 

9. 0 Suta, the marriage of Pirvati and Hara that took place 
earlier in o,adhiprastha has been heard by us in detail. 

10-11. The marriage of the Bull-vehicled One which took 
place in the holy spot of Hitakesvara during the charming Yajiia 
of Daqa occurred in the Sviyarilbhuva Manvantara 1• 0 scion of 
the family of Suta, that should be duly narrated to us by you in 
detail just in the way it had occurred. This is our great curiosity. 

I. This i1 the usual ~c way of ret0lvin1 contradictions by referrin1 
the matter to _;Pdilf'erent Manvantan when certain different happenin1 &ook 
Place. ~· i ,v,.. 

I r 
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$uta said: 

12. Here I shall completely narrate the sin-de-stroying marital 
function of the Trident-bearing Lord of Devas. 

IS. 0 Brihma1,1as, Daqa, the Pricetasa, was born from the 
right thumb of Brahma. A hundred and five daughters were 
born to him. 

14. The eldest of those daughters was Sati by name. The 
chaste lady of splendid smiles and long eyes was endowed with 
all good qualities. 

15. No girl either from Deva or Gandharvas or Asura or Niga 
clans was as beautiful as that girl of excellent waist. 

16. Dakp gave her to the Trident-bearing Lord as his wife. 
She had been repeatedly requested by him. He was desirous of 
her and she of him. 

17. He thought of the _holiest of holy spots befitting the rite 
of Kanyadiina (marriage) and came there along with his 
daughter, ministers and servants. 

18. Then he brought in great quantity different kinds of 
articles all highly auspicious and especially befitting marriage 
celebrations. 

19. Mahesvara came there on the thirteenth lunar day in the 
bright half of Caitra coinciding with a Sunday and the 
constellation Purviphilguni. 

20. He was accompanied by all the groups of Suras with Lord 
Vitou at their head, Adityas, Vasos, Rudras, Asvins and others. 

21. Groups of Sidhyas, Siddhas, Bhiitas, Pretas, Vinayakas, 
Gandharvas, groups of Cira1_1as, Guhyakas, Ya.qas and Riqasas 
were also with him. 

22. In the meanwhile, Daqa whose.hair stood on end due to 
excessive joy, accompanied by his friends and relative came 
forward to receive him personally. 

25. Great musical instruments were being played by Siitas, 
Migadhas and Bandins (all different kinds of bards). Many 
people recited Mantras. Many musicians sang songs. 

24. All the Suras were duly honoured by Daqa himself in 
accordance with their seniority and importance. They were seated 
in due order all round the V,tli erected within the pavilio~. 

25-26. Daqa bowed down to Pitlmaha with great pleasure 
and requested: M() Lord, all the rites in connection with the 
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celebration of the marriage should be performed by you. Blea 
her yourself so that my daushter shall be fortunate, beautiful, 
loyal, well-behaved, dear to her husband and blessed wil!h sons 
and p-andsons." 

27. -So be it,• said he with a dqhted mind. Getting up he 
performed all the rites beginning with the honouring ( of the 
elden). 

18. He performed the rite of Sadlpradlna (sivinl away the 
daushter in marriage) there itself in accordance with the 
injunctions. In front of M-,s (Mothen) Veclhu (Brahml) made 
Sad and lia grasp each other'• hands in the proper manner. 

29. Then he came to the v.r; (Altar) and performed all the 
rites In the fire u mentioned in the Grhya Siitra texts in full 
detail. 

JO. >.. he eagerly and enthllliudcally looked at the beautiful 
limbl of Sad, Pitimaha became delishted and diatreued with 
luaL 

51. Excepting her face hidden behind the veil, all the other 
llmbl were glanced at by that lucivioua one in a manner 
unknown to anyone else. 

52. He did not look direcdy at Sarilbhu •• face out of shame. 
She too was very bashful and hence did not reveal her face. 

55. Then Brahmi bepn to look for ways and means to aee 
the face (of Sad). He thought of doing 10 through smoke u he 
became more and more diatreued with lust. 

M. He put many wet aacrifidal twip into the fare repeatedly. 
The clarified butter was reduced in quantity when poured. Thus 
the wet tblnp became prominently uaed. 

55. In the meantime columns of IIIIOke enveloped the place 
all round. The foot of the Altar became completely enveloped 
in darknea. 

38. With eyes diatreued with smoke Tripurintaka (giYa) and 
all memben preaent covered their e,ea with handa. 

57. The lucmoua Brabml lifted the veil of Sad and looked 
at her face deU,htedly. 

SI. Al, a rault thereof there wu an emlllion of the aemen of 
Brahml which fell on the pound lib a mua of anow drops. 

S9. The Lotul-born One (lkabml) immediately covered that 
/ 

ma11 of aemeft with aand-pardcla 1at anyone 1houlcl aee It. 
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40. Lord &uhbhu knew it through his dhine percepdon. 
Being anpy at the emiaaion of semen, he said: 

41-448. -0 sinner, what a despicable act hu been committed 
by youl It does not behove you to loot: at my wife's face lustfully. 
You aeem to think that all these activities were not noticed by 
Sankara. 0 Vidhi, is there anything concealed from me in all 
the three world? How can they be? 

0 foolish one, I am in the interior of evel}'thing in all the 
three worlda whether it is mobile or immobile, like oil latent in 
a ginselly seed. Hence give up this your head, 0 Brahmi, 
undoubtedly.• 

44b. A. this transpired, Brahma touched his head with his 
hand (The root iSJ,ri means 'to touch', 'to give up' etc.). 
Presently the Bull-vehicled One stood there in his own form. 

4-5. Then, 0 Brlhmaoas, he was completely overwhelmed 
with shame and stood there with face cast down. Further, all the 
Deval beginning with lndra were standing around. 

46-47. The bashful Pitimaha bowed down to Maheivara, 
eulogized and said, •0o forgive. Do forpve. Do tell me, 0 Lord, 
what shall be the expiation for this sin? Mete out to me the 
punishment befitting it so that the sin may be quelled." 

Sri IMapvan Mitl: 

48. With this form held on your head perform penance. 
Meditate on me with eapmeu to propitiate me. 

4-9. You will become well-known under the name Rudruiras 
all over the earth. You will be the accomplilher of all taeb of 
the Brlhmaou endowed '11th refulgence. 

50. Since this act hu been perpetrated by you-an act 
beftttin1 only human beinp-you will become a man and roam 
about on the eanh. 

51-51. One who sees you in this form and enquires: -what is 
this? Lord Tripurlntaka over the head of Brahma?• and easerly 
hean about your act, lhall become rid of the ain of cohabiilq 
with another man'• wife. 

59. The more people So on narradn1 tbil act of youn, the 
more your sin will pt cllllolYed and you will become purified. 

M. 0 Brahml, 1h11 alone is spolcen II the atonement for you, 
as people of the earth will lau,h at you and ridicule you very 
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much. 
55. Your semen that dropped down in the middle of the 

Vedi as you were distressed with lust, has been noticed.by me. 
It shall not go in vain. 

56. As many particles of sand came into contact with the 
semen so many sages of esteemed holy vows will arise from it. 

57. All of them will be of the size of a thumb and be famous 
as Vilakhilyas. They will be capable of cursing and blessing. 
They will be endowed with the power of penance. 

58. In the meantime, 0 excellent Brihmaoas, eighty-eight 
thousand sages of sanctified souls, all of the size of a thumb, 
came out of the centre of the Vedi. 

59. They bowed down to Lord Pitimaha and spoke to him 
loudly, •o father, show us a place devoid of Kali (quarrel) for 
performing austerities." 

Pitamaha said: 

60. 0 dear sons, perform penance in this holy spot along 
with me. Thereby you will attain the greatest Siddhi rare in the 
world. 

61. All those Vilakhilyas promised to do so. They erected a 
splendid hermitage, performed penance and attained the 
greatest Siddhi. 

62. Brahma too duly completed himself the rites of the 
marriage in the way in which it has been enjoined in the Sruti. 

65. Showers of flowers fell around from the sky. Musical 
instruments were played and songs were Sung. 

64. Eminent Brihma9as chanted the Vedic Mantras. The 
celestial damsels beginning with .Rarilbhi began to dance 
passionately fascinating the eyes of the Devas. 

65. Thus a great festival went on there even as Turilburu 
and others sang in the manner they used to sing in heaven 
earlier. 

66--67. At the conclusion of the celebration of marriage, 
Lord Tripurintaka devoudy said to the Lotua-bom One: -0 
excellent one among Suras, what monetary fee shall I give you 
for this celebration of marriage? Tell me quickly, even if it be 
too high, 0 highly esteemed one, there is nothing which cannot 
be given my me." 
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Pitamaha said: 

68. 0 Lord of Suras, you should stay in this VMli in this very 
form always, for the purification of the sins of men. 

69. 0 Moon-crested Lord, I shall make my hermitage in your 
vicinity and perform the penance for the destruction of this sin. 

70. A man who visits the deity devoutly on the thirteenth 
lunar day in the bright half of Caitra coinciding with Sunday 
and the constellation Piirviphilguni, will find his sins dissolved 
at the very same time. 

71. A woman who is unlucky, barren, squint-eyed and ugly 
shall become beautiful by visiting you. Undoubtedly she shall 
become fortunate, enjoying excellent pleasures and giving birth 
to good children. 

Mahdvara said: 

72. 0 Vidhi, at your true instance I shall remain in the Vedi 
accompanied by my wife for the welfare of all the worlds. 

Sii.ta said: 

73. Thus the Bull-bannered Lord stands in the centre of the 
Vedi along with his wife, destroying the sins of all people. 

74. Thus, 0 Brihmal)as, it has been fully narrated to you how 
formerly in the Svayarhbhuva Manvantara the marriage of 
Vffanatha took place. 

75-76. If on the occasion of a marriage or at the beginning, 
anyone listens to this narrative after adoring calmly the Bull
bannered Lord, all the rites of ihe marriage celebration shall 
become unhindered. The bride shall become endowed with 
happiness, conjugal felicity, good qualitic and conduct; she shall 
be chaste and loyal and give birth to sons. 
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CHAPTER SEVENTYEIGHT 

Greatness of Rudraiiqa 

n, saga saitl: 

.... PunitMI 

1-5. At what place there, 0 Siita, was the penance performed 
by Brahma along with the sages (named) Vilakhilyas of esteemed 
holy vows? 

Sita said: 

0 excellent Brihm39as, penance was performed l,y Brahma 
with proper devotion and endeavour on the north-western side 
of the Vedi of Hara. Vilakhilyas engaged themselves in Japa and 
holy ablution and performed the penance on the western side. 
Now 1 shall narrate to you, 0 excellent Brihl'llaQas, the wonderful 
thing that happened in the hermitage of the Four-faced Lord. 

4. A certain woman of loose conduct, though hailing from a 
Brihmar.ia family, always used to dally with her paramour named 
Devadatta, at the place. 

5. She used to come to this place with a happy mind during 
the nights of the dark half without the knowledge of her husband, 
mother and other relatives. 

6. Once, 0 Brihmal}as, someone saw her in the company of 
the paramour and intimated it to her husband. 

7. The husband became furious. He rebuked her with very 
hanh words and also thrashed her with blows. 

8. She shamelessly shed tears profusely in accordance with 
her womanly nature and said in piteous tones with palms joined 
together: 

9-1 O. -0 my Lord, I am blameless. I am one bowit,.g down at 
your feet. Still why do you beat me harshly and ruthlessly solely 
relying in the words of some wicked man? I can conYince you of 
my innocence by taking solemn oaths, by drinkiq poison or by 
entering blazing fire." 

11. Thereupon the Brihmaoa said to her, -Vyou are sinless 
then take up~ (ordeal through fire etc.) in front of 
the deities and Brihmal)M. • 

12. Bold and venturelOdle that she was, she consented sayin1 
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-SO be it• and took up~ (the ordeal) in accordance 
with the convention. 

13. Though really a sinner, she came out unacathed after the 
ordeal in front of all the kinsmen, elders, Brlhmaoas and the 
deities. 

14. In the meantime (aa a result of this) she was admirinsly 
congratulated and the husband was roundly condemned and 
despised with words like Tie upon you!• 

15. "Alas, this wicked and base Brlhmaoa is the real sinner! 
He has falsely accused his virtuous wife free from sins.• 

16-17. 0 excellent Brihma9as, thus, he was rebuked by all 
the people. He became very miserable and was furious with the 
Fire-,god. In his great misery be felt inclined to curse the P'ire
god. Censuring him (Fire-god) repeatedly, he spoke these harsh 
words: 

18-19. -She hasi>een seen by myself in a very compromising 
situation in the company of her paramour. 0 Vahni, she is a 
great sinner; why is she not reduced to ash by you? Hence you 
are an abettor of her crime. You are partial to an indecent one. 
Now I shall curse you undoubtedly with a terrible imprec•tion.• 

Sita saitl: 

20. On hearing thoee words of the furious Brihma9a, the 
Fire-god became terrified. He said to him with palms joined in 
reverence. 

Apisaitl: 

21. 0 Brihmaoa. it is not my fault that your beloved wife was 
not bumt in spite of her sinful ofl'ence. In this connection 
listen to my clear statement. 

n. Sexual intercourse is being conducted by this woman 
with her paramour. 0 excellent Brihma9a, it has been so for a 
long time, thpugh you lcnew it only this day. 

25. But, 0 Brihmaoa, I shall tell you the reason why she bas 
not been burnt and why .she ii declared pure. Listen attentively. 

24. Brah• with Rudn on his head is 1tationed in that 
shrine, 0 Brlhm119a, where this woman's contact with the 
panrnour haa been 1oiq on. 
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25. After the various kinds of dalliance with her paramour, 
she used to see the deity Rudra stationed on the head of 
Brahma. • 

26. Thereafter she used to wash her limbs in the holy pit 
present in front. Thereby this woman of sparkling smiles attains 
purity despite her sinful crime. 

27. It was here that formerly Brahma, the grandfather of the 
worlds, became liberated form his sin. His sinful offence was 
that he looked at the countenance of Goddess Sati after being 
overwhelmed by lust. 

28. Hence, 0 excellent Brahmat;ta, I cannot be blamed in 
the least. It is the power of Rudrafirp. and the holy water of the 
sacred pit. 

29. Hence, 0 excellent BrahmaJ.la, take this woman home. 
She has become sanctified and so she is free from sins. What 
has been said by me is the truth. 

TM Bmhma1J,a said: 

30. 0 Hutasana (~ire-god), I will not take her home though 
she might have become pure. I did see myself, her in the 
company of her paramour, in her rash action! 

31. After saying this, the excellent BrihmaJ.la of pure holy 
vows, abandoned her also and went home later. The people too 
went to their respective abodes. 

32-83. Abandoned thus by her husband, she became highly 
delighted in her mind. After knowing the greatness of that 
'nrtha directly uttered by Vaiivinara, she continued her dalliance 
with the paramour with added zest in the same shrine and later 
took her plunge in the holy Ku\uJa. 

34-56. Thereafter, even men with their faces averted from 
other men's wives, and women with strict adherence to the vow 
of fidelity used to come to that holy shrine from places very far 
off. They were scrupulous in everything because of their fear of 
what waa in store for them in the other world. They indulged in 
sexual intercourse in that shrine called Rudraiiqa. Thereafter, 
they used to take their holy bath in that Ku\u:Ja destructive of 
sins. They were liberated from their sins by seeing Rudrasirp . 

. s1.;. In the meantime all vinuousneu of men in reprd to 
th~ir &elity towards their wives and that of wonien in reprd to 
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their faithfulness to their husbands got lost. 
38. (There was shameless promiscuousness in sexual 

relations, 0 excellent Brahma9as.) Whoever sets his eyes on a 
comely woman, be she of a noble family, he used to take her to 
that holy spot for joyous indulgence. 

39. Similarly if any woman finds any handsome man anywhere, 
she used to take him over there for joyous sexual enjoyment. 

40. Neither the man nor the woman was contaminated by the 
sin thereof even in the least, thanks to the power of that Tirtha. 

41-42. Once there was a king named Viduratha in the land 
of Anarta, who became old in due course. Though he was old, 
he had a young maiden of excellent beauty as his wife whom he 
loved more than his own life, even though he had reached old 
age. 

43. The king affected by senile atrophy never found a place 
in the heart of that woman. She used to come to this holy shrine 
and divert herself with any man of her choice. 

44-45. After coming to know of her 1nisconduct, the king 
became very furious. He went to that splendid shrine and quickly 
filled the holy Ku9c;la with dust particles and broke the palace 
to pieces. Thereafter he spoke these terrible words: 

46-47. "If anyone digs again this Ku9c;la now filled with dust 
particles and renovates this temple, he will fully incur the sin of 
coming into intimate contact with other men's wives as in the 
case of men deluded by lust who will indulge in sinful conduct." 

Sita said: 

48. After declaring thus the king took his beloved back to 
his abode. He was evidently pleased much in his heart. 

49. The king knew that his beloved wife thought of other 
men previously but had ceased to be so. Yet he guarded her 
with effort and alermess and did not fully believe in her. 

50. One day the lady of excellent complexion concealed a 
very small weapon in her plaited hairs and went to bed with the 
intention of killing him. 

51. She indulged in sexual dalliance and jocular rem~ks 
with him as befitting the emotions of a Kfa,ttriya along with 
conquettish manner and sensuous movement of limbs. 
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52. When the king fell into a sound sleep the ruthless 
beloved of the king took off the weapon from her braid of hairs 
and killed him. • 

53. Thus the Lord of Anarta immediately reaped the fruit of 
his act of destroying the Tirtha. The act was indeed violent and 
despised by all people. 

54. 0 excellent Brahmaz:ias, the king was afraid of shattering 
the Linga. Hence Lord Rudrasirsa was not broken by him. The 
deity stands even now. 

55-59. One who remains pure, stands in front of the deity 
and recites Rudrasiras Mantras' on the fourteenth lunar day in 
the bright half of Magha after the adoration with garlands etc. 
obtains immediately all desired benefits by the power of the 
Lord. 

One who stands in front of the deity and chants Rudrasirta 
one hundred eight times attains the greatest goal undoubtedly. 

One who recites it once in front of the deity everyday, 0 
excellent Brahmai:ias, gets rid of the sins of that day. 

Thus everything connected with the greatness of Rudrasir,a 
has been narrated to you. It destroys all sins immediately. It is 
highly auspicious and increases fame. Hence the greatness of 
Rudrasirta should be listened to respectfully. 

CHAPTER SEVENTYNINE 

Greatness of Valakhilyasrama 

Sil.ta said: 

1-!. To the south itself thereof is the well-known Liliga 
installed by Vllakhilyas. It is destructive of all sins. It is by 
propitiating that Liliga that those who were extremely furious 
with Sakra created Garucja, the bird who became the well-known 
vehicle of Vql)u here. 1 

1. lflptru of Ath~ Rudra.Qqa 
I. VII, Mbh, Adi, 90-40. 
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n, sages said: 

0 Siitaja, how did Vilakhilyas become angry with Sakra and 
how was Garu<Ja born? 

Sita said: 

4. Formerly Dak,a, the Prajipati (Patriarch), duly performed 
in that splendid holy spot a Yajiia with profuse distribution of 
monetary gifts. 

5. Therein Sakra and other Devas, sages and pure saintly 
kings, were invited for assistance by Da)qa. 

6. So also were invited BrihmaJJ,as fully conversant with the 
Vedas and clever in the rites of Yajiia, those who were in the 
stage of householders and those who were permanent residents 
of forests. 

7. Then Valakhilyas, the sages of esteemed holy vows, started 
towards the sacrificial hall for assisting Prajipati. They were 
carrying a single sacrificial twig all by themselves but still they 
were distressed due to its burden. 

8. Due to the advent of untimely rains, a pit created. by cow's 
foot that was on their path, got filled with water. 

9-10. Ali they were eager to cross it and were straining 
themselves under the weight of the sacrificial twig; the king of 
Devas who was also travelling by the same path towards the 
sacrificial place of Da)qa, the Prajipati, happened to see them. 
He looked at them out of curiosity for a long time and then 
smiled. In the height of his arrogance on account of his 
affluence, he went ahead crossing over them. 

11. In view of this disrespect shown by Salc.ra, they became 
very angry. They turned back to their hermitage and took 
counsel with one another with a final decision: 

12-14. "On getting the position of Sakra, this sinful one has 
crossed over all of usl He should be pulled down from his 
excellent post. Another Sakra should be created by the power of 
Mantras, the great Suktas from the Atharva Veda, after applying 
them for AbhictinJ rites (Black Magic). 

This Sakra, haughty and intoxicated with power, endowed 
with greatness due to the sacrifices (performed by him for 
getting lndrahood) should be overthrown. His intellect and 
exploits are meagre.• 
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15-16. Thereafter, they remained pure mentally and physically 
and performed Homa in the holy fire day and night. Wiqt great 
earnestness, those excellent Brihmal)as recited Skanclasfl.kta as 
mentioned in the /4unkii. section, Garbhopanilad, Nilarudra 
passages, charming RudrasirJa etc., along with V~u Sukta. 

I 7. They placed a pot filled with water in the centre of the 
Mal)cjala. At the conclusion of the Homa they touched (all 
Homa articles with) that sacred water. 

18. In the meantime Sakra saw frightening, evil-foreboding 
omens arising all round pointing at his own destruction. 

19. His left arm and left eye throbbed. He could not see the 
tip of his nose or tongue or the chin. 

20. He saw his own shadow bereft of the head and two Suns 
in the sky. He was unable to see Arundhati star and Dhruva 
(Pole Star) or portions of the firmament. 

21. Hari (lndra) could not see the planet Saturn and the 
heavenly river stationed in the sky. While sleeping he used to 
dream of a woman of dark complexion, armed with weapons. 

22-24. She was hideous and frightening and naked, she has 
dishevelled hairs and black teeth. 

On observing these omens of great magnitude, the King of 
Devas asked Brhaspati in great fear: " 0 my preceptor, what is 
this? Terrible ill omens and scenes foreboding evil occur 
severally. 0 wise one, will destruction overtake just now? Do tell 
me. Will my kingdom of the three worlds be affected? Will my 
fortune etc., suffer?" 

IJrhaspati said: 

25. You have been arrogant. The great sages, Vilakhilyas, 
who had been held up on the way in their intention to cross the 
Go/padlJ (Puddle of water caused by cow's foot) were transgressed 
by you. 

26. 0 Consort of Saci, they have performed a perfect Homa 
by means of the Mantras of Alhan,a Vida against you. The 
waterpot has also been charged with the Mantras. 

27 .. There is no doubt about it that another Hari (lndra), the 
Lord of all the Devaa, will spring up as a result of these 
Atha,vataa Mantnu in order to bring about your destruction . 

.1t .... 
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28. On hearing his words, the Thousand-eyed One became 
afraid. He went then to Daqa with a sad face and said to him: 

29-30. "O Prajipati, the Vilakhilya sages have endeavoured to 
destroy us and create another Sakra. Do go there yourself and 
prevent them before another Sakra is born for destroying us. 
There is nothing that they cannot do." 

~n. Accompanied by the Devas beginning with Sakra, Dakta 
hurried to that place and spoke to them laughingly yet with 
humility: 

32. "O Brihma9as, why is this most terrible act being done by 
you whereby the entire range of the three worlds has become 
upset." 

33. On seeing Dak,a coming to their place of residence, 
they hurriedly proceeded towards him with Arghya in their 
hands. 

34-35. After duly offering the Arghya and adoring him 
devoutly they bowed to him and said: "O Prajipati, welcome to 
you. May we be commanded at once. Why have you come here? 
Even by offering our lives we shall do what is pleasing to 
you." 

Da~a said: 

36. This highly terrifying rite that has instilled fear into 
Devas should be discontinued by you all unexcitedly. I have 
come here for this purpose. 

Tht sages said: 

37. We were coming devotedly to attend your Yajiia. But, in , 
his height of arrogance, Sakra repeatedly indulged in laughing 
at us and transgressed us. 

38. In order to exterminate this Sakra, we, the agitated angry , 
ones, began to create another Sakra by means of the Mantras of 
great power. The Homa too has been concluded. 

39. Hence, tell us, 0 Lord. How can the power of the 
Mantra be rendered ineffective after it has been created by the 
Vedas? 

40. 0 Lord, if you yourself are competent to alter it, do it. 
We are powerless in this respect. 
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Dalqa said: 

41. 0 highly esteemed ones, what has been said by you all is 
true. The power generated by the Vedic Mantras canftot be 
rendered otherwise. 

42. Homa has been performed by you all by means of the 
Vedic Mantras. For the purpose of (creating) a king of Devas, 
the water-pot has been charged with Mantras by you all in a cool 
and calculated manner. 

45. At my instance, he shall become the king of birds. He 
will be endowed with refulgence and vigour. He will be superior 
even to Sakra. 

44. Again at my instance, what has been perpetrated by 
this king of Devas should be forgiven. He has done this fool
ishly. 

45. After saying thus, Daqa pointed to the fear-stricken 
Thousand-eyed One standing humbly. 

46-47. On seeing the Thousand-eyed One standing with 
palms joined in reverence and trembling much, they said: •o 
Sakra, do not transgress BrahmaQ.as hereafter. 

Do not do so again if you wish for the overlordship of the 
heaven-dwellers. Even a stupid, foolish BrihmaQ.a who does 
not regularly perform his sacred rites should not be insulted 
by sensible persons desirous of attaining the pleasures of the 
two worlds." 

lnclra said: 

48. This misdemeanour of mine knowingly or unknowingly 
committed by me should be forgiven by all the Brihmaoas 
especially at the instance of Daqa. 

49. May a boon cherished in the heart always, be received 
from me. I shall undoubtedly grant it. There is nothing which I 
cannot give. 

The saga said: 

50-52. If any man endowed with faith worships this Linga 
and performs Homa in this Ku9cJ.a let him get what he desires. 

,,. 
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.J,ulm said: 

He who adores this Liiiga and performs Homa in the Kui.tda 
shall immediately attain the desired benefit. 

One without desire who worships this auspicious Linga will 
attain the greatest Siddhi inaccessible even to Devas. 

Sita said: 

5S-54. After saying thus to the Vilakhilya Sages, the 
Thousand-eyed One (lndra) mounted his Airivata and took 
(them?) to the Yajfia of Da~a. 

0 excellent Brihmai:ias, Dak~a too duly performed the Yajiia 
while the delighted Vilakhilyas sat near. 

CHAPTER EIGHTY 

Importance of the Sight of Vi,l)u1 

Th, saga said: 

1-2. It has been mentioned by you that Garuda endowed 
with refulgence and vigour was born from the Homa performed 
by the sages (Vilakhilyas). 

How was he born there? Tell us this in detail. We have heard 
that he was born of Vinati. 

Suta said: 

S-4. The water-pot was charged with the Mantras of Atl&a,va
wda by Vilakhilyas swayed by great indignation. They were 

I. Chapten 80-85 contain the story of SupUl)a i.e. Garu4B. Here the 
author skilfully weaves the future events in l(mla's Avatira. Garu4a lost both 
his winp clue to his baseless derogatOey remarks against women in ,eneral. 
The celibate old ~(Jili did not lil~e iL Her mental disapproval deprived 
GanacJa of his wings. This episode is therefore the glorification of the local 
deity Supan.iewara, at CamatUrapura. 

The birth of Subhadri whh a hone'• face and Krfoa's penance to make 
her beautiful apin is auributed to the cune of Laqmf who however, thouah 
cuned with an elep~ant's head, frees herself from it by performin1 penance 
instead of dependins on v.,1,1u. 
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restrained by Daki,a and the Lord of the birds was indicated by 
him. Thereupon Kasyapa took that Kalasa (pot) and went to his 
abode. 

5-6. Then he joyously said to his beloved wife Vinata: 4160 fair 
lady, drink this holy water highly sanctified by Mantras. Thereby 
a son will be born to you, who will be stronger than the Thousand
eyed One. He will be refulgent and famous. He cannot be 
conquered by all the Dinavas combined. 

7. On hearing his words, that beautiful lady drank that water 
instantly and conceived immediately. 

8. It was thus that Garucja who strikes terror into all the 
serpents was born to Kasyapa but through the imbibing of that 
holy water. 

9. It was he who defeated Purandara heroically and carried 
away Amrta (Nectar). Endowed with devotion to his mother, he 
offered it to the serpents. 

10. It was he who became a great favourite of Vii,Qu after 
attaining the (high) status of being his vehicle. He is always 
present on the flag at the top of his chariot. 

11. It was he who performed penance formerly and the 
Three-eyed Lord was propitiated by that noble-souled one who 
became sensible after losing his wings. 

12. Similar wings were acquired by him once again with the 
favour of the Lord of Devas. Actually they were made better. 

Thi saga said: 

18. How did the noble-souled Garu<;la lose his wings? How 
did he get them back? How was Mahesvara propitiated? 0 son of 
Siita, narrate this in detail as it had occurred. 

Sita said: 

14. Formerly, 0 excellent Brihmaoas, ever since his 
childhood, Garucja had a Brihmaoa friend hailing from the 
family of Bhrgu. 

15. This friend had a daughter named Midhavi who was 
endowed with exalted qualities of beauty etc. and marked with 
all (~uspicious) features. She was honoured by all. 

1~. Neither a Deva lady, nor a Gandharva woman, neither 
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an Asura lady nor a Pannaga woman had such a beauty of form 
as that of the highly esteemed slender-waisted one. 

17. That intimate friend humbly requested the Lord of birds 
to assist him in getting a bridegroom for her: 

18. "O Lord of birds, find out a suitable bridegroom for this 
daughter of mine so that I can offer her in marriage to him." 

Ganu/,a said: 

19. 0 excellent Brihma9a, take this daughter with you and 
ride on my back. Thus roam over the entire range of the 
world. 

20. Then you yourself select a suitable husband endowed 
with good qualities for this girl. This is an act of friendship on 
my part. 

Sita said: 

21. 0 excellent Brahma.,as, on being told thus that Brihma.J)a 
rode on the back of Garuc;la along with his daughter in search 
of a bridegroom for her. 

22. Whatever young men the Brahmal}a saw none of them 
appealed to him. 

23. The features of a son of someone were very handsome 
but his family was not spotless. One whose family and features 
were good did not have good qualities. 

24. One who had all good qualities did not possess excellent 
handsome features. Nor did he have the other esseotial features 
of a good bridegroom, such as wealth and inclination (towards 
good men). 

25. Thus for a thousand years the Brihma9a and the Lord of 
birds roamed about the earth for the sake of a suitable bride
groom, 0 excellent Brahma9as. 

26. In the course of their wanderings they were tired very 
much. They reached this very holy spot (ofVisudeva). They had 
a desire to meet Visudeva. 

27. They had already visited §vetadvipa, the splendid Badarr, 
the Milk Ocean, Vaiku9tha and other habitual resorts of 
Visudeva. 

28. Then Sage Nlrada, the son of Brahma, was seen by them. 
The gently asked him about Vifi,u, the eternal Brahman: 
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29. -0 Sage, where is the Lot111-eyed Lord now? All the 
abodes of VqQu have been visited joyously by us both. But Ke.iava 
was not seen." 

Namd.a said: 

50. He always stays in the holy spot of Hiia)tesvara ~etra for 
a period of four months in the form of Jalasa,in ( one who lies 
down in water). 

51. Hence go immediately to that place for meeting him. 
The Discus-bearing Lord may come within the range of vision of 
both of you. 

52. I too ha~ started for the purpose of meeting him in 
connection with a certain task of Devas. I shall now accompany )IOU. 

55. Both of them, the prominent bird and the leading 
Brihmar,.a as well as the sage, the son of Brahma, all these 
reached the place where Janirdana was present in the form 
of Jalasajin. 

54. On seeing the great refulgence of Vi,9u from afar Garuc:Ja 
and the leading sage Nirada spoke to that Brihmar,.a: 

55-57. "O excellent Brihmar,.a, stay here itself along with 
your daughter far away from the refulgence of Vifl).U that is on a 
par with the fire appearing at the end of a Kalpa. 

Otherwise you will be reduced to ash like a moth that falls 
into fire, deluded during the night. 

This unbearable splendour has been endured by us both 
due to his favour. So it does not cause distress to our bodies or 
any other similar adverse effect." 

!8. After leaving the Brihmar,.a thus along with his daughter 
very far away, both of them went to that place wherejanirdana 
was asleep. 

!9. Placing the palms joined together in reverence on their 
heads, they engaged themselves in the divine eulogy. Hain 
stood on ends all over their body. Tears of joy welled up in their 
eyes and drenched their faces. 

40. After circumambulating thrice, they bowed down to Bari 
and prostrated before hiqi. They saw the Daughter of the Ocean 
(i.e. Laqmi) seated near the feet. 

41. She was joyously enpged in massaging his feet with her 
eye~f,ted to the face ofVqa,u. They saw another lady too, an 
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elderly one with a white veil covering her face. 
42. She was also seated near her, engaged in deep 

meditation. She had slender limbs with horripilation manifest 
on them. She possessed the lustre of twelve suns. 

45. Both the visitors were delighted when Vifl).U joyously 
engaged himself in conversation with them asking them why 
they called. 

Sri Narada said: 

44. J have come to you on an errand from Devas. Garu(Ja has 
come for the sake of a 8rihn1a9a. 0 K.esava, this is the reply for 
what you ask. (What else do you ask?) 

Sri Bhagavan said: 

45. I hope, 0 excellent sage, all the Heaven-dwellers are 
happy and well. I hope there is no situation fearful to Indra 
caused by Dinavas. 

46. I hope, all the Devas including Visava are 1·egularly 
receiving their due share in the Yajiias. I hope, there is no 
powerful Dinava coming into predominance on the earth. 

Sri Narada said: 

47. Now, recently the (goddess) Earth came to the presence 
of the Four-faced Lord. Distressed with the burden and afflicted 
much by Dinavas she lamented much before the Lotus-born 
One to whom she said feeling greatly by miserable: 

Dham1J,i (Earth) said: 

48. The great Asura named Kilanemi who was killed by the 
powerful Vi,~u is now born as Karilsa, the son of Ugrasena. 

49-50. Arifta, Dhenuka, Kesi, Pralamba, the extremely t~rrible 
Piitani - all these and other terrible ones run about here and 
there causing me unnecessary pain. 

51. People of the mortal world have raised up their arms for 
succour. On account of their multiplicity, they cannot be 
accommodated on my surfa\'.:e. 

52. 0 Lord, if you do not reduce the burden immediately, I 
shall undoubtedly sink into .Rasitala (nether world). 
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[Ntirada continued:] 
5!. On hearing her words, Brahma, the creator of the worlds, 

held consultation with Devas and he has now sent me f4) you. 
54. (His message is:) "The Lord should be told by you thus: 

'Lord Janirdana should take an incarnation on the Earth and 
reduce the burden (completely).'" 

55. Hence, 0 powerful Lord, take up your birth on the Earth 
and reduce the burden of the Earth. It is for this purpose that I 
have come here. 

Sri Bhagavan said: 

56. 0 sage, it shall be (done) so, I shall consult Brahma 
along with Devas including Visava and reduce the burden of 
the Earth. 

57. After saying thus to Narada, the leading sage, Vi,Q.u said 
to Garu(Ja: 'Why have you come here?' 

CHAPTER EIGHTYONE 

Fall of Supan:ia' s Wings 

Sri GmutJ,a said: 

1-5. I have a very close friend, a BrihmaJ)a hailing from the 
family of Bhrgu. The name of his lotus-eyed daughter is Midhavi. 
A husband befitting her could not be found by that noble
souled one. Therefore, he said to me: "O excellent bird, bring a 
husband suitable to her, if you consider me worthy of honour." 
Then the entire earth was searched by me for a bridegroom 
befitting her. But no bridegroom endowed with all good qualities 
could be obtained. Then, 0 Lotus-eyed One, you were re
collected by me in my mind as a befitting husband for her. You 
are endowed with all good qualities. Hence, 0 Lord of Suras, 
accept her. Hold her hand in marriage. She is very beautiful. I 
pray to you with this appeal of mine. 
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Sri Bh.agavan said: 

6. 0 excellent bird, bring that lotus-eyed girl here. On 
seeing her myself, I shall do as spoken by you. 

Ganu/,a, said: 

7. It is on account of our fear from your refulgence that the 
girl and the father had been kept far away by me. How can I 
bring her here? 

Sri Lord .said: 

8. My refulgence will not scorch her and her father here. 
Hence, 0 excellent bird, bring her quickly. 

9. On being told thus by that powerful Vi,Q.u he brought her 
and also the Brih1nal).a, a descendant of the family of Bhrgu. 

10. The Brihmal).a bowed down to Madhusudana and came 
to the side of Vi~l)u, near Garuc;la, like Lak~mi herself. 

11. Due to child-like innocence the blameless beautiful girl 
sat at the end of the bed to the right of the Enemy of Mura. 

12. Thereat, Lakfmi who had the status of the chief queen 
became extremely furious thinking her to be her co-wife and 
cursed the girl: 

1 S. "Since, verily in my very presence, 0 sinful girl, you set 
aside all bashfulness and joyously took your seat on the bed of 
my husband, you will become a hideous Asvamukhi (Horse
faced)." 

14. When the curse was thus uttered by Sri, there was a great 
hue and cry among all those present there. The Brihmal)a 
became angry. 

TIUJ BrahmatJ,a said: 

15. A thousand persons have been requested on behalf of 
the girl. Not even a single one among them has accepted her 
even verbally, let alone grasping her hand. How can she have 
the status of a wife? 

16. A. long as she has not been handed over with a prior 
resolve, in accordance with the injunctions of the Grhyuiitras 
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and in the presence of the holy fire, Brihmal)as and elders (she 
has no status of a wife). 

17. Hence she is blemishless. But you regarding her on a 
par with your co-wife, have made her horse-faced. 0 sinful one, 
you will also be elephant-faced. 

18. After saying thus the leading Brihmar:ia spoke to Kesava: 
"A befitting hospitality has been extended to me by your wifel 
Hence I shall go to that place where such a daughter shall be 
born." 

Sri Bl,agavan said: 

19. In this matter, 0 excellent Brihmar:ia, do not be so 
enraged. Never can inauspiciousness befall those who come to 
my vicinity. 

20. Hence she will not become horse-faced in this birth. 
Take her and go home. Give her to a desirable person. 

21. It is the left side in the bed that has been assigned to 
wives and the right side to kinsmen who may lie for the nonce. 

22. Here, your daughter, 0 Brihmar:ia, has occupied the spot 
reserved for kinsmen. So she will be born as my younger sister 
in the next birth. 

28-24. I will incarnate then on the earth on account of some 
task of Devas. Since she has been cursed to become a horse
faced one by my wife, I will perform great penance along with 
her and transform her into one of splendid face, 0 Brihmal)a, I 
will make Laqmi too so. 

25. After consoling that Brihmal)a with his words, the Lord 
continued the narration of charming stories of diverse kinds in 
the company· of GanuJa. 

26. At the close of the nan-ation, Garuqa looked at the aged 
lady endowed with refulgence and spoke to Puru,ottama: 

27. "O Janirdana, 0 most excellent one among Suras, this 
elderly lady sitting near you seems to be someone not seen 
before. Do tell me who she is. Where has she come from? Why 
has she come?" 

Sri Bhapvan said: 

28-29. 0 most excellent one among birds, this is the 
• • 
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elderly maiden well-known in this world by the name Sil)4ili.1 

She is omniscient and strictly adhering to celibacy. She is 
endowed with the power of penance. She is venerated by all the 
Devas. 0 leading bird, there is no woman like her in all the 
three worlds. 

Suta said: 

30. On hearing his words, 0 Brahmar:ias, the Lord of the 
birds looked at her for a long time, then laughed and ultimately 
spoke to Vasudeva: 

Garut/,a snid: 

31-32. It is not unusual that a very great penance is 
performed. Similarly if gifts are made it is not a wonder. Further 
if a battle is fought by able warriors, what is surprising in that? 
But, 0 Purufottama, this is unusual that one maintains celibacy 
especially during the prime of youth. 

33-35. More so in the case of women. I do not have any faith 
in this respect. Emotional outlet is essential in the case of lower 
animals. Youth is not for supression of rights. If women do not 
get access to men anywhere, they will indulge in mutual sexual 
alliance when afflicted by the arrows of Kama. In the absence of 
suitable men, they will consider a leper, a sick one, and an old 
man and one short of a limb or two on a par with the Five
arrowed One (Kama). 

36. Fire is never satiated completely with fuel, nor the great 
sea with the rivers flowing into it. The god of Death cannot be 
surfeited with all living beings nor a woman with men. 

37. If women keep a limit, it is not due to the fear of the 
other world. Except the fear of the king or that of the elders 
(there is nothing to restrain them). 

Sita said: 

38. On hearing these words of his, Sil){jili1, the celibate 
woman, had in her heart the surging emotion of anger, although 
she was under the vow of silence. 

J. This Slo4ill i1 different from the other Sio4ili who carried her 
dilabled hwband on ber head and preven1.ed sunrise lesl her husband nu,ht 
die. This SIJ;acJill i1 a celibate old woman. 
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89. In the meantime both the wings of the Lord of the birds 
got destroyed and he became mutilated in shape. 

40. Though he was really ferocious and devoid of all ailments, 
he could not go ahead even a step. He was no better than a 
mass of flesh. 1 

CHAPTER EIGHTYIWO 

Greatness of SuparQesvara2 

Suta said: 

1-4. On seeing the condition of Garuc;la, the Lotus-eyed One 
was wonderstruck. He thought: 'What could be this present 
situation? Even when struck with Vajra not even a single hair 
from his body fell down! How then did his wings fall on to the 
ground all of a sudden? 

Indeed, the fact that this noble-souled one censured women 
in general and derided their celibacy after casting a meaningful 
glance at Sir;ujili has made her strike down the wings by the 
power of her penance. In the whole of the three worlds, no one 
else has such a power.' 

5. Thereupon, 0 excellent Brihmal}.as, the Garucja
emblemed One (Vifl}.U) humbly propitiated Sir.ujili on behalf 
of Garucja, after smiling a little. 

Sri Bhagavan said: 

6. 0 highly esteemed one, only a general statement was 
made by him about all the women. So, why was he made thus by 
you? 

Saf.&4ili said: 

7. 0 Janirdana, he IQoked at my face and-smiled. 0 preceptor 

1. Mbh, CJ4yoga 115.8-17 notes that this incident-droppin1 and recovery 
or winp by Garu4a due to So4ili'1 favour took placed on ~bha mountain. 

2. The story of Garucja's l011 and resroration of winp is adop1.ed from 
Mbh, Utl1"fP 115 ro glorify Suparodvua at thit sacred pi~. 
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of the universe, a censure of woman-folk was also made by him 
wantonly. 

8. It is for this reason that he has been thus chastised by me. 
0 Kesava, it is not mental, verbal or physical attack. 

Sri Bhagavan said: 

9. Still, 0 sinless one, 0 auspicious lady, if you honour me, 
do a favour unto this fellow at my instance. 

Siir_uJili said: 

10. 0 Lord, whatever is conceived by me in my mind, good 
or otherwise cannot become otherwise, especially if my anger is 
aroused. 

11. Hence at my behest, let him propitiate Sankara for the 
restoration of the wings. No one else has enough competence 
vested in him to grant him (the wings). 

12. Otherwise, 0 Lotus-eyed One, he will have to go 
permanently like this in the world. I am telling you the truth. 

Si.tta said: 

13. On hearing her words Janardana said to Garucja who 
continued to be in that wretched plight akin to a mass of flesh. 

14. "O excellent bird, this alone is the boon granted by this 
lady, the greatest one among bipeds i.e. human beings. She has 
told you to propitiate Sambhu for the acquisition of the wings. 

15. Hence with a concentrated mind, quickly apply yourself 
day and night energetically to the propitiation of the Moon
crested Lord who is immutable. 

16. Thereby, 0 Kasyapa's son, by the greatness of that Lord 
and his power, your body shall ere long be as it was before." 

17. On hearing it, Garucja immediately adopted Pisupata 
Vrata after installing Lord isana and then propitiated him. He 
thereby caused delight to him. 

18. He performed the rites of Cindriyao.a, Krcchra, 
Sintapana, Prljipatya and Plrlka thereafter. 

19. He took holy baths thrice a day. Thereafter he smeared 
ash all over his body by way of Bkasma Snana and performed the 
Japa of Rudrdiras, Rudra verses and other Nilarudra passages. 
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20. He himself performed the wonhip after bathing him 
duly. Then he offered oblations, and gifts of offerings, and 
adoration in accordance with the injunctions of the scfiptural 
texts . .. 

21. Thus he continued performing the Vrata rites, Japa and 
Puji. Then at the end of a thousand years Mahesvara became 
pleased. He said, "0 most excellent bird, I shall grant boons. 
Choose whatever is desired." 

Gan.u/,a said: 

22-23. See my plight, 0 lsana, brought about by Sir~ujili. My 
wings have been caused to fall down. This is what I request you 
further, 0 Hara, that you should stay here always in the Linga at 
my instance, unhesitatingly, if you are to grant me what is desired 
byme. 

Sri Bhagavan said: 

24-25. From today onwards my stay shall he here in this 
Linga. You will also be endowed with that origioal form, 
particularly possessing special strength and speed. This shall 
undoubtedly take place with my favour, 0 bird. 

After saying this to him, the Lord himself touched him with 
his hand. 

26. At the very instant beautiful wings grew. So also divine 
hairs comparable to gold appeared thereon. 

27. Then the delighted bird bowed down to the Lord. 
Afterwards he took leave of Mahesvara and went to his abode. 

28. At his request, Lord Hara always resided in that Linga 
during the three Sandhyis ( dusks and midday). 

29. A devotee shall adopt Priyopavesana (fast unto death) 
rite in that meritorious shrine and cast off the life through 
Yoga. He is never rebom. 

SO. He may be a man of regular sinful conduct, a Kaula, a 
ruthless fellow (perpetrator of great sins), a B~hmai,a~ayer, 
liquor-drinker, thief or one guilty of foeticide (he is redeemed). 

Sl. On~ who wonhips thrice a day with the mind sanctified 
by faiQl~~d stays he~e for a year is honoured in_ givaloka. 

32-·\:'0r a man who seizes an op~rtunity and visits the . .... 
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· year, 0 Brihma9as, shall undoubtedly go to Siva's palace riding 
on an excellent aerial chariot and waited upon by groups of 
celestial damsels. 

34. Hence particularly in Kali age, the Lord named Supal"J}a 
(Supa11,,1ikhya) should be visited by persons endowed with faith 
with all efforts. 

35. In front of that deity, people should adopt the Priyopavesa 
vow and cast off their life, if they desire Siva's proximity. This is 
the truth uttered by me. 

Sil.ta .,aid: 

CHAPTER EIGHTYrHREE 

Greatness of the Deity Supan:ia 

1--3. 0 excellent Brihmai;ias, I shall narrate to you a miracle 
that occurred there formerly. It has been cited in the Puril}.a. 

Formerly there was a king of the Solar dynasty named Ve9u. 
He was a person of vicious mind, always afflicted by lust and 
engaged in committing sins. 

Royal charters and grants awarded to noble--souled BrihmaJ}as 
by other leading kings formerly were forfeited by him. 

4. Many women and widows in particular were ruined by 
him. So also beautiful virgins as well as those belonging to his 
own family. 

5. That sinful king never allowed anyone to propitiate deities 
or adore them. Neither Yajfia, nor Homa, nor Vedic Studies 
(Svadhyaya) were permitted by him. 

6-7. He used to tell all the people: "Worship me always. 
There is no one superior to me, whether a Deva or a Brihmal)a. 
If I am pleased, everything that all of you cherish in your hearts 
whether good or bad, shall become realized in this world 
undoubtedly." 

8. Unarmed persons with implicit faith in him, were killed 
by him. Those who sought refuge in him were forsaken. All 
penons became _overcome with fright. 
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9. On seeing the groups of enemies assembled for a great 
fight, he forsook the duty of a Kfatriya and he used to flee to 
save his own life. ,, 

10. Persons other than thieves were held captive by him and 
thieves were given protection. Good people were always subjected 
to torture and their wealth and property were confiscated. 

11. He did not observe any Vrata with a mind sanctified by 
faith. He did not offer anything to Brahmal).as nor did he 
perform any Yajiia at any time. 

12. Thus, 0 excellent Brahmar:ias, while the king continued 
to be engaged in sinful activities, a severe fell disease of leprosy 
attacked him resulting in the ruin of the family itself. 

13. As he was assailed by the disease and as he had no son 
or grandson, the cousins suddenly attacked him and seized his 
kingdom. 

14. He became isolated and abandoned by all the groups of 
friends. Then they banished him from the kingdmn. He was 
forced to go out on foot. 

15. He was abandoned thus by all due to his sinful activity, 
even by his wives and close relatives, remembering his past 
(mis) deeds. 

16. Caught in this grievous plight he wandered alone and 
ultimately weary with hunger and thirst, he reached this place 
in the holy spot. 

17. He came near the palace (shrine) of the deity (called 
Suparr:ia) and in that state of starvation itself he ceased to live. 

18. Thereupon he assumed a divine body. Seated in an 
excellent aerial chariot, he went to the world of Siva that is 
rarely attained even by righteous persons. 

19. Attended upon by celestial damsels, eulogized by Kinnaras 
and sung about by Gandharvas, he got stay near Siva. 

20. On seeing him very near, Gauri asked respectfully: "Who 
is this meritorious person, 0 Lord, who has come to your palace? 
What excellent deed has he performed that he has come here 
in all glory with holy ash smeared over?" 

Sri Bhagavan said: 

21. ~is is a king named Vei;iu who had been committing 
sins on.tlr, earth. He was afflicted by the fell disease of leprosy. 

~ .. If:. ~-1· ...... ~ . 
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22. Abandoned by his wives and all close relatives, he was 
attacked by groups of his enemies. Wandering everywhere he 
ultimately came to the palace of the deity Supall}ikhya (SuparJ)a 
by name). 

23. Exhausted by starvation, he reached the shrine sanctified 
by my presence. Ultimately he breathed his last in that auspicious 
shrine. 

24-26. He reached this place on account of that. What I say 
is the truth. 0 lady of excellent complexion, anyone else who 
obsetves fast and gives up his life there shall attain a glory and 
prosperity superior to everything else. 

You see here, 0 goddess, all these Ga1_1as of mine standing at 
my sides. All these had performed Prayopavesana there. Even 
worms and moths, animals, birds and beasts, liberated from their 
vital airs, come near me. 

Suta said: 

27. On hearing the statement made by Lord Sarilbhu, Pitvati 
was overwhelmed by wonder in her heart. She said, •Excellent! 
Excellent!" 

28-30. Ever since then all the persons on the earth desirous 
of salvation came there from far-off countries and gave up their 
life there by means of Prayopav,ia. 

Endowed with great faith, they attain the greatest Siddhi, 
although they might have been sinners. 

Thus everything regarding the greatness of Supall}ikhya has 
been narrated to you. It was heard by me from my father. It is 
destructive of all sins. 
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CHAPTER EIGHTY.FOUR 

Madhavi Born as Subhadri. 

SluJfltla Punitatl 

1-2. 0 Siita, you said that VitQU, the Lord of Devas, had told 
that when Madhavi became his sister in her next birth as a 
horse-faced one he would perform penance and turn her into 
one of splendid countenance. How was she rendered thus? How 
was the penance performed? Describe everything in detail. Our 
curiosity is indeed great. 

Suta said: 

3. On hearing the message of Suras from Nirada, Vi$1)U went 
to heaven and held consultation along with Suras. 

4. It was for the purpose of reducing the burden of the earth 
and killing Dinavas that the glorious Lord Hari took birth in 
the house of Vasudeva towards the end of Dvipara. 

5. The Lord, the destroyer of the arrogance of Daityas, was 
born of the womb of Devaki. He (Vasudeva) had another wife 
named Rohi9i. 

6. Of her was born the valorous son named Balabhadra 
otherwise known as Plough-wielder (Halin). A third wife, the 
beloved of Vasudeva was known as Suprabhi. 

7. Midhavi was born of her assuming the form of a horse
faced one. One seeing the daughter born with such a hideous 
form, Suprabhi and Vasudeva became grief-stricken. 

8-9. Then all the Yidavas performed the Santilr.a (pacificatory) 
and Pau,lika (nourishing) rites. In their excessive terror, they 
said, ".Svasti, Svasti, may it be veil!". "In our family growing up as 
a young woman, she is sure to be unhappy. On seeing a girl 
with horse-face, no one will marry her." 

10-11. Lord Vifl)U, on coming to know that his sister was like 
that and the parents were highly distressed, took her with him. 
Accompanied by Baladeva he quickly went to the holy spot of 
Hiiakdvara for performing a great penance. 

12. Properly engaged in Yajiia, he propitiated Brahma through 
diff'erent:kinds of Vrata and Dina and propitiations of Brihmal)as. 

15. At the end of a year, Brahmi was pleased with the 
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. Sirriga-anned One. He said "I shall grant boons. Request for the 
desired thing." 

Vwu said: 

14. 0 Lord, this sister of mine is born as a horse-faced one. 
Let her be one of excellent countenance. This is my desire. 

S,i Brahma said: 

15. With my favour this good lady shall be one with excellent 
countenance. She will become well-known by the name Subhadri. 
A beloved of her husband, she will give birth to a heroic son. 

l&-17. A man who devoutly worships her in this form here, 0 
Vi,t:iu, along with you and also this Sirin (Balabhadra) on the 
twelfth lunar day in the month of Magha with sweet scents, 
flowers and unguents shall attain undoubtedly what is cherished 
in his mind. 

18-19. A barren woman or one abandoned by her husband, 
who devoutly worships her, 0 Kesava, on the third lunar day, 
shall become fortunate, happy and blessed with good sons. She 
will be always rich and prosperous and endowed with all good 
qualities. 

20. After saying thus, the Four-faced One ceased to speak. 
Delighted in himself, Visudeva went to the city of Dvirivati. 

21. He took leave of Pitimaha. Accompanied by Baladeva, he 
took the large-eyed lady with the countenance resembling the 
lunar disc. 

Sita saitl: 

22. It was thus that Midhavi who was afflicted by the curse of 
Laqmi was born on the earth (and later) attained the beautiful 
form of a Subhagi (a fortunate lady). 

25 .. Pirtha, the son of Pir,(Ju, married that lady with charming 
smiles. A heroic son well-known as Abhimanyu was born to her. 

24. Thus, 0 excellent Brihm&Qas, everything connected with 
the birth of Midhavi has been narrated to you as incidental to 
the narrative of Lord Suparr,ikhya. 

25. A man who devoutly reads or listens to this becomes rid 
of sins incurred ·only on that day. 
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CHAPTER EIGHTYFIVE 

Greatness of Mahal~mi1 

The sages said: 

SN.Inda Puratu1 

1-2. Everything connected with the sequence and result of 
the curse uttered by Padmi in the case of Midhavi has been 
heard by us today. 

Kamala was cursed by that noble-souled Brihmal)a. How did 
she become elephant-faced and then get transformed into one 
of splendid countenance? 

Suta said: 

3. By the curse of that Brihmal)a, 0 Brihmat;tas, she (~mi) 
became instantly an elephant-faced one, causing great wonder. 

4-5. She was told by Hari: "O splendid daughter of the 
Ocean, stay in this very form for some time till the close of the 
Dvipara Yuga. Then I shall incarnate on the earth. By the power 
of my penance I shall make you splendid-faced once again." 

6. She ignored those words of the wielder of Sirnga bow. 
She joyously performed a very severe penance for the sake of a 
splendid face. 

7. She came to this holy spot and took the holy bath thrice a 
day. She was active and alert day and night and propitiated 
Brahma. 

8. Becoming pleased with her at the close of a year Brahma 
said to her: "O beloved of Kesava, I am pleased with you. Request 
for a boon." 

Lak,mi said: 

9-10. For some reason, 0 Lord, I have been transformed into 
an elephant-faced woman by an extremely furious BrihmaQa 
by uttering a terrible curse. Hence, 0 Pitimaha, if you are 

I. This 11 not Lhe deily Mahilaqmi of K.olhapur. Here the adj. 'Mahi--' 
is applied LO glorify Laqmi (see v.12). 
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pleased, change me back again into the old form. I do not 
choose anything else. 

Brahma said: 

11. 0 fair lady, with my favour, your face will undoubtedly 
become splendid all the more. So go home. 

12. 0 splendid lady, Mahattva (greatness) has been granted 
to you by me from today. Hence your name here will be 
Mahalak.,mi. 

13. A man who devoutly worships you as elephant-faced, shall 
become a king on the earth and Lord of elephants. 

14-15. On the second lunar day, 0 goddess, one who calls 
you Mahalak~mi and devoutly worships you through Srisukta will 
never become poor during seven successive births. 

After saying this the Four-faced God ceased (to speak). 
16. That goddess joyously went to the place where Kesava was 

staying. 

Suta said: 

CHAPTER EIGHTYSIX 

Greatness of Saptavirhsatika 1 

1-3. There is another deity named Saptavirilsatiki. She is the 
goddess installed by the constellations (stars). She bestows 
everything desired. 

Formerly twenty-seven daughters of Dak,a were married by 
Soma (the Moon). Among them Rohh;ii was his sole beloved, 
more than his very life. He remained attached to her and always 
stayed near her. 

4. Distressed due to their unfortunate plight all those 

I. This numerical napie is given to Goddess Durga as she was installed by 
Lhe Lwenlyseven daughten of Dakp (see w. I and 2!1). 
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daughters of Dakta became highly disgusted with wortdly life. 
They began to perform penance in this holy place. 

5. Endowed with great faith, they installed the deity Durga. 
They worshipped the goddess of Suras with oblations, adorations 
and holy presents. 

6-7. After a long time she became pleased with them 
and said: "O my daughters, I am delighted and I shall grant 
you a boon. So let what is cherished in your minds be requested 
for. Undoubtedly I shall grant whatever is present in your 
heart." 

8-10. Then all of them said: "O goddess, with your favour we 
have everything desirable in all the three worlds excepting one 
thing, namely, the happiness from our husband, that which is 
the outcome of conjugal felicity. Hence O Ca1:ujiki, if you are 
pleased, give us that (bliss). Due to adverse fate all of us have 
undergone great hardships. We are unable to retain our vital 
airs in our body by any means" 

Sri Deui said: 

I I. By my grace from today onwards you will have conjugal 
bliss from your husband, enhancing your happiness undoubtedly. 

12-14. Another woman, also abandoned by her husband, 
who staying here always worships me with great devotion and 
observes fast on the fourteenth lunar day, shall become blessed 
with conjugal felicity and good sons. She should take only one 
meal everyday for the period of a year. If the woman worships 
me abstaining from astringent or saline item in her diet, she 
will never have any trouble from her husband nor adverse 
luck. 

15. If the woman observes fast on the ninth lunar day in the 
bright half of the month of Asvina and worships me at midnight 
her conjugal felicity will always be at its best. 

16. After saying thus that goddess ceased (to speak), 0 
excellent Bri.hma9as. All of them (the Constellations) of stars 
became delighted and went to the palace of Daqa. 

17. In the meantime Dakp was summoned by the Trident
bearing One and was asked: "Why was Moon caused to be 
afflicted by the disease of tuberculosis? 0 Daqa, an improper 
act has been committed by you as he is your son-in-law." 
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·Dakla said: 

18. My daughters, numbering twenty-eight in all have been 
married by him. All of them are of unbroken fidelity and 
blemishless. Yet they were abandoned by him, 0 Lord, except 
one namely Rohir;ti, though he had been warned by me many 
times (for his negligence of others). 

19. He proved himself as one prattling falsehood, a slow• 
witted one under the full control of the god of Love. So I have 
angrily caused him to be afflicted by the disease of tuberculosis. 

Sri Bhagavii.n said: 

20. From today he will behave with all of them impartially at 
my behest. There is no doubt about it. What I have uttered is 
the truth. 

21. Of course, the words uttered by you can never be untrue. 
So he will wane for a fortnight and wax for the next. 1 

22. Dak,a too said, "So be it" and went home. Candra 
thereafter began to treat all the daughters of Daqa alike for 
ever. 

23. He goes on increasing and decreasing in alternative 
fortnights, 0 excellent Brahmai:ias. That goddess therefore was 
called Saptavimsatilcii. on the earth. She was established in that 
holy spot. She bestows all conjugal felicity on women. 

24. One who remains pure and reads this in front of the 
deity with devotion on the eighth lunar day shall attain all good 
fortune. 

I. This myth-Daqa"s coming t.0 die Moogod - is created to explain 
die waxing and wanina of die moon. 
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CHAPTER EIGHTISEVEN 

Greatness of Soma's Shrine 

Skanda Purar,a 

1-2. Similarly, 0 leading Brahmai:ias, there is the splendid 
shrine of Soma there. By visiting it alone, a man is liberated 
from sins. 

Even a man of sinful deeds who visits the deity on a Monday 
or at the time of lunar eclipse will never see Naraka. 

The sages said: 

3. In a holy place only the resorts of all the Devas are usually 
seen. How did it happen that a resort of Candra too has been 
created here? 

4. 0 Suta-Putra, this is a very surprising thing that lurks in 
our mind. Hence, 0 highly esteemed one, do explain this. You 
know everything entirely. 

Sita said: 

5. 0 excellent Brahmai:ias, the entire universe is proclaimed 
as Somamaya (identical with and influenced by Soma). When 
Soma is well established, all the three worlds too will be (auto
matically) well established. 

6. All these medicinal herbs, all these beginning with Sasya 
(vegetables and foodgrains) on the earth are also Somamaya 
(permeated by Soma). All creatures are alive due to them. 

7. Since, 0 Brahmai:ias, Devas beginning with Brahma attain 
the greatest satisfaction after duly getting Soma and become 
joyous, -therefore he is considered excellent here. 

8. Similarly the Yajnas beginning with Agninoma are 
dependent on Soma because the excellent Brihmai:ias derive 
satisfaction by imbibing it.1 

9. For this reason Soma is proclaimed as superior to all the 
Devas and Dinavas. Indeed he is the most worthy of being 
worshipp~q. by them. 

l. Soma i1 identified here with Lhe Soma plant. 
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10. Men erect palaces on the earth for the Lord of the night 
in the same manner as they are erected for other leading Suras. 

11. All those men by whom palaces (shrines) were made for 
the Lord of the night on the earth have accumulated a lot of 
merit and attained liberation. 

12. By means of a single mansion of the Moon, men obtain 
that merit which is attained by a thousand mansions (temples) 
of Mahesvara. 

13. 0 excellent Brihmal}.as, on coming to know the greatness 
of a mansion (shrine) raised for Candra, Brahma and other 
Devas became frightened in their minds. They resorted to the 
top of Meru and said thus in order to put obstacles in its 
erection: 

14-18. "All the following (astrological) events beginning with 
Sa should coincide on a single day: (I) Saumya-~,;a i.e. 
Mrgasiras, (2)Somavtira (Monday), (3) Saumyatithi (?full-moon 
day) and (5) Somagraha (lunar eclipse). One who erects a palace 
on that (juncture) in a single day and instals Candra shall 
obtain the excellent benefit of erecting palaces (temples) for 
all the deities. 

If the mind is sanctified by perfect faith, the benefit shall be 
thousand-fold. If one erects the palace of Candra otherwise he 
meets with the ruin of his family and falls into Naraka. 

It is for this reason, that, 0 excellent BrihmaQ.as, men are 
afraid and so do not construct a shrine of the Lord of the night, 
though it is highly meritorious. 

19. A mansion of the Lord of the night that has been 
erected here in this holy place was raised by Arilbarita, the king 
who somehow found such a time as has been enjoined by those 
who ponder over scriptural topics. 

20. To the northern direction thereof, a second Candramas 
was installed by Dhundhumira. Like the other one he too is 
well established. 

21. Therefore, 0 Brahmal}.as, both the kings attained the 
greatest Siddhi, by his power unaffected by birth and death. 

22. Another palatial shrine, the third one, is in the holy 
place of Prabhisa. It was erected by the great king Iqvil.u 
endowed with faith. · 

28. Exceptin1 these three palaces there is no other palace 
on the earth pertaining to Candra. What I have uttered is the 
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truth. There is however one on the banks of Narmadi on the 
meritorious confluence of Reva and Ori. 

24. Thus everything connected with the excellent areatness 
of Candra has been narrated to you completely. It is destructive 
of all sins of those who read and those who listen. 

CHAPTER EIGHTYEIGHT 

Greatness of Ambavrddha 

The sages said: 

1-3. 0 son of Sf1ta. four deities were enumerated by you, viz. 
Camatkiri, Mahitthi, Mahalak~mi and another deity, the fourth 
one Arhbivrddha. 

Of them, three have been described in detail. The fourth 
one Arhbavrddha has not been described. 0 son of Siita, state 
the power of this deity. Who instituted her Yatra (religious 
procession). Mention everything in detail. 

Su.ta said: 

4. This goddess of Suras, namely Arilbavrddhi is the divine 
power of austerity. May it be listened from me how she came to 
be established here formerly. 

5. When this city was built by King Camatkira, a man of 
meritorious soul, he installed these four deities in consultation 
with and advice of Brihmar;ias for the protection of the city. 

6. This king had two daughters, one by the name Arilba and 
the other named Vrddha. Both of them were endowed with 
beauty and excellent virtues. 

7. Both of them were married to the king of Kasi, in 
accordance with the injunctions laid down in the Grhyasutras 
and in the presence of Devas, Brihmai,as and the holy Fire, 0 
excellent Brihmai,a. 

8. Once·-upon a time the king of Kasi had to fight a great 
battle with-the Kilayavanas (dark-complexioned Barbarians). 

9. Th9qlh the king of WI was endowed with great prowess, 
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he was killed in the battle along with his servants, armies and 
vehicles by those terrible ones who had obtained boons from 
Hara. 

10-11. Am.bi and Vrddha were reduced to the miserable 
state of widowhood. They went to the holy place of Hatakesvara, 
the bestower of all desired things. They endeavoured to 
propitiate the goddess. They observed auspicious Vratas for the 
destruction of the enemies of their husband. 

12. For more than a hundred years, the goddess of Suras did 
not become pleased. They got disgusted and detached from the 
world. They wished to destroy their bodies. 

lS-14. 0 Brahma9as, they recited the Mantras of the X.,Urilia 
Sikta of the Atha,va~a Vida. They cut off their flesh devoutly 
inspiring and sanctifying them with the Mantras and performed 
Homa in the well-kindled holy fire. 

Thereupon a deity with four arms and splendid countenance 
rose up from the fire-pit. 

15. The lady was clad in white garments and she resembled 
the early morning sun in lustre. Another lady of excellent eyes 
and countenance also rose up. She resembled molten gold in 
lustre. 

16. She rose up from the fire-pit holding a sword. She was 
terrifying. This other lady too was a highly frightening Sakti. 

17. They said, .. Let the boon cherished in the heart be 
requested for, even if it be very difficult to attain." 

Th, two ( quttmS) said: 
18. Our beloved husband, the valorous king of Kisi, has 

been killed in battle by the ferocious Kilayavanas. 
19. 0 great goddesses, something should be done so that 

their destruction can be effected undoubtedly with your favour. 
20. Further, both of you should eagerly stay here for the 

protection of your own city. This is the task (boon) thought of 
by us. 

21. On hearing their words, both the deities said 8So be it• 
and merged into that pit. . 

22. In the meantime, innumerable mothers (goddeues), 
thousands of them of many form,, rose up from that Kul)da. 

(The different kinds of beinp that arose from that fire-pit 
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are described below:) 
23. One set had the faces of elephants and another had 

those of horses. Others had the faces of dogs and sull others 
those of birds and goats. 

24. Others had human faces but the bodies were those of 
lower animals. Some had three heads, some five heads and 
others even ten heads. 

25. The faces of some of these beings were in different parts 
of the bodies. Some had faces in their privy parts; others in 
their breasts; yet others stood with faces at the sides; a few 
others had faces on the back. 

26. Some had only a single hand; others two hands; still 
others had five hands; a few others had even twenty hands; 
others were devoid of hands. 

27. There were beings with many feet as well as those devoid 
of feet; there were single-footed and half-footed ones; some 
were terribly hideous with faces down. 

28. There were single-eyed ones, two-eyed and others many
eyed. Some of them rode on elephants and others on horses. 

29. Still others were riding on bulls, monkeys, .lions, goats, 
tigers and pythons. Similarly some were seated on alligators, 
horses, donkeys etc. There were some seated on birds. 

30. There were thousands seated on tortoises, cocks, serpents 
etc. They were gesticulating, howling and singing. Laughing, 
dancing and sporting about mutually, they proceeded ahead. 

31. There were many beings with hairs raised up, hairs 
covering the bodies and some having no hair at all. Others had 
long hairs, some with hairs like those of hok"'leS and a few with 
various peculiar types of hairs. 

32. There were terribly hideous beings with short teeth, long 
teeth and peculiar types of teeth. Others were frightening with 
elephant teeth and teeth like steel. 

33. There were many beings with ears hanging loosely down; 
others with peculiar ean; still others with ean like a winnowing 
basket. There were spike-eared, many-eared, ugly-eared and 
excellent-eared beings. 

34. There were single-clothed and many-clothed beings; 
othen were without clothes; still othen had hides as coverings 
or rags used to cover nakednea. 

55. Thert,~re terrible beings with swords, arrows and javelins 
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· in their hands. Othen had nooses in their hands and a few 
others with spean and bows in their hands, beings with tridents, 
mallets and Bhusul}.cjis adorning their hands. 

56. Then these beings heard the commands of the two 
goddesses and were highly delighted. They proceeded towards 
the place where dark-complexioned ones were staying. 

57-58. On seeing the army of the goddesses with hideous 
forms and ugly countenances (advancing) all those (Kilayavanas) 
became afraid with gloomy faces. While they fled here and 
there, they were ruthlessly swallowed by those deities. 

59. The entire kingdom of those wicked-souled ones 
including children and old people as well as women were quickly 
swallowed by those deities. 

40. After de-populating and exterminating the entire 
territory, 0 excellent Brihmal.)as, all of them joyously returned 
to their original abodes. 

41-42. Then they bowed down with humility to those two 
4eities and requested loudly: "All those Kilayavanas have been 
killed along with their sons, kinsmen and cattle. The entire 
realm though vast has been rendered waste. Naw some food may 
be given to us for our satisfaction. Similarly some place may be 
assigned to us for residence. 

TM Devis said: 

45. The foetus of those pregnant women in the 11\ortal world 
who go to sleep in dim light at the time of dusk may be taken 
by you quickly as your prey. 

44. The foetus of these women too have been given to you 
all: Those who cry and lament and rush to places where three 
roads and four roads meet. Let it be eaten by you. 

45. If women move about, sport about or sleep after being 
Ucchqp (i.e. without washing the mouth after taking food), the 
foetus of all those women have been assigned as food unto you 
all. 

46. If there is a case of Ut:ehil/a (rennants of food etc.) in the 
lying-in-chamber, that child has been assigned to you as food. 

47. If ~~ljlgara (i.e. wonhip of Durgi and remajning 
awake on the sixth day after nadvity) is not performed for any 
child, that child .is undoubtedly given to you u food. 
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48. If the fire kept in the lying-in-chamber becomes extin
guished, the child therein shall be assigned to you as your 
meal. 

49. If the lying-in-chamber is left devoid of auspicious things, 
the boy who stays there is assigned to you for your meal. 

50. All the children who sleep under the open sky at dusk 
are given over to you as prey. 

51. If at the end of a year when the birthday falls no 
auspicious rites are performed, the body of that child has been 
assigned to you. 

52. If after anointing the body with oil a man does not take 
bath, he is undoubtedly given over to you as food. 

53. If a man is Ucehi,,a (polluted by remainings of food) and 
he stands in the centre of the quadrangle, he should be eaten 
by you all unhesitatingly. 

54. A man who is deluded by lust and cohabits with a woman 
in her monthly coune, one who goes to bed naked or takes bath 
in the nude, should be eaten quickly. 

55. A man of deluded intellect who takes his bath at night 
facing the South and one who lies down on the bed thus should 
also be eaten quickly. 

56. One who urinates or defecates with face towards the 
North at night and towards the South during the day should be 
eaten. 

57. One who eats fried flour mixed with curds at the 
beginning of night or carnally approaches a low caste woman 
should be eaten quickly. 

Sita saitl: 

58. On being told thus by the two goddesses those beings 
surrounded them with delighted minds and stood thus. 

59. In the meantime the valorous king Camatkira built for 
them a palatial mansion similar to the Kaillsa peak. 

60. Ever since then those two holy deities of great prosperity, 
known as Alhbl and Vrddhl are always alen in guarding the 
city. 

61. A man who gets up early in the morning and sees their 
countenances does not meet with misfortunea for the period of 
a whole year. 

1 
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62. On happy occasions and festivities, a devotee should 
worship them at the beginning or at the close of the same. He 
never faces misfortune on the earth. 

6!. During pilgrimages, a man should perform the rite of 
adoration for those two. He attains the desired benefit and 
returns home quickly. 

64-65. One who always offers oblation on the eighth or 
fourteenth lunar day to them, shall attain the desired things 
here and good goal hereafter. 

One who is endowed with faith and worships them on the 
Mahinavami day shall be free from risks and difficulties. 

CHAPTER EIGHTYNINE 

,,. 
Greatness of the Padukas of Srimat:a 

Sita said: 

1. Thus when the group of mother-goddesses stayed there, 
the incidence of child-mortality took place in every household. 

2. All those goddesses roamed about in the city of 
Camatkirapura, in search of lapses and flaws in ( the conduct) 
particularly of young men. 

!. All those Brihm89as came to know that the child-mortality 
( or destruction of children) was due to the blemishes and 
lapses and that it was created ( caused) by those goddesses. 

4. They approached Ambi and Vrddhi, worshipped them 
assiduously and approached them humbly in the height of their 
misery: 

5. 'This excellent and charming palatial shrine has been 
built by King Camatllra unto you two, for the sake of according 
protection to all the Brlhma9as. 

6-7. But thousands of children are being carried away at 
night by these deities and beings belonging to you two after 
de~cting some blemish or other everywhere. 

Favour may be shown, therefore, to the noble-souled 
Brihmai,as. Otherwise we shall leave the city and go elsewhere 
on the earth." 
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8. On hearing their words, Arilbi became compassionate. 
She kicked the ground with her foot and created a cave. 

9. She placed her sandals in the cave and spoke to the 
• deities, the beings who were standing there humbly with their 

bodies stooping law: 
10-11. "These two divine sandals of mine kept in the interior 

of the cave should be served always by all of you. None should 
go out anywhere. One who, out of covetousness and delusion, 
goes out, shall be stripped of her divine nature. She will 
become a vixen." 

The Devatas said: 

12. 0 great goddess, who will perform our adoration in this 
spot? What shall be our food? Hence speak out, 0 goddess of 
Suras. 

Amba said: 

13. Liberated Yogins devoted to meditation and contempla
tion shall come here and perform your worship with great 
devotion. 

14. At the outset they will wonhip my sandals with flesh, 
liquor etc., in due order. They will attain great Siddhi inacces
sible even to immortals. 

15. All of them said, "So be it" and remained in the interior 
of the cave surrounding those excellent sandals that yield 
salvation. 

16. Thereafter, men from even far-off places came there, 
duly worshipped the sandals and then the Mitrs (Mother
deities) and attained the highest Siddhi (i.e. salvation) devoid 
of birth and death. 

17. In the meantime Agnifioma and other rites became 
defunct. So also pilgrimages, holy vows, mental control, restraint 
etc., came to a standstill. 

18-19. Even those quiescent Brihmaoas who used to decry 
liquor began to offer libation of liquors of various kinds with 
their own hands. They eschewed all sacrificial rites. They 
propitiated the sandals with meat, wine and unguents in the 
company of the Mitrs (Mother-deities). 
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20 In the meantime. all the Devas including Visava noticed, 
to their utter dismay, the destruction of Yajiia rite, They became 
agitated with hunger and thirst. 

21. They approached Mahesvara and stood before him 
humbly. After eulogizing Mahesvara by means of different kinds 
of Siiktas from the Vedas and the Satanidn,a passages they said: 

The Devas said: 

22. The sandals of Arilbi are kept in the holy place of 
Hi~kesvara. They are well-guarded by the Mitrs collectively in 
the centre of a cave. 

28. Even BrihmaQ.as, 0 Lord of Devas, perform the adoration 
thereof with liquor and meat. They attain the highest Siddhi 
too. 

24. All religious rites in the human world have become 
defunct now. 0 Lord, by the absence of our share in the 
Yajiias, we have been doomed. 

25. Hence, 0 Lord of Devas, kindly do something to bring 
about the decline of the sandals. Let the Makhas (sacrifices) 
flourish on the earth. May we attain the greatest joy. 

Sri Bhagavan said: 

26. She who is well-known as Arilba is the Sakti of the great 
Lord. She is the everlasting mother of the universe. She is my 
direct mother too. 

27. So how can her decline be brought about by anyone 
even mentally. So also is the special case lJf the sandals. 

28. But, 0 great Suras, in this respect I shall employ an 
easier means whereby the greatness of the sandals is not 
impaired and that of yours is maintained. 

29. After saying thus, Lord Mahesvara began his meditation 
opening up the eight-petalled lotus within the heart along with 
its pericarp. 

SO. He then looked at the subde and splendid being seated 
within. It has the size of the top of the thumb and the lustre of 
twelve suns. It was h~ own soul. · 

SI. Even as he meditated thua, a pure and splendid girl dad 
in white clothes emerged from (his) third eye. 
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82. Then she bowed down to Lord Maheivara and said, -0 
Lord, why have I been created? May the relevant command be 
given." 

Sri Bhagavan said: 

85. The splendid sandals of Sri Mita of the worlds are 
present in the holy place of Hipikeivara. They are very 
important, important ones of the worlds! Do perform their 
wonhip. 

54. If anyone performs her adoration except a virgin brought 
up and nurtured in your family, he shall be the food unto the 
Mitp. 

85. Their adoration should be performed by you maintaining 
celibacy from girlhood onwards. If not, you will be ruined too. 

56. Those men who worship you with great devotion, shall 
be the persons getting the approbation of the Mitrs. They shall 
always be happy. 

57. After saying thus he explained to her the procedures of 
the utterance of the Mantras as well as the details of the 
procedure of adoration in particular. 

58. Then, Maheivara gave her the umbrella and other 
ornaments as well as right knowledge and sent her off along 
with all the leading Suras. 

The Kuman (virgin) said: 

!9-40. 0 Lord, this was mentioned by you that the girls 
hailing from my family would be adoring those splendid sandals. 
How can a family come into existence if one resort.s to celibacy 
ever since childhood? It behoves you to explain all this in detail. 

Sri Bl&agavan said: 

41-42. If you are pleased with any virgin and if you impart 
this series of Mantras P,roperly to her, she will be emotionally 
linked with you. 0 highly blessed one, in this manner other 
girls also can be trained successively. They will be considered u 
girls hailing from your family on the basis of the Mantras. 

48. Thereafter she went to the cave containing the sandals 
and ~rfonned the adoration duly as explain~d by the slayer of 
the fiuras. 
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Sita said: 

555 

44. A man who with purity and mental concentration 
performs the adoration of the sandals through the hands of a 
virgin hailing from her family, shall attain happiness in this 
world as well as 'in the other 

45. Hence by all means the sandals should be worshipped 
through the hands of a virgin. That worshipping virgin too 
should be duly worshipped. 

46. This worship should be carried out by those men who 
desire perpetual happiness in this world as well as in the other. 
They should be endowed with devotion, so said Mahesvara. 

47. Thus the greatness pertaining to the sandals of Srimiti 
has been narrated to you completely. Incidentally, 0 excellent 
Brihma9as, the greatness of Arilbidevi too has been narrated. 

48. One who devoutly listens to this with mental 
concentration and purity on the fourteenth lunar day as well as 
on the eighth day in particular attains the greatest region. 

Thesag,s said: 

CHAPTER NINETY 

Greatness of Vasordhari. 

1-2. 0 highly intelligent one, Agnitirtha and Brahmatirtha 
aave been mentioned by you earlier. but their origin and 
areatness have not been told. Hence describe each one 
~parately and in detail. We are not fully satiated by listening to 
y.,ur nectar-like words. 

Sita saitl: 

·. 5. In this context I shall relate to you a story that is 
dtstrucdve of sins. It refers to Agnidrtha. It is auspicious and 
~tributes to the happiness of everyone. 

\4. Formerly there was a king named Pratipa. He hailed from 
lb: lunar race. He wu endowed with heroism and was expert 
in\ the knowledge of Brahman. · 
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5. He had two sons having all (good) features. Of them, 

0 Brihma9as, the first was Devipi and the second was Sa!1tanu. 
6. When the excellent king Pratipa went to the region_ of 

Siva, Devipi abandoned the kingdom and went to forest for 
performing penance.1 

7. Thereupon Santanu, his younger brother, was immediately 
installed in the hereditary kingdom by all the ministers. 

8. In the meantime, while he was ruling the kingdom, Sakra 
who had become angry, did not shower rain for a period of 
twelve years. 

9. So the entire world was afflicted by hunger and 
experienced great difficulties and sufferings. One who did not 
meet with death was like CimUl)Qi (ferocious). 

10. Women were abandoned by their husbands; sons by 
their own fathers: mothers were abandoned by their sons. 
Others need not be mentioned. 

11. By good luck or by chance, if at all any vestige of 
vegetation could be seen at any one's place, be it raw or 
cooked, it was carried away forcibly by others. 

12. All the trees became parched and all the water reservoirs 
became dried up. Even Gangi and other rivers contained only 
very little water. 

1 S-14. When there was the absence of rain thus and religious 
observances vanished, the entire world was filled with heaps of 
bones and columns of ashes. No one performed Yajiia, Svidhyiya 
(self-study of the Vedas) and Vrata. Those who were agitated 
through hunger simply gazed at the sky for rain. 

15-16. At that time the great sage Visvirnitra became so 
distressed with hunger that only skin and bone remained in his 
body. Wandering here and there he reached a certain village 
from which everything had been completely drained and 
extracted. All round the entire region was covered with heap 
of bones of dead men. 

17. Wandering about in the · desolate region filled witi'l 
stinking small and covered with bones of cows he reached ~ 
hut of a Cav9ila. / 

I. V"acle Mbh, Adi fM.61-Ci2, also U,,,.. 149.15-28. It is awed there tifl 
Devipi wu diainherited because of his akin-disease and hence ht became a;· 
Natunlly J..~ punished people for their lllepl act (vv 8-i5 btilow). 
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18. There he saw near the residence a dog long dead, dry 
and rigid and odourless. 

19. The sage resorted to a practice only befitting an occasion 
of excessive calamity and gathered it. He washed the dead 
animal with water and cut it up later. 

20-22. Overwhelmed with hunger he cooked it over a well
kindled fire for the purpose of eating. He took a bit of the 
cooked meat, propitiated the Pitrs and consigned it to the 
sacred fire. Instantly the fire left the entire earth and vanished 
from the view of all the inhabitants of the earth with a great 
anger in the mind against Sakra.1 

2S. In the meantime, when fire went out of the mortal 
world, those who remained on the earth were all the more 
troubled. 

24. In the meanwhile Devas with Brahma and Vi,~u as their 
leaders wandered all over the earth in their search for the Fire
god. 

25. While they were wandering thus, a great elephant was 
seen by them. Scorched and distressed by Vahni (Fire) he fell 
on the ground and breathed heavily. 

26. On seeing the elephant, the Devas hurriedly asked it, "O 
elephant, we hope Fire-god was seen by you in the forest." 

Tht e~hant said: 

27. The Fire has entered this thickly grown cluster of 
bamboos now. I have been almost burnt by him. With some 
difficulty I have come out of it. 

28. Hutisana (Fire) was thereupon surrounded by the Devas 
in the cluster of bamboos. He cursed the lordly elephant and 
came out of it later. 

29. "0 base elephant, since you pointed. me out to the 
Devas, the tongue in your mouth will be inverted." 

SO. After cursing the elephant thus, Vaiivinara (Fire) vanish
ed instantly. The Devas closely followed him to find him out. 

81. Then a parrot was seen by them as they were wanderi~g 

I. Mbh, &inli eh. 14-1 recor.S. &bis but there the sage'1teal1' the dead dog 
and after offerin, eome of its pan co Piq-s, he ae11 good food. Here the Fire-god 
abhorTed the obladon of a dead do, and disappeared completely as a reaction 
against i&. 
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further in the great forest. They asked, "O parrot, if Vahni is 
seen by you, do tell us" 

Th, parrot said: 

S2. Yonder is seen a Pippala tree, 0 excellent Suras, in the 
midst of the Sarni grove. Vahni is present within this Asvattha. 

SS. My nest was amongst its branches. It has been completely 
burnt along with my young ones. I was able to escape with great 
difficulty. 

84. On hearing it Pavaka (Fire-god) stationed within Sami 
was immediately surrounded by all the Suras. He cursed the 
parrot and went away: 

55. "0 sinner, my presence was divulged to the Devas (by ,_ 
you). Hence, 0 Suka (parrot), your voice will never be clear." 

56-37. After saying this Jatavedas (Fire) desired that he 
should not be seen by the Devas. He saw a deep water pond 
situated on the north-eastern side of the holy spot Haia,kesvara 
of lord Parametihin. He entered it and remained there quietly. 

58. In the meantime the fishes, turtles and frogs thereof 
were scorched by the heat of Vahni. Hundreds of them were 
found dead. 

S9. One of the frogs partially burnt because he was destined 
to survive, came out of the water and it was seen by the Devas 
from afar. 

40. "0 Bheka (frog), tell us whether you have seen Hutisana. 
It is for that purpose that all the Devas including Vasava have 
come here." 

Tu frog said: 

41. Now Vahni is staying in this water pond. On account of 
him many aquatic animals are dead under water itself. 

42. 0 excellent Suras, our families have been destroyed. It 
was with very difficulty that I was able to escape from this 
watery expan~. 

-j:5! ~n hearing it, all the Suras surrounded that water pond. 
~upon Vahni cursed the frog: 
·• "Since, 0 foolish frog, I was pointed out by you to the 
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Devas, you shall become one without a tongue on this earth" 
45. After lafing thus Vahni came out of that spot. He was 

then addressed by the noble-souled Brahma himself: 
46-51. "0 Vahni, why do you run away on seeing the Devas. 

Originally you have been their very mouth. If an Ahuti is duly 
offered to you it goes to A.ditya (Sun). From A.ditya is born 
rain, from that the foodgrain and from it subjects arise. Hence 
you have become Dhiti (creator) and Vidhiti (dispenser) of 
the universe. If you are pleased the universe is sustained. If you 
are angry it will perish. 

All the Yajdas beginning with Agnift,oma are established in 
you. Then all the living beings sustain themselves through your 
support. 

0 Agni, you move about always within all living beings. 
Thereby the food and beverage taken is become digested. 

Hence be pleased with all the Heaven-dwellers. Speak 
out the reason for your anger whereby you leave them and 
move out." 

Suta said: 

52. On hearing those words of Lord Paramenhin, Agni 
pretended to be angry because of his love, bowed down to the 
Lotus-born One and said: 

Agni said: 

5S. I was angry with Sakra, 0 Lotus-born One, and so left 
the universe and vanished. Listen to the reason thereof. 

54. Since Mahendra held back the downpour of rain, it 
resulted in damage to vegetation and medicinal herbs. Aa a 
result thereof I was offered the flesh of a dog by Viivimitra. 

55. For this reason I vanished, not out of capriciousness or 
because of any mistake. I was afraid of eating the forbidden 
stuff. The truth_ has been told by me. 

56. On hearing it the Four-faced One said to &kra "What 
Sikhin (Fire) says in cogent? Why don't you send down rain?• 

SalnJ said: 

57. 0 Pitimaha~ Santanu has been installed in the hereditary 
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kingdom out of tum by transgressing his elder brother (Dew.pi). 
58. It is for this reason, 0 Lord, that the rain has been held 

back by me. Do tell me what shall I do now? 0 Piwnaha you 
are the ultimate authority. 

Pitamaha said: 

59. The sin of that irregularity has been already incurred 
and the result experienced by that king by way of the drougbL 
Now do shower the rain quickly. 

60. Do everything at my behest, 0 Devendra, lest the three 
worlds perish ultimately through the want of vegetation and the 
attack of hunger. 

61. In the meantime Sakra hurriedly ordered the 
Ptqkarivartaka clouds to pour down rain on the earth. -62. At the bidding of Sakra they began to rumble and 
display lightning. In an instant, they filled the entire earth with 
water. 

63. Then Brahma along with the Devas spoke again to 
Hutasana: " 0 Pivaka, be visible to the Brihmar;ias in the 
course of the Agnihotras. Now, do request me for any desired 
boon." 

Agni said: 

64. 0 Four-faced One, may this watery expanse become 
meritorious and well-known all over the earth as Vahnitirtha 
after my name. 

65. If any devotee endowed with faith gets up early in 
morning, takes his holy bath, recites Agnisuta and sees you 
respectfully, 0 Lord, you should be pleased with him. Do this 
kindly ·at my instance. 

Sri Brahma said: 

66-67. If a Brihmar;ia, conversant with the Vedas, gets up 
early in morning, takes his holy bath, recites Agnisulta and 
then ~es me, he will obtain the entire benefit of Agnific,ma 
Yajfta.' ,i'J, Pivaka, sins originating from many births will perish. 

11 • t 
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' 
Suta said: 

68. After saying thus, Lord Pitamaha stopped, Pivaka too 
stationed himself in the Agnihotras of Brihma\las. 

69. Thus the highly miraculous Vahnitirtha originated there. 
A man who takes his holy bath (therein) in morning is liberated 
from all sins. 

Agni said: 

70. 0 Lord of the worlds, I remained unpropitiated for 
twelve years. As the mortal world was afflicted by hunger, I 
never got Havis anywhere. 

71. Of course, Yajfias will be performed in future, 0 lord, in 
the course of a long time with herbivorous and other types of 
animals which afterwards will be born on the earth. 

Sri Brahma said: 

72-73. 0 Hutisana, the few Brahmal}as who reside here will 
offer Vasorclht.ira (continuous flow of Havis etc., into the fire) 
day and night for ever. They will propitiate you and you will get 
nourished. They too will be requitted with all desirable things 
when their wishes are realized. 

74-75. 0 Anala (Fire-god), when Homa is being performed 
at the time of Salikrinti (transit of the Sun), those who offer 
Vasorclhtini may be sneezing. The sins of such persons committed 
knowingly or unknowingly ever since their birth and until the 
death, will be destroyed. 

76. When you are satisfied all this will take place. Later on a 
well-known king named Sibi will be born in the land of Ufinara. 

77. He will be endowed with perfect faith. He will be 
performing a Sattra lasting for twelve years. He will offer you 
Vasordluini day and night through the mouth of a waterpot with 
continuous flow of the current. 

78. Thereby you will be fully satisfied and get completely 
nourished. You will be worshipped on the surface of the world 
by all the most excellent of those conversant with the Vedas. 

79. From now onwards, whatever holy rite may take place 
either Santilla (contributory to peace) or Pau,,;Aa (nourishing) 
should be accompanied by Vason:lhorti. All those will cause great 
satisfaction unto you. 
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80. The Vai.fvadeviya holy rite of the Brihmat;1as will be 
futile if it is devoid of Vasordhani. 1 

81. Since Yajiia and other rites, the Santika, Pa"ltliluJ and 
Vaisvadevi1a become perfect and complete it is called Pun,ahuti. 

82. One who is endowed with faith and offers Vasordhara 
shall entirely attain his desire mentally cherished. 

Sf.lta said: 

CHAPTER NINETYONE 

Creation of Agni Tirtha 

1-3. After saying thus and consoling Fire-god who was angry, 
0 excellent Brihmal}.as, Lord Pitimaha stopped. 

Then he went to Brahmaloka along with all the Suras 
including Sakra, VitQ.U and Siva. The Devas went to their 
region. 

Pivaka stationed himself in the Agnihotras of leading 
Brihmai,as. He duly accepted the Havis issuing from Vasordham. 

4. It was thus that the excellent Agnitirtha originated there. 
A man who takes his holy bath there in morning is rid of the 
sins accrued that day. 

5. On seeing those Devas set off to their abodes, those 
leading elephant, parrot and frog spoke in their great misery:1 

6. •o leading Suras, was have been cursed by Pivaka because 
of you. Hence think about the means for restoring our tongues." 

The Depas said: 

7. 0 excellent elephant, though your tongue as in the case 
of others is inverted, it shall be especially efficient in its work. 
There is no doubt about it. 

8. Further, all of you residing in the palaces of leading kings 
will be honoured duly and you will eat sweet food in plenty. 

1. The above legend ii an explanation of the orisin of the rites 'Vuordhlrl' 
on Pi,,.auu, 

2. The stol}' of Aanl cunin1 the animals detailed in vv 25-45 of the lut 
chap.er is found fat Mbh, Anultilcau 85.28-40. 
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· 9. 0 parrot, though your tongue has been made dull by 
Havirbhuj (Fire-god), still it shall be worthy of the praise of 
kings. 

10. Further, with our favour, you shall be worthy of the 
praise of other rich and glorious persons too. 

0 frog, though you have been rendered devoid of a tongue 
by Vahni, your croaking voice shall be long and loud. 

11. After saying thus and blessing them sympathetically the 
Devas proceeded to their abode. 

Suta said: 

CHAPTER NINETYIWO 

Greatness of Brahmakul}.Qa 

[Importance of Bhifma-Paiicaka Vrata] 

1-5. Thus the greatness of Agnitirtha has been narrated to 
you. Now the origin of Brahmakul}.(Ja may be listened to, 0 
Brihmai:ias. 

When Brahma was installed by the noble-souled Mirkal).4,a, a 
Ku1.19a was also created there with crystal-clear water. 

This was also proclaimed that in the month of Ki.rttika, 
when the Moon is in the constellation Krttiki a devotee should 
observe the BhiJ,navrata properly, take his holy bath here in the 
auspicious waters and worship the Lotus-born Lord thereafter. 
Even if he is a Sudra, he will attain Brihmaoa womb (i.e. will 
be reborn as a Brihmal}a) after casting off this body. A 
Brihmal).a who, after properly observing the Bhipnavrata, takes 
his holy bath there in the Kui,.4,a, will go to Brahmaloka. 

6. Even as the excellent sage Mirka1)9eya was narrating 
thus, the entire speech was heard by a certain cowherd. 

7. Then the Bhipnapancalea Vrata was dully observed by him 
with great ardour and faith in the Month of Klrttika. 

8. Thereafter on the fuH-Moon day when the Moon was in 
conjunction with Krttiki, he adored (at first) the Lotus-bom 
Lord and afterwards Pul"llfOttama. 
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9. Then, as time passed on, he died, 0 Brihmaoas and he 
was reborn in this city itself in the house of a Brahmar:,.a. 
Endowed with great lustre, he gave his father and mother great 
pleasure. Further he could remember the previous btrth too. 

10-12. He grew prosperous thus in that excellent city. He 
entertained the same affection towards the father of the (pr~ 
vious) Siidra birth as he had towards the parents (of this birth). 
The reborn Brihmaoa who was rich rendered all help to him 
and did everything approved by him. One day, as the span of 
life came to a close, the Siidra father of the previous birth 
died. 

13. The Brahmal)a son lamented much over this and per
formed all the rites due to the departed one without omitting 
anything. He had such a great devotion. 

14. On noticing such an act on his part, he was asked by 
his father, mother, son and others (of this birth) out of curiosity: 

15-16. "Why are you always extremely friendly to this low
born cowherd although he seemed to expect nothing? Do tell 
us. Why did you perform the obsequies when he passed away? 
Kindly explain this entirely if it is not a great secret." 

17. On hearing their words he became slightly abashed. He 
told them, 11Listen. I shall certainly narrate it. 

18. In the previous birth, I was his duly honoured son 
dearer to him than his own life. I was well-versed in the art and 
craft of cattle-breeding. 

19. Once, even as the great sage MirkaQc:ja was speaking, I 
heard his statement referring to Brahmakuoc:ja: 

20-21. 'A man endowed with perfect faith, who observes the 
Bh;,mapancakavrata on the full-moon day in the month of 
Kirttika when the Moon is in conjunction with the Krttiki 
constellation, takes his holy bath here, visits Lord Pitimaha and 
worships Janardana shall become a Brahmaoa in the next birth 
even if he happens to be a Siidra.' 

22. That observance was done by me after taking the holy 
bath in the sacred Kuoc:ja in the month of Kirttika. Hence I 
was reborn as an excellent Brihamaoa. 

21. I was bom in the well-known family of Candrodaya, a 
Brlhmaoa-sage. I could recollect the previous birth. Hence I 
became excessively affectionate towards that ~iidra too without 
iiay inhibition. 

•,,4[11- • 
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24. Therefore (even now) I fully realize and devoutly perform 
the excellent Bh.i,mapanca/ca Vrata on the full-moon day in the 
month of Kirttika when there is the conjunction of the full
Moon with the Krttika constellation. 

Suta said: 

25. On hearing his words, they and other excellent 
Brihmai:ias observed the Bh.~mapancaka Vmta with perfect ardour 
and faith. 

26. Ever since then that Ku1:u;ta became well-known as 
Brahmakul)c;la all over the earth. It is situated on the northern 
side. 

27. A Brihmal)a who always takes his holy bath there, is 
reborn as a leading Brahmai:ia frequently. 

Suta said: 

CHAPTER NINETYTHREE 

Greatness of Gomukha Tirtha 

1-3. Then, there is another excellent Tirtha named 
Gomukha. It is destructive of all sins. The name wa1 obtained 
on account of (its resemblance to) the face of a cow. 

Formerly there was a Brihma~a cowherd in Camatkirapura. 
He was affiicted with leprosy and was utterly emaciated. 

Once upon a time, a herd of cows came that way at midday 
when the Moon was in conjunction with the Citra constellation. 

4. It was the eleventh lunar day. The Sun was in the zodiac 
of Taurus. The herd was extremely thirsty. One of the cows saw 
from a distance a blue spot excessively dark in colour. She was 
highly delighted. 

5. She dug it up with her teeth, 0 Brihma9as, and pulled it 
(the grass) quickly. A current of water flowed through the 
passage of the roots. 

6. The cow grazed the grass and confidently drank the tasty 
water that waa like milk. 
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7. Even as the cow drank the water rapidly, a deep and wide 
pit took shape on the. ground. It was filled with water. 

8. Thereafter, 0 excellent Brahma9as, hundreds of other 
cows also drank the pure nectar-like water as she did when di• 
tressed with thirst. 

9. As the cows went on drinking the water, the pit grew in 
size due to the contact with the mouths of the cows. 

10. As the entire herd of the cows quenched their thirst, the 
thirsty cowherd too entered the water-pond. 

11. He washed his body, drank the water and quickly came 
out of the water. He then saw his body as lustrous as a group of 
twelve Suns. 

12. He was wonder-struck. After going to his abode he 
mentioned the incident fully to all the people. 

13. He told them how the clump of grass was pulled out by 
the cow with force, how the water gushed out and how he 
plunged therein. 

14. On seeing the divine water-pond, all men, especially 
those who were diseased, took their holy bath with great mental 
concentration and purity. 

15. They were rid of their ailments and sins instantly. Freed 
from sins, they went to heaven at the same moment. 

16. Ever since then that Tirtha became well-known by the 
name Gomukha, 0 excellent Brihma9as, because it originated 
through the mouth of a cow. 

17. Thereafter, the Thousand-eyed One observed that it 
yielded heavenly pleasures to men without any pain or exertion 
on their part. He became afraid thereby and filled it with dust 
particles. 

T"8 sages said: 

18. What was the cause of such a flow of water from that 
place? 0 son of Silla, do narrate it to us. 

Sita said: 

• 19. Here king Arhbarita had performed a penance. Formerly 
when he was ov,rwhelmed by the bereavement of his son, the 
Garucja-emblemed Lord was propitiated by him. 
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20. 0 excellent BrihmaQas, somehow he begot a son during 
his old age. This son was vecy well-known as Suvarcas. 

21. Even as a child that son was afflicted with tJle foul dis
ease of leprosy as a result of his previous Karmas. He caused 
much distress to his father and mother. 

22. Thereupon, the king went to that holy spot that yielded 
desired benefits. On behalf of his son, he performed a great 
penance to get rid of his ailment. 

23. Janirdana became pleased. He himself granted his 
vision and spoke graciously these words: 

24. "Odear one, I am very much pleased with you. Request 
for whatever is disired by you in your heart. Dear son, un
doubtedly I shall grant you the boon."~ 

The king said: 

25. 0 Kesava, this well-esteemed son of mine has become 
afflicted with leprosy, though he is still a young boy. Do get his 
leprosy cured completely. 

Sri Bhagavan said: 

26. He was formerly a king named Meghavihana. He was a 
person who esteemed Brihmai:ias. He was grateful. He had 
mastered all the scriptural texts. 

27. Once a Brihmar,:ia entered his female apartment for 
adultery. He was therefore killed (by the king). 

28. When he saw him in the morning after the sunrise, with 
a sacred thread, he realized that he was a Brihmai:ia. 

29. He was certain that he was a Brihmai,a. He got distressed 
and became disgusted with his own action. He went to the city 
of Kasi later and performed a penance with great concentration 
and mental purity. 

SO. He installed his son in the kingdom. After becoming 
utterly disgusted with worldly life, he observed all restraints and 
restricted his diet to the alms he received by begging. 

Sl-32. In due course of time he reached Yama's abode. 
Though he was otherwise sinless, he had all the signs of having 
committed Brihmaoa-.uau1hter. So the king in his rebirth became 
a leper even in his childhood. In the case of men who appear in 
the world suffe_ring from leprosy, it is certain that Brlhmar_ia's 
slaughter was committed by them in the previ~us birth. 
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53. One who goes to the holy place of Hap.kesvara and 
performs Sraddha unto all the Pitrs shall be free from 
indebtedness to them. 

34. The fell disease of leprosy afflicts none except \hose 
who committed the slaughter of a Brahmal)a. Even as I say this, 
0 king, know that this is the truth. 

Ambafila said: 

35. It is for this, 0 Lord of Suras, that you have been 
worshipped by me. If you are pleased, 0 Lord of Devas, there 
is nothing which cannot be achieved on the earth. 

36. On being told thus by him, Lord Madhusiidana 
remembered through his mental absorption the water of the 
Jahnavi of netherworlds. 

37. On being meditated upon thus by the powerful Vitl)U, 
she suddenly made a subtle crevice and gushed through it 
instantly. 

38-39. Then the Four-armed Lord spoke these words to 
Arilbari,a: "Let your s~n dive into this extremely meritorious 
water of the Jahnavi. Thereby he shall instantly be rid of the 
leprosy as well as the major and 1ninor sins of Brihmal)a
slaughter." 

40. At the same time, the king brought his son and made 
him bath in the waters thereof in the very presence of the Lord 
having Sirnga as his bow. 

41. Then, 0 excellent Brahma.Qas, immediately after his 
bath, the boy was rid of the fell disease of leprosy. He attained 
the refulgence of the morning Sun. 

42. Thereafter, 0 Brihmal}as, he bowed down to the Lord 
with great joy. Then he went to his abode along with his son. 

4S. When the king went away along with his son Hari 
instantly filled up that hole lest anyone should see it. 

44. It is for this reason that the water that had formerly 
dispelled all sins became manifest once again through the 
mouth of the cow. · 

45. E~!) today/ If anyone on the earth gets himself sancti
fied by touching that water and takes the holy ablution on a 
Sunday at the time of sunrise, all ailments of his such as goitre 
(enlargement of the thyroid etc.) become destroyed. 
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46. Other ailments of very terrible symptoms, such as scabies, 
itches etc., swellings etc., arising from contact etc., become 
destroyed. 

47. A man having no desire, who takes his holy bath d~ 
voutly there shall go to the world of the Discus-bearing Lord of 
Devas. 

48-50. The day on which Gangi was brought by Vitou 
coincided with the transit of the Sun to the zodiac of Taurus; 
the Moon was in the Citri constellation. It was the eleventh 
lunar day, that of the Sarnga-bowed Lord of Devas. On the day 
(i.e. eleventh day in the bright half of Vaisikha) when the 
clump of grasses was pulled out by the cow's mouth, the Yoga 
(combination) of the Planets etc., was the same. 

Hence, anyone who takes his holy bath there on any similar 
day with great devotion shall obtain the benefit thereof. 

Su.ta said: 

CHAPTER NINETYFOUR 

Greatness of Lohaya,ti 

1-2. There is another holy object in that holy spot, namely 
the splendid Lohaya,µ (iron staff) Which was abandoned by 
Parasurima after breaking his Ku.1hara (axe). 0 excellent 
Brahmar;ias, a man who perfectly observes fast and sees it, is rid 
of his sins at the very instant. 

The sages said: 

3. Why was his axe broken by Parasurima? Why was the iron 
staff made? Why was it left there? 

Sil.ta said: 

4-5. Rima made the Hmtla (whirlpool of blood) and offered 
oblations to hjs Pitrs. Thereby his anger vanished. Then he 
donated the entire earth to leading Brihmas,as in the coune of 
a Yajiia. 
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He was extremely delighted in his mind. He started towards 
the ocean for his holy bath. At that time he held his axe too 
that had the lustre of the Sun. • 

6-8. Then he was told by all the sages of very quiescent 
nature, who were the inhabitants of that holy spot and always 
desired his welfare: 

" 0 Rima, 0 highly esteemed Rima, it is not proper on your 
part to retain the weapon in your hand even when you have 
completed that task for which you had taken a vow. With this 
(weapon) held in your hand, the anger lurking in your physical 
frame will never go. Hence leave this off." 

9. On hearing their words, Rima joined his palms in 
reverence and humility. He spoke laughingly to those excellent 
Brihmal)as: 

10-14. "O leading Brihma:r;ias, this axe was formerly made by 
Visvakarman out of the steel arising from Rudra's splendour 
and is indestructible. Therefore, 0 excellent Brihma:r;ias, how 
can I abondon it and go elsewhere since I have been doing the 
duties of a ~atriya? 

0 excellent Brihmal}as, if any one else lays his hand on this 
axe left by me, he shall deserve to be killed by me. I shall be 
unable to brook this offence even if it be that of a Brihmal}a 
chief, to say nothing of another (non-Brihma:r;ia) man. 

So, 0 excellent Brihmai,as, I shall have no peace even if it 
is left or taken by me. Therefore it should be guarded assid
uously by you all." 

Tiu Brahmatw said: 

15-16. 0 highly esteemed one, if it is decided that you will 
hand it pver to us for preservation, do break it and make a 
lump of it before giving it to us so that all of us can carefully 
guard it. Even after lapse of time, no one will seize it. 

17. On hearing their words, Rima, the foremost among 
wielders of weapons, broke the axe and made it a staff of steel. 

18. Then the ,.most excellent one among the scions of 
Bhrgu's family banded it over to the leading Brihmat)as eagerly 
and .. stood,dde bowing down humby. 
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Thi Brahma1)aS said: 

19. 0 Rima, we shall guard this steel staff fashioned out of 
the axe, or rather we 'shall worship it. 

20. Just as the glory of Skanda has been established here in 
the form of his Sakti, 0 Rima, so also your glory will be 
established here in the form of this steel staff. 

21. A king ousted from kingdom who propitiates this shall 
become extremely valorous and shall ere long regain his king
dom. 

22. A Brahmai:,.a who worships this always for the sake of the 
acquisition of learning shall- attain the greatest lore and become 
omniscient. 

2!i. A man or a woman without a son, who adores this steel 
staff of yours shall get sons. 

24. One who observes fast and worships this parucularly on 
the fourteenth lunar day in the dark half of the month of 
Asvina, will always acquire the desired objectives cherished in 
the mind always. 

25. After listening to the words of those Brahmal)as Rima 
bowed to them and went quickly to the abode at the ocean. 

26. Those Brahmal)as erected an excellent pala~al shrine 
for that steel staff, installed it therein and performed the 
adoration with mental concentration and purity. 

27. They obtained from it within a very short period, all the 
desires cherished in their hearts and rarely available even to 
Devas. 
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Suta said: 

CHAPTER NINETYFIVE 

Greatness of .t\japalesvari1 

Suntla ~ 

1-2. Further, there is another goddess also there who bestows 
desired things on men. She was installed by King Ajipala and is 
destructive of all sins. 

A man who worships i\jipalesvari on the fourteenth lunar 
day in a bright half (Sukla Pak,a) with devotion by means of 
incense, flowers and unguents shall obtain all desired things 
inaccessible to all other men. 

3. He acquires (everything) with that favour of that goddess. 
It is the truth that has been uttered by me. Formerly there was 
a king named Ajapala, greatly honoured by good people. 

4-5. He was one who did what is beneficial to all the people 
like their mother and like their father. After acquiring the 
splendid kingdom from his father and grandfather the noble
souled king mentally thought to himself thus: 'Such work should 
be done by me as has not been done by other kings and will 
not be done by those who are to be born later.' 

6. Perpetual protection of the subjects and safeguarding 
their all-round happiness alone has been cited as the greatest 
virtue of kings. 

7. The more greedy kings levy taxes and tributes on their 
subjects, inevitably, the more agitation is provoked in their 
hearts. \ 

1. Chapters 95-105 gives the version of Rimiyaoa. The author has skilfully 
welded lhe mc1dents (may be imaginary) in the Rima story around the sacred 
spots (deities and nnhas) in Camalkirapura. 

Ajlpila in thil chapter is Aja, Daiaralha's father. He transformed all the 
ailments into goats and kept them locked up for presenation of the health of 
his subjects (w 42-45). He propitiated lhe Devi who became known after his 
name (Aja). After the complaint from Yama, giva assumed the form of a tiJer 
and began to eaL the goa11. The king fou1ht unarmed with that tiger and Siva 
manifested himself and took him and hil queen with him without giving him 
any time to crown Duaratha. 

Rimlyaoa does not know this. IWidlsa describes how he fought for the sake 
of Nandinl, Vulflha'• cow. 
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8. Without taxation kings will not be able to maintain an 
army consisting of elephants, hones etc. and also infantry in 
particular. 

9. Without levying taxes a king is likely to be overcome 
easily and quickly by base (enemies). It is for this reason, that 
kings levy taxes on the people. 

l 0-11. Hence my kingdom should be rendered free from 
thorn-like enemies by me solely through the power of penance, 
without having recourse to elephants and human beings 
(infantry), without levying taxes, but always keeping the public 
in good humour. That will keep me distinct from other noble
souled kings. 

12. After deciding thus in mind, he sent for the leading 
sage Vasinha, his priest, and then said to him respectfully: 

13-14. "O Brihma9a, tell me quickly, which is the most 
excellent of all the Tirthas on this earth? It should be a place 
where Mahesvara, Vasudeva or Brahma may be pleased within a 
short time. 

0 excellent BrahmaQa, I solely pledge myself that I am not 
after selfish interests. I will perform a.penance for the sake of 
the welfare of all the world." 

VtJs##ha said: 

15. 0 tiger among kings, there are thirty-five million nrthas 
on the earth. All of them are highly powerful. 

16. There are sixty-eight holy places on the earth where 
Mahesvara is always present. 

17-19. Further, Brahma, Vi,1.1u, Siva and all the Suras are 
pleased with them. 

But, 0 king, the holy place of Lord Hitake.ivara yields 
Siddhi very quickly to men. It is destructive of the sins of all the 
Devas too. 

Ca1.14iki becomes pleased quickly if propitiated by men 
endowed with perfect ardour and faith on the eanh. 

Hence, 0 highly esteemed one, go to that holy place and 
propitiate that goddess with perfect faith. You will attain Siddhi 
within a short time. 

20. On being told thus by him (VasitJba) he, went to that 
excellent holy spot, installed that goddess and worshipped with 
devotion. 
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21. He strictly adhered to the vow of celibacy. He observed 
all vows. He remained pure. He observed restraints in every
thing and particularly in the matter of the intake of food. He 
took holy bath thrice a day. 

22. While he continued the propitiation thus with sweet 
scents, flowers and unguents and performed the adoration, the 
goddess became pleased with him. 

Thi Devi said.· 

23. 0 dear one, I am well pleased with your continued 
Vratas and the performance of adorations and oblations in this 
manner. 

24. Hence, 0 king, tell me so that I can grant you what you 
have in your heart, immediately, be it very difficult of obtaining 
even to Devas. 

Th, Icing saacl: 

25. This Vrata has been eagerly taken up by me with a desire 
for the welfare of the w.orlds so that, with my favour, they will 
attain excellent happineH. 

26. Hence, 0 highly esteemed goddess, grant me missiles 
along with perfect knowledge. They must be able to move all 
round unimpeded. They should be of diverse kinds. 

27. Though they may be staying at my side, they should be 
aware of all crimes such as ravishing other people's wives etc., 
wherever they are committed on the earth or anywhere in the 
world. 

28. They must be able to mete out befitting punishment for 
the said sins so that there will not be inter-mixture of castes. 

29. Further, 0 goddess, grant me different kinds of Manttas 
whereby I can immediately restrain and control ailments and 
beings that cause them. 

SO. Thereby all men in my kingdom shall be happy, well 
nourished, free from ailments and also devoid of fright and 
grief. 

31. 0 goddess, I am not gathering together elephants, 
hones and chariots because they can be sustained only through 
money and money can be collected thro111h taxes levied on all 
the people. &,. I do not like this. 
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Sri Dnn said: 

S2. 0 king, highly wonderful is your undertaking which has 
not been practised by anyone else nor anyone is likely to 
undertake. 

SS. Still I shall do this. I shall grant you weapons and 
missiles along with perfect knowledge and the requisite Mantras 
too. 

34. By these all terrible ailments can be curbed. But, they 
should be well preserved always along with my Mantras. 

35. If perchance they stray away from the range of your 
vision, they will be afflicting men who may get more of the 
calamities. 

S6. When you ascend to heaven from the earth, they should 
be deposited in the watery expanse existing before me. 

S7. All the Mantras and the missiles should, at this bidding 
of mine, be undoubtedly deposited in the Tirtha so that all the 
activities of kings shall be carried on as before. 

Suta said: 

SS. When the king said "So it shall be", 0 excellent 
Brihmaoas, many divine missiles manifested themselves. 

S9. All of them were appended with the full complement of 
perfect knowledge ( of Mantras) in the manner requested for by 
that noble-souled king. So also there were the Mantras for 
ailments. 

40. By these, the ailments can (could) be curbed and 
released always as one pleased. Kept within the range of vision 
they can (could) be easily maintained. 

41. Thereupon, after acquiring the favour of Cao4iki, he 
gave away to Brihmaoas everything including elephants etc. 

42-45. He gave away everything excepting his wife and his 
only son Daiaratha. 

After assiduously controlling all the ailments in the form of 
goats through the Mantras himself pursuing them with a staff 
in his hand, he protected the land (This is the significance of 
his name .t\jiplla). 

As the king maintained all these things on the earth here 
was no offence or crime stealthily perpetrated. How could 
there be open offence? 
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If anyone perpetrated any sin on the earth, a befitting 
punishment followed instantly, in the form of death, bondage 
or sufferings at the hands of enemies. • 

46. These invisible missiles did everything instantly. Of 
course in the dominions of other kings men committed many 
secret crimes. In those places Vaivasvata (Yama) carried on the 
task of restraining and punishing. 

4 7. There the people were too frightened to perpetrate 
crimes openly, especially due to the fear of the weapons. 

48. Therefore, the people devoid of sins became sanctified 
in their bodies. When the ailments were curbed, they attained 
excellent happiness. 

49. When the worlds thus became rid of sins and ailments, 
all the Narakas in the abode of Yama became empty. 

50. No one fell into Naraka. No man traversed the path of 
death. Even in Treta Yuga everything was a though in Krtayuga. 

51. All the activities of Yama's world came to a standstill. All 
living beings free from death, attained happiness on a par with 
Svarga. 

5~ Vaivasvata went to the abode of Brahma in great distress. 
He bowed down to Pitamaha and said: 

53-56. "Formerly, 0 Lord, I was entrusted by you with the 
task of punishing and blessing for the purpose of keeping 
watch on Dharma (virtue) and Adharma (vice). 

Everything has been nullified by King Ajipila, 0 most 
excellent one among the Suras, through the power of his 
penance, acquired by propitiating Goddess Ca1,1<;liki. 

As in Krtayuga, no one commits sins and no one falls sick or 
feels mental anguish. 

Hence, of excellent one among the Suras, do something so 
that ~I the activities in my abode can be revived as before." 

57. On hearing those words of his, Brahma, the grandfather 
of the worlds, glanced at the face of Siva who was sitting by his 
side. 

58. On hearing the highly mysterious news conveyed by 
Yama, Three-eyed Lord laughed and said to the FouM°aced One. 

Mahduara &aid,: 

59. Ho~4tan one restrain or punish a king of excellent 
'l 11 

conduct puraidnt the path of righteousz,eu? ,_ 
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·· 60-61. Since an unusual and unprecedented path has been 
shown and perfect righteousness has been established by that 
noble-souled one, 0 most excellent one among the Suras, an 
unusual and unprecedented favour should be shown by me, lest 
righteousness might be defiled. 

62. After saying thus to the Four-faced One Siva said to 
Yama: "Tell me how much of the span of life of King J\jlpila 
yet remains so that when the time arrives I can take him to my 
abode. " 

Yama said: 

63-64. Five thousand years of his life have passed. Fifty-five 
thousand years yet remain. How can I wait till then? By that 
time my abode itself will become a void. So undertake some 
means immediately to destroy him. 

65. When this was stated by Yama, Siva sent him off to his 
abode. He assumed the form of a tiger and went near the king 
himself. 

66. The king was stationed there engaged in his duty of 
according protection to the subjects. He (Siva in the form of 
tiger) roared repeatedly in the loud rumbling sound of clouds. 

67. The goats saw the tiger's aweful form and became fright
ened. They shought refuge in Ajipila. 

68. Notwithstanding the carefulness of the king in guarding .. . 
them, those goats were devoured by Sankara 1n the form of a 
tiger. 

69. On seeing the destruction of the goats, the king threw 
away the staff from his hand and took up a sharp weapon. 

70. That fierce weapon had the lustre of the hot-rayed sun 
and was given to him by the goddess who was pleased with him. 
Sankara, the great Lord, slowly grasped with his mouth that 
weapon as well as the other missiles given by the goddess. 

71. The king had no weapon left with him. Though he was 
held back by his beloved, the king fought a duel with the tiger. 

72. At the contact with the body of the king, the Lord cast 
away the form of the tiger and resumed his own fo~ 
embellished with the moon and smeared over with holy ash. 

73. The divine form had a garland of headless 'trunks 
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(skulls?) along with serpents. It had the Khaivanga weapon. On 
seeing it the king and his wife bowed down to him. 

74. He stood humbly drenched with tears of joy. Mter 
eulogizing the Lord, he spoke with words choked with great 
joy: 

Tiu king said: 

75. 0 Lord, I have hit you out of ignorance. I have insulted 
you. 0 Lord, may this be forgiven by you. 

Sri Bhagaviin said: 

76. 0 dear son, all your misdemeanour has been pardoned 
by me for I have witnessed with delight your superhuman 
exploit. 

77. No other king administers the kingdom nor will ever do 
so in the manner done by you. The subjects have been protected 
by you very well. 

78. Hence, 0 excellent king, accompany me to the nether 
world in this very body along with your virtuous wife. 

79. Henceforth you shall never stay in the mortal world, 
since your activities are against the interests of all the Devas. 

Tiu king said: 

80. 0 Lord, I shall do so after going to the great city of 
Ayodhyi, informing the ministers and installing my son as king 
in the kingdom. 

81. Further I was particularly instructed thus by the delighted 
goddess who granted the series of Mantras and diverse kinds of 
weapons: 

82. "O highly intelligent one, when you leave the mortal 
world ordinarily very difficult to get rid of, al~ these (Mantras 
and missiles) should be thrown into my holy Kul}cJa.• 

8!. 0 Lord of Suras, do hand over them again ( to the 
goddess) so that, with your favour I shall be free from indebt
edness to the goddess now. 

84. On beina told thus by the king, Lord Tripurinataka 
commanded ... them (weapons etc.) and gave them (to the 
goddeu), quickly after going there. 
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85-89. The Lord said this also: • Your son shall himself be 
the king. He is endowed with heroism and exaltedness. He is 
capable of uplifting the race. 

Do come to my palace this day itself after diving into the 
meritorious waters of Deviku1:uja. 

0 excellent king, on this day, i.e. the fourteenth lunar day 
in the bright half of the month of Migha, if anyone else 
worships this goddess with great devotion, enters this water and 
casts off his life, he will go to the place in Pitala where 
Hatakesvara is present. 

0 excellent one a1nong kings, a man who regularly takes his 
holy bath there will never contract hundred and eight kinds 
of ailments." 

90. After saying thus Paramesvara took the king along with 
his wife, the goats and the weapons. He entered the waters of 
Deviku:r:icja. 

91. 0 excellent Brihma:r:ias, with the same human body and 
his wife the king was led to his (Lord's) own palace. 

92. Even today he stays there without old age and death. He 
continues to worship Lord Hitakesvara in Pitala. 

93. It was thus that Goddess Paramesvari was installed by 
that king with his mind sanctified with faith. 

CHAPTER NINETYSIX 

, 
Dialogue between Dasaratha and Sanaiscara1 

Suta said: 

1-3. When King Ajipala went to Rasitala thus his son being 
honoured by the ministen became the king. 

It was he who later regularly visited Svarga and enabled 

l. This chapter and the next (97) record eventS in Dasaralha's life noL 
known to Vilmiki. In this chapt.er, Daiaralha confront.ed Sani (Saturn) u Sani's 
au.empt to cross the Rohi1.,1i &lkata would have resulted in a long fanaine. 
Valmiki tells us about Putrakimq~ performed by R.tyasrnga whereby he goL 
four sons. Our Purtoa tells Lhat Daiaratha performed penance at Hll,akelvara 
and created a Tinha called Rijavipi. Due to his penance Daiaratha got lhe sons. 
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Visava to enjoy himself always. Sanaiscara who was about to 
cross the orbit of Rohii:,.i was conquered by that king. 

It was in his abode that Vitl)U joyously incarnated in four 
forms for the purpose of killing Ravai:,.a. • 

4. He came to this excellent holy place and propitiated 
Madhusiidana. After erecting a (a palace-like temple) of splen
did features, he installed Madhusiidana therein. 

5. A famous tank was dug by him. It became well-known all 
over the world as Rajavapi. 

6. One who performs Sraddha on the fifth lunar day 
particularly in the Pretapak,a ( dark half of Bhadrapada) shall 
become a favourite of good people. 

The sages said: 

7. How did the son of the Sun (Saturn) break the cart
like figure or Rohii:ti, conquered by him? How was Narayai:ia 
propitiated by him? Tell us. 

Suta said: 

8. When that king, a knower of Dharma, was ruling over the 
earth righteously, the entire world was always very happy. 

9. Cows yielded milk profusely. Vegetation (foodgrains) was 
luxurious and of good quality. Parjanya (god of rain, cloud) 
showered as much as desired. Trees bore fruits befitting the 
seasons. 

10-1 I. Once Daivajii.as (Astrologers) told that king: "The son 
of Ravi (Saturn) will cross the orbit of Rohi9i. Immediately 
thereafter there will be a great famine. A terrible drought will 
come lasting for twelve years where by the en tire earth will 
become devoid of men." 

12. · 10n hearing their words, the king became very angry. 
He got into an aerial chariot and marched against Sanaiscara. 

13. Formerly, Indra who was pleased with that king had 
given him that chariot that could go anywhere one wished. 

14-15. He left the path of the Sun and then that of the 
Moon. After reaching the path of the stars and stringing the 

1. This confrontalion of Dalaratha with &ml 11 found in the Pad""' Punit&a 
(Utllll'aklr>(Ja eh. 54-). 
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great bow, the king fitted an arrow therein and attacked 
Sanaiicara. He stood in front of Saturn (the son of the Sun) 
who stood with his face stooped down, and said: 

16-17. "At my bidding, 0 Sanaiscara, leave the orbit of 
Rohit;,ii now. Otherwise I will despatch you to the abode of 
Yama with this sharp-pointed arrow with flat joints and charged 
with divine Mantras. I am speaking the truth." 

18. On hearing his words of extremely terrible import, 
Manda. (Saturn) was stunned with wonder and spoke thus: 

19. 110 esteemed one, who are you? Why do you obstruct my 
path which is very difficult to approach even to all the Suras 
and Asuras of the world?" 

Tiu Icing spokt: 

20. I am a king named Dasaratha, hailing from the Solar 
race. I am l\ja's son. I have come here in anger to restrain you 
adequately. 

Manda (Satum) said: 

21. 0 king, I have no relation at all with you that necessitates 
your wrathful obstruction of my path. 

TM Icing said: 

22-2!. Daivajiias ( Astrologers) have mentioned this to me 
that now you will break the cart-like figure of the constellation 
Rohi9i. 0 Manda, when it is broken by you, Satakratu (lndra) 
will not shower rains. Thus say the Daivajiias ( expert in the 
science of Astrology). 

24. When rainfall is stopped food crops will not grow on the 
earth. Due to the absence of food the whole population on the 
earth will be ruined. 

25. When people are ruined, such rites as Agnil,oma etc. will 
never be performed on the earth. That will result in complete 
destruction. 

26. It is for this reason, 0 Saturn born of the Sun, that your 
path has been obstructed as you were desirous of proceedin1 
against Rohi9i. The truth has been uttered by me. 
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&lni said: 

27-28. 0 dear son, go home. You do appeal to me. 0 king, 
I am pleased with your heroism. No one else has done aftything 
which you have done. Nor will anyone do so, be he a Deva or 
a human being. 

29. I do not see anything at all with my eyes raised up, 0 
king, since everything will be reduced to ashes after being 
burned by my eyes. 

50. Aa an infant, soon after the birth, my father's feet were 
looked at by me. Suddenly they were burnt. Thereupon, I was 
prevented by my mother (to look up): 

31. "If the virtue of obeying your mother's words of advice 
in considered valid by you, nothing at all should be looked at 
by you, dear son." 

32. 0 most excellent one among kings, a great deed like 
this, very difficult to be carried out, has been done by you. You 
have warded off from afar the fear ( evil consequences) of mine 
from your subjects. 

SS. Hence, out of deference to you, I will not break the cart
like figure of Rohi9i at any cost even for hundreds of Yugas.· 

34. So choose a boon from me, 0 king. Today the desire 
cherished in the heart by all embodied beings will be realized. 

TM Icing said: 

35. One who offers you oil bath on Saturday will not be 
troubled by you till the next Saturday. 

36-39. If anyone makes the gift of gingelly seeds or iron on 
your day (Saturday) in accordance with his capacity, he should 
be protected by you in the course of difficuldes and great 
sufferings for the period of a year. 

0 highly esteemed one bom of Arica (Sun-god), should you 
deem it proper to grant me a boon, you should accord full 
protection to a person for the period of your term of influence 
for eeven years and half of your transit, if the person with 
devotion performs Sin,iu (paciftcatory) rites and Homa with 
gingelly seeds alon1 with sacriftcial twip and raw rice ,rains on 
Saturday. 
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Siua said: 

40. Then Sanaiscara said: "Let it be so" and stopped, 0 
excellent Brihmai,as. He granted everything in accordance 
with the request of the king. 

41. Thus, everything has been told by me in detail about 
which I was asked by you, viz. the dialogue between Sanaiscara 
and Daiaratha, which happened when the breaking of the 
figure of Rohil}i was imminent. 

42. If anyone reads this everyday and listens to this in 
particular, the affliction brought about by Sanaiscara disappears. 

CHAPTER NINETYSEVEN 

Dasaratha 's Penance 

Suta said: 

1-2. Ever since then, 0 Brihmal}as, Saturn never broke the 
cart-like figure of Rohii,i due to the deference for the words of 
KinJ Dasaratha. 

On getting the news of the incident, Sakra became delighted. 
J 

Approaching that king, he spoke to him respectfully: 
3-4. "O king, a wonderful act has been done by you. It is 

what cannot be even mentally conceived by any other man. For 
this reason, I am highly pleased with you. Receive from me the 
desired boon, cherished in your heart." 

The king said: 

5. 0 most excellent one among Suras, I solicit absolute and 
permanent friendship with you in respect of all tasks to be 
accomplished in the world. 

Jntl,m said: 

6. 0 leading king, let it be so, A friendship, permanent like 
that of Vasu will always be maintained with you. · 

7. You musi always come to the presence of the Devas and 
remain at my side, so that the friendship can flourish. 
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8. After saying thus, the Thousand-eyed One went to heaven. 
The king too joyously went to his own palace. 

9. He had saved the entire universe from the fear of Saturn. 
He earned excellent glory not usually obtained by othefs. He 
was eulogized by bards. 

10. Ever since then everyday he concluded his evening rites 
when the time of dusk arrived and then went to the palace of 
Sakra. 

11-12. He used to stay there for a long time listening to the 
sweet songs of Gandharvas, seeing the charming dances of 
splendid quality, hearing the stories of diverse import and 
themes uttered by divine sages and glorifying them himself. He 
then used to return to his abode. 

13. While proceeding to and fro, he used to ride in an 
excellent chariot reverberating with the sounds of swans· and 
peacocks and well-adorned with charming banners. 

14. Whenever he left the place of Sakra for his own abode, 
his seat was regularly sprinkled with water. 

15. It was at the bidding of Sakra and the king was not at all 
made aware of it. On another day, Nirada, the excellent sage, 
told him about this sprinkling of his seat. 

16. The matter was communicated to the saintly king by the 
sage who had come to his abode in the course of his pilgrimage. 
The sage had the ulterior motive of provoking hatred of the 
king. 

17. On hearing the words of Narada, the king did not take 
them to heart although the utterance of the sage was considered 
trustworthy. The king thought that it was unrighteous of him to 
do so. 

18-19. But he was moved by curiosity. On another day he 
went of Sakra's abode as usual, stayed there for a long time and 
then rose· to leave. In his curiosity he went to another building 
and observed his seat from afar. He took care in particular that 
this was not directly perceived by anyone else. 

20. As usual, at the bidding of Sakra, the celestial attendant 
stood up and sprinkled the seat occupied by the king, with 
water. 

21. On seeing it the king got angry. Approaching Vasava he 
said: 0 Sakra, why is my seat sprinkled with water? 
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22. Were Brihmal)as killed by me? Were they censured by 
me? Was any charter or document connected with any Brihm~• 
annulled by me? 

23. Did I run away from a battlefield on seeing the enemies 
arrive? Did I cry wretchedly and piteously before them with 
great fright in my mind? 

24. Or, 0 Sakra, is any weak subject in my kingdom 
oppressed by more powerful persons. Is anyone robbed by 
thieves and others, or defrauded by cheats? 

25. Does a rape take place in my kingdom? Is there any 
mixture of castes and utter disorderliness due to the abandon
ment of holy rites? 

26. Or, 0 Lord of Devas, is any innocent person abused at 
the instance of wicked persons? Is he punished by anyone in 
my kingdom? 

27. Or, is any thief, sinner or criminal who has been caught, 
or anyone else of contemptible conduct released (by a respon
sible officer) due to greed for money? 

28. Or, 0 Lord of Devas, was anyone afraid for his very life, 
who had sought refuge in me abandoned by me, because I too 
was frightened for my very life? 

29. 0 Lord of Devas, was the flesh of anyone's back eaten by 
me? (Was anyone slandered and calumniated by me behind his 
back.) Did I act as a backbiter of any Brihmar,a? 

30. Did I regret at any time after making any gift to a noble
souled Brihmar,a? Did I neglect any of my good duties. 

31. Do the tears of wretched people in great distress 
continuously fall in my kingdom whether at night or during the 
day? 

32. 0 Devendra, does any rite pertaining to the Devas or 
the Pitrs suffer from omission or negligence in my abode? Is 
any rite performed disregarding the injunctions thereof? 

SS. Tell me quickly whether any sin has been committed by 
me for which my seat is being sprinkled with water on every 
occasion. 

lnclra said: 

94. 0 great king, there is no sin (at all) in your physical 
form, abode, family, group of attendants or in the kingdom. 
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55. But listen, I shall explain. A sin is likely to occur, for 
which your seat is always sprinkled. 

SMI. One without a son has no salvation. He does hot go 
to Svarga. 0 king, a man who has not paid off the debt due to 
the Pitrs becomes reprehensible to Devas and Pitrs in particular. 

When a man sees the face of a son, 0 king, he certainly 
becomes free from the indebtedness to the Pitrs. 

0 king, you have never been free from the indebtedness I 
refer to. You are not free from the indebtedness to the Pitrs. 
Hence the seat is always being sprinkled. 

If you wish for salvation, make efforts to get a son in order 
to save younelf from the Naraka named Put, 0 king. 

On being told thus by Sakra, King Dasaratha became 
overwhelmed with excess of shame. He stood facing down. 

He took leave of the Thousand-eyed One and went to his 
city of Ayodhyi. Immediately he handed over his kingdom to 
the ministers. 

42-43. Then he spoke to them all: 11Penance has to be 
performed by me now. Undoubtedly the penance has to be 
continued until I get a son. At my bidding this kingdom has to 
be duly guarded by you all assiduously till I come back." 

Thi manutm said: 

46. 0 great king, this endeavour for the sake of a son IS 

proper indeed. Of what avail is the kingdom or wealth for a 
man without a son? 

45-46. We shall protect your kingdom. Be free from worry 
and perform the penance for the sake of a son. It shall be 
more or less in the same manner as in the case of your father 
who went to Kirttikeyapura formerly, performed a penance 
and attained the Siddhi desired by him mentally. 
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Silta said: 

CHAPTER NINET\'EIGHT 

Greatness of Rijavapi1 

587 

1-4. Then bidding farewell to his ministers, King Dasaratha 
joyously went to the holy spot of Ha~kesvara. 

After his arrival, he worshipped the goddess installed earlier 
by his father. With great devotion he had already had his bath 
in the holy Kur;uj.a of splendid waters. 

Thereafter, he had his holy ablutions in many Tirthas. He 
visited all important shrines and made gifts of many kinds. He 
constructed a palace-like temple of the Discus-bearing Lord of 
Devas and installed the splendid icon of Vi,t:iu there. 

5. In front of it, he got a big tank full of clear water made 
with rows of flights of steps. All good men praised it duly. 

6. The water thereof was respectfully made use of by him in 
the ·regular propitiation of the Lord. He performed severe 
penances of various kinds. 

7. Seeing the severe penance performed by that king, Lord 
Janardana was pleased with him after the lapse of a hundred 
years. 

8. Seated on the King of Birds (Garuc;la) and surrounded by 
many groups of Devas, the Lord appeared before the king and 
spoke in a majestic voice like the rumbling of a cloud. 

Sri Viniu said: 

9. 0 dear one, I am pleased with you. 0 king of excellent 
holy vows, choose your boon. Even if your desire is very difficult 
to be fulfilled, I shall grant it entirely. 

1. Chapten 98 (Rijavipi),99 (Sage Durvisi's Cune) sum up Rima'• life upto 
lhe death of Lalqmaipa. Then instead of returning to Ayodhyi, Rima asb hil 
ministen to crown Kua Rima goes to Sugriva and I.hen to VibhifBJ)a. He in1w1 
three Liiagas on the Sew, but at Vibhi.-oa'1 request he breakl Sew in the 
middle. 

Chapren 100-101. He returns wilh Vinaras and Rlktasas lo A~hyl but on 
I.he ways his aerial fhariot Putpaka stops aL Hipkeivara. He builds Siva temples 
in I.he name of his brother and SIii (Chapter 102) . .Monkeys and lllkpsu inst.al 
I.heir Lil\pl. 
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The king said: 

10. The whole of this undertaking of the penance by me is 
for the sake of sons. Grant me sons who will perpetdate my 
family. 

11. 0 Overlord of Suras, everything else if of course present 
in the house. Thanks to your favour, I have some power and 
glory. 

V~tiu said: 

12. Undoubtedly, 0 king, I shall assume four forms and 
take incarnation in your abode. 

13. For the sake of Devas, I shall undertake this task. Hence, 
0 king, do go home and rule over your great hereditary king
dom duly. 

14. The tank got dug by you that is full of pure water shall 
become well-known in the world as Rijavipi (Royal Tank). 

15-16. A man of great devotion should take his holy bath in 
this tank and worship this goddess with great ardour and faith 
on the fifth lunar day. 

Thereafter, 0 king, he should perform Sraddha for a year. If 
he has no sons he will beget sons who will perpetuate the 
family. 

I 7. After saying thus, the Lord vanished. With his face 
beaming with delight the king too went to his abode. 

18. Within a short time thereafter, he begot of his three 
wives four sons who became well-known in the world. 

19. His splendid eldest queen was well-known by the name 
Kausalyi. His first son named Rama was born of her. 

20. The_youngest of his wives was Kaikeyi by name. Her son 
was famous by the name Bharata. 

21. Another wife of his, the middle one, was Sumitri. by 
name. Satrughna and Lakfmal}a were her very powerful sons. 

22. He had a daughter of excellent complexion. She was 
given as the adopted daughter of King Lomapada who had no 
sons. 

23. King Dasaratha thus attained freedom from the 
indebtedness to the Pitrs, 0 BrahmaJ)as. With contentment, he 
went to Sva.rga. 
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24. Rima became the king and an emperor later. Rlvas,a, 
the unassailable thorn of Devas, was killed by him. 

25. Rimesvara, Laqrpa9eivara and Sita the goddess in a 
visible image-all these deities were installed by him. 

The sages said: 

CHAPTER NINETYNINE 

Sage Duivasa Visits Rama1 

1-5. 0 Suta, you say that by Rama the deity Rimesvara was 
installed there; similarly, that Sita was also installed and further 
that a resort was made by him for the sake of Lak,ma9a. These 
words of yours entirely appear to be contradictory. 

0 Su.ta, earlier you said thus: "Accompanied by Laktma1.1a 
and Sita, Rama who was travelling through forests reached this 
holy spot. After performing Sraddha in Gayisi~a he had some 
dispute with Lak,ma9a. Angry with him, he went again to the 
forest." There was mentioned by you, "Mahesvara was installed 
by him." There is a doubt in this, 0 Sutanandana, kindly clarify 
it fully. 

Sida said: 

6. In this regard I have no doubt; but you have. Hence I 
shall explain everything completely. May-it be heard, 0 excellent 
Brihma9as. This is the primordial holy spot. It does not perish 
at all. 

7. It was on a different day that Raghunandana got into 
dispute with the son of Sumitri. 

8. But this day when Rimeivara was installed by him was a 
different day altogether. The noble-souled one in a miserable 
state of mind installed Rimesvara himself devoutly. 

I. The episode of Durvlli'1 interference in the Devadiita's conference with 
Rima is based 011 VR, VII use• 105-105. 
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Tu saga said: 

9. At what time did Raghiittama come there on a c~rtain 
day? What was the misery he was in? Do narrate this. 

Sita said: 

10. Afraid of the popular (scandalous) talk against him, the 
lotus-eyed Rima abandoned Siti, but continued to rule the 
kingdom. 

11. The highly esteemed one did not take another wife. For 
the proper performance of the Yajiia, he made a gold icon of 
Siti and placed it in the position of his wife. 

12. Uprooting all enemies like thorns he ruled for eleven 
thousand yean, observing full celibacy. 

15. At the close of the eleven-thousandth year, 0 Brahmai,as, 
a messenger from the Devas come to Rima's abode. 

14. He said: .. I have been deputed to you by the king of the 
Devas. Hence do meet me in an isolated place." 

15. On being told thus by the messenger, Raghunandana 
came to a very secret place and then took counsel with him. 

16. Although he came and sat in the place of discussion, 
there was still no privacy because there were too many close 
relatives. 

17. Seeing the throng of people in what was expected to be 
a secluded spot, the messenger (of Indra) laughed a little at 
the outset. But immediately he became very angry and spoke 
thus vehemently: 

18-19. 11 Like a serpent with the poisonous fangs extracted 
or an elephant devoid of ichor, a king who cannot implement 
his own command, is treated with contempt by men. 0 most 
excellent one among the scions of Raghu, I have understood 
that you have ceased to exert your ability to command. It has 
come to this that you cannot listen even to the message of 
Sakra in adequate privacy." 

20. On hearing his words, Rima's eyes turned red due to 
anger. With knitted eyebrows he said to Laqmal)a: 

21-25. "While I am seated here in conference with this 
gentleman, 0 Laqma9a, If any man becomes so deluded as to 
interrupt, I will slay him soon with my own hand 9ndoubtedly. 
Should I fail to slay him even when he c<?mes hetc and falls 
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within the range of my vision, let me not attain the excellent 
goal of a virtuous one. 

Mter realizing this you should be alert yourself at the royal 
entrance, without hesitation or doubt. Let there not be an 
occasion when someone is slain by me now at the royal entrance 
itself." 

24. Laqmaoa said "om" (Yes) by way of assent. Marked with 
all excellent features, Laqma9a came to the royal entrance 
and turned away all the people therefrom. 

25. The messenger of the Devas held the discussion with 
" Rima as ordered by Sakra and other inhabitants of Svarga. 

Tiu Deuaduta said: 

26. It is for the annihilation of Rivaoa that you have taken 
the incarnation on the earth. That wicked one, the sinful thorn 
of the three worlds, has been slain. 

27. Everything connected with the task of Devas has been 
concluded by you, 0 highly esteemed one. So let the Devas .. 
with Sakra as their leader get their Natha (Lord)(i.e. yourself) 
once again 

28. Do this favour unto Devas if you like. It is not proper on 
our part to press our importunity. Leave this highly despised 
mortal world and come quickly to the heavenly world. 

Sita .said: 

29. In the meantime Durvisas, the excellent sage, reached 
the place. Assailed by hunger he asked loudly: "Where is he? 
Where is the most excellent one among the descendants of 
Raghu?" 

La/r.pna1),IJ said: 

SO. 0 leading Brahmai.ia, kindly wait here for a short while. 
Our excellent king is engaged in some task of Devas. 

31. I humbly bow down and beseech you. Take pity on me. 
Please wait till Rima satisfies the messenger of ~kra. 

Dun,4sas said: 

32. If Raghuttama does not grant me audience (liL come 
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within the range of my sight) immediately I shall no doubt 
reduce the entire family to ashes by burning. 

SS. There is no other task weightier than meeting me. 0 
foolish Laqmai,.a, why do you prattle something else? 

54. On hearing it, Laqmai,a thought within his mind rather 
miserably. 'Better that I alone die. Let not the whole family be 
ruined.' 

55. After resolving thus, he rushed to Rama and feel at his 
feet on the ground like a log of wood. He then said with palms 
joined in reverence with a humble bow: 

56. • 0 Lord, Durvisas, the tiger among sages, stands at the 
entrance. He is hungry and wishes to see you. What shall I do, 
please command me." 

57. On hearing his words Rama said to the messenger: " At 
my instance go back to the Lord of Devas and tell him 
unhesitatingly that I will come to him by the end of a year." 

38. After saying thus he despatched the messenger. Then he 
said to Lakfma1,1a, "Dear one, do usher in Sage Durvisas 
immediately." 

59. Rama, the Lord then happily took Arghya and Padya and 
proceeded welcome the sage joyously. He was accompanied by 
the ministers. 

40-42. After duly offering the Arghya and bowing down 
repeatedly Rama, the Lord, spoke with words choked due to 
delight: "Welcome, 0 excellent sage. Welcome unto you. This 
kingdom, these sons, and the riches are youn, 0 holy Sir. 

Do this favour unto me, 0 excellent sage. Accept this. I am 
blessed and contented that you came to my abode. You are 
worthy of being wonhipped by the three worlds. You are the 
storehouse of all austerities." 

The sag, said: 

4~6. 0 Raghuttama, I have been fasting after concluding 
my Citunnl.sya Vrata. In my hunger I have now come to your 
abode for food. 0 Ragbunandana, feed me quickly. I am a 
recluse. I have nothing to do with anything else such as ready 
cash ·etc • 

• a ¥0oc1 in front and faithfully caused him to be fed with 
excellent dishes of various kinds of lambadves, chewables, and 
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other types of foods to be swallowed and licked up till the sage 
was fully satisfied. Foodstuffs of various kinds were also served. 

Su.ta said: 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED 

Srirama Goes to the City of Sugriva 

I. Thus the saintly Brahmar;ia eagerly took food in Rima's 
palace. Then he showered benedictions on Raghunandana and 
taking leave of him, departed thence. 

2. When Sage Durvisas had gone from the vicinity of Rima, 
Laktmai:ia took the sword and spoke to Rima: 

3. "O my Lord, take this sword and slay me quickly so that 
your earlier vow may be fulfilled." 

4. Rima later recollected the vow he himself had taken 
earlier that a person who interrupted would be killed. 

5. His mind became agitated as he began pondering. His 
eyes became dim with tears. Like a serpent he began to heave 
sighs. 

6. On seeing him sad-faced and heaving repeated sighs, the 
Son of Sumitri who was politely standing by spoke again: 

7-10. " This alone is the greatest virtue, especially in the 
case of kings, that words are unhesitatingly kept true. 0 Lord, 
in front of me as well as of the messenger of Devas, you had 
uttered thus angrily and loudly: 10 son of Sumitri, if I do not 
myself kill a person who comes near me and the messenger. I 
will be a greater sinner than he.' 0 dear brother, I came in 
because I was afraid of Sage Durvisas, though you had expressly 
prohibited it. Hence kill me soon." 

11. The king then consulted his ministers for a long time 
along with the Brihmal}as well-conversant with Dharmuastras 
and others who had mastered the Vedas. 

12. Afterwards he spoke to l..aqmaQa who was standing by 
humbly. Rima was then heaving sighs repeatedly. His face was 
drenched with tears. While he spoke, he faltered in hi~ speech: 

l!-14. • 0 Laktmai,a ,you have been abandoned by me, go 
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to another land immediately. In the case of good penons 
banishment and killing both are equal. I should not see you 
again on any account. If you wish to do what pleases vie, you 
shall not stay in this land any more." 

15. On hearing his words, Laqmal}.a bowed down to him 
and went out of that city instantly. 

16. He did not talk to anyone in the palace, either with 
mother, wife, son or friend. 

17. Then he went to River Sarayii and entered the waters 
thereof. After purifying himself, he sat on the banks in a 
secluded but very splendid spot. 

18. He adopted the posture of Padmisana; concentrated the 
soul within the supreme Atman. Thereafter he discharged 
(himself in ) the form of T,jas (splendour) through the 
Brahmadvara ( cerebral aperture). 

19. Righava saw that great T,jas going up into the sky. He 
was surprised and thought: 'What could be this?'. 

20. 0 excellent Brahmal}.as, that fourth part of Vitt;iu, the 
T,jas, abandoned the mortal sphere. 

21. At the very instant, Laktmal}.a's physical body fell down 
on the ground on the splendid banks of Sarayii, devoid of all 
glory, like a piece of wood or a lump of clay. 

22. On hearing that Laqmal}a had ceased to live and his 
body had fallen on the river bank, Righava lamented miser
ably. 

23. Along with his ministen and friends, he himself went to 
that place. Seeing Laktmal}.a fallen he lamented piteously: 

24-30. "Alas! My dear one, why have you proceeded to 
heaven forsaking me, your dearest and most excellent brother 
who always abided by your suggestions? 

Wh~n I proceeded to the great forest from the city I was 
followed by you who upheld me. 

When the highly powerful Riqasa named Kabandha attacked 
at night, my wife and I were protected by you from the terrible 
plight. 

Here he lies fallen lifeless on the ground-he by whom a 
Riqasa of such a terrible form, namely Indrajit, had been 
killed in battle. 

He bJ,whom the terrible demoness Siirpa9akha was assailed 
as if (ot~.JPC>rt, at my. order, has come to this state. 
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My brother whose might helped me to destroy demons, has 
fallen down here as though helpless. 

Alas! My dear one, where have you gone leaving your own 
eldest brother who has been like your very vital airs? Has your 
love and affection strayed away elsewhere?" 

Suta said: 

31. Thus in the company of his mothers, Raghunandana, 
being afflicted with great grief, lamented much. 

32. On seeing the most excellent one among the scions of 
Raghu's fa1nily thus lamenting in the company of the women
folk, the ministers spoke to him: 

The ministers said: 

33. 0 great king, do not be grief-stricken like an 
unenlightened one. Make arrangements so that the obsequial 
rites may be performed. 

34. Those who bewail what is lost, dead or past are foolish 
and silly. Bold and intelligent men treat what is lost as lost and 
what is dead as dead. 

35-37. After saying thus the ministers got the dead body of 
LaktmaQa smeared with sandal, Usira (Khus, ta frgrant root) 
and saffron. These were mixed with camphor, Aguru 
(Agallochum) and other sweet scents. The dead body was then 
decorated in excellent cloths and embellished with splendid 
flowers. A broad pyre was then made with sandal and Aguru 
wood. They then placed the body on it facing the South. 

38. In the meantime, 0 excellent Brahma-,as, something 
miraculous and mysterious took place. Do listen to it even as I 
narrate. 

89. While they placed the body on the pyre and were about 
to kindle the fire, the body vanished. 

40. In the meantime a voice rose up in the firmament after 
a shower of flowers. All the quarters reverberated with the 
sound: 

41-48 ... 0 Rima, 0 Rima, 0 mighty-armed one, do not be 
distressed. It is not at all proper to apply fire to him (Lakfmaoa). 

Crematioll by the application of fire is not proper in reprd 
to one endowed with the knowledge of Brahman, particularly 
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in the case of one who has renounced the world. Burning the 
bodies of all Yogins is improper. 

0 Rima, your brother has gone to the abode of Brahman. 
The highly renowned one has released his soul through the 
cerebral aperture." 

44-45. On hearing the aerial voice, those ministers said: "0 
great king, Lak,mai:ia has attained the greatest Siddhi. He 
should not be grieved over. Hence, 0 Lord, hurry homewards. 

The affairs of the state should be attended to, consult the 
excellent Brahmal)as and discuss the procedure of the obsequial 
rites. Do everything befitting your love for him." 

llii,mt1, said: 

46. I will not go home now without Lak,ma9a. I will give up 
my life here in the manner it had been done by that noble
souled one. 

47. This honoured son of mine named Kusa has been 
entrusted to you all. If you like, he may be crowned as king of 
the state. 

48. After saying thus, Rima felt the desire to go to heaven. 
But, on remembering his friend Vibhi,a9a he reconsidered it. 

49-56. 'I was exceedingly pleased with his great devotion. So 
I gave him eternal rulership over Lailki lasting as long as the 
sun, moon and stars shine. 

It is generally remembered that the community of the 
Riqasas is exceedingly cruel, especially of those richly endowed 
with boons on the earth. 

It is possible that even the noble-souled Vibhifal}.a may, like 
Rivar;ia, antagonize Suras, as a result of his inborn ~asa nature. 

As in the case of his Ten-headed Brother who verily was a 
thorn · unto all the three worlds, Devas may bring about his 
death through Sama and other expedients. In that case my 
words will be futile and untrue. So I shall go to him and advise 
him that he should not offend Devas. 

Further there is a second great friend, the monkey named 
Sugriva. Another one is the highly esteemed Jimbavin. Then 
there is that attendant, the son of Vlyu along with the son of 
Vill; th~ :;;_k,ey named Kumuda, then Tira. There are other 
monk~& . 

. " " ~ 
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So I will have eager dialogues and consultations with them 
too. Thereafter, I shall go home fully satisfied that the task of 
Devas has been completed.' 

57. After reflecting thus for a long time, he sum1noned 
Pu,paka, the aerial chariot, got into it and hurried to the city 
named Kitkindha. 

58. The monkeys saw the remarkable splendour of PmJpaka 
and knew that Raghava had arrived. They came face to face 
with him. 

59. From a long distance they bowed down to him and knelt 
before him on the ground. Then they repeatedly shouted "Be 
victorious." 

60. Accompanying him they entered the great city of 
Ki,kindhi that had been embellished all round with excellent 
banners. 

61. Rama alighted from the excellent aerial chariot and hastily 
entered the splendid and well embellished abode of Sugriva. 

62. Seeing that Riina was seated calmly, the monkeys duly 
honoured him with A,ghya etc; and later asked him: 

The monkeys said: 

6S. 0 Ragh unandana, you appear devoid of all your 
remarkable splendour! You are very lean and you seem to be 
distressed. Wh hope, everything is all right there in your abode. 

64. We hope, you are physically all righL Lak,ma9a, your 
borther, who used to follow you closely is not seen near you 
now? What has happened to you, 0 Raghava? 

65. Further, your favourite wife, as dear to you as your very 
vital air, is not seen at your side? We 'are very much anxious. 

Sita said: 

66. On hearing their words, Righava heaved a long and 
heavy sigh. With tears in his eyes he told them everything: 

67. 0 excellent Brihmai;ias, he told them why Siti was · 
banished and brother Lakfma9a abandoned. He told them why 
he himself had come. 

68. On hearing it, all the monkeys with Sugriva as the chief 
became highly _miserable and they cried. They embraced each 
other for consolation. 
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69-70. After lamenting loudly thus for a long time, they said 
to Ragh iattama: "O king, let us be commanded. What shall be 
~e~~ • 

All over the earth we are the most blessed ones, 0 most 
excellent one among the descendants of Raghu, since you have 
come to our abode so full of affection!" 

Rama said: 

71. 0 Sugriva, I will stay in your place for a night. In the 
morning I will be going to Lanka where Vibhi~a1,1a stays. 

72. 0 most excellent one among monkeys, you should also 
come with me to the abode of Vibhi~ar:;ia. Take the chief 
minister also with you. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED ONE 

Installation of Ramesvara in the Middle of the Setu 

Sita said: 

1-4. Thus Raghiittama spent that night there after being 
duly attended upon with great devotion by all the excellent 
monkeys. 

When the day dawned and the solar disc rose up in all its 
splendour, he concluded his religious rites of the morning and 
summoned Pu, paka. He got into Pu, paka along with the ten 
monkeys, viz. Sugriva, su,el)a, Tara, Kumuda, Angada, Kunda, 
the intelligent son of Viyu, Gaviqa, Nala and Jirilbavin. 

5. Then at the proper time, Rima started towards Lanka in 
that highly resplendent aerial chariot having the velocity of 
mind. 

6. Instantly he reached the great city named Laliki and saw 
all those places where the battle had taken place before. 

7. On seeing the remarkable splendour of Puf paka, Vibhip.i,a 
knew that Rima had arrived. He joyously came to receive him 
along with all the. ministers, servants, and sons. 
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8. Even as he saw Lord Rima from a great distance, 
Vibhi,ai;ia prostrated on the ground like a log of wood and 
uttered the words "Be victorious." 

9. He (Rama) closely embraced Vibhi,ai;ia with great 
eagerness even as he arrived. Later accompanied by him, he 
entered Lanka. 

10. After entering the abode of Vibhifai;ia, he sat on the 
splendid throne with the monkeys surrounding him. 

11. Then Vibhi,a:r;ia dedicated unto him everything-the 
kingdom, his sons, wives etc., and everything else. 

12-13. Then he stood with palms joined in reverence and 
humility and said: "O Lord, let the command be given. Tell me, 
what work I shall carry out. 0 Lord, say why you came all of a 
sudden. Why did the son of Sumitra not come with you? Nor 
Janaki? 

Sii,ta said: 

14. Raghava heaved a sigh with his face covered by tears and 
told everything to him in faltering words. 

15. Raghunandana addressed Vibhi,a9a who was also highly 
·d_istressed and spoke to him truthful words conducive to his 
good: 

16. "O most excellent one of the Raktasas, soon I will also 
leave the kingdom and go to heaven where Laqma1.1a has 
already gone. 

17. 0 tiger among the Riqasas, I am not eager to stay 
behind even for a short while in the mortal world without my 
noble-souled brother. 

18. It is with the intention of advising you that I have come 
to you, 0 VibhifaQa. Hence listen without excitement in the 
mind and carry it out. 

19. This prosperity and power arising from the rulership of 
the kingdom may generate arrogance in men of meagre intellect 
like liquor. So it shall not be adopted by you. 

20. All the immortal ones including Sakra are worthy of 
being honoured and venerated by you always, so that your own 
kingdom will be always intact. 

21-23. My statement should remain true. Therefore, I have 
come. Although your exceedingly mighty brother was well 
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entrenched in his kingdom, he suddenly met with destruction. 
Hence Suras should always be honoured. If somehow a human 
being comes over here, he should be seen as one wtth my 
physical form by all the night-stalkers (Rilqasas). 0 Vibhifar:ia, 
all the demons should be kept restrained by you. No one 
should proceed to the mainland transgressing my bridge." 

Vihh4atia said: 

24. Undoubtedly, I shall carry out your directions, 0 Lord. 
But when the mortal world is abandoned by you my very life 
may depart. 

25. So, it behoves you, 0 Lord, to take me too along with 
you where Lak~mal)a having departed earlier is present. 

Sri Rama said: 

26. 0 1nost excellent one among Ra.k~asas, an everlasting 
kingdom has been already promised for you by me. Hence it 
does not behove you to make me one with false conduct 
(untrue utterance). 

27. For the sake of my lasting reputation, I will instal three 
idols (or Lingas) of splendid ~eatures on my own Setu (Bridge). 
They should be worshipped by you always with great devotion 
and determination as long as the moon, the sun and the stars 
shine. 

28. After saying thus to Vibhitar:ia, the Lord of the Rik~as, 
the most excellent one among the descendants of Raghu stayed 
there in Lanka for ten days along with the monkeys. 

29. He spoke about the diverse incidents of the battle that 
had been fought already and visited the different sites of the 
battle. 

50. He praised those heroic Rikfasas of superior strength 
such as Kurilbhakan}a, Indrajit and others who met him face to 
face in the, batde. 

SI. 0~. the, e!~enth days, Raghunandana got into that 
Putpaka and proceeded towards his city. 

32. H-, ~ accompanied by th'ose monkeys and Vibhitaoa 
went ahead. )Then he installed Mahesvara on the Setu at the 

OT 

end. · ·. 
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33-34. With the mind sanctified by faith, he installed the 
deity in the middle and in the beginning too. Thus he came 
actually to the site of the Setubandha and then proceeded 
towards his own home. Then Vibhifa9-a bowed down to him 
repeatedly and said: 

Vibh~a!'a said: 

35. Men will be coming along this Setu with a desire to visit 
Ramesvara either out of curiosity or keenly endowed with faith. 

36. The community of the Rak•asas is considered cruel, 0 
great king. On seeing a man coming, they may feel a desire for 
human flesh. 

37. If any Ra~asa begins to eat any human being it will 
necessarily be disobedience and breaking of the command on 
my part, although I continue my devotion. 

38-40. In Kali age, mankind in general may be poor. They 
will be coming here everyday under the pretext of visiting the 
deity but really motivated by the greed of gold. They may not 
be afraid of the Rak,asas. 

If any one among the Rak,asas were to kill him it will be an 
act of disloyalty to my Lord on my part, 0 Lord. Hence think 
of some wayout, lest I should incur the sin of disobedience. 

41. On hearing his words, the most excellent one among 
the descendants of Raghu said: "Of course, it may be so." Then 
he got his bow ready with string. 

42. Then Raghiittama cut off with sharp arrows the 
monumental form of his renown in the middle region extending 
to ten Yojanas. 

43. Thereby the peak where Sankara had been installed by 
himself fell into the waters of the ocean along with the Linga. 

44. In this manner the pathway over the Setu was rendered 
hnpassable. He then went home along with the monkeys and 
.Rikp.sas. 
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CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED TWO 

Erection of Five Palatial Shrines for l..aqmal)a and Others 

Silta said: 

1. 0 excellent BrahmaQas, listen to the mysterious incident 
that occurred on the way as Rima set out towards his abode. 

2. The aerial chariot Putpaka that was moving along · the 
path of the firmament stood still unaccountably all C'f a sudden 
mystifying the men. 

3. On seeing Pu,paka motionless in the sky Rama who was 
surprised spoke to the son of Viyu: 

4-5. "O Miruti, go to the ground below quickly and find out 
the cause of this Pu, paka having come to a standstill in the 
middle of the sky. This huge-bodied Pu,paka created by the 
eyes of Brahma has never been restrained in its movement by 
anyone at any place." 

6. "So it shall be", said Hanumin and went to the ground 
quickly coming back. He bowed down to Raghuttama and said: 

7-9. "Beneath here is the holy spot named Hit,akesvara 
where Brahma, the creator of the universe, himself abides. 

Adityas, Vasus, Rudras, the two Asvins who are the physicians 
of Devas as well as other Siddhas and Kinnaras-all these stay 
there. 

It is for this reason that Putpaka does not go beyond that 
holy spot. It has become motionless. The truth has been spoken 
by me." 

Sita said: 

10. 0 hearing his words, Righava became curious. He 
directed Pu, paka towards that holy place. 

11. He got down along with all the monkeys and Riqasas 
of various types. He joyously moved about in the holy place all 
round. 

12. He saw the Tirtha and visited the holy shrines. There
after he visited,.~~ur;HJi installed by Pitimaha. Then he took 
his holy bath ist i die Kul)cja that bestows all desired things. 
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1 !. Then Rima saw the Lord of Devas installed by his 
father. He then visited the Four-armed Lord who was he himself. 

1416. He took his bath in the Rajavipi and became pure. 
He then offered libations to the Pitrs. Thereafter he thought 
thus: 'In this holy spot here that yields much merit, I shall 
instal a Unga in the same manner as Kesava was installed by 
my father. Further, my dear brother has resorted to heaven. 
I shall instal a Liilga named after him. I shall also instal 
an image of him along with a splendid image of Siti. In this 
highly sacred and pure holy spot, I shall instal myself in the 
form of a stone idol., 

17. After deciding thus, Rima the foremost among those 
who wield weapons, erected five palatial temples with great 
devotion. 

18. Then all those monkeys and Rik,asas in particular 
installed severally their own Lingas. 

19. They all stayed there itself for a long time with great 
faith. Then they went to Ayodhyi riding on the excellent aerial 
chariot. 

20. Thus everything has been narrated to you all about how 
the great deity of R:imcsvara along with Laqma1_1esvara was 
installed in that highly splendid Tirtha. 

21. A man who always gets up early in the morning and 
visits both of them shall attain the entire benefit which one 
gets when Rimiyaiµ. is listened to. 

22. Further, one who reads RimiyaJ)a before those two 
deities on the eighth and fourteenth lunar days shall attain the 
entire benefit of Vijimedha (horse-sacrifice). 
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CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED THREE 

Greatness of Anartaka Tirtha Kiipiki 

TM sag,s said: 

I. 0 Siitaputra, you have said that Lin.gas were installed by 
the Rik,asas as well as the monkeys. This is indeed surprising. 

2. Hence do narrate it in detail where and how the (par
ticular) Lin.gas were installed by them. What were the holy 
spots where they installed these? 

Silla said: 

3. Sugriva wandered over the entire holy spot and reached 
BalamaJ}<:{anaka. There he took his holy bath with great mental 
concentration and purity. He installed the Mukhalin.ga of the 
Trident-bearing Lord there. 

4. Similarly, 0 excellent BrihmaJ.las, Mukhaliligas of the 
Trident-bearing Lord were installed by all the other monkeys as 
they wished, as their respective tokens. 

5. One who applies Ghrtakambala (coating the Liiiga with 
ghee) to those Mukhalingas with the Sun in the zodiac 
Capricorn, goes to Sivaloka. 

6. Then, 0 Brihm3.\las, in the western area of that holy 
place four-faced Lin.gas were installed by the Riqasas. 

7. In the eastern area, five palaces (temples) were erect
ed with great devotion by Rima. They are destructive of all 
sins. 

8. Similarly a Kiipiki (small well) was dug by him in the 
southern area near the Anartiya lake. It is destructive of sins. 

9. One who performs Sriddha · there in the course of 
DaqiQiyana (southern transit of the Sun) obtains the fniit of a 
horse-sacrifice and is honoured in the world of Pitrs. 

I 0. 0 Brihnw;ias, one who offers oil-lamps there in the 
month of Kirttika never sees the twenty-one dreadful Narakas. 
Wherever he is reborn, he never becomes blind. 
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The sages said: 

11. By whom was that Anartiya lake made there? what is its 
power? 0 S(ltaputra, narrate this completely. 

Suta said: 

12. 0 excellent Brih1nar:ias, the greatness of Anartiya lake 
cannot be described adequately by means of a single mouth 
even in the course of hundreds of years. 

13. With great mental concentration and purity, one should 
take his holy bath on the fourteenth lunar day in the bright 
half of the month of Asvina and duly offer libations to Devas 
and Pitrs. 

14. Then on the day of the Festivities of l.a1nps, he should 
perform Sraddha with concentration, worship Damodara and 
Yama and then devoutly offer the lamp. 

15. Dharmaraja should be worshipped with sweet scents, 
flowers and unguents. Pulses and gingelly seeds should be 
offered saying "May Govinda be pleased." 

1 6. By the offering of gingelly seeds and pulses and by the 
propitiation of Brahmar:ias, Lord Puru,ottama along with Yama 
is pleased. 

17. 0 Brahmar:ias, one who does like this at the Tirtha 
named Anarta obtains the benefit of a horse-sacrifice and is 
honoured in the world of Brahma. 

18. On the day when Rima very joyously reached that place, 
excellent Brihmar:ias approached him. All of them respectfully 
said to him: 

19. "O Raghunandana, the excellent Sage Agastya stays here. 
Do go and see that leading Brihmar:ia born of Mitra and 
Varu9a." 

20. On hearing their words, the lotus--eyed Rama joyously 
went there immediately along with the monkeys and Rikta5as. 

21. Raghiittama bowed down to him and made A1/dtiga 
(prostrating with eight limbs touching the ground) obeisance 
to him. The delighted noble-souled sage embraced him closely. 

22. With palms joinc:d in reverence, he sat on the ground 
humbly, not far from him. 

23. On being asked by the sage, Rima narrated in detail all 
the events connected with himself and his departure to 
heaven. 
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24. He narrated everything about how Sita was banished by 
hhnself, how Laqmai:ia gave up his life on being exiled by 
himself. • 

25. He told him how he went to Sugriva and Vibhi~al)a; how 
he conversed with them; how they arrived there and how 
Put paka became motionless. 

26. Then Sage Agastya told him diverse wonderful stories of 
ancient saintly kings (who ruled) before him; citing many 
examples. 

27. At the end of the narration, the sage observed that 
Raghiittama was emotionally upset. He then gave hiln an 
excellent ornament studded with jewels. 

28. Such a jewel was never in the possession of even Devas, 
Yak~as, Siddhas, Vidyadharas, Na.gas and leading Rak~asas. No 
question of its being with humans arises. 

29. From that ornament rainbow-like clusters of refulgence 
emerged in the thousands. Even during the night of the dark 
half its lustre rese1nbling the solar light could be seen. 
• 30-31. Rima took it and gazed at it with eyes wide open with 
wonder. Out of curiosity he asked: "Where did you get 
this from, 0 sage? This necklace made of very wonderful jewels 
dispels darkness. There is no similar thing anywhere in all the 
three worlds. Tell me where you got this from." 

Agastya said: 

32. 0 most excellent one among the descendants of Raghu, 
this excellent lake which you see near my hermitage is created 
by the Lord of Devas. 

33. I shall tell you, 0 Raghunandana, a mysterious thing 
seen by me on its banks. Listen. 

34. Once, 0 Righavasrenha, I got up at midnight and saw 
a sun-like refulgence passing through the sky. 

35. It was an aerial chariot shining with groups of celestial 
damsels. There was a young main in the centre thereof. A blind 
king it was, riding therein. He was being eulogized by Kinnaras. 

36. In physical charm he was like another Kamadeva. He 
was wearing this pure jewel-studded ornament shining like 
twelve suns. 

37. Getting down from the excellent aerial chariot, 0 
Ragh iidvaha, ·- with the support of the shoulders of a divine 
messenger, he ~e down to the water level. ... 
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·· SS. He pulled up from the water a corpse of a man and 
immediately began to chew it with his teeth. 

S9. 0 Raghava, even as he continued to eat the human flesh 
the body regained its original form once again. 

40. After a long time, he became satisfied. Gladly he purified 
himself, got out of the water and was about to get into the 
Vimina (aerial chariot). 

41. By that time, I hastened to him out of curiosity. Even as 
he continued to be attended upon by the Gandharvas with 
keen intellect all round, I asked him: 

42. "O excellent one among the travellers of aerial chariot, 
wait for a while. I am a Brahmal).a named Agastya, the son of 
Mitra and Varui;ia." 

43. On hearing it he faced me and bowed down to me along 
with all those attendants in the aerial chariot, Kinnaras and 
others. 

44-45. The king bowed down and stood before me when I 
asked: "Who are you with such a glorious body, seated in an 
excellent aerial chariot? You are being attended upon by the 
celestial damsels, Gandharvas and Kinnaras. You have come to 
this lake and have eaten the human flesh! How did you get 
blind in the eyes? 

The Vaimtinika (Aerial Passenger) said: 

46. Well! Well! 0 excellent sage. It is good that you have 
come to me. indeed Vidhi (Fate) is favourable to me as you 
have come. 

47. The sight of saintly men (meeting with good men) is 
meritorious. Good men are indeed better than 1irthas. The 
benefit of a Tirtha is achieved in due course, but a contact 
with good men yields the fruit instantly. 

48. Hence, 0 great sage, I shall narrate my stOI}', how my 
diet came to be a despised thing despite such affluence and 
splendid riches. ,, 

49. 0 great sage, I was formerly a king named Sveta, the 
ruler of Anarta. The sinner that I was, I harassed all the people. 

50. Nothing was given as religious gift by me earlier. I ~ever 
performed Homa in the sacred fire. Nor did I accord protection 
to people. Those who sought refuge in me were not saved by 
me. 
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51. Whenever I saw any jewel on the earth, I took possession 
thereof forcefully. I took away everything belonging to any 
embodied person. • 

52. After a long time I became overwhelmed with old age. 
My kingdom was seized with force by my own son. I became 
despised and was banished. 

53. Overwhelmed with old age, I became disgusted with the 
world. 0 leading BrahmaQ.a, I wandered here and there ~nd 
ultimately reached this place. 

54. Parched in my throat with hunger and thirst, I took my 
bath in the auspicious water here. Afflicted with hunger I died 
as soon as I entered the water. 

55. Since I entered the holy, meritorious water and died, an 
aerial chariot came there at the very instant. 

56. The divine servants took me with them investing me 
with another body in the aerial chariot. They then proceeded 
towards the abode of Brahma. 

57. I wore divine garlands and clothes. I was smeared with 
divine scents and unguents. I had divine ornaments and I was 
eulogized by Kinnaras. 

58. Thereafter, blind as I was, I was presented in front of 
Brahma by those attendants of Devas in the centre of the 
assembly of Brahma, without eyes, in the same form as before. 

59. I was looked at with evident surprise on their faces by all 
those who were in the assembly. They looked at one another 
too. A few others censured me and uttered the word Dhik ( "Fie 
upon youl"). 

Th, Kinnaras said: 

60. This is Lord Brahma of four faces. This is his assembly. 
All the groups of Devas are here. Let him be bowed down to. 

61. Then I made an humble bow to that Lord accompanied 
by Devas. I set in the middle of the assembly with the head 
lowered due to shame. 

62-63. 0 Pot-born One, as the discourses of the Devas, 
Brihmal}as and kings on Dhanna (righteousness) continued on 
the floor of the hall of the assembly, my hunger too kept on 
increasing. I knew I ~ even ready to gobble up stone or wood. 
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64. I gave up the feeling of shame, 0 excellent sage. After 
bowing down repeatedly, I said aloud to Prapitimaha: 

65-66 ... 0 Prapitimaha, hunger overwhelms me now. I am 
unable to see anything. Hence give me something to eat. 
There are no weaknesses like hunger and thirst felt by you 
here. How then do they harass me though I am stationed in 
Svarga?" 

Pitamaha said: 

67. 0 evil-minded one, you never gave anyone any bit of 
food down there on the earth. Therefore you hunger goes 9n 
increasing here too. 

68. Further, whatever gem or jewel you set your eyes on, you 
used to seize it. Hence you have become blind, though you 
have come to my world. 

69. Listen to it attentively. I shall explain how you could 
come to ~y palace d~spite being very sinful. 

70. The Lord of Svetadvipa is present in the water where 
you cast off your life. 0 sinner, The Lord abides there because 
he is afraid of Kali. 

71. Since you touched that water, you are rid of all your 
sins. But one not giving food (to the hungry) gets afflicted with 
hunger. 

72. Further due to the seizure of gems and jewels you 
incurred blindness. There is no other cause thereof. The truth 
has been mentioned by me. 

7S. Then, 0 excellent Brihmai,a. Brahma was again addressed 
by me: 'This Brahmaloka is no better than Naraka. Hence, 0 
Lord send me there. What is here in this Brahmaloka?" 

Brahma said: 

74. So you should have gone there! Why were you sent 
here? You cannot have a stay in Naraka even because of this 
Svetadvipa (where your sin is removed). 

75. The greatness of the gvetadvipa would have perished. 
The scripture would have become untrue. Hence you remain 
here itself in the beautiful aerial car. 

76. From here you, go to that water tank riding in the aerial 
chariot-to tlie water tank where you had cast off your life. 
Then eat as you please your own body. 
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77. At my bidding that body within the water shall be 
everlasting. You will gain vision (visual ability) as long as you 
continue to eat. • 

78. Ever since then, at his instance, I regularly come here at 
midnight on the day of the Festivity of Lights and eat my own 
body. 

79. Then, remaining in this form, I feel satisfied for a divine 
day, that is to say for a human year. 

80. 0 excellent sage, the storehouse of waters, the ocean, 
was turned into a handful of water and was drunk by you. 
There is nothing in all the three worlds, which cannot be 
accomplished by you. 

81. Hence, 0 sage., take great pity on me and save me from 
this misdemeanour despised by all the worlds. 

82. So, 0 excellent sage, grant me the gift of vision. I am 
disgustt"d with the state of blindness. I have no other place of 
refuge than you. 

8S. 0 Raghiittama, on hearing his words my mind melted 
with pity. Then I spoke these words: 

84. "You give me this necklace in exchange for food. 
Thereby the hunger in your stomach will disappear. 

85. Further, 0 wise one, from now onwards give the lamps 
of jewels of pure rays to Damodara on the banks of this very 
lake. 

86. Thereby, at my instance, your vision shall be free from 
defects and permanent undoubtedly. I promise this solemnly 
on oath. 

The Icing said: 

87. 0 excellent sage, take pity on me and receive this 
excellent necklace studded with jewels. 

88. Therefore, though I am a sage devoid of desire and I 
reside in the forest I accepted his gift because I was moved with 
pity. 

89. Then he washed my feet and gave me this jewel in 
exchange for food, with great devotion. His soul became purified 
by good thought .. 
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<l 90. Then, 0 king, his hunger disappeard instantly. A 
satisfaction as though resulting from the divine nectar occurred 
within him. 

91. His earlier body which became old and dried and later 
became everlastingly renewed in the water, disappeared forever. 

92. Then, 0 most excellent one among the descendants of 
Raghu, he erected an excellent palace with great devotion, and 
installed Damodara at that holy spot. 

93. With great faith, he offered regularly oil-lamps and his 
eyesight became clearer day by day. 

94. Then within a month the king regained divine eyes. He 
became the most excellent king and the most likable one to 
good ones. 

95. Then joyously he started towards heaven. He bowed 
down to me and with palms joined in reverence he spoke words 
choked with delight: . 

96-97. "O excellent Brahmar:ia, with your favour the dreadful 
insatiable hunger of mine has vanished and I have regained 
divine vision. Permit me, 0 excellent sage, so that I can go to 
Brahmaloka, thanks to the power of this Tirtha." 

98. ThC:n he was sent away by me. After repeatedly bowing 
down to me he joyously went to the eternal Brahmaloka. 

99. It was thus that his ornament came into my hands 
earlier. Realizing that this is worthy of you in every respect it 
has been given to you. 

100. Ever since then, 0 great king, men regularly come 
here, take their holy bath here in the splendid waters in the 
month of Karttika, offer lamps studded with jewels generously 
and go to the abode of Devas after death. 

101. 0 Raghiittama, those with mental concentration and 
purity, who discard their life herein, go to Brahmaloka although 
they 1nay be sinful. 

102. On seeing the power of the holy water there the 
Thousand-eyed One (lndra) became agitated with fear and got 
it filled with dust particles. 

103. Today happens to be the day of the Festivities of Oil 
Lamps. It is highly meritorious. At my bidding dig an excellent 
Kiipiki (well) here. 

I 04. 0 Righava, take your holy bath therein and offer 
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libations to the Pitrs. Glve excellent Ratnadipa, (jewel-studded 
oil-lamps) in front of_ the deity. 

105. Thereby you will attain the Siddhi of reaching 
' . 

Brahmaloka with_ this very body. The truth has been told by me. 

106. Then at the bidding of Raghava all those ~asas and 
monkeys dug Kupikas containing w~ters devoid of impurities in 
that region. 

107. They spent the entire month of Karttiki there, taking 
holy baths, offering libations to the Pitrs and placing Ratnadipas. 
Then they started back to Ayodhya. 

108. Then by the power of that nrtha all of the1n except 
Vibhifai:ia and Hanuman, the monkey, went to Brahmaloka. 

Sii.ta said: 

109. Even today, one who makes the gift of oil-lamps 
respectfully in the month of Kirttika after taking the hol)' bath 
in the auspicious waters there shall be rid of all sins. He is 
honoured in Brahmaloka. 

110. It was thus that the auspicious lake of Anartiya and the 
splendid VitQukupika happened to be there. 
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